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LIST OF TERMS AI{D ABBRE,VIATIONS

These terms and abbreviations are shown in italics in the report text.

Term Definition

(1) (2)

1D Gre-dimensional model such as IIEC:-L4S or HEC- I.

I D Channel

A channel modeled tt FLO-2D using one-dimensional unsteady dlrnamrc flood
routing simrlar to unsteady HEC-Rtr|. The charrnel cross sections are typically
limited to the rn,ash main channel. Overbarrtri flood routing is modeled using lhe 2D
Floodplain grids.

I D Street
A,n urban street section r.vith curb and gutter rlodeled in FLO-2D using otle-
dimensional unsteady dynamic flood routing. The street cross section is sirnulated
urith a shallour rectangurlar geometr5r.

2I) Trno-dimensional model such as FLO-2D.

2D Floodplctin
'l'wt-r-dimensional overland unsteady dynamic flood rotrting in FLO-2D using the
turiform sqLure grid elements.

3D Tlrree-dimensional surface model of the stud1, area used to calculate FLO-2D gdd
elevations.

.4DI{P Area I)rainage Master Plan

.4Dlv{S Area l)rainage Master Study

ATcGIS Ar ESR/ G1S sol'tr,lare package.

.,4R'5' LISDA Agicultural Research Service

ASCTI American Standard Cocle for Information Interchange

BP-E
Base Flood Elerration. The rvater surf'ace elevation produr:ed b), u base flood or
10O-year flood.

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CR^S' FEMA Community Rating System

Daru SafeQ EAP Emergency Action Plan for an FCDMC dam or tlood retarding structure

DDII Hydrolog)) Drainage Design Manual for Maricopa County - Hydrology (FCDMC,2013a)

DDA,I Lly'draulics Drainage Design Mantnl for Maricopa Count5, - Hydraulics (FCDMC,201 3b)

DRI Desert Research lnstitute, University of Nevada Las Vegas
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Term Definition

(1) (2)

EP,4-SWJvfi,{ IIS Enrrironmental Protection Agency Storm Water Management Model

E^IR/
Envirorulental Systerns Research lnstitute. International supplier of Geographic
Information System (C1S) softu,are, and u,eb CA'and geodatabase rnanagement
applications.

FCDL,{C Flood Control District of Maricopa County.

FDS !-loodplain Delineation Study.

FE!t,,[,4 Federal Emergercy Management Agency.

FHWA Ilnited States Federal Highu,ay Admlnistration

FIS F'lood Insurance Stud1,

FLO-2D Tlre proprietary FLO-2D two-dimensional flow model (cornputer progranr)

FLO-2D 2009.06 The 2009.06 r,,ersion of the IILO-2D model (latest edition) (computer program)

FLO-2D Pro Tlre prof'essional r,ersion of the FLO-2D model (latest edition) (computer program)

Frouc{e numher The ratio of urertial to gravitational forces (dimensionless)

FR^S Flood Retardurg Structure

CARR Gage adjusted radar rainfall

G&",4 Green and Ampt rainfall loss estimation method

G&4 Cornputatiott
Program

Independent computer program r,vritten by FCDI,'IC to solve the G&A equation
trsing both the HEC-I and FLO-2D source codes as an independent verification of
the FLO-2D infiltration calculation routines. The program allolvs tor testing
infiltration fiorn rainfall varying over time, level pool scenarios w-here the fixed
irutial vcllume varies with time or the head stays constant u,ith titne, and lirniting
infiltration depth.

cr^S'Pro The FLO-2D (hid Development Sl,stem softu,are program

C/,S Ci eo gpaphical Inlormation Sy stem

HDS-5 Hydraulic Design Series Number 5 (JSDOT, 2005)

HEL:-1
LIS, C:E Flydrologic Engineering Center lDhydrology model (computer program,
version 4 1)

HEC-CeoRAS LTSACE Hydrologic Engineering Center add-in to.,4rcGIS for creatrngHEC-RAS
input data files (computer progralrl, r,ersion 10.1).
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Term Definition

(1) (2)

HEC-T{1I,TS
US,IL:E H1'drologic Engineering Center H),drologic Modeling Slrstetn (computer
program, versit-rn 4.1 0)

HEL:-IL4S The LISA(:E 1D open channel hydraulics rnodel (computer program)

HEC-SSP The US.,4CE Statistical Sollware Package

HGL Hydraulic grade line

HY -B
FHIILA HY-8 Culvert Analvsis Program (latest edition) (computer program, r,ersion
7 30)

IG,4 Intergovernmenta 1 Agreement

K: Inlet Control

Infiltration J-oss The sum. of RainJbll Loss and T'ransntis,gion loss, in.

LT]) FL-O-2D limrting infiltration depth option, fl. The depth within the soil matrix
corresponding to an impermeable layer.

LIDev Low impact development.

],ID,ILR
I-ight Detection And Ranging. A technolog,v to make high-resolution topographic
maps.

A,[opper The FLO-2D post processor sottrvare progam.

A,,{L:FC1) Mohave County Flood Control District

iv^'LYRAD Next-generation radar

!{FIP National Floocl Insurance Program.

RUTSl) Root Mean Square l)eviation

ARCIS National Resources Consen ation Sen ice.

A/trris National Weather Serrrice

OC Outlet Control

Ponded l,Vater, or Storage Runof f volume that is trapped on the surface, or assumed to be trapped, and carurot
be exchanged r,vith adjacent grids, ft. Include s TOL.

Rainfull l-oss Pcrrtion of rainfall that is infiltrated into the soil matrix including IA, rn

RCP Reinfbrced concrete pipe
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SMLI r\RCIS Soil Mop llnit

S'S't/RGO IVRCS' Soil Surrrey Geographrcal Database

StormCAD Storm Sewer Anal1,sis and Design Software by Bentley

s141,{_,\,{ EPA Storm Water Management Model

Transmission Loss Runoff volume that is infiltrated into the soil matrix after Rainfall Loss rs
accounted for, in.

L\S, CE llnited States Army Corps of Engineers

LTSDA lJnited States Department of Agriculture

LTSDOT llnited States Department of Transportation

f/fSEL Water surface elevation

LIST OF VARIABLE,S

Term Definition

(1) (2)

Y (PSTF*Hear{)* DTIIETA

? PSIF

t0 DTHETA

AF Change in intiltration over the computation time step

^Qll'
Discharge at a grid

Ar Computation time step

.lclv,g Cross sectional area, ftz

Al,,L4hrlv
In the FLO-2D CON'I.DAT file tlus variable increnrents the tloodplainManning's
rz rouglness coefticient at runtime.

ARF FI-,O-2D area reduction factor.

AsuJ' A,ailable storage area
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CW The,A/RC'S' Crrve Number, dimen sionle ss.

C:OLIRAT{TFP
In tlre FLO-2D TOL.DAT file this variable sets the Courant number for the
floodplain.

c* weir discharge coefficient

l)o Average unifbrm flou, depth, ft

depth Parameter in the FLO-2D depth-variable ror-rghness eqwrtion representing flow-
depth on a 2D giid element or in a lD channel between 0.2 ft and do,o*.

Df Final depth in grid, ft

d** Parameter in the FLO-ZD depth-variable roughness eqrntion. lD Channel:Rark
full flor,v depth, 2D Floodplatn: 3.0 feet

DTHETA C&4 Parameter. Volumetric soil moisture deficit. dimensionless

df .,dI,dL*, Florry depth on a grid

"f(t) Intrltration rate at tirne t

F(t) Total infiltration at time t

H Depth of water over the r,veir, ft

Head Incremental rainfall for the time step plus flow' depth on the grid element

IA

Initial abstraction or surface retention loss, in. The surnmation of aLl Rainfall Loss
other than infiltration. It is the sum of interception, depression storage (puddles),
evaporation, and evapotranspiration. For HEC-I and FI-,O-2D, rt also includes any
infiltration that occurs while IA rs being met.

TRAI]{,4RF In tlre FLO-2D RAIN.DAT file ttus variable indicates that individual grid element
depth-area reduction rralues will be assigned.

TKUT\TBULDI]\IG
In the FLO-2D RAIN.DAT file this variable indicates that rainfall on the AkF
portion of the grid element will be contributed to the surface water runoff for that
element.

Il\lOC' 'TCOI\.I'
In the FLO-2D I{YSTRUC.DAT file set this variable to 0 to compute the discharge
based on the head-rvater depth abor,'e the appropriate floodplain or channel bed
elevation or to 1 to adjust the rating table discharge for tailrn ater submergence.

Io, Infiltration volume computed by the G&A Computation Progrant? tL

IWRFS In the FLO-2D CONT.DAT file this variable specifies that area and width
reduction factors will be assigned in the .,1RF.DAT file.
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K XKSAT

K", XKSAT

L Weir length, lt

L" Length of channel, fl

n Manning's roughness

lxt
Parameter in the FLO-2D depth-variable roughness equation representing
roughness at d**

716
Parameter in the FLO-2D depth-variable roughness eguation representing
roughness at depth.

POROS FLO-2D parameter for soil porosity.

PSIF C&LA Parameter: Capillary suction, in.

o
A.J

Discharge, cfs

Qn, Qe,Qs, Qw, Qnr,Qsr,
Qsw,Qnw

Incrernental discharges for a time step across eiglrt boundaries

R Hydraulic radius, the cross sectional area divided by the wetted perirneter, ft

r2 Parameter in the FLO-2D depth-variable roughness equation representing the
roughness adjustment coefficient prescribed by the user. (0. to 1.2)

RUN,4KF In the FLO-2D RAIN.DAT file ttus variable is the rainfall depth area reduction to
create spatially variable rainfall.

rc Parameter in the FLO-2D depth-variable roughness eqLution equal to 1 le-'Z

R6 Total rainfall depth, in

RTIAIP Impervious area, %o.

SATI FLO-2D parameter initial saturatron, Yo.

SATF FLO- 2 D parameter final saturati on, Vo.

S'rg Slope of the hydraulic gradeline, ftlft

SOILD ' .. 7LO-2D global parameter to set limiting infiltration depth, feet.

TIME:ACCEL In the FLO-2D TOL.DAT file ttns rrariable is the coefficient to increase the rate of
incremental timestep change.
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TOL
FLO-2D Parameter: Minimum tlorn, depth befbre rumrff volume is exchanged r.r,ith
adjacent grid elements, ft. TOL can be used to represent the depression storage
portion of IA.

l/ Velocitv, fllsec

L" Total computed infiltration volume, ac-ft

w," Wetted perimeter of channel rvidth, lt

WRF FLO-2D rvidth reduction factor.

XKS4T G&,,4 Parameter: H\rdraulic cclnductirritv at natural satr:ration, inlhr.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose

The purpose for this study is to provide supporting technical documentation for the Flood Conkol District

of Maricopa County (FCDMC) acceptance of the FL0-2D model (version 2009.06 and FL0-2D Pro)for
both hydrologic and hydraulic modeling within its jurisdiction. This document is also intended to support

a request for FEMA's approval of local we of FLO-2D for hydrologic and hydraulic modeling,

engineering analysis and mapping of special flood hazard areas for the National Flood Insurance Program

(NFIP). This report has been prepared by the Engineering Division of the FCDMC and is intended to

apply within the local jurisdiction of the FCDMC, Maricopa County and its municipalities.

It is understood that FEMA's approval of the Courty's local we of FLO-2D tmplies the following:

o Use of FLO-2D is only acceptable for drainage areas within or contributing to portions of
Maricopa County.

o Professional Engineers using FLO-2D are ultimately responsible for the appropriate application
and accuracy ofthe results.

o FEMA is not responsible for technical support or accuracy of the results and has not evaluated the
technical soundness of FL0-2D for combined hydrologic and hydraulic computations.

The ultimate purpose is to show that the FCDMC application of the FLO-2D model, when following the

guidance provided herein, is in compliance with the requirements of 44 CFR 65.6(a)(6).

Various computil models that are nationally accepted were used in the verification process. These

include:

1. HEC-RAS version 4.1.0

2. HEC-l version 4.1

3. HEO-HMSversion 3.5

4. HY-8version8.7.2

1.2 Scope

The analyses and review in this report address the following versions of the FLO-2D model:

o FLO-2D Version 2009

o FLO-2D Pro Build 12.10.02 through Build 15.10.13
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Refer to Section 6 for more detail on approved versions and any stipulations. When the model is referred

to as FL0-2D herein, the reference includes both the 2009.06 and Pro versions. References to FL0-2D
2A09 are specific to FLO-2D 2009 .06 and referenc es to FLO-2D Pro we specific to that version.

This investigation is intended to cover the adequacy and technical applicability of the FL0-2D model

output for the purposes of the FCDMC as described herein. It is not intended to test the adequacy of the

various data input tools or the available output post-processing tools. The FLO-2D 2009 mode|
including previous versions, has generally been deemed acceptable for use within FCDMC since about

2A0I. The FLO-2D Pro model has generally been deemed acceptable for use within FCDMC since

October 2012. This investigation documents many of the previous tests, done either as analyses or as

physical tests-in-practice on actual projects during that period, plus the results ofongoing investigations

and verifications.

Finally, this study lists application guidelines and identifies known limitations of the FLO-2D model.

1.3 Summary of Findings

FLO-2D was tested thoroughly for application as both a hydrologic and hydraulic model for use on

floodplain delineation projects, areadrainage master studies, dam safety hazard mapping, levee safety

hazard mapping, and for general flood hazard modeling. FLO-2D was found to be acceptableby FCDMC

for these purposes within its jurisdiction when properly applied.

1.4 Disclaimer

The FCDMC and the FCDMC staff do not warrant the performance and results of using the FLO-2D

software. The applicationof FLO-2D results and the information presented inthis FL0-2DYeiftcation
Report are the users'responsibility ONLY. The results of the testing and verification of the FLO-2D

model are provided 'as is'without warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including, but not

limited to, the implied warranties of fitness for a purpose, or the warranty of non-infringement. Although

the FL0-2D software can be used in applications for FCDMC permits, using it does not guarantee that the

applications will be approved. The FCDMC makes no warranty that:

. the FLO-2D software will meet your requirements.

. the qualrty of the FL0-2D software will meet your expectations.

. the application of the FL0-2D software will be unintemrpted, timely, secure or error-free.

. that the results that may be obtained from use of FLO-2D software will be effective, accurate or

reliable.
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In no event shall the FCDMC be liable to you or any third parties for any special, punitive, incidental,

indirect or consequential damages of any kind, or any damages whatsoever, including, without limitation,

those resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether or not the FCDMC has been advised of the

possibility of such damages, and on any theory of liability, arising out of or in connection with the use of
this FL0-2D Verification Report. The use of the FLO-2D Verification Report content is done at your

own discretion and risk and with agreement that you will be solely responsible for any danage to your

computer system or loss of data that results from such activities. No advice or information, whether oral

or written, obtained by you from the FCDMC shall create any warranty for the use of the FLO-2D

software orthis FLO-2D Verification Report.
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TE, CHNIC AL SUITABILITY

2.1 Purpose

The purpose of this section is to demonsffate that the FL0-2D model has the appropriate capabilities for
performing hydrologic and hydraulic modeling for flood hazard, floodplain delineation, and dam and

levee safety inundation analyses. The minimum requirements that FLO-2D must have to meet FCDMC

needs for hydrologic modeling are listed in Section 2.3.1, and for hydraulic modeling in Section 2.4.1.

The FLO-2D capabilities that meet or exceed these minimum requirements are described in the following

sections. Refer to Section 3 for the capabilities of FLO-2D that make it uniquely suitable for certain

aspects of hydrologic modeling, engineering analysis and mapping of Special Flood Hazard Areas. These

are capabilities that other non-proprietary models may not possess. Refer to Section 4 for verification that

the technical components listed and described in this section perform as stated by the software provider

and meet the current standards of the FCDMC and Maricopa County as defined in the Drainase Desisn

Manual-for Maricooa County, Hydroloey (FCDMC, 20I3a),the Drainase Desisn Manualfor Maricooa

Coun1. Hydraulics (FCDMC, 2013b), and the Drainase Policies and Standards for Maricopa Countv)

(FCDMC,2012).

2.2 Overview of FLO-2D Program Structure

The FLO-2D program consists of the following:

1. Data Files. A series of ASCII data files that provide input data and parameters for a given model.

2. CONVERTER Pro. The CONVERTER Pro program converts FLO-2D version 2A09.06 data files to

rhe FLO-2D PRO version format.

3. GDS'. A pre-processor program named Grid Developer System (GDS Pro) that is used to create and

edit the input data files in a G/Sl-like environment. The data files can also be created using a standard

text editor or using standard G1S programs such as ArcGIS. The FLO-2D model can be run from the

GDS interface.

4. FLO-2D Executable. The FLO-2D program executable can be run by copying the executable

program file into the folder containing the model input data files and then running it. It can also be

run from the GDSinterface. The VC2005-CON.DLL file is also required when runningthe FLO-2D

- SWMM interface. It is recommended that the most current version of the VC2005-CON.DLL file
also be in the model directory when runningthe FLO-2D executable from r.vithin that directory.

5. HYDROG. Channel output hydrographs and floodplain cross section hydrographs can be viewed with

the HYDROG program.
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6. MAPPER Pro. A post-processing program that creates G1S shape files of various result types and

presents them in a G15l-like environment. The shape files that are created can also be opened in a

standard GlS-based program such as ArcGIS.

7. MAPPER ++. MAPPER++ is a post-processor program that creates high resolution maps and plots

of the FLO-2D model results in a G15llike environment including area of inundation, time variation

of hydraulic variables, maximum water surface elevations, duration of inundation , impact force, static

pressure, specific energy, sediment scour or deposition and others.

8. MAXPLOT. A sirnple and fast program that reads FLO-2D output files and renders images of grid

based results. MAXPLOT does not create G1S'files.

9. PROFILES. The PROFILES program serves the dual purpose of being a pre- and post-processor

program. As a pre-processor program, I D chawrcl cross sections can be viewed and edited. As a

post-processor program, it will display channel water surface and bed elevations for a specified FLO-

2D simulation output interval. In order to view the predicted water surface elevations in PROFILES,

it is necessary to run a FLO-2D channel simulation first. The PROFILES program has zoom and print

options to assist in reviewing the results.

10. RAIN. The RAN.EXE program is used to create and edit the RAIN.DAT input data file. It is most

often used for assigning moving storm data.

All of the software listed, above except item 4, are pre- or post-processing programs that are not directly

required to run the FLO-2D model. Model execution only requires the ASCII text input data files, the

FLO-2D executable and possibly the VC2005-CON.DLL program library.

2.3 Hydrologic Modeling

2.3.1 General

In order to be acceptable for use in Maricopa County, the FLO-2D model must, as a minimum, be able to

simulate the lollowing:

1. FCDMC standard design storms, including temporal distributions and spatial extent.

2. Green and Ampt rainfall loss computation method as implemented by FCDMC.

3. Account for impervious area in rainfall loss calculations.

4. Generate runoffhydrographs at specific locations.

5. Routing of runoff hydrographs to at least the level of detail provided by HEC- 1 .

6. Conserve volume and provide volume accounting information.

The following sections describe the FLO-2D capabilities that meet the above requirements, and additional

capabilities that are very beneficial to the FCDMC mission, which is to provide regional flood hazard
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identification, regulation, remediation, and education to Maricopa County residents so that they can

reduce the risk of injury, death, and property darnage from flooding, while still enjoying the natural and

beneficial values served by floodplains.

2.3.2 Rainfall

2.3.2.1 Design Storm Rainfall

The FCDMC 6-hour and 24-hour design storm rainfall distributions are built into the GDS program. The

desired storm tlpe can be specified by the user and the correct rainfall data attomatically added to the

RAIN.DAT inpvt datafile. Design storm rainfall distributions can also be added manually. The total

point rainfall depth is supplied along with a dimensionless temporal rainfall distibution that is applied to

the entire model. This capability meets the minimum requirement.

2.3.2.2 Moving Storm Rainfall

Moving storm rainfall can be simulated through two different approaches. The first is to specify a

moving design storm. The user specifies the storm direction (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, or NW) and

speed. The 2"d approach is to simulate real storm rainfall using Next Generation Radar (NEXRAD) data.

NEXRAD grird data can be pre-processed using the GDS program to oreate amoving storm data set that

essentially defines a temporal rainfall distribution for every grid in the model based on real time. This

capability exceeds the minimum requirement.

2.3,2.3 Depth-Area Reduction

The HEC-L JD Record method of accounting for depth-area reduction of point rainfall cannot be directly

implemented with a 2Dhydrologic model. FLO-2D does allow depth reduction to occur at the grid level.

Every grid in the model can be assigned arunfall reduction factor that the total storm point rainfall is

multiplied by. The reduced rainfall on each grid is then distributed using the dimensionless rainfall

distribution assigned to the model. This capability does not directly match the capability of the HEC-I

model, but mahes up for it with the spatially-varied rainfall depth reduction capability.

2.3.3 Rainfall Loss and Excess

2.3.3.1 Loss Estimation Methods

The 7LO-2D model implements three (3) Rainfall Loss estimation methods:

1. I/RCS' Curve Nurnber

2. Green and Ampt
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3. Horton Infiltration Model (FL0-2D Pro Build 13.02.A4 and later).

All three methods can be applied globally. All three methods can also be applied using a spatially-varied

approach where the parameters can be assigned individually to each grid element. The Initial and

Uniform loss method, which is a method approved for use by FCDMC under certain circumstances, is not

implemented.

The NRCS Curve Number method is not normally used in Maricopa County but does have some utility on

certain projects. It consists of two parameters: CN and IA. This method only provides an estimate of
Rainfall Loss and does not simulate Transmission Loss. lt is not appliedto 1D channels.

The Green and Ampt method (G&A) can be applied using the FCDMC approach and standard parameters.

This method can be applied to floodplain grid elements and 1D Channels separately and provides an

estimateof both RainfallLoss andTransmissionLoss. Itconsistsof threeparameters: XKSAT,PSIF,and

DTIIETA. The DTHETA parameter can be applied as volumetric soil moisture deficit (FCDMC

defrnition) or soil moisture deficit.

The NRCS Curve Number method can be applied in combination with the G&A method. The NRCS'

Curve Number method is used to estimate rainfall loss until there is no rain on the grid. The G&A method

is then used to compute Transmission Zoss as long as there is flow depth on the grid element in excess of
the TOL parameter. TOL is the minimum flow depth on a grid element before runoff volume is allowed

to be shared with adjacent grid elements.

The Horton Infiltration Model is typically not used in Maricopa County and is not discussed further here.

These capabilities meet and exceed the minimum requirement.

2.3.3.2 Impervious Area

Irnpervious area(RTIMP) is the portion of a grid element that is impervious to infiltration. RTIMP is

measured as a percentage and is subject to IA. In FLO-2D, a separate RT'IMP value can be assigned to

each grid element. This capability meets the FCDMC minimum requirement.

2.3.3.3 Impervious Sub-Strata

FL0-2D has the capability of simulating impervious substrata in the soil matrix. This is done using the

limiting infiltration depth option, r,vhich is spatially varied. The existing 1D FCDMC hydrologic method

implemented with HEC-L does not have the ability to directly model underlying impervious sub-strata in

the soil matrix. This capability is very valuable and exceeds FCDMC minimum requirements.
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2.3.3.4 Rainfall-RunofffromBuildings

The FLO-2D model has the capability to simulate rainfall-runofffrom buildings. Buildings are

represented by Area Reduction Factors (r4RFs) in the FLO-2D model. ARF valtes remove surface area

from potential water storage on a grid element. Refer to Section 2.4 .6 for a more complete description of
ARF. Bulldings may occupy a portion of a grid element, the entire grid element? or cover multiple grid

elements.

There are two options for simulating rainfall-runoff from buildings. For both methods, the grid covering

the building may be completely blocked (ARF:1.) or partially blocked (0<,,4RF 51.), or a combination of
the two if multiple grids are required to define the building.

Option 1. The FLO-2D input control variable IRAINBUILDING is set to zero (0) (RAIN.DAT file).

Rainfall-runoff from completely blocked grids is assumed to leave the model domain either in a storm

drain or to storage. It is not exchanged with adjacent grids. When rainfall occurs on a partially blocked

grid element, the rainfall on the entire grid element (including the portion with the assigned building,4RF

value) is accumulated on the remaining grid element surface area not covered by the building. The

building portion of the grid element surface area is considered impervious and sheds rainfall but does not

store water. Runoff from adjacent grids is not allowed to be stored within the ARF area. The

accumulated rainfall depth (> TOL value) is then available for routing to contiguous grid elements.

Again, if the grid element surface area is totally blocked (ARF > 0.95.), then there is no rainfall-runoff

from the grid element.

Option 2. The FLO-2D input control variable IRAINBUILDING is set to one (1) (RAIN.DAT file). The

rainfall on completely blocked grids can become runoff from the building to the adjacent downslope

grids. Rainfall-runoff from the partially blocked grids is handled the same as for option one. Where there

are multiple adjacent completely blocked grid elements, the rainfall is accumulated on each grid element

surface and passed to contiguous grid elements within the building, based on slope. When the

accumulated runoff reaches the edge of the building, it is exchanged with grids outside the building as

runoff. The rainfall on an interior grid is routed to the building boundary based on the grid element

elevations (ground topography) and roughness (Manning's n-value). Note that all building grids with

ARF: 1 are set to an n -value of 0.030 at run time. This option is assumed to be representative of the

shallow flow on a building roof being routed through the building's drainage system to the downspout.

The user can control the drainage direction by adjusting the grid element elevations inside the building.

The capabilities of these two options meet and exceed the FL'DML'minimum requirements.
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2.3.3.5 1D Channel Method Infiltration Loss

The ID channel method discussed in Section 2.4.7 .l has the capability of simulating rainfall and

transmission losses using the G&A method. The method works for both prismatic and natural channels.

Channel infiltration can be implemented by:

1. G&A XKSAT averaged for a channel reach without setting a limiting infiltration depth.

2. G&A XKSAT parameter averaged for a channel reach including setting a limiting infiltration depth.

3. Spatially-varied G&A XKSAT for every channel element (cross section) with or without a limiting
infiltration depth. Note that the limiting infiltration depth option for I D Channels was added at FLO-

2FD Pro Build 13.02.04.

This approach is based on the assumption that the channel bed soils are sands and gravels and that the

flow depth is much greater than the capillary suction. Therefore, PSlF'is set to zero by default. DTT{ETA

is assigned using the global parameter values and cannot be spatially-varied. To apply the FCDMC

definition of DTHETA, setthe FLO-2D parameters SATI,SATFand,POROS asfollows: SATF:1.0 and

SATI : SATF - DTHETA, rn'here DHETA is the average value for all channel reaches or elements in the

model, and POROS: 0 or 1. When POROS is set equal to zero (0), FLO-2D does not multiply DHETA
by POROS. POROS can also be set equal to one (1) when volumetric DHETA is used. FL0-2D wlll
multiply DWETA by one (1), which has the same effect as using zero (1).

To enable limiting infiltration depth, the FLO-2D SOILD parameter must be set greater than 0.001 feet.

The limiting infiltration depth can be set independently for each channel reach, but cannot be spatially-

varied by lD channel cross sectio4ns. When the limiting infiltration depth is set by reach, a beginning

and ending infiltration rate must also be specified. These values are used to simulate infiltration into the

channel banks, which can continue after the limiting infiltration depth is reached. FLO-2D uses an

exponential decay function that decreases the rate from the initial value to the final value over a72-hov
period. This capability meets the FCDMC minimum requirements.

2.3.4 Inflow
The FLO-2D model can accept inflow hydrographs assigned to specific grid elements. The GDS can read

HEC-l .HYD hydrograph files and convert them to a FLO-2D INFLOW.DAT input data file. This

capability meets the FCDMC minimum requirement.

2.3.5 Hydrograph Generation

The FL0-2D model can generate runoff hydrographs at locations defined in the FPXSEC.DAT input data

file. A selection of grids aligned perpendicular to the dominate flow direction is defined and the flow
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direction assigned. These are known as floodplain cross sections, and can consist of a single grid to a

maximum of 1,000 grids. The program accumulates the discharge crossing each for each time step and

writes it to an output file named HYCROSS.OUT. The peak discharge, time of peak, and total runoff
volume is also reported. In addition, hydrographs are generated for many of the component features

including hydraulic stnrctwes, lD Streets, lD Channels, levee and dam breaches, and inflow and outflow
to a linked EPA-S\|4z{M model. These capabilities meet the minimum requirement.

2.3.6 Hydrograph Routing

Hydrograph routing in the traditional lD modeling sense is not done using the FL0-2D model except for
the lD Channel, street and multiple channel components. Instead, runoff volume from each grid element

is routed dynamically in and/or out of adjacent grids in eight directions. The full dynamic wave form of
the momentum equation is used to route flow in each direction separately. For lD components, flow is
also routed dynamically. This approach exceeds the minimum requirement.

2.3.7 Transmission Loss

Transmission Zoss is modeled using the G&A method for every computation time step as long as there is

flow depth on the grid elernent in excess of TOL and an assigned limiting infiltration depth has not been

reached. This is a capability in addition to the minimum required.

2.3.8 Volume Accounting

The FLO-2D model rigidly accounts for volume during each computation time step and reports the results

both during run time and in the SUMMARY.OUT file afterrun completion. This capability meets the

minimum requirement.

2.4 Hydraulic Modeling

2,4,1 General

In order to be acceptable for use in Maricopa County, the FLO-2D model should be capable of providing

the following:

1. An accurate model of the surface that defines the watershed and the flood hazard area.

2. An accurate depiction of surface roughness at least equal to that provided by HEC-RAS.

3. An acceptable hydraulic computation method for unsteady flow.
4. Have suitable flow regime controls that allow forcing subcritical flow or allow supercritical flow.
5. Adequately model flow obstructions at least as well as HEC-RAS.
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6. Have the capability of modeling lD open channels and hydraulic structures with functionality similar

to HEL\-RAS.

7. Have levee side weir capability.

8. Ability to model the failure of levees and dams.

9. Ability to provide the hydraulic results needed to delineate floodplain limits to FEMA and FCDMC

standards.

The following sections describe the FLO-2D capabilities that meet the above requirements, and additional

capabilities that are very beneficial to the FCDMC mission.

2.4.2 Surface Model

FLO-2D models are intended to be developed using the most accurate topographic mapping available to

build a surface of the area to be modeled. The same mapping normally used for a lD FDS study may be

used,. FLO-2D is based on a uniform square grid. The ayerage elevation of each grid is computed from

the detailed mapping surface. In general, the smaller the grid size, the more accurate the model will be.

However, the selection of an acceptable grid size involves a balance between accuracy of the surface

depiction, model run time, depiction of significant hydraulic features such as channels, streets, and

hydraulic structures, and meeting the project goals. The FLO-2D model provides enough diversity in

components that FEIUIA accuracy requirements can be met. This is accomplished by selecting a grid size

that, in combination with the use of 1D components, provides an adequate depiction of flooding (volume

distribution) on the surface to meet the project goals as well as FEMA minimum standards (I0-meter). ln

many cases, selection of a small grid size (10 ft to 25ft) without /D channels is adequate.

2.4.3 Surface Roughness

FLO-2D has rigorous tools for defining and modeling of surface roughness summarized as follows:

1. 2D Floodplarz: Assignrnent of an average Manning's n-valae to every 2D Floodplain gid element to

be used for flow depths of3 ft and greater.

2. lD Channel: Assignment of an ayerqe Manning's n-value to every channel cross section to be used

for bank full flow depth and greater.

3. lD Channel and 2D Floodplain: Assignment of a shallow flow n-value (global, not spatially variable)

for flow depths between TOL and,0.2 ft.
4. Depth variable z-values:

A. Flow depths from 0.2 ft to 0.5 ft: 0.5 times shallow ru

B. Flow depths from 0.5 ftto do,,*: varies based on the following equation:
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- denth.
rld=rlb*1'.*g-(tz6)

where:

d*u,:banffill flow depth (1D Channels) or 3.0 ft (2D Floodplains). Forflow
depths greater than d,n*, nb is used

nb : rcughness for d** and greater

depth: flow depth between 0.5 ft and d**
12 : rotghness adjustment coefficient (ID Channels: 0 < 12 < 1.2 (0.4 nominal),

2D Floodplain:0.4)

nd: n-Yahe for depth

r,: I/e''2 for ID Channel, and 1.5 for 2D Floodplain

This system meets and exceeds the minimum FCDMC requirements.

2.4.4 HydraulicComputationMethod

FLO-2D is a volume conservation model. It moves the flood volume around on a series of uniform

square grid elements for overland flow or through stream segments for channel routing. Each grid

element is conceptually represented as an inset octagon, allowing flow computations in or out in eight

directions. Flood wave progression over the flow domain is controlled by topography and resistance to

flow. The general constitutive fluid equations include the continuity equation, and the equation of motion

(dynamic wave momentum equation).

Flood routing in two dimensions is accomplished through a numerical integration of the equations of
motion and the conservation of fluid volume for water flood.

To summarize, the solution algorithm incorporates the following steps (FLO-2D Software, Inc., latest

edition):

1. The average flow geometry, roughness and slope between two grid elements or channel cross sections

are computed.

2. The flow depth d* for computing the velocity across a grid boundary or channel cross section for the

next time step (i+1) is estimated from the previous time step i using alinear estimate (the average

depth between two elements):

dl*':dI+dI+1
3. The frrst estimate of the velocity is computed using the diffusive wave equation. The only unknown

variable in the diffusive wave equation is the velocity for overland, channel or street flow.

4. The predicted difftisive wave velocity for the current time step is used as a seed in the Newton-

Raphson solution to solve the full dynamic wave equation for the solution velocity.
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5. The discharge Q across the grid boundary or channel cross section is computed by multiplying the

velocity by the cross sectional flow area. For overland flow, the flow width is adjusted by the width

reduction factors (WFs).
6. The incremental discharges for the time step across the eight boundaries (or upstream and

downstream channel cross sections) are summed:

AQir*t : Qn * Q" * Q, * Q* * Qr" * Q." * Qr* * Qn*
7. and the change in volune (net discharge x time step) is distributed over the available storage area,

A.*1, within the grid or channel element to determine an incremental increase in the flow depth:

AdI+1 : AQ|'+lAt/A'*i
where:

AQ* is the net change in discharge in the eight floodplain directions for the grid
element for the time step At between time i and i+l.

8. The numerical stability criteria are then checked for the new grid element flow depth. If any of the

stability criteria are exceeded, the simulation time is reset to the previous simulation time, the time

step increment is reduced, all the previous time step computations are discarded and the velocity

computations begin again.

9. The simulation progresses with increasing time steps until the stability criteria are exceeded.

This hydraulic computation scheme meets the minimum FCDMC requirements.

2.4.5 Flow Regime Controls

FLO-2D d5,namically computes flow hydraulics for the actual flow regime. The user can force subcritical

flow through a global or spatially-varied limiting Froude number option. When a limiting Froude

number option is exercised, the model will perform the following:

1 . If the actual Froude number for the time step at any given location is less than the limiting value, the

actual hydraulic computations are used without adjustrnent.

2. If the actual Froude number for the time step at any given location is greater than the limiting value,

the z-value is increased a small increment and the computations restarted until the target Froude

number is reached.

The spatially-varied option allows grid elements covering areas that can actually maintain supercritical

flow, such as steep paved roads or rigid bed channels, to be modeled appropriately. Other areas that may

be susceptible to supercritical flow but cannot sustain it, such as steep sand bed channels, can be modeled

according to the needs of the study or design project. This also allows the user to model floodplain areas

as subcritical or critical flow in conformance with FEMA requirements. Although this is a unique

approach, FCDMC accepts this method as reasonable.
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2.4.6 Flow Obstructions

Flow obstructions in the FLO-2D model can be simulated by three methods:

t. Area Reduction Factors (ARn,
2. Width Reduction Factors {WRF), and,

3. Levees.

An ARF factor has the effect of reducing the available storage on a grid element. The storage can be

completely removed, making the grid element unavailable to accept flow from adjacent elements, or

reduced by a percentage. An ARF factor can be applied to any grid element in the model unless it
conflicts with another component.

A WRF factor has the effect of reducrng the width of a specific octagonal side of a grid element and

thereby reducing the cross sectional area avallable to convey flow in or out of a grid element. Any one of
the eight sides of a grid element can be completely or partially blocked using this factor unless it conflicts

with another component.

Building obstructions modeled using the ARF factor can be failed using a building collapse routine. By

assigning negative. fiF-values for either totally or partially blocked elements in ARF.DAT, the removal

of buildings during the flood event can be simulated when velocity and depth criteria for the collapse of
the buildings is exceeded.

A levee functions similar to a WRF factor of 1.0 except that additional capabilities are available. Refer to

Section 2.1.9. If a specific side of a grid element is assigned as a levee, it can be overtopped or failed

using both ahorizontal and/or vertical failure rate. Several other functions are also available.

The FLO-2D flow obstructions capabilities meet the minimum FCDMC requirements.

2,4.7

2,4.7.1

One Dimensional Components

Open Channels

FLO-2D has open channel rnodeling capabilities similar to HEC-RAS. The GDS can directly import an

existing HEC-RAS model that is properly geo-referenced and create the necessary FLO-2D input files.

Cross sections can be viewed, modified, plotted, and interpolated. The FLO-2D lD Channel

implementation is intended for modeling the main channel and not the overbank conveyance areas. Those

areas are normally modeled using the 2D Floo@lain gids, but the routine will model the entire

floodplain if desired. Only one ayerage n-vahe is allowed per cross section, so modeling the entire

floodplain with the ID Chqnnel routine may not be appropriate for a given study. Since most HEC-RAS
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floodplain models use a single average n-vahe for the main channel,the FL0-2D lD Channel capability

meets the minimum FCDMC requirements.

2.4.7.2 Streets

The hydraulic effects of streets can be modeled in FLO-2D as simple 1D shallow rectangular channels.

The component is normally used when the grid element is wider than the street width. The FLO-2D

hydraulic street component capability meets ttre minimum FCDMC requirements,

2.4.7.3 MultipleChannels

This component is for the situation where one or more small channels (natural or constructed) exist within
the grid element width and have signifrcant conveyance or effect on travel times that should be accounted

for. The user can simulate multiple small rectangular channels that can be allowed to widen due to bank

erosion. The multiple channel component has the effect of concentrating the discharge and may improve

the timing of runoff routing. This component can be used to help offset flood routing velocity issues that

arise from use ofa grid size that is too largeto capture the hydraulic effects ofsmall inset channel

systems.

If the flow rate exceeds the specified channel flow depth, the multiple channels can be expanded by a

specifred incremental width. This channel widening process assumes these are alluvial channels that will
widen to accept more flow as the flow reaches bank full discharge. There is no channel overbank

discharge to the overland surface area within the grid element. The channel will continue to widen until

the channel width exceeds the width of the grid element, then the flow routing between grid elements will
revert to sheet flow. This enables the grid element to be overwhelmed by flood flows. During the falling

limb of the hydrograph when the flow depth is less than I ft (0.3 m), the channel width will decrease to

confine the discharge until the original width is again allained. The user can also assign the range of
slope where multiple channel widening is computed. Additionally, the user can also specify that the

predefined channel widths are fixed (no widening occurs). For this case, there is no channel overbank

discharge to the available overland surface area within the grid element. Flow will be kept within the

defined multiple channels, vertically increasing the available depth as required.

The hydraulics are based on the wetted perimeter only including the multiple channel bottom width. For

small shallow channels (1-2 feet of depth), this approach produces acceptable results. The multiple

channel approach may not be an appropriate choice when modeling channels with a fixed width and large

flow depths. Instead, the prismatic lD channel option may be a more appropriate choice.

The FLO-2D multiple channel component capability meets the minimum FCDMC requirements.
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2.4,8 Hydraulic Structures

2.4,8.1 Culverts and Bridges

FL0-2D can model culverts, bridges and spillways using hydraulic rating tables or curves, and culverts

using the equations from the USDOT HDS-S publication Hydraulic Design of Highway Culverts

(USDOT, 2005). Hydraulic rating tables or curves must be prepared separately by the user using other

software such as HEL)-RAS or HY -B . They typically should be based either on inlet or outlet control

datasets with the head based on the inlet head. The rating table approach has the following additional

controls using the INOUTCONT(I,J) vmiable:

INOUTCONT(I,J) : 0; to compute the discharge based on only the headwater depth above the

appropriate floodplain or channel bed elevation (or reference elevation if assigned). Suggested

revisions, generated at runtime, are listed in the REVISED_RATING_TABLE.OUT file. No tailwater

effects or potential reverse flow are considered, but the rating table values can include predefined

outlet control effects.

INOUTCONT(I,J) : l; reduced discharge for tailwater subrnergence, but does not allow reverse flow.

Suggested rating table revisions, generated at runtime, are posted to the REVISED_RATING_

TABLE.OUT file.

INOUTCONT(I,J) : 2; reduced discharge for tailwater submergence. Reverse flow is possible.

Suggested rating table revisions, generated at runtime, are posted to the

REVISED_RATING_TABLE. OUT frle.

Culverts modeled using the I/DSL5 general culvert equations are checked for both the inlet or outlet

control conditions and the highest head lowest discharge result is used. There are additional capabilities

under this routine that are also helpful for addressing long culverts or providing an approximate solution

for storm drain systems. These capabilities meet the minimum FCDMC requirements.

2.4.8.2 Storm Drains

The FLO-2D Pro model is integrated with the EPA-S\Wv1M Version 5 storm drain model (Rossman,

2010). The integration allows FLO-2D to control computation of the amounts of storm water the storm

drain inlets can convey into the pipe system. The EPA-SWIM model then performs pipe hydraulics. If
the pipe system cannot convey the inlet flow, then excess flow is either left on, or returned to, the surface.

Other critical interface points including junction manholes and outlets/outfalls are modeled in a similar

manner. Manhole covers can be removed due to a predefined setting pressure head setting and flow can

then move in and out of the system through the manhole opening. Flow can exit or enter the storm drain
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system through outlets/outfalls based on the water surface elevation at the outlet. The GD,Sprovides tools

for creating the needed interface data and visualizing the storm drain system. Standard EPA-SWMMtools

may be used to create the system. This interface meets the minimum FCDMC requirements.

2.4.9 Levees and l)ams

2.4.9.1 Simulation Method

The FL0-2D levee component confines flow on the floodplain surface by blocking one or more of the

eight flow directions. Levees are designated at the grid element boundaries. If a levee runs through the

center of a grid element, the model levee position is represented by one or more of the eight grid element

boundaries. Levees often follow the boundaries along a series of consecutive elements. A levee crest

elevation can be assigned for each of the eight flow directions in a given grid element. The model will
predict levee overtopping. When the flow depth exceeds the levee height, the discharge over the levee is

computed using the broad crested weir flow equation. Weir flow occurs until the tailwater depth is 85%

of the headwater depth. Above 85%, the water is exchanged across the levee using the difference in u'ater

surface elevation. Levee overtopping will not cause levee failure unless the failure or breach option is

invoked. This component mebts the minimum FL'DMC requirements for simulation of levee blockages

and overtopping (side weir).

2,4.9.2 Failure Mechanisms

FLO-2D can simulate levee and dam breach failures. There are two failure modes; one is a simple

uniform rate of breach expansion and the other predicts breach erosion of an earthen embankment. In

addition, FLO-2D can locate the levee breach based on a user specified water surface elevation and

duration. For both cases, the breach time step is controlled by the flood routing model. FLO-2D

computes the discharge through the breach, the change in upstream storage, the tailwater and backwater

effects, and the dowrstream flood routing. Each failure option generates a series of output files to assist

the user in analyzing the response to the dam or levee breach. The model reports the time of breach or

overtopping, the breach hydrograph, peak discharge through the breach, and breach parameters as a

function of time. Additional output files that define the breach hazard include the time-to-flow-depth

output files that report the time to the maximum flow depth, the time to one foot flow depth and time to

two foot flow depth which are useful for delineating evacuation routes.

The BREACH model (Fread, 1998) is the basis for the breach component. The BREACH model code

was obtained from the National Weather Service (NWS) and extensively revised by FLO-2D Software,
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Inc. There were some code errors in the original BREACH model that were corrected as apart of this

process. ln FL0-2D, a dam or levee breach can fail as follows:

1. Overtopping and development of a breach channel,

2. Piping failure,

3. Piping failure and roof collapse and development into a breach channel,

4. Breach channel enlargement through side slope slumping, and

5. Breach enlargement by wedge collapse.

This component meets the minimum FCDMC requirements.

2.4.10 Mud and Debris Flow

FL0-2D has the capability of routing mud and debris flow on the 2D Floodplain. FLO-2D routes

mudflows as a fluid continuum by predicting viscous fluid motion as a function of sediment

concentration. A quadratic rheological model for predicting viscous and yield stresses as a function of
sediment concentration is employed and sediment continuity is observed. As sediment concentration

changes for a given grid element, dilution effects, mudflow cessation and the remobilization of deposits

are simulated. Mudflows are dominated by viscous and dispersive stresses and constitute a very different

phenomenon than those processes of suspended sediment load and bed load in conventional sediment

transport. The sediment transport and mudflow components cannot be used together n a FLO-2D

simulation.

When routing the mud flood or mudflow over an alluvial fan or floodplain, the FL0-2D model preserves

continuity for both the water and sediment. For every grid element and time step, the change in the water

and sediment volumes and the corresponding change in sediment concentration are computed. At the end

of the simulation, the model reports on the amount of water and sediment removed from the study area

(outflow) and the amount and location of the water and sediment remaining on the fan or in the channel

(storage). The areal extent of mudflow inundation and the maximum flow depths and velocities are a

function of the available sediment volume and concentration which can be varied inthe FL0-2D

simulations.

This verification report does not include numerical verification of the mud and debris flow component.

That is planned for a future report update, but is not needed for FEMA approval.

2.4.11 SedimentTransport

To address mobile bed issues, FLO-2D has a sediment transport component that can compute sediment

scour or deposition. Within a grid element, sediment transport capacity is computed for either 2D
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Floodplain, lD Channel, or street based flow hydraulics. The sediment transport capacity is then

compared with the sediment supply and the resulting sediment excess or deficit is uniformly distributed

over the grid elernent potential flow surface using the bed porosity based on the dry weight of sediment.

For surveyed lD Channel cross sections, a non-uniform sediment distribution relationship is used. There

are eleven sediment transport capacrty equations that can be applied inthe FLO-2D model. Sediment

routing by size fraction and armoring are also options. Sediment continuity is tracked on a grid element

basis.

During a FLO-2D flood simulation, the sediment transport capacity is based on the predicted flow
hydraulics between 2D Floodplain or ID Channel elements, but the sediment transport computation is

uncoupled from the flow hydraulics. Initially the flow hydraulics are computed for all the grid and

channel elements for the given time step and then the sediment transport is computed based on the flow
hydraulics for that time step. This assumes that the change in channel geometry resulting from deposition

or scour will not have a significant effect on the average flow hydraulics for that time step. If the scour or

deposition is less than 0.10 ft (0.3 m), the sediment storage volume is not distributed on the bed, but is

accumulated. Generally it takes several time steps on the order of I to10 seconds to accumulate enough

sediment so that the resulting deposition or scour will exceed 0. 10 ft (0 03 m). This justifies the

uncoupled sediment transport approach used in FL0-2D.

FL0-2D calculates the sediment transport capacity using each equation for each grid element and time

step. The user selects only one equation for use in the flood simulation, but can designate one floodplain

or channel element to view the sediment transport capacity results for all the equations based on the

output interval. The computed sediment transport capacity for each of the eleven equations can then be

compared by output interval in the SEDTRAN.OUT file. From this file, the range of sediment transport

capacity, and those equations that appear to be overestimating or underestimated the sediment load, can

be determined.

This component can be useful for ADMS studies and similar projects. These capabilities meet the

minimum FCDMC requirements, but this verification report does not include numerical verification of the

sediment transport component. That is planned for a future report update, but this functionality is not

needed for FEMA approval.

2.4.12 FloodplainLimitsDelineation

The GDS can automatically delineate floodplain limits for confined flow, similar to the HEC-GeoRAS

capability. This can also be done using standard Gl,Stools by creating a surface from the maximum water
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surface elevation grid data and intersecting it with the ground surface. These capabilities meet the

FCDMC requirements.

2,4.13 FloodwayDelineation

There is currently not an automated method for delineating a regulatory floodway with the FLO-2D

modelthatmeets FEMA requirements. The FEMA definition from44 CFR59.1 rcads: "'Regulatory

floodwalt' means the channel of a river or other wqtercourse and the adjacent land areas that must be

reserved in order to discharge the base flood without cumulatively increasing the water surface elevation

more than a designated height. " FLO-2D does have a floodway computation option that may have merit

for a riverine system and appears to meet the FEMA definition, but it does not meet the strict FEMA

interpretation of being based on equal conveyance encroachment. It is possible to perform a brute force

approach requiring multiple model runs and manual definition and re-definition of encroachment limits.

The FLO-2D floodway tool could be used for definition of an administrative floodway (FCDMC, 2014).

Application of appropriate depth-velocity criteria using the FL0-2D results could also be used for
definition of administrative floodways. The FL0-2D model results used to delineate AE flood zones in

combination with or without administrative floodways does have utilization for FCDMC floodplain

delineation purposes. The FL0-2D results can also be used in conjunction with the HEC-RAS'model

when a floodway delineation is needed.

2.4.14 Summary and Conclusions

The FLO-2D model has the minimum capabilities needed by FCDMC for floodplain delineation studies.

Refer to Section 4 for verification of the validity of FL0-2D model results for the critical components.
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UNIQUE CAPABILITIES

3.1 Purpose

The FL0-2D 2009.06 model is a non-proprietary model, but the FL0-2D Pro modelis proprietary . FL}-
2D 2049.A6 is currently approved by FEMA for use as a hydraulic model but not for hydrology
(httD://$.rvw.fema.sov/hydraulic-nuuerical-models-meetinq-minimum-requirement-national-flood-

itrsuratrce-oroqram). FLO-2D Pro is currently not on the FEMA approved list of numerical models for
either hydrology or hydraulics. The purpose of this section is to document that the FLO-2D 2009.A6 and,

FL0-2D Pro models provide capabilities beyond other non-proprietary hydrologic models, and,that FLO-
2D Pro provides capabilities beyond othernon-proprietary hydraulic models, on the existing FEMA
accepted models list. The intent is to obtain approval by FEMA for use of the FLO-2D model as a

hydrologic and hydraulic modeling tool within the jurisdiction of the FCDMC.

3.2 Combined Hydrologic and Hydraulic Modeling
Both FL0-2D 2009.06 and the FLO-2D Pro model perform integrated 2Dhydrologic and hydraulic
computations. None of the non-proprietary models on the FEMA-approved numerical models list have

this capability. An added bonus is that both models implement the G&A method and compute

Transmission Zoss. This capability is extremely important for accurately determining the volume of flood
water on the surface in sheet flow (shallow unconfined flow), distributary flow areas, and urban areas

where the watershed boundaries are not well defined.

In addition, it is virtually impossible to accurately estimate runoffhydrographs within such areas using
the ID models on the list of FEMA-approved hydrology models. The ID sub-basin concept assumes that
a single point of concentrations exists, which is usually not the case with sheet flow or distributary flow.
Both FLO-2D models do an excellent job for these situations, as well as for tributary dendritic
watersheds.

3.3 Integrated Flow obstruction and Rainfall-Runoff Modeling
Proper modeling of flow obstructions in an urban area where the natural drainage system no longer exists
and sheet flow and/or distributed flow dominates is very important. The important flow obstructions are

buildings and masonry walls, which in conjunction with streets often control the drainage patterns and

distribution of runoff volume on the surface. Attempting to appropriately model these watersheds with a
1D hydrology model is very difficult because lumped parameter sub-basins covering relatively large areas

(usually at least 0.25 sm) do not capture these flow patterns.
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In addition to modeling buildings as obstructions to flow, both FL0-2D models simulate rainfall-runoff
from buildings concurrently. This is a very important capability for FCDMC requirements. Also,
building obstructions modeled using the ARF factor can be failed using a building collapse routine, if
appropriate.

3.4 Spatially-variedLimitinglnfiltrationDepth
This capability was added to the FLO-2D Pro model atthe FCDMC 's request. This option allows the

modeler to assign a depth below the assigned ground elevation of every grid element. That depth

represents the height of the soil column that can infiltrate water. This allows for simulation of bedrock,

caliclre, groundwater or other impenneable layers. It is a very important option for 2D models where

both Rainfall Zoss and Trqnsmission Loss are accounted for. It is necessary in order to help prevent over
estimation of Infiltration Loss and can also be used as a calibration tool.

3.5 Spatially-varied TOL

The TOL parameter, which is the minimum depth that must be met or exceeded before volume can be

exchanged with adjacent grid elements, can be spatially-varied or applied using a single global pararneter.

This is very irnportant for modeling Low Impact Development (LIDev) infrastructure because storage can

be added on an individual grid element basis, in combination with IA,to simulate the LIDev function.
This is a very valuable capability for FCDMC urban planning and assessment of LIDev flood mitigation
measures.

3.6 Integrated Storm Drain Modeling
The EPA SWMMYersion 5 FEMA-approved storm drain model is integrated with the FLO-2D Pro
model. The interface allows FLO-2D Pro to send water from the surface into the storm drain svstem or
receive water onto the surface from the storm drain system. This can happen at:

o street inlets and catch basins,

o pipe openings similar to culvert inlets,

o storm drain manhole covers that are open or have the covers removed by hydrostatic pressure
from within the storm drain system,

o storm water storage basins connected to the storm drain system, and

o storm drain system outfalls that empty onto the 2D Floodplain or lD Channel.

FLO-2D controls the time step. Since the EPA-SWMM time step is typically longer than FLO-2D, FLO-
2D uses the average depth on the grid element for the time steps computed while waitin g on EPA-SIYMM.
FLO-2D Pro computes the flow rate into or out of the opening based on HEC-22 (USDOT, 2013) or
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HDS-S (JSDOT, 2005). The user may also provide aratingtable prepared rnanually using an appropriate

reference or computer program, such as StormCAD (Bentley, 2016),11f-S OSDOT,2A0g), HEC\RAS
(USACE, 2010a), or hand calculations.

This capabiliS, is very important for FCDMC projects. It is being used in the FCDMC planning studies to
determine the impact of existing storm drain systems on surface flooding conditions and for flood
mitigation by modeling proposed storm drain systems to determine how they will function under design

and 1O0-year storm conditions. The use of this tool allows optimizing the design of major storm drain
systems so that they are not over or under-designed, thus saving tax payer dollars.

3.7 Spatially-varied Limiting Froude Number

This option allows the user to assign a different limiting Froude number to each grid element. Diverse

surface characteristics such as lined channels and streets can be allowed to have supercritical flow if
appropriate, while movable bed channels can be forced subcritical where appropriate. This is a very
powerful tool that helps to appropriately model overall system response to rainfall events by providing
more accurate velocity estimates at discrete locations.

3.8 Integrated NEXRAD and Moving Storm Support

3.8.1 Integrated NEXRAD

The FL0-2D 2009.06 and FLO-2D Pro models have the capability of modeling actual storm events using
grid-based temporal rainfall data from the NWS NEXRAD data sets. The GDS has a tool to read these data
files and create a FLO-2D input data file that assigns arunfalldepth to every grid element for each

uniform time step available from the NEXRAD data. This has the effect of applying aseparate ranfall
distribution to every grid element, thereby simulating a moving storm. FCDMC has been contracting
with weather data providers that are professional hydro meteorologists to post-process the NEXRAD data
and filter out errors and anomalies and then adjust the radar rainfall estimates to ground-based rainfall
measurements from the FCDMC and others rain gages. This information is then applied within the FL}-
2D model to simulate a real storm and check the results against known flood depths and available stream
gage data. The model can be verified and potentially calibrated when sufficient datais available. The

results can then be used to provide a more accurate planning or design storm model and to build
confidence in users that the model can simulate actual conditions within the studv area. This is a verv
important unique capability for FCDMC projects.
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3.8.2 Moving Storm Support

The FL0-2D model can simulate a moving design storm in addition to a fixed design storm. This
capability allows the user to set a storm direction and velocity. A design storm can then be set to mimic
actual typical storm movernent patterns for a watershed in order to mimic anticipated normal conditions
as much as possible. This tool would typically be applied to large watersheds when setting a design storm

over every square foot of watershed is not a realistic approach. It allows the user to experiment and

determine what design storm size, path and velocity produce the worst flooding conditions in the area of
interest. This approach also has application in flood warning scenarios for applying an approaching storm

to a watershed that the stonn will possibly impact.

3.9 Stage-Storage Curves by Grid Element

FLO-2D Prohas the capability of creating a stage versus storage curve for every grid element using the

topographic surface that the ayerage grid element ground elevation was computed from. This allows the
model to account for actual storage within each grid element. Storage available within each grid below
the assigned elevation is filled first. Although usually a fairly minor adjustment, this approach provides a
more accurate volume accounting that can be significant when examining overall attenuation due to

storage routing.

3.10 Integrated Levee and Dam Breach Modeling
The FL0-2D 2009.06 and FLO-2D Pro models can simulate the effects of levee failure and erosion

breach of earthen dams as described in Section 2.4.9. This allows for a fully coupled model where the

watershed hydrology is integrated with the hydrologic storage and hydraulic obstruction effects of the
levee and/or dam, the mechanisms leading up to failure of the structure or structures, the duration and

extent ofthat failure or failures, and the hydraulics ofthe breach flood waves as they progress

downsteam. This capability is unique because of the integrated hydrologic and hydraulic model effects
on and resulting from multiple levee and dam breach locations that can occur within the same model
domain. Thus, a failure can be triggered by the model (not necessarily at apredefined location) based on
temporal and hydraulic criteria. The results of that failure may trigger a series of other failures
downstream, or keep failures from occurring at other locations. This makes for a very powerful tool for
identifying possible flood hazards in a community.
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Levee and dam failures can be triggered at multiple locations, simultaneously if necessary, by the

following mechanisms:

1. Levees

A. Overtopping,

B. Water surface elevation reaching a prescribed distance below the levee crest elevation for an

assigned duration at a specific location, or determinedby FL0-2D using global parameters,

C. The above in combination with USACE fragility curve assignments (Schultz, Gouldby,

Simm, & Wibowo,2010).
2. Dam Erosion Breach

A. Predefined location and elevation,

B. Location not predetermined using global settings for water surface elevation and duration of
inundation,

C. Overtopping and development of a breach channel,

D. Piping failure,

E. Piping failure and roof collapse and development into a breach channel,

F. Breach channel enlmgement through side slope slumping, and

G. Breach enlargement by wedge collapse.

These capabilities have proven very useful for FCDMC projects including FDS, ADMS, and Dam Safety

Emergency Action Plan(Dam Safety EAP) updates.

3.11 Summary and Conclusions

Both the FL0-2D 2009.06 and FLO-2D Pro models have unique capabilities described above that have

become very importantfor FCDMC purposes. These capabilities are helping FCDMC stalf provide more

accurate estimates offlood hazards for all portions ofa study area, notjust the confined flow locations

along well-defined washes and rivers. This in turn helps the citizens of Maricopa County by:

l. not overstating or understating the flood hazard, which saves money on flood insurance,

2. helps reduce flood insurance costs through improved CRS rating, and

3. helps ensure that tax dollars spent on flood hazard mitigation are minimized and focused where they
provide the most benefit.

An added benefit is that the municipalities and their engineering consultants can use the information from
the FLO-2D models to locate where drainage improvements are needed to resolve local drainage issues

and to test those solutions to be sure they will work and not cause a new drainage issue somewhere else.

The consulting engineering community can use this information to help plan and design developments
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and other infrastructure improvements. The FCDMC has embraced this technology because of these

benefits to the citizens we serve.
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4 VERIFICATION

4.1 Purpose

The purpose of this section is to report on testing of numerical accuracy of the various FL0-2D

capabilities described in Section 2 and Section 3. The following are several types of tests that were

performed:

1. comparison of results with those from another model (i.e. typically HEC-I or HEC-RAS),

2. comparison with independent manual calculations,

3. simulation of an actual storm event and oomparison of results with gage measured data, and

4. review ofthe program source code.

Some components were tested with all testing ffies if the needed information was available and the

component was of special importance to FCDMC. For some components, testing with only one or two

types was practical or necessary.

Small FLO-2D model(s) were prepared to isolate the component being tested for Types I md,Z. This was

done to minimize the effeots of interaction between components and to simpli$, testing. There is a need

to test the model when various components are used simultaneously and interacting with each other.

Type 3 was relied on to meet this verification need. In addition, where the capability being tested is

available in both FLO-2D 2009.06 and FL0-2D Pro, veifrcatron tests were done for both models and the

results compared. The comparisons are not documented in this report unless an unacceptable difference

was noted.

Numerical testing was done for the following:

1. rainfall loss using G&4,

2. hydraulic calculations between grid elements,

3. lD Channelhydraulics,

4. flow obstuctions,

5. hydraulic structures,

6. levees,

7. multiple channels,

8. EPA-SWMM component, and

9. real storm modeliig.

The verification models are the basis of a series of test models that will be used to verify that new builds

of FLO-2D Pro function as expected without intoducing unintended errors in existing capabilities.
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Finally, the suitability of FLO-2D for delineation of floodplain limits is examined, and then the results of
this section are summarized and conclusions stated.

4.2 Testing of Numerical Accuracy

4.2.1 Rainfall Losses Using Green & Ampt

4.2.1.1 General

The G&A method comes from a paper published in 1911 titled Studies on Soil Physics. Part I the Flow o.f

Air and lYater throush Soils (Green & Ampt, 1911). The method set forth in that paper had limited
application for many years because the physical soil data for assigning parameters was not available for
large geographical areas. The USDA Agricultural Resource Service (,,4R^! and others have performed

active research on this method since the 1960's (Bouwer, i966) (Mein & Larson, 1973) (Mein & Farrell,
1974) (4'htja,1974) (Rawls, Brakensiek, & Miller, 1983) (Saxton & Rawls, 2006). The method has

become viable for watershed hydrology applications with the advent of the NRCSdetailed soil surveys of
the United States. In 1990, the FCDMC adopted the G&A method in the Drainage Design Manual for
Maricopa County (DDM Hydrology) (FCDMC, 2013a). The FCDMC approach to assigning parameters

for use by the G&A method is based on Green-Amot Infiltration Parameters.from Soils Data (Rawls,

Brakensiek, & Miller, 1983). This approach has been implemented since 1990 using the USACE HEC-|
computer program (USACE, 1998), which uses a simplified solution of the G&A method derived from
Modeling Infiltration During a Steady Rairz (Mein & Larson, 1973). The HEC-HMSmodel (JSACE,
2000),whichisasuccessortoHEC-l,usesadifferentapproachbasedon Flood-RunoffAnalysisEM
I I 10-2- 1 4 I 7 (USACE, 1994).

The FL0-2D model uses a solution of the G&A method based on Water and Sediment Routins-from

Complex Watersheds and Example Application to Surface Mininq (Fullerton, 1983), which is a different

approach than taken by either HEC-| or HEC-HMS Refer to Aoolied Hydroloq) (Chow, Maidment, &
Mays, 1988) for a detailed description of the theory the Green and Ampt method is based on. HEC-I and
HEC-HfuLS were used in tests for comparison with FLO-2D results. Refer to the HEC-L Flood
Hydroqraoh Packase User's Manual ( (USACE, 1998), the Hydrolosic Modelins System HEC-HMS
Technical Re-ference Manual (uSACE, 2000), and the (ISACE Flood-runo.fAnalysis,EM IIO-2-1417
(USACE, 1994) for a description of the technical basis for implementation of the G&A method in the

HEC-L and HEC-HMS programs. The approaches used in the test programs for solution of the G&A

equation are described in Sections 1.2.1.2 through 1.2.1.4. This information is provided so the reader can
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better understand the differences in approach between FL0-2D and the check models. This will help with
understanding why there are differences in modeling results.

The results of the various tests of the FLO-2D G&A implementation are presented in Sections 4.2.1.-5

through 4.2.1 . 10. FLO-2D results are compared with HEC-I and HEC-HIItS in Section 4.2. l.-5. Testing

of infiltration for the 1D channel option is covered in Section AJJ. Testing of the Limiting Infiltration
Depth option is described in Section 1.2.1.t). Testing of rainfall-runoff from impervious building
obstructions is contained in Section 4.2. L 10.

4,2.1.2 HEC-I Approach

The G&A infiltration function (see Mein and Larson, 1973) is combined with an initial abstraction to
compute rainfall losses. The form of the G&A equation used is:

aL0F(t\ -' \-/ lf(t)/Kl - 1.

where:

f(t) : inflltration rate at time t
K:XKSAT

P: pslr'

lO: DTITETA

F(t1 :1otu, infiltration at time t
The process followed by HEC-I is as follows:

1. Z Not Satisfied. The initiai abstraction has to be satisfied prior to commencing rainfall infiltration
calculations. Any infiltration that may actually occur while IA isbeingmet is assumed to be included

in 1,4. For each time step, incremental rainfall is summed until the total equals or exceeds IA. The
difference between total rainfall and, IA for that time step is noted.

2. Pre-Ponding Infiltration. HEC-( uses a modified form of the G&A equ'ation to estimate the time to
ponding for each computation time step assuming a uniform rainfallrate during the time step.

Ponding occurs after IA is satisfied and the rainfall rate is greater than or equal to the infiltration rate.

If ponding will not occur, then all rainfall during the time step is infiltrated. If ponding is expected to
occur during the time step all rainfall is infiltrated up to that time and ponding is verified by

calculation.

3. Ponding has Occurred. After the time of ponding, the G&A equation is applied to compute the

infiltration during each time step and excess rainfall becomes runoff. The G&A equation is applied

until the potential infiltration rate is less thanXKSAT. ThenXKSAT is used to compute infiltration.
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HEC-I uses an implicit scheme to solve the G&A equation because it is a nonlinear equation in terms

of infiltration. HEC|I does not include a head (flow depth) term in the G&A solution. Since this is a

lD hydrology model that is only estimating Rainfall Loss, the head term is assumed to be

insignificant lvhen compared to the suction head (PS7fl at the wetting front.

4. Ponding Not Maintained. If the rainfall rate becomes less than the ponded infiltration rate, HEC-I
reverts back to Step 2 above . HEC-I does not account for soil moisture recovery.

4.2.1.3 HEC-HMS Approach

The HEC-HMS implementation of the G&A method is almost identical to that used by HEC-|. The main

difference is in how the 1l is modeled. h HEC-HM5,1,4 is divided into two components: 1) Canopy-

interception storage and 2) Surface-interception storage.

Canoov-interce otion storase

Canopy itrtelccptiott represents precipitation that is captured on trees- shrubs, and grasses, and does not
reach the soil surface. Precipitation is the only inflow into this layer. When precipitation occurs, it first
fills canopy storagc. Onh' alter this storage is filled does precipitation become available for filling other
storage volumes. Waler itt canopy interception storage is held until it is removed b1" elaporalion.
Canopy interception has the same effect as the Initial Abstraction in HEC-|.

Surface-interceDtion storage

Surface interception storage is the volume of water held in shallow surface depressions. Inflows to this

storage come from precipitation not captured by canopy interception and in excess of the infiltration rate.

Oufflows from this storage can be due to infiltration and to evapotranspiration. Any water in surface

depression storage at the beginning of the time step is available for infiltration. If the water available for
infiltration exceeds the infiltration rate times the time step, surface interception storage is filled. Once the

volume of surface interception is exceeded, the excess contributes to surface runoff.

For the purposes of this study, the canopy interception option was used to simulate IA for direct

comparison of HEC-HMS model results with HEC-| and FLO-2D. The surface-interception storage was

set to zero.

4.2.1.4 FLO-2D Approach

The G&A method is implementedin FLO-2D using an explicit form of the G&A equatron developed in
Water and Sediment Routingfrom Complex Watersheds and Example Application to Surface Mining
(Fullerton, 1983). The form of the G&A equation used by Fullerton is:
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AFrLFrK..,
7-rn(1+/+F(r)):;ot

where:

lF: change in infrltration over the computation time step

K",:XKSAT
y:(PSIF+Heag* DTHETA

Head: incremental rainfall for the time step plus flow depth on the grid element

F(t) : totd, infiltration at lime t
lt: computation time step

Fullerton developed an explicit equation for lFby using a power series expansion to approximate the

logarithmic term in the above equation:

AF: -lZF (r) - K*Lrl + IQF (r) - K*At), + BK*At(y + F(r))lu t
2

FLO-2D uses a global parameter named TOL that defines the rninimum flow depth before rainfall excess

or flow depth is exchanged with adjacent grids. This has a similar effect on the infiltration process as 1r4

and is normally treated as the depression storage portion of1r4. Settingthe IA equal to only the sum of
interception and evaporation enables the TOL value to represent the depression storage. Since rainfall
excess for any given time step is usually very small, TOL needs to be small in order for rainfall excess to

be accurately modeled. Therefore, when modeling rainfall-runoff with FLO-2D,the FCDMC requires

that the TOL paraneter be set to a small value, typically equal to the estimated depression storage or the

smallest IA value in the model. The FCDMC typically uses a TOL setting of 0.004 feet, which is the

smallest IA valae for pavement and roof surfaces. The TOL value is then subtracted from the standard 124

value and the result assigned as IA in the INFIL.D AT FLO-2D input data file. The desired total

abstraction value should be equal to the sum of the assigned abstraction (interception) in the RAIN.DAT
(global with or without infiltration) or INFIL.DAT (global and spatial variable IA) fites ptus the TOL

depression storage. The minimum value of TOL that FLO-2D will accept is 0.001 feet.

The combined rainfall loss and transmission loss computation process followed by FLO-2D is as follows:

t. 1,4 Not Satisfied. The initial abstraction is satisfied prior to rainfall infiltration calculations. Any
infrltration that occurs while IA is being met is assumed to be included in IA. For each time step,

incremental rainfall is summed until the total equals or exceeds 1,4.

2. 7OZ Not Satisfied. After IA is satisfied, TOL is checked against the incremental rainfall plus flow
depth for the time step. If TOL islarger, then no infiltration is computed and that depth is set as the

ponded depth. For the next time step, the comparison is made with TOL minus the ponded depth
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from the previous time step. No infiltration is computed unless the rainfall for the time step plus the

depth of incoming flow is greater than TOL minus the ponded depth.

3. Infiltration. FLO-2D computes the potential infiltration during the time step if the flow depth on the

grid including the incremental rainfall depth is greater than TOL. If the potential infiltration is greater

than the incremental rainfall plus flow depth, all depth during the time step is infiltrated including

ponded depth. If the potential infiltration is less than the incremental rainfall plus flow depth, all
potential infiltration is treated as infiltration and the difference between incremental rainfall and

infiltration plus flow depth is accounted for as rainfall excess.

4. The addition of the head term allows FLO-2D to compute rainfall loss and transmission loss

simultaneously.

4.2.1.5 Comparison of FLO-2D Results withHEC-I and HEC-HMS

IlEC-l Test Models

A series of single basin HEC-| models were built, one for each of the eleven soil texture classes defined
in Chapter 4 of the DDM Hydrologt. The FCDMC standard 6-hour design storm was applied using a
point rainfall depth of 5 inches. The FCDMC standard G&A paraneter values were applied as listed in
Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Soil Texture Class G&A Parameters

Texture Class IA, in PSIF, in DTHETA XKSAT, inlhr

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s)

Loamy Sand and Sand 0 15 2.4 0 35 1.20

Sandy Loam 0 15 43 0 35 040

Loam 0. 15 3.5 0.3 5 o.z5

Silty Loam 0 t5 6.6 040 0 15

Silt 0 15 75 0 35 010

Sandy Clav Loam 0 15 86 a25 006

Clay Loam 0 15 82 025 004

Silty Clay Loam 0 15 10 8 0 30 004

Sandy Cla1' 0 15 94 0.20 002
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HEC-L does not output rainfall infiltration and excess for each computation time step at a precision
gteater than two hundredths of an inch. In order to make a time step by time step comparison with FZO-
2D,the FORTRAN source codefor HEC-I was used in an independent computer program to compute
infiltration and excess at a higher level of precision. The program is referred to herein as the G&A
Computation Program. The G&A Computation Program was also used to test the addition of a head term
intheG&A equation as setforth inAppliedHydrolog,,(Chow,Maidment, & Mays, 1988). The program
outputs HEL'-I results for both with and without the head term. The results were checked against HE(:-I
to be sure that the total amount of infiltration and excess reported by HEC- I matches the G&A
Computation Program results without the head term. After the G&A Computation Programresults were
found to match HEC- l, the with head results were checke d, against FLO-2D model results. Those results
were then used to verify that the FL0-2D model meets the FCDMC defined standard based on HEL-I as

described below under Assessmcnt ol Results.

HEC-IIMS TestModel

An HEC-HMS model was created using eleven sub-basins, one for each soil texture class. The same
parameters applied inthe HEL|l test models were used inthe HEL-HMS rnodel. The canopy-
interception storage option was used instead of the surface-interception storage option in order to mimic
the HEC-l and FL0-2D processes. The results were then used for comparison with FLO-2D and. HEC-I
as a confidence check on the rainfall loss computation method.

FLO-2D TestModels

A separate FLO-2D model was built for each soil texture class listed in Table 4. l. Each model consisted
of 81 grids with identical input data sets except for the G&A parameters. The grid elevations define a
pyramid with Grid 41 being the highest point and all other grids being lower and on a unifonn slope away
fromGrid4l. RainfallwasonlyappliedtoGrid4l.EachmodelwasrunwithTOLsetto0.00lfeetand
0.004 feet. The limiting infiltration depth value was set to 20.0 feet to ensure that the results would not be

Table 4.1 Soil Texture Class G&A parameters

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s)

Silty Clay 0 15 115 020 002

Clay 0 15 12.4 0 15 0 01
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affected by a limiting control layer. hitial saturation was set to zpro (0), final saturation was set to one

(1), and P0R0S'was set to zero (0).

FLO-2D does not output the ffiltration values for every time step, only the total infiltration for the

model. In order to adequately review the FL0-2D implementation, the FLO-2D FORTRAN source code

for the rainfall losses subroutines was obtained from FLO-2D Software, Inc. This code was then

reviewed and implemented in the G&A Computation Program discussed under HEC-l Test Modcls and

the total infiltration results checked against the values reported in the FPINFILTRATION.OUT FL0-2D
output files to verify proper implementation. FLO-2D Software, Inc. also provided detailed infiltration
output for the Sandy Loam texture class for TOL:0.001 feet. This was used to check the results of the

G&A Computation Program.

Assessment of Results

FLO-2D produces rainfall infiltration and excess results that closely match both HEC-I and HEC-HMS.

The FL0-2D results are comparedwithHEC-l and HEC-HMS in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. The first
things to understand are the comparisons made to veri$, that the G&A Computation Program reproduces

the HEC-I and FLO-2D methods. There are three steps in that verification, using Table "t.2.

1. The first step was to verify that the HEC-I FORTRAN source code in the G&A Computation

Program produces the same rainfall excess results as HEC-L. Since HEC-I does not include the head

term in the G&A solution, the results frorn the G&A Computation Program HEC-I option are also

based on no head tenn for this check. The results are compared in columns 2 and3. Note that the

results are identical to two decimal places, which is the level of precision reported by HEC-L.

2. The second step was to check the rainfall excess results between the G&A Computation Program

HEC-HMS option and HE(:-HMS. Comparing column 3 with 5, the results are identical to three

decimal places as shown in column 7. The results of a time step by time step check also are identical

to three decimal places.

3. The third step was to verify that the G&A Computation Program FLO-2D method computes the same

total infiltration results as FL0-2D. Those results are shown in columns 9, 10, and 12. Note that the

differences listed in column 12 are very small, 0.01 inch or less, except for the Sandy Loam and

Loamy Sand texture classes. The largest difference, 0.0343 inches, is only 0.69% of the total rainfall.

The G&A Computation Program FL0-2D method does not address TOL sepwately. Instead it
handles IA in the same way that HEC- I does. The sum of Z and TOL was used for IA in the G&A

Computation Program. No infiltration was computed until IAwas satisfied. The FLO-2D model

handles TOL as depression storage that can be drained completely depending on potential infiltration.
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Also, FL0-2D uses a variable time step that is usually much smaller than I minute. It can compute

the point in time where rainfall excess begins to occur more accurately than the G&A Computation

Program FLO-2D solution and is using the actual flow depth plus incremental rainfall. The

approximate explicit numerical solution by Fullerton may also be a part of the differences for the soils

with large XKSAT values. These differences are minor. The FL0-2D method provides a more

accurate depiction of the physical process and is acceptedfor FCDMC purposes.

The G&A Computation Program. total rainfall excess results were checked between HEC-L(column 4)

andFL0-2D (column 6). ATOL valueof 0.001 feetwasused intheFl?-2Dmodels. Notethatthe
differences between columns 4 and, 6 listed in column 8 are very small, 0.01 inch or less, except for the

Sandy Loam and Loamy Sand texture classes. The largest difference, 0.0433 inches, is only 0.87Yo of the

total rainfall. These differences are attributed to how FLO-2D handles TOL andto differences between

the Fullerton explicit solution of the G&A equation as opposed to the implicit solution applied by HEC-L.

Next, the G&A Computation Program FL0-2D method total rainfall infiltration results (column 9) were

checked against FLO-2D (column 10). Note that the average of the differences between columns 9 and

10 listed in column 12 is less than 0.01 inch, or less than 0.2oh of total rainfall. These differences are

small enough that the results are acceptableto FCDMC.

Next, the G&A Computation Program solution results of the HEC-1 method for rainfall excess with the

head term applied (column 4) were compared with the independent computer results using the FL0-2D
method (column 13). Note that the G&A Computation Program solutionof the FLO-2D method for
rainfall excess with the head term applied compares well with HEC-I because TOL and IA arebeing
handled using the HEL:-I approach. The differences between the two are listed in column 14 and the

ayerage difference is less than 0.01 inch.

Finally, the G&A Computation Program total rainfall excess results were checked between HEC-| and

FLO-2D using a TOL valw of 0.004 feet. This was done because a TOL of 0.004 feet is frequently used

rn FCDMC models to help reduce model run times and matches the smallest FCDMC IA valae for
pavement and roof surfaces. A value of 0.001 is more accwatp, but slows the model down. It also results

in negative values of IA when TOL is subtracted from IA. Those results are shown in Tablc 4.3. That

comparison is made using columns 4, 6, and 8. Note that the differences listed in column I arelarger

thanforaTOLof0.00lfeet. Thefinergrainsoiltextureclassesvaryfrom-0.02to-0.09inches,while
the coarser grained soils are similar to the results from a TOL vahe of 0.001 feet. These differences are

still relatively small (1.88% oftotal rainfall or less), and since the net effect is to increase rainfall excess,

the differences are acceptablefor FCDMC purposes.
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Table 4.2. also contains information on the depth of penetration into the soil matrix by infiltrated water.

That information is listed in columns 15 through 17. The datain column 15 is taken from the

INFIL-DEPTH.OUT FLO-2D output file. The penetration depth is computed by dividing the infiltration
depth by DMETA. The FLO-2D model is producing the expected results, verified by comparison with
the G&A Computation Program results listed in column 16. An example graph of rainfall excess for the

entire storm duration for a sandy clay texture class and TOL setto 0.001 feet is shown on ftgure-:-J-.
Note that the rainfall excess results from the G&A Computation Program HEC-|, HEC-HMS, and FLO-
2D methods shown on Fiq,ure 4.1 are indistinguishable from each other.

4.25 4.50 4.75

Time, hours

HEC-1 Computation Program w/Head HEC-HMS from HEC-1 Computation Program w/o Head FLO-2D

4.2.1.6 Head Term for Large Flow Depths

As can be seen from evaluation of the datainTable 4.2, the head term is negligible for small flow depths.

However, for larger flow depths, it can be significant. To test the accuracy of the head term applied in the

G&A implementation in FLO-2D, the simple pyramid model described in Section 4.2. 1.5 was modified to

v,o
!
I
.= 2.50
ur
tJlo
Ix
UI

e 2.00
L.E
t

Figure 4.1 Comparison of Rainfall Excess Results for a Sandy Clay (TOL 0.001)
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be a level pool model in order to force a ponded depth of 10 feet without exchange of flow with adjacent

grids as follows:

l. The elevation of Grid 41 was left unchanged at elevation 1,000.00.

2. The elevation of all other grids was set to elevation 1,020.00.

3. Rain was turned off.

4. An INFLOW.DAT file was added and an initial ponded water surface set at elevation 1010.00.

5. TOL was set to 0.001 feet.

6. Limiting infrltration was left unchanged at 20.0 feet.

This has the effect of forcing an initial ponded depth of 10 feet without any other inflow or rainfall. Flow
cannot exit Grid 41 except by infiltration.

All eleven texture classes were mn with these changed conditions. The G&A Computation Programwas
used to mimic the same conditions for the HEC-L and FLO-2D code options. The results are compared in
Table 4.4. First note that the G&A Computation Program infiltraion results are almost identical with the

FLO-2D results. Refer to columns 9, 10, and 12. This is verification that the G&A Computation

ProgramisreproducingtheFlO-2Dresults. Second,referringtocolumns 4,6and8,theFLO-2D
rainfall excess results compare favorably with the G&A Computation Program HEC-I results. The

largest difference is for the Loamy Sand texture class, 0.87 inches out of 28 inches of infiltration (about a

3. i% difference) over the 6-hour time period.

Since the G&A Computation Program FLO-2D results check with FLO-2D,the differences in the coarser

grained soil texture classes are attributable to the Fullerton explicit solution of the G&A equation as

opposed to the implicit solution applied by HEC-|. Since the differences are relatively small and the

result is slightly more rainfall excess on the surface, the results are acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

The same check was done using TOL set to 0.004 feet. The results are identical to those above for TOL

set to 0.001 feet.
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4.2,1.7 1D Channel Infiltration

General

The 1D channel option includes the ability to model rainfall and transmission losses as described in

Section 23.3.5. In order to verify that the infiltration calculations are done correctly, the flume model

described in Section 4.2.2.3 was modified to simulate infiltration. Three inflow scenarios were created:

1. A uniform flow rate of 1,500 cfs was simulated for a period of 10 hours.

2. A standard 6-hour design storm using DDM Hydrologlt paltern 1 and a total rainfall depth of 5 inches

without inflow.

3. A combination of Scenarios I and 2: both in{Iow and rainfall.

Models were created for testing as follows. The model directory name used for each is shown in

parenthesis, typical.

Scenario 1: Inflow Only

A. Infi ltration by reach, prismatic (Infl ow_Reach Infil_Prismatic_NollD)
B. krfiltration by reach, cross sections (Infl ow_Reach_Infil_XSEC_NoLID)

C. Infiltration by element, cross sections (Inflow Element_hrfil_XSEC_NoLID)

Scenario 2: Rainfall Only

A. Infiltration by reach, prismatic (Rainfall_Reach Infil_Prismatic_NollD)

B. Infiltration by reach, cross sections (Rainfall_Reach_Infi1_XSEC_NoLID)

C. Infiltration by element, cross sections (Rainfall Element_hrfil_XSEC_NollD)

Scenario 3: Inflow and Rainfall

A. Infiltration by reach, prismatic (Rainfall_Infl ow_Reach_Infi l_Prismatic_Nol,lD)

B. Infiltration by reach, cross sections (Rainfall Inflow_Reach Infil_XSEC_NoLID)

An infiltration by element was not needed for Scenario 3 as described in Sceuario 3.A: Rainfall and lrrflor,r'

Model - Infiltration bv reach - Prismatic. Channel infrltration was modeled using the G&,4 method. The

FLO-2D model applies a default value for PSIF of 0.00 under the assumption that most channel soils are

coarse grained and that the flow depth is so much greater than the capillary suction that PSIF canbe

neglected. The DTHETA parameter is applied uniformly for all channel reaches using the global values.

With the POROS pararreter set to zero, the difference between SATF and tiATI is the DTHETA value

applied by the model.
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In order to verify the FL0-2D model results, the G&A Computation Program was used to compute

infiltration by applying the G&A solution scheme used within FL0-2D. The models are described in the

following sections, and the results presented and discussed under lD Channcl Infiltration Test Results.

Scenario 1A: Inflow Onlv Model - Infiltration bv reach - Prismatic

This example is based on a uniform rectangular flume modeled using the following:

1. trLO-2D prismatic 1D rectangular channel, base width : 110 ft, length : 950 ft. The actual channel

length is 960 feet, but infrltration calculations are not performed by FLO-2D for the outflow element.

2. Slope: 0.002ftlft
3. n:0.040
4. TOL:0.10 ft (for inflow test models), 0.001 ft (forrainfall test models)

5. Z4 :0.i38 in

6. XKSAT:0.40 in/hr (Sandy Loam)

7. DTIIETA:0.35
8. Inflow: 0 to 1,500 cfs in 2 hrs; 1,500 cfs for 8 hrs; total duration : t0 hrs

9. Duration of uniform flow used inthe G&A Computation Program was 10 hours.

10. Infiltration modeled by applying the above G&A paraneters uniformly over the entire reach.

11. Limiting infiltration depth option turned off.

This test model simulates a uniform flow depth over time except for the initial two hours when flow is

increased from 0 to 1,500 cfs. The uniform depth of flow was taken from the HYCHAN.OUT file and is

the average of flow depth for all cross sections for every time step. The FLO-2D lD channel infrltration

volume of 2.81 ac-ft for the run was taken from the CHVOLUME.OUT and SUMMARY.OUT files and

is reported in Tablc 4.5 under //) Channel lrrfiltration Test Results. The verification unit infiltration

volume in inches from the G&A Computation Progrqm was converted to total infiltration in ac-ft as

follows:

vi:
ILr*Wr*^#

43,560

: (950* 1 1 6.6 I 8 * I 3.3 63 I 12) I 43 560 : 2.832 ac-ft

where:

Vi :Total computed infiltration volume in ac-ft

L, : Length of channel : 95 grids* 1 0 feet : 95 0 feet

W":Wetted perimeterof channel width: 11 grids*10 feet*Z*D": 11*10+2*3.309: 116.618
feet
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D": Average uniform flow depth : 3.309 feet (computed from FL0-2D results)

I*:Infilrfrafjlon volume computed by the G&A Computation Program: 13.363 inches

The results are discussed below under lD Channel lnfiltration Test Results.

Scenario 18: Inflow Onlv Model - Infiltration bv reach - Cross Sections

This example is identical to Scenario 1A except that natural ground cross sections were used to define the

rectangulm channel. The results of this test were identical to Scenario lA and are listed in Tablc 4.5

under //) Channel lufiltration Test Rcsults.

Scenario 1C: Inflow Only Model - Infiltration bv element - Cross Sections

This example uses the same geometry and parameters as Scenario 1B except that infiltration is spatially-

varied, computed by channel element. This option cannot be used with a prismatic channel. The first

upstream 47 cross sections were set to anXKSAT value of 0.40 inlhr (Sandy Loam). The remaining 49

cross sections were set to an XKSZ T value of 0.01 inlhr (Clay) The total infiltration computed by FL0-
2D was 1.5 8 ac-ft. This value was verified using the same approach described for Scenario 1A. The

calculations were done separately for the two reaches of different XJ(STTvalues and then totaled.

ILr*Wr'rffi
I' 

- 
LLni - +T56o

: (470*117.354*13.0694112)143560:1.379 ac-ft foTXKSAT : 0.40 inlhr

: (490* 1 17 .3 5 4* 1.7278 I l2)l 43 560 : 0. 1 90 ac-ft for XKSAT : 0. 0 I in/hr

( Total = 1.379+0.190:1.569 ac-ft

where:

Vi :Total computed infrltration volume in ac-ft

L" : Length of channel : 95 grids* 10 feet : 950 feet

klr":Wetted perimeter of channel width : ll0+2*3.677 : 117.354 feet

l)o: Average uniform flow depth :3.677 feet (computed from FLO-2D results)

I*:lnfitration volume computed by the G&A Computation Program:13.0694 inches for
XKSAT:0.40 in/hr

In :Infitration volume computed by the G&A Computation Program: L7278 inches for
XKSAT:0.01 inlhr

The results are discussed below under lD Channel Inliltration Test Results.
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Scenario 2A: Rainfall Onlv Model - Infiltration bv reach - Prismatic

This example uses the same geometry and parameterc as Scenario 1A with the following exceptions:

1. Rainfall instead of runoff. A 6-hour design storm of 4.0 inches using a Type I rainfall distribution
was used.

2. Channel base width is 15 feet

3 . TOL was set to 0.00 I feet.

The results from this model yielded a total infiltration volume of 0.08 ac-ft. It is very difficult to do a

verification of the model infiltration for this scenario because an individual cross section cannot be

isolated. The reach is experiencing rainfall-runoff and accumulated flow depth over time. The best that
can be done is a reasonableness check. To accomplish this, the FLO-2D results (HYCHAN.OUT) were

analyzed to estimate an average flow depth over the length of channel for all time steps. The analysis
yielded an estimated average flow depth of 0.079 feet. This depth was then applied inthe G&A
Computation Program as an initial ponded depth with the head held constant over time. The G&A
ComputationProgramyielded aflaverageinfiltrationdepthof 2.8g5Tinchesoverthechannelreach. The

total infiltration volume was computed using the same approach applied for Scenario lA. The

verification unit infiltration volume in inches from the G&A Computation Progrqm was converted to total
infiltration in ac-ft as follows:

I
L, *W, *fZ

+3,560

- (950*15.158*2.8957112)143560 - 0.080 ac-ft

where:

Vi :Total computed infiltration volume in ac-ft

L": Length of channel : 95 grids* 10 feet : 950 feet

W":WeLted perimeter of channel width : 15 feet+2*D, : 15+2*0.079 : 15.158 feet
D": Average uniform flow depth :0.079 feet (computed from FLO-2D results)

1,,: Infitration volume computed by the G&A Computation Program:2.8957 inches

The results are discussed below under lD Channel Inllltration Test Results.

This example uses the same geometry and parameters as Scenario 2,A' except that cross sections were used

to define the uniform rectangular channel. The results from this model yielded a total infiltration volume

of 0.06 ac-ft. It is very difficult to do a verification of the model infiltration for this scenario because an

vt

Scenario 2B: Rainfall Only Model - Infiltration by reach - Cross Sections
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individual cross section cannot be isolated. The reach is experiencing rainfall-runoff and accumulated

flow depth over time. The best that can be done is a reasonableness check. To accomplish this, the FLO-
2D results (HYCHAN.OUT) were analyznd to estimate at7 ayerage flow depth over the length of channel

for all time steps. The analysis yielded an estimated ayerage flow depth of 0.177 feet.

Note that this flow depth is greater than was computed for Scenario 2A using the prisrnatic channel

option. FLO-2D generates a rating table of hydraulic parameters prior to running the model. FLO-2D
then performs a regression analysis of this data to enable very fast computation of the relationship

between depth, area, and wetted perimeter. This is extremely efficient for non-uniform natural channels,

but is not necessarily as effective for a prisrnatic cross section defined using a minimum number of points.

For very small flow depths in relatively wide channels, error can be introduced through this process. In
the case of this example where flow depth is very small, the regression equations do not field flow over
the entire width of the rectangular channel. Therefore, the wetted perimeter is less than the bottom width,
and the computed flow depth is higher than it should be. The user should keep this in mind and use the

prismatic channel option especially when the channel is relatively large in relation to the flow depth. For
this example, the average wetted perimeter for all time steps over the entire length of reach was also

computed. The average wetted perimeter computed by FLO-2D was 6.34 feet.

The average depth was then applied inthe G&A Computation Program as an initial ponded depth with
the head held constant over time. The G&A Computation Program yielded an zyerage infiltration depth

of 3 .7361 inches over the channel reach. The total infiltration volume was computed using the same

approach applied for Scenario 2A. The verification unit infiltration volume in inches fromthe G&A
Computation Program r,l'as converted to total infiltration in ac-ft as follows:

ILr*Wr*ffi
43,560

- (950*6 .343*3.7361/T2)143560 - 0.043 ac-ft

w'here:

Vi :Total computed infrltration volume in ac-ft

L": Length of channel : 95 grids* 10 feet : 950 feet

14,:Wetted perimeter of channel width : 6.343 feet (from FLO-2D results)

Du: Average uniform flow depth :0.I77 feet (computed from FLO-2D results)

l-:Inf/rtration volume computed by the G&A Computation Program:3.736I inches

The results are discussed below under lD Channel Inl'iltration Test Results.

vi
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scenario 2c: Rainfall onlv Model - Infiltration bv element - cross Sections

This example uses the same geometry and parameters as Scenario 2B except that infiltration is spatially-
varied, computed by channel element. This option cannot be used with a prismatic channel. The first
upstream 47 cross sections were set to anXKSAT value of 0.40 in/hr (Sandy Loam). The remaining 49

crosssectionsweresettoanXKSZTvalueof0.0lin4r(Claf. ThetotalinfiltrationcomputedbyFLO-
2D was 0.03 ac-ft. This value was verified using the same approach described for Scenario 28. The

calculations were done separately for the two reaches of different Xr(SZ lvalues and then totaled. The

verification unit infiltration volumes in inches from the G&A Computation Progrqm were converted to

total infiltration in ac-ft as follows:

I
L,'rW" '* $If 

- 
LL,i-@

: (470 + 6. 4 I * 3.7 493 I 12) I 43 560 : A.022 ac-ft for XKSAT : 0. 40 inlhr

: (490x 6. 65 * A 35 I 5 I I2)/ 43560 : 0. 002 ac-ft for XKSAT : 0. 0 1 in,/hr

Iz;Total = 0.022+0.002: A.024 ac-ft

where:

Vi :Totd, computed infiltration volume in ac-ft

L": Length of channel : 95 gridsx 10 feet : 950 feet

W,-Wetted perirneter of channel width : 6.41 feet (from FLO-2D results for XKSAT : 0.40
inlhr)

W":Wetted perimeter of channel width : 6.65 feet (from FLO-2D results foTXKSAT : 0.01
inlhr)

D,: Average uniform flow depth: 0.180 feet (computed from FLO-2D results foTXKSAT:
0.40 in,/hr)

Do: Average uniform flow depth : 0.191 feet (computed from FLO-2D results for XKSAT :
0.01 inlhr)

1,,: Infiltration volume computed by the G&A Computation Program:3.7493 inches for
XKSAT:0.40 inlhr

1,,:Infrltration volume computed by the G&A Computation Program: 0.3515 inches for
XKSAT:0.01 in/hr

The results are discussed below under ID Channel lnfl]tration Test Rcsults.

Scenario 3A: Rainfall and Inflow Model - Infiltration bv reach - Prismatic

Scenarios 34 and 38 were done in order to check that infiltration computations are handled appropriately
when both rainfall and external inflow are imposed at the same time. A test case for element by element
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infiltration was not done for this scenario because 3A and 3B in combination with Scenarios 1 and 2 make
it irrelevant. This example uses the same geometry and parameters as Scenario 2A with the following
exception:

L Rainfall is combined with a uniform inflow rate of 25 cfs. A uniform rainfall of 6.0 inches every 0.1

hours is applied for a total depth of 144 inches. This was done to exaggerate the rainfall effects,

which are often minimal compared with a uniform inflow when a norrnal design storm rainfall is
applied.

The results from this model yielded a total channel infiltration volume of 0.25 ac-ft. The FL0-2D results

(HYCHAN.OUT) were analyzed to estimate an average flow depth over the length of channel for all time
steps. The analysis yielded an estimated ayerage flow depth of 1.719 feet. This depth was then applied in
the G&A Computation Program as an initial ponded depth with the head held constant over time. The

G&A Computation Program yielded an ayerage infiltration depth of 7.5843 inches over the channel

reach. The total infiltration volume was computed using the same approach applied for Scenario 24. The

verification unit infiltration volume in inches from the G&A Computation Progrqm was converted to total
infiltration in ac-ft as follows:

Lr*Wr* InL
12vi:

43,550

: (950x 1 8.437*7 .5843112)143560 : 0.254 ac-ft

where:

Vi :Total, computed infiltration volume in ac-ft

L" : Length of channel : 95 grids* 10 feet : 950 feet

W,:Wetted perimeter of channel width : 15 feet+2*D,: l5*2*I.7I9 : 18.437 feet
Do: Average uniform flow depth : 1.719 feet (computed from FL0-2D results)

1,,,: Infrltration volume computed by the G&A Computation Program : 7.5843 inches

The results are discussed below under I D Channel Infiltration Test Results.

scenario 3B: Rainfall and rnflow Model - Infiltration bv reach - Cross Sections

This example uses the same geometry and parameters as Scenario 3,A. except that cross sections were used

to define the uniform rectangular channel. The results from this model yielded atotalinfiltration volume

of 0 .26 ac-ft. The FLO-2D results (HYCHAN. OUT) were analyzed to estimate an a\rerage flow depth

over the length of channel for all time steps. The analysis yielded an estimated ayerage flow depth of
I.754 feet.
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Note that this flow depth is slightly greater (0.035 feet) than was computed for Scenario 3A using the

prismatic channel option. This minimal difference is due to the hydraulic parameter rating table (refer to

Section 7.11.4.D. The average depth was then applied inthe G&A Computation Program as an initial

ponded depth with the head held constant over time. The G&A Computation Program yielded an aYerage

infiltration depth of 7.6432 inches over the channel reach. The total infiltration volume was computed

using the same approach applied for Scenario 3A. The verification unit infrltration volume in inches from

the G&A Computation Program was converted to total infiltration in ac-ft as follows:

I
L" *W" *ff

tt---v i - 43,s60

: (950* 18.5 08*7.6432112)143560 : A.257 ac-ft

where:

Vi :Total computed infiltration volume in ac-ft

L":Lengfhof channel :95 gridsxl0 feet:950 feet

W,:Wettedperimeter of channel width : l5+2*I.754: 18.508 feet (from FLO-2D results)

Do: Average uniform flow depth :1.754 feet (computed from FLO-2D results)

I^: Infiltration volume computed by the G&A Computation Program : 7 .6432 inches

The results are discussed below under 1D Channel Infiltration Test Results.

ID Channel Infiltration Test Results

The channel infilfation testing results are summarized in Table 4.5. The differences listed in column 5

include the difference in ac-ft and the percent difference. Scenarios 2B and,2Chave high percentage

differences Q}-z}yo),but the magnitude of infiltration is so small (<0.02 ac-ft), this is not a concern. For

all test cases, the differences in computed infiltration volume between FLO-2D and the independent

verification calculations is minimal and within acceptable limits. T\e FLO-2D ID channel infrltration

loss method is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.
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Table 4.5 lD Channel Infiltration Testing Results

Scenario

Infiltration Volume

FLO-2D,
ac-ft

G&A Computation P rogram
Difference,
ac-ft (%)inches ac-ft

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s)

1A: Inflorry only, infiltration by reach,
prismatic section

2.81 1 3 0638 2.786 0.024 (0 86)

1B: Intlow-only, infiltration by reach, cross
sections

287 13 .063 8 2 786 0 024 (0 86)

lC: Inflor,v only, infiltration by element, cross
sections

r58

t3.0694 (0.40
XKSAT)

1.7278 (0.01
XKSAT)

1 569 0 011 (0 70)

2A: Rainfall only. infiltration by reach,
pnsmatic seotion

0 ()8 2 8957 0 080 0.000 (0 00)

2B: Rainfall only, infiltration by reach, cross
sections

006 3 7361 0 043 0 017 (28)

2C: Rainfall only, intiltration by element,
cross sections

0 030

3.7 4e3 (0 40
XKSAT)

0.351s (0.01
XKSAN

0.024 0 006 (20)

3A.: Rainfall and inflorn, infiltration by reach,
prismatic section

025 7 5843 0.254 -0.004 (-1 6)

3B: Rainfall and inflow, infiltration by reach,
cross sections

026 7 .6432 0 257 0.003 (1 15)

4.2.1.8 MultipleChannelslnfiltration

Still under development, not included in this edition. Not necessary for FEMA approval.
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4.2.1.9 LimitinglnfiltrationDepth

Floodplain Grids

The limiting infilration depth (LID) option was tested using the FLO-2D model developed for testing the

head temr for large flow depths described in Section 4.2.1.(t. Under that model, without a limiting depth,

the infiltration ranges from a minimum of 0.88 feet to 6.7 feet. For this test, the Z/D assignment (global

and spatially vmied) was set to 0.5 feet for all eleven texture class models. The results are compared ia

columns 15 through 17 of Table 4.6.

The depth of penetration of infiltrated water is equal to the infrlnation depth divided by DTHETA. The

depth of penefiation calculated by FLO-2D is written to the INFIL_DEPTH.OUT file (values are listed in

column 15). The penetration depth computed using the G&A Computation Program is listed in column

16. The differences listed in column 17 xe allless than 0.01 feet. Based on this test, the FL0-2D LID

option works well for floodplain grid infiltration.

1D Channels

The lD channel LID tests were done using only inflow (no rainfall). Two scenarios were considered:

Scenario 1. Infiltration by reach (1-Inflow-Reach-Infil-Prismatic-LlD).

Scenario 2. Infilnation by element (2_Inflow-Reach-Infil-XSEC-LID).

Scenario 1: Inflow Onlv Model - Infiltration bv reach - Prismatic - Z.ID

This example is based on a uniform rectangular flume modeled using the following:

1. FLO-2D prismatic /D rectangular channel, base width : 110 ft, length : 950 ft. The actual channel

length is 960 feet, but infrltation calculations are not performed by FLO-2D for the oudlow element.

2. Slope: 0.002ftlft
3. n:0.044
4. TOL:0.10 ft
5. 

'4 
:0.138 in

6. XKSAT:0.40 inlhr (Sandy Loam)

7. DTTIETA: 0.35

8. Inflow: 0 to 1,500 cfs in 2 hrs; 1,500 cfs for 8 hrs; total duration: 10 hrs

9. Duration of uniforrn flow used nthe G&A Computation Prograrn was t hours.

10. Ixfilfiation modeled by applying the above G&Aparmeters uniformly over the entire reach.

11. Limiting infiltration depth option turned on and set to 0.5 feet.
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This test model simulates a uniform flow depth over time except for the initial two hours when flow is
increased from 0 to 1,500 cfs. The uniform depth of flow was taken from the HYCF{AN.OUT file and is

the average of the marimum uniform flow depths, neglecting the initial run-up. The FLO-2D ID channel
infiltration volume of 2.8 1 ac-ft for the run was taken from the CHVOLUME. oUT and

SUMMARY.OUT files and is reported in Tablc,f J. The verification unit infiltration volume of 13.0638
inches from the G&A Computation Progrqm was converted to total infiltration in ac-ft as follows:
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ILr*ll/"*fi
1/ 

- 
LL'i-EEo-

: (950+ 1 1 7.3 5 * 1 3. 063 8/1 2)l 43 560 : 2.7 86 ac-ft

where:

Vi :Total, computed infiltration volume in ac-ft

Z.: Length ofchannel :95 grids*lO feet: 950 feet

ll/":Wetted perimeter of channel width : 11 grids* l0 feet*2*l)u: 11x10+2*3 .677 : II7.35
feet

Do: Average uniform flow depth :3.677 feet (computed from FLO-2D results)

Io,:Inf/r1lla1j,,on volume computed by the G&A Computation Program:13.0638 inches

scenario 2: rnflow onlv Model - rnfiltration bv reach - cross Sections - ZID
This example is identical to Scenario 1A except that natural ground cross sections were used to define the

rectangular channel. The results of this test were identical to Scenario lA and are listed in Table 4.5.

The minor difference of 0.86% between the FLO-2D infiltration volume and the independent check is

acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

4.2.1.10 Rainfall-Runoff from Impervious Obstructions

Effects of Impervious Area on Infiltration

When the percentage of impervious area on a grid element is less than 10002, the remaining pervious area

is used by FLO-2D to compute the volume of infiltration for each time step. This is difficult to check for

Table 4.7 lD Channel LID Testing Results

Scenario

Infiltration Volume

FLO-2D,
ac-ft

G&A Computation Program
Difference,
ac-ft (%)inches ac-ft

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s)

1: Inflow only, infiltration by reach, prismatic
section 2 8I 13 0638 2 786 0.024 (0 86)

2: Inllow only, infiltration by reach, cross
sections 2 81 1 3 0638 2.786 0.024 (0 86)
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a rainfall-moff model using independent methods because FL0-2D is using the head term and

computing infiltration based on flow depth, which changes for every time step. Therefore, a simple check

was done using a modified version of the level pool model described in Section 4.2.1.6 with the RTIMP
parameter for Grid 41 set to 50% (0.5). The results were then compared with RTIMP set to 0olo (0 0) for
Grid 41. The check was made using the final depth for the grid, subtracted from the initial depth of 10.0

feet, which is the starting level pool depth. The 50% RL'IMP model should produce about one half of the

decrease in depth that the 0% RTIMP model does. The results are listed in Tablc -t.8. The results match

the expected reduction in ponded depth. The higher XKSAT valae texture classes have up to aZo/ohigher
reduction because the ponding depth is deeper for a longer period of time than the O% RI'IMP model.

This allows for ahigherpressure head, which infiltrates a little more than 50% of the O% RTIM? model.

Table 4.8 Infiltration Volume Difference for 50o/o Impervious Area

Texture Class

Final Depth, ft
96 Reduction in

Volume

I 1 0-(3)l /t 1 0-( 2)l* 1 00

Grid Percent Impervious (RTIMP)

0rh 500

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Loamy Sand and Sand 766 879 52%

Sandy Loam 8 71 934 5lYo

Loam 900 9.49 5I%

Silty Loam 917 958 51%

Silt 937 968 50%

Sandy Clay Loam 958 979 s0%

Clav Loarn 966 983 50%

Silty Clay Loarn 963 9 81 50%

Sandy Clay 9 79 989 500io

Silty Clay 979 989 50%

Clav 987 993 50%
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Buildines Defined Usine,4lRF Coverine Multiple Grids

Buildings can be defined in FL0-2D as described in Section 2.3.3.4. The FCDMC typically models
rainfall-runoff from buildings using metho d 2 (partiatly or completely blocked gid,, ARFSI), which is

applied using the,4RF field on the WRF record. Separate models for method 1 were not prepared, but
that approach also works correctly (refer to Section 12$ Refer to Sections 2.4.6 and3.3. Method 2

was tested using two (2) simple model scenarios. The models were created using the following common
conditions:

1. l0-foot grid size with 1836 grids laid out in the rectangle. The surface was set to drain from north to
south at auniform slope of0.5 percent.

2- Contiguous grids 958, 959, 1009, and 1010 were assigne d, ARF equalto one (l), which completely
blocks each grid. The WRF fields were set to zero (0).

3. IRAINBUILDING set equal to one (1) in RAIN.DAT, which turns on rainfall-mnoff from buildings.
4. Infiltration set to zero (0) in cONT.DAT, which tunls infiltration off.
5. IWRFS set to one (1) in GoNT.DAT, which turns on the blockage function.
6. TOL setto 0.01 feet.

7. IRAINAW set equal to one (1) in RAIN.DAT, which indicates that individual grid depth-area
reduction values are assigned.

8. Rainfall set to occur only on grids 958, 959, 1009, and 1010 by setting RAINARF equal to one (1),
and zero (0) for all other grids.

9. Rainfall set to 5-inches in 6-hours using DDM Hydrolog,, storm pattern l.
The two model scenarios are described as follows:

Rainfall on Buildine Scenario 1. This test was designed to verify that building grids with/RF set

equal to one (1) share flow within the building and that all runoff volume in excess of TOLdrains
from the building onto the adjacent floodplain grids. This was accomplished by defining levees

around the outside of the four building grids set to elevation 1 000, approximately 5 00 feet in height.
Refer to Figure 4.2. The levees are represented by red lines, the,4RF grids are shaded grey, and the
side blockages resulting from the ,4RF setting of one (1) are shown as orange lines. The building grid
elevations were set to drain to the southeast corner grid (1009). The south side levee for grid 1009

was left open. Grid 1008 immediately downstream of grid 1009 was set to be a 3 foot deep sump

using elevation 499.0. Levees were assigned to enclose grid 1008 except for the north side. Rainfall
on the four building grids drains into sump grid 1008.

Scenario 1 Test Measure: The final depth in grid 1008 should be equal to the sum of the rainfall from
the four building grids minus the depth of TOL times four.
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The results of Scenario I are shown on Fieure 4.3. The final depth in grid 1008 is 1.63 feet. The
check is:

where:

D1: final depth in grid 1008, feet
/ia: Total rainfall depth : 5-inches
TOL:0.01 feet

Based on this test, rainfall-runoff between building AkF grids and drainage off the building functions
as expected.

Rainfall on Buildine Scenario 2. This test was designed to verify that flow external to the building
will not be allowed to enter the building. Scenario I was modified to remove the levees around
building grids 958, 959, 1009 and 1010. A 50 cfs uniform flow hydrograph was introduced at both
grids 969 and 1020. Refer to Fieure 4.4 for a plan view of Scenario 2. The green cross hatching
covers the two inflow grids.

Scenario 2 Test Measures: a. Runoff from the building grids should almost all drain to the sump at

grid 1008. b. The external runofffrom upstream should drain around the building and not enter the
building or grid 1008.

The results for Scenario 2 are shornar on Fiqure 4.5. Note that the maximum and final depths within
the building and on grid 1008 are the same as for Scenario 1. Also note that external flow does not
enter the building as attested to by the velocity vector arows and the flow depths. Based on this test,
rainfall-runoffbetween building ARF gi.ds and drainage off the building in combination with
blockage of external flow, functions as expected.

Dr: ((#) -roL) . +

Dr- (ta - o rr) * 4: 1.63 reet
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Figure 4.2 Building Runoff Scenario 1 PIan
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Figure 4.3 Building Runoff Scenario 1 Final Depth Results
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Figure 4.4 Building Runoff Scenario 2 Plan
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Figure 4.5 Building Runoff Scenario 2 Maximum Depth and Final Depth Results
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4.2.2 Hydraulic Calculations Comparison with HEC-RAS

4.2.2.1 General

The purpose of this section is to verifr that hydraulic calculations between grid elements performed by

FLO-2D are done appropriately by comparing the results with the USACE HEC-RAS'computer program.

Verification models were prepared for the following scenarios:

1. Flume Model - Grid Based: A flume type channel simulated with floodplain grids.

2. Flume Model - ID Channel (isolated): A flume simulated using the FL0-2D /D channel option.

Inflow and oufflow is limited to the channel only.

3. Flume Model - ID Channel (upstream grids): A flume simulated using the FLO-2D ID channel

option with inflow transitioning from floodplain grids into the 1D channel.

4. Flume Model - lD Channel (downsfieam grids): A flume simulated using the FL0-2D ID chanr,el

option with outflow transitioning from the ID channel onto downsffeam floodplain grids.

5. Rainbow Wash Natural Channel. 1D channel simulation of a 5.5 mile long natural channel in south

cenffal Maricopa County.

4.2.2.2 Scenario 1: Flume Model - Grid Based

The purpose of this test is to verifii that hydraulic calculations between grid elements are performed

appropriately. This test consists of a rectangular flume with the following characteristics:

1. Base Width: 94.142 feetfor HEC-R 4S', 100.00 feetfor FLO-2D (see discussion below),

2. Depth: 10 feet,

3. Slope: uniforrr at0.2%o,

4. rz-value: 0.040, and

5. Length: 950 feet.

The flow regime is sub-critical. A steady state HEC-MSmodel with the above characteristics was built

using cross sections at 10 foot intervals and uniform peak discharges of 500, 1,500, and 5,000 cfs. A 3D

view of the HEC-RAS flume for 1,500 cfs is shown on Fieure 4.6. The results of this model supply the

benchmark for testing FLO-2D. A steady state HEC-RA,Smodel was used for this case to show that an

unsteady FLO-2D model can replicate steady state HEC-IA,S results at the common peak discharge. This

is important since steady state HEC-RAS' is used as the basis for most FEMA floodplain delineation

studies. Refer to Section 4.2.5 for numerous test cases that include comparing FL0-2D results with

wrsteady H EC - RA,S resilts.
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A FL0-2D model was built using 1,164 uniform square l0-foot grid elements. The flume was modeled

by insetting a rectangular channel simulated with 10 grid elements forming the base, 10 feet below the
grade of the adjacent elements as shown on Fisure ,1.7.

Figure 4.6 Flume Model Using HEC-RAS

FP Flume Model Plan: slope0.2% n0.040 atlxs 115.95f1wide stst2o14
950

Figure 4.7 FLO-2D Flume Model Surface Using Floodplain Grids
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The slope of the ground surface and the channel was set at0.2%o and Manning's n was set to 0.040 for all

grid elements. The FL0-2D flume has a base width of 100 feet. The HEC-RASmodel was created with a

base width of 94.142 feet. This difference is intentional in order to make a fair comparison between the

two models. The following is a description of why this is necessary:

When a set of grid elements form a confined flow area, FLO-2D cannot exchange flow with an

adjacent grid that is higher in elevation than the flow depth on the grid. For this case, the flume is

aligned in a due north to south direction so that the grid sides are parallel to the flume. Therefore, the

grids that are immediately adjacent to the flume sides cannot exchange flow with the bank grids,

which are 10 feet high.

For example, consider the row of grids shown in Fieure 4.8 defined by bank grids 55 and 1122. The

bank grids are shaded brown. Flow cannot be exchanged from grid 152 to grid 55 in directions7,4,

and 8 and flow cannot be exchanged from grid 1025 to gnd 1122 in direction 5,2 and,6. For this

example, the flow direction is forced from north to south because the flow is confined. Therefore,

referring to Fig.ure 4.ti, the conveyance portion of grid 152 associated with direction 7 is not effective.

The width of the ineffective area (FLO-2D Software, Inc.,20l2a) (FLO-2D Software, Inc., 2014a) is

0-A.4142)12 times the gnd width of 10 feet, or 2.929 feet. Refer to Figure 4.9 for a diagram of the

FL0-2D grid 8-sided representation. The same is true for grid 1025, so the total effective conveyance

width used by FLO-2D is 100 feet -2*2.929:94.142 feet. This is why the HEC-RASmodel flume

base width was set to 94.142 feet.

In order to be able to directly compare the FL0-2D results with HEC-RAS,the FL0-2D functions that

adjrtst n-valae must be turned off. The limiting Froufu number was set high in order to avoid any n-vahe

adjustuents. Also, the depth-variable n-value routine was turned otr (AMANN in CONT.DAT). Inflow

to the FL0-2D model was spread out evenly over 10 gnds by dividing the total inflow hydrograph

ordinates by 10 and applying the resulting hydrograph to each of the 10 grid elements. The HEC-RAS

model was run in subcritical mode. Important FL0-2D input control settings used were:

1. Limiting Froude number setto 2.0,

2. Shallow n set to 0.00,

3. AMANN set to -99,

4. Floodplain COURANTFP set to 0.10, and

5. TOL setto 0.1.

The results from the FD0-2D andHEC-RASmodels shown in Table 4.9. The riverage depth and velocity

results for selected HEC-RAS cross sections and the corresponding FLO-2D grids are comparable but

slightly different between the two models.
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Figure 4.8 FLO-2D Flume Model Grid Elevations
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FLO-2D is an unconfined flow model, so the wetted perimeter is assumed to be only the base width. This
results in a slightly higher velocity and slightly lower flow depth when compared with HEC-RAS. Also,
slight differences are to be expected because the computation methods between a lD model and a grid-
based 2D model are dissimilar.

V-
n

For !'LO-2D at 1,500 cfs:

,, _ t.4B 6 (W)o'u' o.orro.r,
0.040

For HEC-RAS at 1,500 cfs:

n _ L+aa (qW#r)o u' 
o.oazo,,

0.040 -:3.97 ftls
The above calculations demonstrate that the srnall differences in results between FLO-2D and HEC-RAS
for this scenario are primarily due to the difference in wetted perimeter.

The conclusion is that FLO-2D floodplain grid element method performs hydraulic calculations in an

acceptable manner. If a prismatic channel is to be modeled using only inset FLO-2D grid elements, the
lack of conveyance of a portion ofeach bank grid element should be accounted for by the modeler by
assigning and appropriate ARFvahe. If the wetted perimeter including only the base width is an issue for
a modeled prismatic channel, then the 1D channel option should be applied.

r.48. (#)0 
67 

so s2

Table 4.9 Comparison of FLO-2D Grid Based Channel with HEC-RAS

IIEC-
RAS
River

Station

FLO-2D
Grid

Number

PeakQ-500cfs PeakQ-1500cfs PeakQ-5000cfs

Depth Velocity Depth Velocity Depth Velocity

RAS 2D RAS 2D RAS 2D RAS 2D RAS 2D RAS 2D

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (e) (10) (1 1) (12) (13) (14)

400 542 204 2OT 26A 265 4 01 389 3.97 4t2 855 800 6.21 6.7 4

900 542 204 2.01 2.60 265 4 01 389 397 4.r2 855 800 62r 6 74

1 200 542 2.04 201 260 265 4 01 389 397 412 8.55 800 621 6.7 4
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4,2.2.3 Scenario 2: Flume Model - 1D Channel (isolated)

The purpose of this test is to verify that hydraulic calculations for the FL0-2D lD channeloption are
performed appropriately. The HEC-RASmodel described in Section 1.2.2.2was used as the benchmark
model for this test' Refer to Fi{rurc 4.10 for the FLO-2D 1D channel layout. The HEC-RAS cross
sections are spaced 10 feet apart and line up with the center of each FL}-2Dgrid element and the base
width was changed to 100 feet. The FLO-2D channel COURANTC was set to 0.10, andTOLwas set to
0.001. For this case, all flow is contained within the FLO-2D lD channelusing channel inflow and
outflow grids. Flow does not transition from the floodplain to the channel or from the channel to the
floodplain. The flow regime is sub-critical.

The results from the FLO-2D and HEC-RAS'models are compared in Tablc .1. t0 and Table 4. I I. The
average depth and velocity results for selected HEC-RAS cross sections and the correspondin g FLO-2D
grids are shown in Table 4.10. There are virtually no differences in flow depths between FLO-2D and,
HEC-RAS for all three peah discharges. As an additional check, the average cross section al area and
velocity fot all HEC-RAS cross sections and, FLO-2D cross sections were computed and are listed in
Table 4.I l. These values were then used to compute the discharges shown in column 5 for comparison
with the input discharges listed in column 2. Theresults are nearly identical.

The conclusion is that the FLO-2D 1D channel method performs hydraulic calculations in an acceptable
manner and is suitable for use on FCDMC projects.

4.2.2,4 Scenario 3: Flume Model - 1D Channel Transition to Downstream Fp Grids
The purpose of this test is to verify that hydraulic calculations for the FLO-2D lD channeltransition to
floodplain grids are performed appropriately. Fisurc 4.I I shows the plan view of the test model and
Fiqure 4. l2 shows the profile view.

The FL0-2D channel portion of the model has the following parameters:
1. Base Width: 49 feet
2. Depth: 10 feet

3. Slope: uniform at 0.2Yo

4. n-value: 0.040

5. Length: 910 feet
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Figure 4.10 FL0-2D lD Flume Model Grid Elevations
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Table 4.10 Comparison of FLO-2D lD Channel with HEC-RAS

HEC-
RAS
River

Station

FLO-
2D Crid

PeakQ-500cfs PeakQ-1500cfs PeakQ-5000cfs

Depth Velocity Depth Velocity Depth Velocity

Number RAS 2D RAS 2D RAS 2D RAS 2D RAS 2D RAS 2D

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (e) (10) (1 1) (t2) (13) (14)

400 1 108 r97 197 2.54 2.53 386 386 389 389 8 18 8 19 610 611

600 1128 t97 t97 254 253 386 386 389 389 8 18 8 19 6 10 611

900 1158 1.97 t9l 254 253 386 386 389 389 8 19 8 19 610 611
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Table 4.11 Comparison of Input Discharge to Calculated Discharge for FLO-2DID Channet

Model
Input Discharge

cfs

Average

Calculated Discharge

(3) * (4)

Area

sf
Velocity

fps

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s)

HEC-RAS 500 197 0a 254 500

FLO-2D 500 t96 61 254 500

HEC-RAS 1 500 386 00 389 1502

FLO-2D 1 500 385 62 389 1 500

HEC-RAS 5000 818 19 6 10 4991

FLO-2D 5000 818 94 611 5004

The FLO-2D channel transition section of the model has the following parameters:
1. Base Width: Transitions from 49 feet to l 19 feet
2. Depth: Drops abruptly from l0 feet to 0.05 feet
3. Slope: uniform at 0.2%6

4. r-value: 0.040

5. Length:40 feet

lhe FLO-2D floodplain flume section of the model starts at the beginning of the channel tansition and
has the following parameters:

1. Base Width: 160 feet

2. Depth: 10 feet

3. Slope: unilorm at 0.2o/o

4. z-value: 0.040

5. Length: 1,080 feet

The FLO-2D was comparedto aHEC-RASmodel with the following parameters:
1. Base Width: 49 feetfor 910 feet and I5l.62 feet for 1,0g0 feet
2. Depth: 10 feet

3. Slope: uniform at0.2oh
4. n-value: 0.040

5. Total Length: 1,990 feet
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Figure 4.ll FLO-2D lD Channel Transition to FP Grids Plan View
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Figure 4.12 FLO-2D lD Channel Transition to FP Grids Profile View
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A comparison of the trLO-2D and the HEC-RASmodel results is shown on Fiqure 4.13. The resultant
FL0-2D water surface profile compares reasonably with the HEC-RAS water surface profile. This
approach for modeling a lD transition to floodplain grids transitions as expected.

4,2.2.5 Scenario 4: Flume Model -Upstream Floodplain Grids Transition to ID Channel

The FLO-2D model does not have a speoific method for acoomplishing this transition. Flow from
upstream floodplain grids cannot transition directly into the first lD channel cross section. Instead, flow
backs up and flows around the first cross sections and enters the channel by flowing in over the channel

banks. The modeler must be very careful when setting up floodplain grid to 1D channel transitions.

4.2,2.6 Scenario 5: Rainbow Wash Natural Channel

Purpose and Descrintion

The purpose of this verification example is to validate the FLO-2D lD channel component using a natural

channel by comparing unsteady FLO-2D model results with an unsteady HEC-RASbenchmark model.

Figure 4.13 FLO-2D ID Channel Transition to FP Grids Profile View
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The Rainbow Wash in Maricopa County was selected for this example. The location of the Rainbow

Wash watershed is shown on Firiurc 4.14. The watershed for the study reach is shown on the Vicinity
Map (-Eigur9.4I). The Rainbow Wash study reach is shown using an orange line on Fiqurc ;1.15. A new

HEC-RASbase dataset was built in HEC-GeoRAS'using available 2-foot topographic mapping. The

HEC-GeoRAS data was imported into an unsteady HE(:-RAS model as the base for this example. A totat

of 634 cross sections were defined using an average 50 foot spacing equalling the FLO-2D grid size of 50

feet. The cross sections only include the main channel and both left and right bank points. The overbank
floodplain was not included in the model. A composite manning's n value of 0.035 was used in both
HEC-RAS and FL0-2D for all cross sections.

Figure 4.14 Rainbow wash Watershed LocationMap
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Figure 4.15 Rainbow Wash Vicinity Map
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The model terrain data is shown on Figure 4. 16. The reach modeled is approximately 5.5 miles in length.
An example of the cross section layouts in relation to t}rc FLO-2D 1D channel left bank grid elements is
shown on Fistrrc -+.17. After importing the data from HEC-GeoRAS, the cross sections were adjusted in
HEC-RAS to define the left and right bank locations more accurately. Once the bank points were
adjusted, the HEC-RAS cross section data was used to create the cross section data file fiSEC DAT) for
the FL0-2D model. Representative cross sections are shown on Fieure 4. l[1. Note that the Rainbow
Wash channel is generally trapezoidal in shape, fairly uniform, and increasing in width from upstream to
downstream. It has some sinuosity, but it is not pronounced. The bed is typically sand with caliche
underlying it at various depths. The bed is typically free of vegetation and the banks are usually heavily
vegetated. A photograph of the channel in the vicinity of HEC-RAS Station 105.65 taken on :ruly 6,2011,
is shown on Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.16 Rainbow wash ropographic Surface
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Figure 4.17 Rainbow wash HEC-RAS cross section Locations Example
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Figure 4.18 Representative Cross Sections
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Figure 4.19 Rainbow Wash Channel in Vicinity of HEC-RAS Station 105.64

.EIEC-ft1S Model Innut Parameters

The following is a summary of thekey HEC-RAS model parameters:

1. Inflow: The model was used to compare two inflow scenarios; an unsteady uniform flow hydrograph

of 100 cfs and an unsteady flow hydrograph with a peak discharge of 70 cfs. The inflow hydrographs

are shown on Fieure 4.20.

2. Boundary Conditions: The unsteady state HEC-RASmodels used a flow hydrograph for the upstream

condition and norrral depth for the downsfteam condition.

3. Computation Parameters: The default parameters were used for options and tolerances.
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Figure 4.20 HEC-RAS Model Inflow Hydrographs for Rainbow Wash
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,FZ0-2D Model Innut Parameters

The base FLO-2D model that was used for this comparison came from the Glllespie ADMS project
(Stantec Consulting Services, Inc., 2013). Refer to that study for detailed information on the base FLO-
2D model and the topography. The ]D channel for Rainbow Wash was added to that model. The FLO-
2D model computational area and the Rainbow Wash 1D-channel alignment are shown on Fieure 4.21.

The FL0-2D model primary control parameters were:

1. 1D channel component applied.

2. No rainfall.

3. No infiltration.

4. No flow obstructions.

5. No hydraulic structures.

6. Inflow hydrographs: Same as used for the HEC-RAS models.

7. Depth variable n-values: off
8. Shallow n: off
9. Limiting Froude number:0.90 (flow is subcritical)
10. Global,4RF: 0

ll. TOL:0.01 feet

12. 1D Channel CourantNumber:0.10
13. TIME_ACCEL: 0.10

14. ]D channel cross Section Data: Identical to that used in the HEC-RA,S models.

15. Model simulation time: 20 hours (same as for the HEC-RAS models)

16. Initial flow rate for the 70 cfs varying inflow hydrograph model: 0.6 cfs

17. Initial flow rate for the 100 cfs varying inllow hydrograph model: 1.7 cfs
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Model Results

Both models were run for a 20-hour model duration. A global limiting Froude Number of 0.90 was

applied, but no n-value adjustments resulted from this setting. This length of time allowed the upstream

in{low to completely reach the end of the channel dovmstream. This was also helpful in keeping the

HE(.-RAS model stable under unsteady flow conditions. An unsteady HEC-RAS model needs an initial
starting flow condition to estimate an initial stage to start flow computations.

Three cross sections were chosen to represent the results of the Rainbow Wash: the first upstream cross

section (river station 29,468.34 at gnd 716953), a cross section midway (river station 13,677.4 at grid
506474) and the second to last cross section atthe downstream end (river station 105.64 at grid 363080).

The water surface elevation results for the three cross sections for a constant flow rate of 100 cfs me

shown on Figure 4.22. Note that the differences between the two models at the model boundaries are

slightly greater than in the main reach.

Figure 4.21 2D Model Boundary

Legend
Rainbow Wash 1D Channel Study Reach

- State\US\Other H ig hway
Rainbow Wash 2D Model Boundary

FLO-2D handles the boundary transifions differently than HEC-RAS. The differences are minor and

acceptable to the FCDMC. The difference in depth in the main reach is very small, 0.03 feet. The HEC-
R 45 water surface elevation calculation tolerance setting for these models was 0.05 feet. FLO-2D
provides results acceptable to FCDMC for this test case. The water surface elevation results for the three

cross sections for a varying flow rate with a peak discharge of 70 cfs are shown on Firrure 4.23. Again
note that the differences betlr,een the two models at the model boundaries are slightly greater than in the

main reach. The differences are minor and acceptable to the FCDMC. The difference in depth in the
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main reach at peak is 0.02 feet, which is smaller than for the uniform flow rate case. FL0-2D provides

results acceptable to FCDMC for this test case.

The ma.ximum water surface elevations were also compared for the entire 5.5 miles of Rainbow Wash.

Over half of the HEC-RAS'cross sections do not align with the center of the FL0-2D grid containing the

cross section. However, the HEC-RA,Sma"rimum WSEL resilts for cross sections that are within 5 feet of
the center of the FLO-2D grid were directly compared with the FLO-2D results for the uniform 100 cfs

flow models. The average difference in WSEL was 0.007 feet. The average difference for all cross

sections for the uniform 100 cfs flow models was 0.038 feet, including the boundary condition cross

sections. The average difference for all cross sections for the varying inflow hydrograph models was

0.053 feet, including the boundary condition cross sections. Fieure 4.24 and Fiqurc 4.25 show the

maximum WSEL restlts for the constant inflow hydrograph and varying inflow hydrograph test cases.

FLO-2D provides results acceptable to FCDMC for this test case.
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Eigare 4.22 Comparison oI WSEL Results for Constant Inflow at Selected Cross Sections
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Figure 4.23 Comparison of WSEL Results for Varying Inflow at Selected Cross Sections
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Figure 4.24 l\tlaximum WSEL Results Comparisons for Uniform Inflow
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The routed volume results were compared at the three cross section locations to verify that the two

models agree. FL0-2D does not report the total runoff volume by cross section so the routed

hydrographs were used to calculate the total volume at each location. The volume results are shown in

Table 4. l2 and the plotted hydrographs for the varying flow condition are shown on Fieure 4.26. Note

that only the main flow portion of the hydrographs was used for comparison (after 8.0 hours for

Midstream and after 11.1 hours for Downstream. Otherwise, the volume calculations would erroneously

include the initial flow inHEC-RASthat is not included in FLO-2D.

Table 4.12 Comparison of Routed Volume Results for Rainbow Wash

Location

Volume (ac-ft)
Percent

DifferenceFLO-2D HEC-RAS

Hydrograph
Leading

Edge Hydrograph
Main Hydrograph

(4)-(3) l(s)-(2)1t(2)* 100

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6)

Constant Inflour Hydrograph

lJpstream

RS 29,468.34
(Grid 71695) t65 26 000 165.29 16s.29 002

Mrdstream

RS 1 3,677 .4
(Grid s0647 4) 15121 000 t52 09 152 09 0 58

Dournstream

RS 105 64
(Grid 363080) t37 63 000 138 31 138 31 049

Variable Inllornr Flydro graph

Upstream

RS 29,468.34
(Grid 7169s) 26 43 000 26 45 26 45 008

IWdstream

RS 1 3,617 .4
(Grid 50647 4) 25 47 1 16 26 27 25 TT 016
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Table 4.\2 Comparison of Routed Volume Results for Rainbow Wash

Location

Volume (ac-ft)
Percent

DifferenceFLO-2D HEC-RAS

Hydrograph
Leading

Edge Hydrograph
Main Hydrograph

(4)-(3) l(s)-(2)lt(2)* L 00

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6)

L)orvnstream

RS 105 64 (Grid
363080) 23 00 ltl 24 79 23 62 270

The hydrograph volume differences between FLO-2D and, HEC-RAS at the three cross section locations

shown in Table 4.12 are minimal. The inflow and routed hydrograph comparisons shown on Fisure 4.26

are nearly identical. FLO-2D provides results acceptable to FCDMC forthe volume and routed

hydrograph check.

Conclusion

The Rainbow Wash 1D nattrd. channel test case shows reasonably comparable results with HEGRAS.

FLO-2D provides results acceptable to FCDMC for application of the lD channel routine for natural

washes.
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Figure 4.26 Discharge Hydrograph Results Comparisons for Varying Inflow
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4.2.3 FIow Obstructions

4.2.3.1 General

Flow obstructions are simulated using IRF factors, l(R!' factors, or a combination of the trvo as described

in Section 2.4.(r. The floodplain grid flume model described in Section 4.2.2.2 was used as the base for

preparing FLO-2D test models. The following flow obstruction scenarios were tested to verifr that FLO-

2D applies these factors appropriately:

1. Single Grid ARF: A single grid wrthARF:1 applied using blockage method 1 ("T" records)

2. Multiple Grids - ,4RF: A block of four grids with ARF : 1 applied using blockage method 1

3. Single Grid - WRF: A single grid with all sides blocked using WRF: I
4. Multiple Grids - IVRF: A block of four grids with all external sides blocked using WRF: I
5. Single Side Open: All flow forced through a single grid with one side fully open

6. Single Side Partially Blocked: All flow forced through a single grid with one side partially blocked

4.2.3.2 Scenario 1: Single Grid -,4RF
This scenario tests the blockage of a single grid element using an,4RF of 1.0. Grid 645 was blocked. The

total discharge imposed at the upstream end of the model was 1,500 cfs. The flow depth and velocity

results are shown on Fisure 4.27. Note that there is no flow depth or velocity reported for Grid 645

(shaded grey). The single,4RFobstruction function works as expected.

4,2,3.3 Scenario 2: Multiple Grids -.4,RI7

This scenario tests the blockage of a group of four grid elements using an ARF of 1.0. Grids 547 , 548,

644 and 645 were blocked (shaded grey). The total discharge imposed at the upstream end of the model

was 1,500 cfs. The flow depth and velocity results are shown on Fiqure 4.28. Note that there is no flow

depth or velocity reported for the four blocked grids. Also note the increase in flow depth and velocity as

flow is diverted around the blocked grids. The multiple,4RFobstruction function works as expected.
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Figure 4.27 Results of Single Grid Obstruction using ARF
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Figure 4.28 Results of Multiple Grid Obstruction usingARF
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4.2.3.4 Scenario 3: Single Grid - Wl?F

This scenario tests the blockage of a single grid element using a WIU' of 1.0 for all eight sides as shown in

the left example of Fieurc ,+.29. Grid 645 was blocked. The total discharge imposed at the upstream end

of the model was 1,500 cfs. The flow depth and velocity results are shown on Fi{rurc ,1.30. Note that

there is no flow depth or velocity reported for Grid 645 and that the results for adjacent grids match those

from Section 1.2.3.2. The single lltRl' obstruction function works as expected.

4.2.3.5 Scenario 4: Multiple Grids - WnF

This scenario tests the blockage of a group of four grid elements using a LVR?' of 1 . 0. Grids 5 47 , 5 48 , 644

and 645 were blocked as shown in the right side of Fisure 4.29. The total discharge imposed at the

upstream end of the model was 1,500 cfs. The flow depth and velocity results are shown on Figurc 4.31.

Note that there is no flow depth or velocity reported for the four blocked grids (shaded grey). Also note

the increase in flow depth and velocity as flow is diverted around the blocked grids. These results also

closely match those described in Section 4.2.3.3. The multiple gt',d \YRF obstruction function works as

expected.

Figure 4.29 Single and Multiple Grids Blockage Schematic

Sinele Grid - WRF Multiple Grid - WRF
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Figure 4.30 Results of Single Grid Obstruction using WRF
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Figure 4.31 Results of Multiple Grid Obstruction using WRF
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4.2.3.6 Scenario 5: Single Side Open

This scenario tests flow through agrid,that has only one open side (Grid 645) as shown on Fieure 4.32.

The same model used for the previous four scenarios was modified as follows:

1. The total inllow discharge at the upstream end was changed to 50 cfs.

2. The grids in the same row as Grid 645 (shaded grey) were totally blocked using an,4RF of 1.0.

3. The top of Grid 645 was blocked except for side I (l{orth), which was set to a WRF of 0.0.

4. Grids 545-547 and 739-741 were cornpletely blocked using an,4RF of 1.0 to force flow from Grid

645 due south. This grid blockage configuration is shown on Fieure 4.32.

5. Note that for Grids 643-644, FLO-2D only uses sides 1 (north) and 3 (south) for conveyance.

Because the adjacent grids are blocked, sides 5, 2, 6,7, 4, and 8 of Grids 642-645 are blocked by

default even though they are not coded as blocked in the,4RF.DAT input data file. Grid 642 can

share flow with Grids 544,64I, and,738 through sides 3, 6, and7.

The results for maximurn depth and velocity are shown on Figurc '[.33. Refer to Fiqurc 4.9 for a diagram

of the FL0-2D grid 8-sided representation. Note that all flow is directed to Grid 645 and then routed due

south through a single column of three grids before being allowed to spread back out across the flume. A
simple hydraulic check of the results between grids 645 and 644 is shown in Table 4.13: From this check,

flow patterns in and out of Grid 645 are as expected, and the manual results closely match those reported

by FLO-2D.

Table 4.13 Hydraulic Calculations Chech lor Single Side Open Model

Grid

Time Elev Depth WSEL
Hydraulic

Gradeline, S'fts Area, A
Wetted

Perimeter, P
Hydraulic
Radius, ft

hrs ft ft ft ftlft sf ft ft

(1 ) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (e)

645 108 86 34 1 826 BB 166 7 563 4 142 1.826

644 108 86 32 1 685 88 005 0 0161 6 979 4.r42 1 685

tn, = ffiS = a.arcL ft/f t 7'563 + 6'e7eAavs: Z =7.277sf

Q : V Aous : 6.860'* 7.27\ : 49.88 cfs (V is from TIMDEP.OUT)

The maximum velocity reported in VELFP.OUT for Grid 645 was 6.84 fps.

The discharge reported in MAXQBYDIR.OII for Gnd 645 at time 1.08 hrs rtas 49.81 cfs.
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Figure 4.32 Grid Blockage Schematic for Single Grid Side Opening
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Figure 4.33 Results for Single Grid Side Opening
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4.2.3.7 Scenario 6: Single Side Partially Open

For this scenario, the Scenario 5 Single Side Open model was revised, setting the ll/R?'value for Grid 645

Side 1 (north) to 0.50.

Using data from the MAXQHYD.OUT file forthe run, and evaluating flow from Grid 646 to Grid 645:

The flow patterns approaching and leaving Grid 645 are as expected. Note that the depths upstream of
the 50% constriction at Grid 645 increased as compared with the un-constricted run. The velocity into

and out of Grid 645 also increased as expected. The results from this manual check closely match those

reported by FLO-2D.

Based on these six scenarios , the FLO-2D flow obstruction methods function appropriately and are

acceptable for FCDMC modeling purposes.

, ; ' : ,i

Table 4.14 Hydraulic Cdlculations Check for Single Side Partially Btocked Model

Grid

Time Elev Depth WSEL
Hydraulic

Gradeline, Sfts Area, A
Wetted

Perim eter, P
Hydraulic
RadiuS, R

hrs ft ft ft filft sf ft ft

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (e)

646 1.07 86.36 2 18 88.54 4.5r 2.071 2.18

64s 107 86 34 179 88 13 0 041 3 71 2 o7l 179

88.54 - 88.13c _ _ 0.041, ft/f t"ns-T-
4.5L + 3.71Aavg: Z :4.L1,sf

A* = Ft Auerage p : (2.18 + 7.79)/2 = 7.985 ft
V = (1.486R'/tsli)/n = (1.486 * 1.9850 667 * 0,04L0's)/0.040 = 71.881fps

Q : V Aors : l"1.BB1 * 4.1,1, : 48.83 cf s

The maximum velocity reported in YELFP.OI-IT for Grid 646 was 11.88 fps

The discharge reported in MAXQBYDIR.OUI for Grid 646 at time 1.07 hrs was 48.63 ct's.
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Figure 4.34 Results for Single Grid Side Partial Opening

Grid Number, Depth, and WSEL

Grid Number. Yelocity and Yector
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The purpose of this section is to veri$, that hydraulic calculations performed by FLO-2D for levees are

done appropriately by cornparingthe FLO-2D results with results from the HEC-RAS computer program.

Verification models were prepared for the following scenarios:

1. Flume Model * A flume type channel simulated with levees for the sides.

2. Levee Breach - A flume type channel with a levee breach.

4.2.4.2 Scenario 1: Flume Model

The purpose of this test is to verify that hydraulic calculations for the model using levees are performed

appropriately. This test consists of a rectangular flume with the following characteristics:

1 . Base Width: I4.I42 feet for HEC-RAS, 20 feet for FLO-2D (see discussion below)

2. Depth: 10 feet

3. Slope: uniform atZYo

4. n-value: 0.040

5. Length: 200 leet

The flow regime is sub-critical . A HEC-RAS'model with the above characteristics was built using cross

sections at 1 0 foot intervals and a uniform peak discharge of 1 40 cfs. A laterd, structure is included on

the right side, which will be used in Scenario 2 to model a levee break. A 3D view of the HEGRAS

flume for 140 cfs is shown on Fieure 4.35. This model has a base width of 14.742 feet to make a fair

comparison to the FLO-2D model. Further discussion regarding the wetted perimeter difference between

FLO-2D and HEC-RAS is included in Section 4 .2.2.2. The results of this model supply the benchmark for

testing FLO-2D.

A FLO-2D model was built using 3,618 uniform square 10-foot grid elements. The flume was modeled

by assigning a levee between grid nrunbers 2010 and 1898 and between 22ll and2099. The area

downstream of the levee was modeled by insetting a rectangular channel simulated with two grid

elements forming the base, 10 feet below the grade of the adjacent elements as shown on Fieure 4.3(r.

In order to be able to directly compare the FLO-2D results with HEC-RAS, the depth variable r method in

FLO-2D must be turned off. The limiting Froude number was set to 0.90 to force sub-critical flow

because HEC-RAS was run in sub-critical mode. Inflow to the FLO-2D model was spread out evenly

over two grids by dividing the total inflow ordinates by hvo and applying the resulting hydrograph to each

of the two grid elements. lmportant FLO-2D input control settings used were:
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1. Limiting Froude number:0.90 to force sub-critical flow

2. Shallown:0.00
3. AMANN : -99

4. Floodplain COURANTFP : 0.1

s. TOL:0.004
The results from the FL0-2D and HEC-RAS models are compared in Tablc 4. 15. The average depth,

velocity and area results for selected HEC-RAS cross sections and the correspondin g FLO-2D grids are

shown on this table. The results are comparable but slightly different between the two models. Slight

differences are to be expected because the computation methods between a lD model and a grid-based 2D

model are dissimilar" and FLO-2D uses a different wetted perimeter than HEC-RAS. As an additional

check, the velocity and areavalues were used to compute the discharges shovm in the last columns. The

results are reasonable and acceptablefor FCDMC purposes.

The conclusion is that FLO-2D levee method performs hydraulic calculations in an acceptable manner. If
a channel is to be modeled using a FLO-2D levee, the lack of conveyance of a portion of each bank grid

element should be accounted for by the modeler.

Figure 4.35 Levee Model Using HEC-RAS
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Figure 4.36 Levee Model Using FLO-2D

Table 4.15 Comparison of FLO-2D Levee with HEC-RAS

HEC-
RAS
River

Station

FLO-2D
Grid

Number

Depth Velocity Area
Calculated
Discharge

RAS 2D RAS 2D RAS 2D RAS 2D

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (e) (10)

2009 2009 1.586 L.473 6.244 6.785 22.423 20.831 140.0 140 8

L997 L997 1.585 L.47 4 6.244 6.786 22.423 20.845 140.0 t4t 5

1900 1900 1.586 1.480 6.244 6.805 22.423 20.930 140.0 142 4

4,2.4.3 Scenario 2: Levee Breach Model

The purpose of this test is to verify that hydraulic calculations for the FLO-2D levee break option are

performed appropriately. The FL0-2D and HEC-RA,Smodels described in the previous section were used

for this test. The levee was breached inthe FL0-2D model at grid element 1797 and in HEC-RAS model

at cross section 1998.

The levee breach parameters set in FLO-2D are:

1. Levee failure direction : 2

2. Elevation to initiate failure : 87.5 feet

3. Duration that the levee will fail when the failure elevation is reached: 0.2 hrs

4. Final failure elevation : 0 (set to the floodplain elevation of 86.5 feet)

5. Maximum breach width: 10 feet

6. Rate of vertical levee failure :54 ftlhr
7. Rate of horizontal levee failure :21 ftlhr
The initial breach width is hard coded to one foot. The maximum breach width is set to a width greater

than one grid element side width (4.L42 ft). FLO-2D automatically extends the breach into adjacent side

elements (in this case, grid element sides 5 and 6) as necessary to meet the maximum breach width. For
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prescribed levee failures the side slopes are hard coded to vertical. The breach weir coefficient is also

hard coded to 3.05.

The levee breach parameters set in HEC-MS are:

1. Final Bottom Width: 10 feet

2. Final Bottom Elevation: 86.5 feet

3. Left Side Slope:0
4. Right Side Slope: 0
5. Breach Weir Coefficient :3.05
6. Full Formation Time : 0.8 hrs

7. Failure Mode : Piping

8. Piping Coefficient: 0.6

9. Initial Piping Elevation 86.5 feet

10. Trigger Failure at a water surface elevation of 87.5 feet

The inflow hydrograph for both models is shown on Fieure 4.37 . HEC-RAS requires constant flow in the
model; therefore, the initial flow rate was set to I cfs. FLO-2D does not require a constant flow so the
initial flow rate is set to zaro. For HEC-RASthe model is set to discharge the flow over the breach out of
the system. Outflow elements were placed around the downstream side of the breach n FLO-2D to
mimic this condition. Since there is a potential for supercritical flows during the levee breach the mixed
flow regime was selected inthe HEC-RASmodel. Inthe FL0-2D model, the limiting Froude number was
set to zero (no Froude number limitations).
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Figure 4.37 Inflow Hydrograph for Levee Breach Model
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The breach peak discharge computed wingFLO-2D is 40.8 cfs and for HEC-RAS is 44.41 cfs. The
breach hydrographs are shown on Fieure 4.38. Both programs use the broad-crest weir equation to
calculate the flow over the breach.

3a- cwLHz

\\rhere:

o Q : discharge oyer the weir, cfs

o Cn,: rnreir discharge coefficient

o L - weir length, feet

o H - depth of lvater over the rveir. feet
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The differences in peak discharge are due to the differences in calculating the depth of water over the
weir. FL0-2D calculates a depth for each grid element side based on the adjoining grid cell elevations
and these elevations are shown on Figure 4.39. These depths were obtained from the LEVEE.OUT file.
HEC-RAS calculates depth based on water surface elevation of the cross sections just upstream, through
and just downstream of the breach. The average and maximum weir depth used by HE(-RASis shown

on Fisure 4.39. These values were obtained from Profile Output Table - Lateral Structures.

The FLO-2D levee breach method performs calculations in an acceptable manner, and meets minimum
FCDMC requirements.

Figure 4.38 Breach Hydrograph for Levee Breach Models
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Figure 4.39 Depth Over the Weir for Levee Breach Models
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4.2.5 Hydraulic Structures

4.2.5.1 General

The purpose of this section is to verifl, that hydraulic calculations for modeling hydraulic sfuctures are

done appropriately by comparingthe FLO-2D results with results from the HEC-RAS computer program.

The test cases include hydraulic structures that connect floodplain gids, ID channel elements, floodplain
grids to 1D channel elernents, and lD channel elements to floodplain grids

The purpose ofthese tests is to verify that hydraulic structure calculations are performed appropriately for
inlet control, outlet control, and the case where a culvert switches between inlet control and outlet control
as flow increases or decreases . A FLO-2D model was built using 1,400 uniform square 2O-foot grid
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elements, with a length of 100 grids and a width of 14 grids. For the floodplain grid test scenarios, the
flume was modeled by insetting a rectangular channel simulated with a line of single grid elements
forming the base, 10 feet below the grade of the adjacent elements as shown on Fiqurc 4.40. For the 1D
channel FLO-2D test models, the prismatic ID channel option was used.

The benchmark used for verification of the FLO-2D model results was a direct comparison with HEC-
R'45'model results. The results of the unsteady FL0-2D test models using both the rating table and the
general culvert equations options were compared with the HEC:-RAS'unsteady model results. The four
benchmark comparisons described at the end of this section were done for all scenarios considered.

The HEC-RAS models were based on a uniform rectangular channel similar to the example shown on
Fiqnre 4.41 using an ayerage cross section spacing of 100 feet. The test models consist of a rectangular
flume with the following characteristics:

1. HEC-RAS Channel Base Width: 8.284 feet
2. FL0-2D Floodplain Grids Base Width: 20.00 feet

3. FLO-2D 1D Channels Base Width: 8.284

4. Depth: l0 feet

5. Outlet Control Slope: 0.0020 ftlft
6. Inlet Control Slope: 0.0400 fl/ft
7. Inlet/Outlet Control Slope: 0.0045 ftlft
8. n-vaJ:l,e'. Depth-variable n nboth FLO-2D and HEC-RAS', with n : 0.05 for flow depths of 3 feet and

greater for the floodplain grids, a bank-full depth of 10 feet for the 1D channel models, and a shallow
n of 0.20. The HEO-RAS'depth-variable n option was implemented to mimic the FLO-2D approach.

9. Length: 2,000 feet

10. Culvert diarneter: 3 feet

11. Box culvert dimensions: 3 feet x 3 feet

12- Culvert length: l2A feet for all models except a long culvert inlet control test case that used a culvert
length of 1,400 feet.

1 3. Culvert material : Circular reinforced concrete pipe, n : 0. 0 1 3

14. Culvert inlet: Square edge entrance with headwall, K": 0.5

15. Culvert slope: Same as upstream and dou,nstream channels

16. The flow regime is sub-critical.

The following HEC-RAS plans were created for each model:

1. Steady State: A steady-state plan was created for development of culvert rating tables for input to
FLO-2D. The rating table flow rates modeled were 0.01, I, 5,10,2a,30,4a,50, 60, 70, and, g0 cfs.
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2. Unsteady Varying Flow Hydrograph: An unsteady model using a rising and receding limb
hydrograph. The peak discharge used varied depending on the model in order to test the response to
different flow rates and head conditions. The peak discharges used were:

A. Inlet control short culverts: 40 cfs

B. Inlet control long culverts: 80 cfs

C. Outlet control: 60 cfs

D. Inlet/Outlet control: 60 cfs

3. Unsteady Uniform Flow Hydrograph: An unsteady model using arising limb hydrograph that levels
out and maintains the peak discharge for several hours. The peak flow rates were the same as used

for the Unsteady Varying Flow Hydrograph models.

The results from the HEC-RAS steady state models were used to prepare hydraulic strucfure rating tables
for use inthe FLO-2D HYSTRUC.DAT input data file. The FLO-2D General Culvert Equations
approach was also tested. The unsteady flow HEC-RAS models were used for direct comparison with the
equivalent FLO-2D model results.

The FL0-2D model capabilities tested include:

1. Hydraulic stmcture rating table method for inlet control, outlet control and inlet/outlet control short
culvert conditions.

2. Hydraulic structure General Culvert Equations method for inlet conkol, outlet control, and inlet/outlet
control short culvert conditions for circular pipes.

3- Hydraulic Structure General Culvert Equations method for long culvert inlet control conditions for
circular pipes.

4. Shallow n and depth-variable Manning's n-valte option. The FLO-2D depth-variable n-vahtemethod
was compared with HEC-RAS in all of the hydraulic structure test models. An example HEC-RAS
depth-variable n-value table, designed to mimic the FLO-2D approach, is shown in Figurc 4.42. The
FLO-2D shallow n pararreter was set to 0.20, and all grid and 1D channel z-values for flow depths 3
feet and greater were set to 0.050.

The hydraulic structure General Culvert Equations method using box culverts was tested using the exact
same scenarios as for circular pipes. Some small issues were noted and are being addressed with the
software developer. As a result, it is recommended that the rating table method be applied when
modeling box culverts until the discrepancies are addressed. The box culvert rnodel results are not
documented in this report but the test models and summary spreadsheets are available upon request.

The HEC-RAS models, and the FLO-2D ID channelmodels, were created with a base width of 8.284 feet.
This setting is intentional in order to accurately compare the results of the two models with the FLO-2D
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floodplain grid-only models that simulate the channel with a 20 foot wide grid element. Refer to Section
4.2.2.2 for a description of why the lD model base widths must be less than the FL0-2D grid width in
order to compare hydraulic results.

Figure 4.40 FLO-2D Flume Model Surface Using Floodplain Grids

Figure 4.41 Flume Model Using HEC-RAS
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Figure 4.42 Example HEC-RAS Depth-Variable Manning,s z-Values Table
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For outlet control models, the Limiting Froude number is set to 0.2 to match the HEC-RAS model results,

wlrich have aFroude number of 0.2 or less. The FLO-2D floodplain and 1D channel Courant parameters

were set to 0.2 for all test models. Refer to Section 4.2.5.19 for a discussion of possible effects on results

when using other values of Courant. The HE(-RAS unsteady numerical control parameters were also

adjusted as needed for a stable model. The computation interval was set to 20 seconds, time slicing was

enabled with a minimum time step of 0.001 hours, Theta was set to 0.6, and the maximum number of
iterations and time slices was increased from 20 to 40. The HTAB parameter tables were set to the

channel invert elevation.

Verification models were prepared for the following scenarios (OC : Outlet Control, IC : Inlet Control):

1. Scenario 1: Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (OC).

2. Scenario 2: General Equations Floodplain to Floodplain (OC).

3. Scenario 3: Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (IC).
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4. Scenario 4: General Equations Floodplain to Floodplain (IC)
5. Scenario 5: Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (IC and OC)

6. Scenario 6: General Equations Floodplain to Floodplain (IC and OC)
7. Scenmio 7: Rating Table Channel to Channel (OC).

8. Scenario 8: General Equations Channel to Channel (OC).

9. Scenario 9: Rating Table Channel to Channel (IC and OC)

10. Scenario 10: General Equations Channel to Channel (IC and OC).

I 1. Scenario i 1: General Equations Channel to Channel (IC and OC) - with backwater
12. Scenario 12: Rating Table Floodplain to Channel (OC).

13. Scenario 13: General Equations Floodplain to Channel (OC).

14. Scenario 14: Rating Table Channel to Floodplain (OC).

15. Scenario 15: General Equations Channel to Floodplain (OC).

16. Scenario 16: Rating Table Long Culvert Channel to Floodplain (IC).

17. Scenario 17: General Equations Long culvert channel to Floodplain (IC).

The benchmark comparisons were made as follows for each scenario:

1. Culvert inlet WSEL versus Discharge (varying discharge unsteady flow model only). The data used is

for all model time steps from both FLO-2D and unsteady HEC-RAS,and compared to the input rating
table generated using steady state HEC-RAS'. The FL0-2D sources for WSEL are the

HYCROSS.OUT (culvert inlet floodplain grid 631 or 686) and HYCHAN.OUT (lD channel grids
631 or 686) files. HYCROSS.OUT is used as the WSEL source for floodplain grid test cases, and

HYCHAN.OUT for lD channel test cases. The FLO-2D source for culvert discharge is the

HYDRosrRUCT.our file. The HEC-RAS source is the Rating curve option.
2. Culvert inlet Discharge over Time (both varying and uniform discharge unsteady flow models).

Discharge entering the culvert inlet over time compared with model inflow discharge over time for
both FLO-2D and unsteadies HEL-RAS. The FL0-2D source is the HYDROSTRUCT.OUT file.
The HEC-RAS source is the Stage and Flow Hydrographs option.

3. Maximum WSELProfles (both varying and uniform discharge unsteady flow models). Marimum
FLO-2D WSEL profle compared with unsteady HEC-RAS maximum IIrSEL for the entire model
length, with the thalweg ground profile also shown. The FLO-2D source is the MAXQHYD.OUT or
MAXWSELEV.OUT files for floodplain grids and the CFIANWS.OUT file for 1D channel grids.

The HEC-RA,S source is the View Profiles option.

4. Culvert inlet WSEL over Time (uniform discharge unsteady flow model only). The FLO-2D sources

are the HYCROSS.OUT (culvert inlet floodplain grid 631 or 686) and HYCHAN.OTJT (1D channel

grids 631 or 686) files. The HEC-RAS source is the Stage and Flow Hydrographs option.
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All the charts included in the hydraulic structure test results use blue lines for HEC-RAS'and red lines for
FLO-2D. The details and results for each scenario are discussed in the following sections.

4.2.5.2 Scenario 1: Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (OC)

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D rating table approach for a culvert connecting two floodplain grids, operating under
outlet control.

Results and Discussion

This scenario tests a culvert connecting two floodplain grids with the topography configured to force an

outlet control condition for all test flow rates. The rating table developed using HEC-RAS,shown as a

black line on Fieurc 4.43, was used to control the trLO-2D hydraulic structure routine. The FLO-2D
INOUTCONT variable was set to 0 to force no adjustment due to tailwater. The rating tablefrom HEC-
R 45'is based on outlet control, which is affected by tailwater. FLO-2D applies this rating table by using

the flow depth at the inlet to obtain the culvert discharge. In a real-world scenario, if the tailwater
elevation computed by FL0-2D is different than was assumed when developing the ratingtable,the FL}-
2D results may not be theoretically correct and only an approximation. This should be considered when

using this option.

A comparison of WSEL and discharge results at the culvert inlet and outlet is shown in Table 4. 16. The
minor differences between the FLO-2D and unsteady HEC-RAS results are expected and acceptable for
FCDMC purposes.

Benchmark I Results. The unsteady output depth-discharge results (with depth represented as WSEL)

from FLO-2D (red dotted line) at the culvert inlet are compared with the HEC-RAS results (blue dashed

line) on Figurc 4.43 for the varying flow hydrograph condition. The flow depths on the hydraulic
structure inlet grid were extracted in 0.05 hour time steps from the HYCROSS.OUT file and converted to
WSEL. The peak discharges conveyed by the culvert for each 0.05 hour time step were extracted from the
HYDROSTRUCT.OUT file. The FLO-2D results almost exactly match the HEC-RAS results.

Benchmark 2 Results. The model inflow and culvert inflow hydrographs are plotted on Figurc 4.44 and

Figure 4.45 for the varying flow and uniform hydrograph conditions, respectively. The FLO-2D inflow
hydrograph (dotted red line) and the HEC-RAS inllow hydrograph (dashed blue line) are identical, which
is a check that the input data files match. The FLO-2D culvert hydrograph (solid red line) and the HEC-
rtlS'culvert hydrograph (solid blue line) are nearly identical. There are minor discrepancies that are to be

expected when comparing results from two different models, but the differences are not significant.
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Table 4.16 scenario I Comparison of Hydraulic structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at Peak
Discharge through I fercent

Culvert, cfs I nifferenceInlet Outlet

IrLO-2D Van,ing 80 25 79 04 38 90
125

IIE(:-k4.5' Varving 8() 23 79 12 38.42

FLO-2D ljrufbmr 80 33 79.10 4C) 00
0.i)0

HEC:-RAS llruforrn 80 36 79 18 40 00

Figure 4.43 Scenario 1 Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (OC) Test Results
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A Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) analysis was performed comparin gthe FL0-2D and, HEC-RAS
hydrographs at the culrrert inlet as a way to quantify the significance of the minor differences noted on

Fi{ture 4.44 and Figure 4.-15 . The RMSD for the varying flow culvert inlet hydrograph was 0.33 cfs,

which is a very minor deviation.

Benchmark 3 Results. A plot of maximum WEL profile is shown on Elggre 4.46 and Figurc 4.47 for the

varying flow and uniform flow hydrograph conditions, respectively. Note that FLO-2D does not report
\'VSEL within the culvert so those values are zero, which results in the FL0-2D I{SEL profile dropping to
elevation 0.00 through the pipe. This is typical for all the hydraulic structure test scenario s. The WSEL

immediately upstream and downstream of the culvert are a close match. Downstream of the culvert,
FLO-2D has a profile approximately 0.1 feet lower than HEC-RAS. Upstream from the culvert, the FLO-
2D profle is nearly an exact match with HEC-RAS, transitioning to be 0.1 feet lower at the upstream end.

Since the FLO-2D model for this case is based on floodplain grids, there is a difference in the conveyance

calculation between FLO-2D and HEC-RAS'that accounts for the FL0-2D profile being lower
dorrrmstream of the culvert and areas not inlluenced by backwater effects. FLO-2D floodplain grids are

intended to model shallow unconfined overland flow. Therefore, the wetted perimeter for FLO-2D does

not include the two channel sides, only the base flow width. This results in a slightly higher velocity and

a lower flow depth. For instance, from the HEC-RASIJnsteady Uniform Flow test model at Station 2+00

(Grid 611 from MAXQHYD.OUT) and at tirne 9.61 hours, consider the data and results in Table 4.17.

The depth computed by both FLO-2D and HEC-RA,S are listed, with the HEC-RAS depth being about 0.1

feet higher th an FLO-2 D.

The slope of the energy grade line reported by FL0-2D is 0.00205 ftlft andby HEC-RAS is 0.00200 ff/ft.
Therefore, at this location and time, flow can be considered uniform and backwater effects are minimal.
HEL'-RAS used an n-vahe of 0.052 and FLO-2D a value of 0.070. The flow depth is less than 3 feet so

the depth variable n-val'se adjustment resulted in the slight increase over the 0.05 base for HEC-RAS.

FL0-2D used a higher n-vahe resulting from the 0.2 limiting Froude number setting in combination with
depth-variable n. The velocity computed by hand calculation (highlighted in yellow in Tablc ,t.1 7) agrees

with the values calculated by FL0-2D and HEC-RAS.

The difference in wetted perimeter and n-value are the reasons why FL0-2D computes alower WSEL

than HEC-RA,S for this test case downstream of the culvert. A comparison of velocities over time

between FLO-2D and HEC-RAS at various stations are shown on Fiqure 4.48. Note that the FLO-2D
velocities are also greater than HEC-RAS for this scenario for the same reasons.
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A RMSD analysis was performed comparingthe FLO-2D and, HEC-RA,Smaximum WSEL profiles as a

way to quantifi, the significance of the differences noted on Fisure 4.4(r and FieLrre 4.47. The RMSD for
the varying maximum wsEL profile was 0.15 feet, which is a very minor deviation.

Benchmark 4 Results. A plot of WSEL over time at the culvert inlet is shown on Fisure 4..+9 from the
uniform flow hydrograph condition. The FLO-2D results are ahnost an exact match with unsteadv HEC-
Rlst.

The results of the Scenario I testing are acceptable for FCDMC purposes.
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Figure 4.47 Scenario I Uniform Flow WSEL Profile Results

Maximum WSEL from Uniform Flow Models
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Table 4.17 Scenario 1 Comparison of Depth and Velocity at Station 2r{0 (Grid 61f)

FLO-2D at Time 9.61 hours HEC-RAS

Depth,
ft

Area,
Sf

Wetted
Perimeter,

ft n
Velocity,

fps
Depth,

ft
Area,

sf

Wetted
Perimeter,

ft n
Velocity,

fps

263 21 79 828 0.0701 1 81 272 22 56 13 72 0 052 I78

Computed bv FLO-2D'. I85 C'omputed b1' IIE(: -R4 S. 1l7

Discharge by F.LO-2D. 40.19 Discharge: 3 9.93

1 A lirnitrng troucle nurnber of 0.20
value adjustments that increase

is applied to match the HEC-fuA9 Froude number'. Thrs results rn n-
the rz-r,alue to 0.070, helping account for the difference in wetted

perirneter

Computecl using Manrung' s eqr-ration
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Figure 4.48 Scenario L Uniform FIow Velocity Results

Velocity vs Time for Uniform Flow Models
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4.2.5.3 scenario 2: General culvert Equations Floodplain to Ftoodprain (oc)

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D general culvert equations approach for a culvert connecting two floodplain grids,
operating under outlet control.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 2 is the same as Scenario I except that the general culvert equations option described in Section
2.'t.{t.l wasappliedinsteadofaratingtable. ForthisscenariotheNOUTCONTvariablewassetto2.
The culvert was assigned an n-value of 0.013 and a K" of 0.5 for a square edge with headwall inlet type.
The key difference between the two models is tailwater computation. The general culvert equations

method checks for both inlet and outlet control using the upstream and downstream heads, while the
rating table approach only evaluates using the upstream head and aratingtable that may or may not
include outlet control effects. Refer to Section 2.4.8.1 for more description. A comparison of WSEL and,

discharge results at the culvert is shown in Tablc 4.1lt . The FL0-2D WSEL atthe inlet for the uniform
flow hydrograph condition is 0.17 higher than HEC-RAS'. Otherwise the results are comparable with
HEC-RAS.

The results from Benchmark I are shown on Fiqure 4.-i(). The general culvert equation-based results are

slightly unstable between 15 and 25 cfs but compare very well with the steady state HEC-RAS rating table

and unsteady HEC-RAS.

The results from Benchmark2 are shown on Fiqure 4.51 and Fiqure 4.i2 . The FL0-2D results compare

very well with unsteady HEC-RAS. A Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) analysis was performed

comparing the FLO-2D andHEC-RAShydrographs at the culvert inlet as a way to quantiS, the

significance of the minor differences noted on Fiqure 4.51 and Fiqurc 4.52 . The RMSD for the varying
flow culvert inlet hydrograph was 0.37 cfs, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark 3 are shown on Figurc 4.-53 and Fis.ure 4.54 . The WSEL profile downstream

of the culvert for the varying and uniform flow models is slightly lower than HEC-RAS, similar to the

results for Scenario 1. The varying flow model WSEL profile upstream of the culvert also matches

Scenario 1 and is a good check with HEC-RAS. The uniform flow model WSEL profile upstream of the

culvert varies from 0.0 to 0.2 feet higher than HEC-RAS.

A RMSD analysis was performed comparingthe FLO-2D and HEC-RASmaximum WSEL profiles
(Courant : 0.2) as a way to quantify the significance of the differences noted on Figure 4.53 and Fiqurc
't.5'1. The RMSD for the varying maximum WSEL profile was 0.15 feet, which is a very minor deviation.
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The results from Benchm wk 4 are shown on Frsure 4.55 . The FLO-2D WSEL variesfrom 0.0 to 0.25 feet
higher thanHEL-RA,S and there is numeric instability after the peak gniform flow rate is reached, but the
results are acceptablefor FCDMC purposes.

The minor differences between the FL0-2D and unsteady HEC-RAS results from Scenario 2 are expected
and acceptablefor FCDMC purposes.

Table 4.18 scenario 2 comparison of Hydraulic structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at Peak
Discharge through I Percent

Culvert, cfs I nifferenceInlet Outlet

FLO-2D Varying 80 26 79 04 38 87
t17

HEC-LAS Varving 80 23 19 12 38 42

FLO-2D lhrifbrm 80 51 79 09 40 03
008

HEC-R4S Ilnitbrm 80 36 79 18 40 00

Figure 4.50 Scenario 2 Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (OC) Test Results'e 4.50 scenario 2 Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (oc) Test Results
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Figure 4.51 Scenario 2 Varying FIow Hydrograph Results

Varying FIow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.52 Scenario 2 Uniform Flow Hydrograph Results

Uniform Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.53 Scenario 2 Varying Flow WSEL Profile Results

Maximum WSEL from Varying Flow Models
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Maximum WSEL from Uniform Flow Models
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Figure 4.55 Scenario 2 Uniform FIow WSEL at Culvert Inlet Results

Uniform Flow Hydrographs
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4.2.5.4 Scenario 3: Rating Table Floodptain to Floodplain (IC)

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D ratingtable approach for a culvert connecting two floodplain grids, operating under

inlet control. The ground and culvert slopes were increased to 4.AA\Yo to force an inlet control condition.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 3 is the same as Scenario 1 except that the slope was increased to force an inlet control
condition. The results are compared with the unsteady HEC-RAS inlet control model. A comparison of
WSEL and discharge results at the culvert is shown in Table .1.19. The maximtm WSEL at the culvert
inlet is an exact match with HEC-RAS'. The maximum IYSEL atthe culvert outlet is 0.5 feet higher than

HEC-RAS. HEC-RAS is reporting velocity leaving the culvert and FLO-2D is reporting the normal depth

velocity in the channel. Immediately downstream of the culvert, the results agree for the remainder of the

downstream reach. Upstream of the culvert, the results agree.

The results from Benchmark 1 are shown on Fieure 4.56 . The FL0-2D results match the steady state

HEC-RAS rating table and unsteady HEC-RAS except for a small amount of numerical instability between

8 and 13 cfs.
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The results from Benchmark2 are shown on Figure 4.57 and Fisure 4.58. Although a liule unstable

between 8 and 13 cfs, the FL0-2D results compare very well with unsteady HEC-RAS. A RMSD analysis

was performed comparing the FLO-2D and HEC-RAS hydrographs at the culvert inlet as a way to
quantifr the significance of the minor differences noted on Figure 4.57 and Fiqure 4.58. The &\1SD for
the varying flow culvert inlet hydrograph was 0.35 cfs, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark 3 are shown on Frqure -[.59 and Fieure 4.60 . The WSElprofile upstream

and downstream of the culvert for the varying and uniform flow models are a little less than 0.1 feet lower
than unsteady HEC-RAS, due to the lower wetted perimeter value that is used in FLO-2D as described in
Section 4.2.2.2 andSection 4.2.5.2. RefertoTable 4.20. ARMSD analysiswasperformedcomparingthe
FLO-2D and HEC-RAS'maximum WSEL profiles as a way to quantify the significance of the differences

noted on Fieure 4.)9 and Fieure 4.60 . The RMSD for the varying maximum WSEL profile was 0.09 feet,

which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchm ark 4 are shown on Fiqurc 4.61 . The FLO-2D WSEL is slightly lower than

HEC-RAS and there is minor numeric instability near stage 101, but the results match HEC-RAS very
closely.

The results for this scenario are acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Table 4.19 scenario 3 comparison of Hydraulic structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at
Peak

Discharge through
Culvert, cfs

Percent
DifferenceInlet Outlet

F'LO-2D Varying 102 92 95 73 39 91
023

HEC-R,4S Varyurg 102.92 95 24 4t) 00

FLO-2D ljruform 102 92 95 74 40 01
0 c)3

HEC-tu4S Ilruform t02 92 95.24 40 00
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Figure 4.56 Scenario 3 Rating Table Floodplain to Ftoodptain (OC) Test Results
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Varying Flow Hydrographs
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Scenario 3 Uniform Flow Hydrograph Results

Uniform Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.59 Scenario 3 Varying Flow WSEL Profile Results
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Flow WSEL Profile Results3 Unifo
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Table 4.20 Scenario 3 Comparison of Depth and Velocity at Station 2+00 (Grid 611)

FLO-2D (Time 8.95 hours) HEC-RAS

Depth,
ft

Area,
sf

Wetted
Perimeter,

ft n
Velocity,

fps
Depth,

ft
Area,

sf

Wetted
Perimeter,

ft n
Velocity,

fps

1.04 859 8 28 0.0651 466 1 13 937 10 55 0.064 430

Computed by FLO-2D'. 466 Computed by HEC-ktlS: 427

Discharge by FLO-2D. 40 00 Discharge: 40 02

1 A limiting Froude rutmber of 1.00 is applied to match the HEC-MS Froude number. This results in
virtually no rz-r,alue adjustments to force sfbcritical flow, which is why there is only a very small

difference in n-value

Computed using Manning's equation
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4.2.5.5 Scenario 4: General Culvert Equations Floodptain to Floodplain (IC)

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D general culvert equations approach for a culvert connecting two floodplain grids,

operating under inlet control. The ground and culvert slopes were increased to 4.000% to force an inlet
control condition.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 4 is the same as Scenario 3 except that the general culvert equations are used instead of arating
table. The results are compared with the unsteady HEC-RAS inlet control model. A comparison of WSEL

and discharge results at the culvert is shown in Table 4.2 l. The maximtm WSEL at the culvert inlet is an

almost exact match with HEC-RAS'. There is about a 4Yo difference in peak, which is acceptable. In
general, differences of I 0% of less in peak discharge are acceptable for FCDMC purposes. The

maximum WSEL at the culvert outlet is 0.5 feet higher than HEC-RAS. HEC-RAS is reporting a much
higher velocity leaving the culvert and FLO-2D is reporting the normal depth velocity in the channel.

Immediately downstream of the culvert, the results agree for the remainder of the downstream reach.

Upstream of the culvert, the results agree with unsteady HEC-RAS.
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The results from Benchmark I are shown on Figure 4.(r2 . The FLO-2D results match the steady state

HEC-RAS rating table and unsteady HEC-RAS except for very slight numerical instability between 8 and

13cfs. TheseinstabilitiesdisappearwithaCourantsettingof0.l,butarenotaconcernforFCDMC
purposes because they do not significantly affect the results. Refer to Section 4.2.5. 19 for a discussion of
the effects of applying other Courant values.

The results from Benchmark2 are shown on Figurc.[.63 and Fi{rure 4.(r4. Although a liule unstable

between 8 and 13 cfs, the FLO-2D results compare very well with unsteady HEC-RAS. A RMSD analysis

was performed comparingthe FLO-2D and HEL:-RAShydrographs at the culvert inlet as a way to
quantif,z the significance of the minor differences noted on Fisme 4.63 and Figure 4.64. The R}1SD for
the varying flow culvert inlet hydrograph was 0.35 cfs, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark 3 are shown on Figure 4.65 and Fiqure 4.66. The WSEL profile upstream

and downstream of the culvert for the varying and uniform flow models are a little less than 0.1 feet lower
than unsteady HEC-RAS, due to the lower wetted perimeter value that is used in FLO-2D as described in
Section 4.2.2.2 and Section 4.2.5.2. AfuMSD analysis was performed comparingthe FLO-2D andHEC-
R 4Smaximum WSEL profiles as a way to quantify the significance of the differences noted on Fisure

4.65 and Fieure 4.66. The RMSD for the varying maximum WSEL profile was 0.09 feet, which is a very
minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark 4 are shown on Fis,urc 4.67 . The FLO-2D WSEL is slightly lower than

HEC-RAS and there is minor numeric instability near stage 101, but the results match HEC-RAS very

closely.

The results for this scenario are acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Table 4.21 Scenario 4 Comparison of Hydraulic Structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at
Peak

Discharge through
Culvert, cfs

Percent
DifferenceInlet Outlet

FLO-2D Varying 102 88 95 74 41 65
413

FIEC-RAS Varying 102 92 95 24 40 00

FLO-2D Uruform 102 88 95 74 41 66
4t5

FIEC-RAS ljniform 102 92 9s 24 40 00
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Figure 4.62 Scenario 4 Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (OC) Test Results

HEC-RAS Steady Flow Rating Table vs Unsteady Varying FIow Models
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Figure 4.64 Scenario 4 Uniform Flow Ilydrograph Results

Uniform Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.65 Scenario 4 Varying Flow WSEL Profile Results

Maximum WSEL from Varying Flow Models
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Figure 4.66 Scenario 4 Uniform Flow WSEL Profile Results

Maximum WSEL from Uniform Flow Models
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4.2.5.6 Scenario 5: Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (IC and OC)

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D rating table approach for a culvert connecting two floodplain grids, switching

behveen inlet and outlet control. The ground and culvert slopes were changed to 0.450o/oto force an

inlet/outlet control condition. The FLO-2D INOUTCONT variable was set to 0 to force no adjustment

due to tailwater.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 5 is the same as Scenario I and Scenario 3 except that the ground and culvert slope was changed

to 0.450Yo. The results are compared with the unsteady HEC-RAS inlet/outlet control model. A
comparison of I{SEL and discharge results at the culvert is shown inTable 4.22. The maximw WSEL at

the culvert inlet is avery close match wirh HEC-RAS\ The maximum FLO-2D WSEL atthe culvert outlet
is 0.4 to 0.5 feet lower than HEC-RAS. Immediately downstream of the culvert,the FLO-2D results

maintain the 0.4 foot difference for the remainder of the downstream reach, as expected due to the

difference in wetted perimeter. Refer to Table 4.23, which represents results from the uniform flow
model. Upstream of the culvert,the FLO-2D results are slightly higher than unsteady HEC-RAS fromthe
culvert inlet upstream to about station 1200, and then the difference gradually increases until the FL0-2D
results are again.O.4 feet lower than HEC-RAS.

The results from Benchmark I are shown on Fieure 4.(rtl . The FL0-2D results match steady the state

HEC-RASrating table and unsteady HEC-RASvery well.

The results from Benchmark2 are shown on Firrr.rre 4.(r9 and Fieure 4.70 . The FLO-2D results compare

very well with unsteady HEC-RAS, although there is slight instability at peak. A RMSD analysis was

performed comparing the FLO-2D and HEC-RAShydrographs at the culvert inlet as a way to quantify the

significance of the minor differences noted on Fieurc 4.69 and Fieurc 4.70 . The RMSD for the varyitg
flow culvert inlet hydrograph was 0.51 cfs, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchmmk 3 are shown on Fiqure 4.7 [ and Fieure 4.72 . The WSEL profile upstream

and downstream of the culvert (outside of areas influenced by backwater) for the varying and uniform
flow models are about 0.4 feet lower than unsteady HEC-RAS as described above, due to the lower wetted
perimeter value that is used in FLO-2D as described in Section 4.2.2.2 and Section 4.2.5.2. A RMSD
analysis was performed comparin g the FLO-2D and HEC-RAS maximum WSEL profiles as a way to
quantify the significance of the differences noted on Figure 4.71 and Fiqure 4.72 . The RMSD forthe
varying maximum WSEL profie was 0.33 feet, which checks with the visual observation.
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The results from Benchmark4 are shown on Figure 4.73 . The FL0-2D WSEL is slightly higher than

HEC-RAS and there is numeric instability after the uniform flow peak discharge is reached, but the results

match HEC-RAS reasonably well.

The results for this scenario are acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Table4.22 Scenario 5 Comparison of Hydraulic Structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at
Peak

Discharge through
Culvert, cfs

Percent
Diff'erenceInlet Outlet

FLO-2D Var5,in,, 82 94 79 92 58 60
0 81

HEC-L S Varying 82 95 80 33 58 13

FLO-2D l]niform 83 27 79.98 61 78
2.97

HEC-RAS ljnifbrm 83 16 80 38 60 00

Table 4.23 Scenario 5 Comparison of Depth and Velocity at Station 2+00 (Grid 611)

FLO-2D at Time 8.59 hours HEC-RAS

Depth,
fr

Area,
sf

Wetted
Perimeter,

ft n
Velocity,

fps
Depth,

ft
Area,

sf

Wetted
Perimeter,

ft n
Velocity,

fps

2.31 19 14 828 0 055 3 16 2.63 21 79 13.54 0 053 266

Computed by FLO-2D. 317 Computed by HEC-RAS. 266

Discharge by F LO-2D. 64.78 Discharge: 57 .95

Computed using Manmng's equation
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Figure 4.68 Scenario 5 Rating Table Floodplain to Ftoodptain (OC) Test Results

HEC-RAS Steady Flow Rating Table vs Unsteady Varying Flow Models
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Figure 4.69 Scenario 5 Varying Flow Hydrograph Results

Varying Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.70 Scenario 5 Uniform Flow Hydrograph Results

Uniform Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.71 Scenario 5 Varying Flow WSELProfile Results

Maximum WSEL from Varying Flow Models
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Figure 4.72 Scenario 5 Uniform FIow WSEL Profile Results

Maximum WSEL from Uniform FIow Models
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Figure 4.73 Scenario 5 Uniform Flow WSEL at Culvert Inlet Results

Unsteady Uniform Flow Model WSEL
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4,2.5.7 Scenario 6: General Culvert Equations Floodplain to Ftoodplain (IC and OC)

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D general culvert equations approach for a culvert connecting two floodplain grids,

switching between inlet and outlet conffol. The ground and culvert slopes were changed to 0.450% to

force an inlet/outlet control condition.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 6 is the same as Scenario 5 except that the general culvert equations option is applied. The

results are compared with the unsteady HEC-RAS inlet/outlet control model. A comparison of WSEL and

discharge results at the culvert is shown in Table 4.24. The maximw WSEL at the culvert inlet is a close

match with HEC-RAS', better than the rating table model results. The maximum FLO-2D WSEL atthe
culvert outlet is 0.4 to 0.5 feet lower than HEC-RAS'. lmmediately downstream of the culvert, the FL}-
2D results maintain the 0.4 foot difference for the remainder of the downstream reach, as expected due to

the difference in wetted perimeter. Refer to Table 4.25, which represents results from the uniform flow
model. Upstream of the culvert,the FL0-2D results are slightly higher than unsteady HEC-RAS fromthe
culvert inlet upstream to about station 1200 due to backwater effects, and then the difference gradually

increases until the FLO-2D results are agun.0.4 feet lower than HEC-RAS.

The results from Benchmark 1 are shown on Fiqure 4.74 . The FLO-2D results match the steady state

HEC-RAS rating table and unsteady HEC-RAS very well.

The results from Benchmark2 are shown on Fieure 4.75 and Fiqure 4.76. The FLO-2D results compare

very well with unsteady HEC-RAS. A RMSD analysis was performed comparing the FLO-2D urd HEC-

R 4,Shydrographs at the culvert inlet as a way to quantify the significance of the minor differences noted

on Fieure 4.75 and Fieure 4.7(r. The RMSD for the varying flow culvert inlet hydrograph was 0.47 cfs,

which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark 3 are shown on Fis.ure 4.77 and Fisure 4.78 . The WSEL profrle upstream

and downstream of the culvert for the varying and uniform flow models are nominally about 0.4 feet

lower than unsteady 112'C-RA as described above, due to the lower wetted perimeter value that is used in
FL0-2D asdescribedinSection 4.2.2.2 andSection 4.2.5.2. ARMSD analysiswasperformedcomparing

the FLO-2D and, HEC-RAS maximum WSEL profiles as a way to quantify the significance of the

differences noted on Figure 4.77 and Figurc 4. 7tl . The RMSD for the varying maximum WSEL profile
was 0.37 feet, which checks with the visual observation.
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The results from Benchm ark 4 are shown on Figure 4.79 . The FLO-2D WSEL is slightly lower than

HEC-RAS and there is slight numeric instability after the uniform flow peak discharge is reached, but the

results match HEC-RAS reasonably well.

The results for this scenario are acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Tahle4.24 scenario 6 comparison of Hydraulic structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at
Peak

Discharge through
Culvert, cfs

Percent
DillerenceInlet Outlet

FLO-2D Varying 82 86 79 93 58 44
053

HEC-R4S Varying 82 95 80 33 58 13

FLO-2D llruform 83 15 79 99 62 34
392

HE(:-& S ljnifbrm tt3 16 80 38 60 00

Table 4.25 Scenario 6 Comparison of Depth and Velocity at Station 2+00 (Grid 611)

FLO-2D at Time 5.14 hours HEC-RAS

Depth,
ft

Area,
sf

Wetted
Perimeter,

ft n
Velocity,

fps
Depth,

ft
Area,

sf

Wetted
Perimeter,

ft n
Velocity,

fps

232 19.32 828 0 055 3 .17 2.63 21.79 13.54 0 053 2.66

Computed by FLO-2D'. 3 18 Computed by HEC-R S: 266

Discharge by FL,O-2D'. 6t 07 Disoharge: s7 95

Computed using Mannirrg' s equation
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Figure 4.74 Scenario 6 Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (IC and OC) Test Results

HEC-RAS Steady Flow Rating Table vs Unsteady Varying Flow Models
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Figure 4.76 Scenario 6 Uniform Flow Hydrograph Results

Uniform Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.77 Scenario 6 Varying Flow WSEL Profile Results
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Figure 4.78 Scenario 6 Uniform Flow WSEL Profile Results

Maximum WSEL from Uniform Flow Models
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Figure 4.79 Scenario 6 Uniform Flow WSEL at Culvert Inlet Results
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4.2.5.8

Scenario

Scenario 7z Rating Table Channel to Channel (OC)

Test of the FL0-2D rating table approach for a culvert connecting two ID channel grids, operating under

outlet control.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 7 is the same as Scenario I except that the 1D channel option was used for the entire length of
the model instead of a channel defined using floodplain grids. The culvert was assigned to connect a ID
channel element to a lD channel element. The lD channel was defined using the prismatic rectangular

channel option as described in Section 1.2.5.1. A comparison of WSEL and discharge results at the

culvert is shown in Table 4.26. The FL0-2D results for the culvert atpeakflow are nearly identical to

unsteady IIEC-RAS at the inlet and outlet. A check of channel hydraulics based on depth-variable

Manning's n is shown inTable 4.27 for the yarytng flow hydrograph condition at Station 2+00 (Grid

611). The FLO-2D results are identical to unsteady HEC-RAS.

The results from Benchmark 1 are shown on Figure 4.80. The rating table based results are very stable

and are nearly identical to the rating table generated using steady state HEC-RAS'and the unsteady HEC-

R,4S'results.

The results from Benchmark2 are shown on Fisure 4.81 and Fisure 4.82. The FLO-2D results are very

stable and nearly identical to ansteady HEC-RAS. A RMSD analysis was performed comparing the FLO-

2D and HEC-RAShydrographs at the culvert inlet as away to quantify the significance of the minor

differences noted on Figure 4.81 and Fieure 4.82. TheRMSD forthe varying flow culvert inlet

hydrograph was 0.37 cfs, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchmwk3 are shown on Fisure 4.83 and Fieure 4.84. The WSEL profiles

downstream and upstream of the culvert for the varying and uniform flow models are nearly identical to

HEC-RAS. ARMSD analysis was performed comparing the FLO-2D andHEC-RASmaximan WSEL

profiles as a way to quantify the significance of the differences noted on Fieure 4.83 and Figure 4.84.

The RMSD for the varying maximum WSEL profle was 0.02 feet, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark 4 are shown on Figure 4.[i5 . The FL0-2D WSEL are nearly identical to

HEC-RAS.

The FLO-2D results fox Scenario 7 are avery close match with unsteady HEC-.RAS and are acceptable for

FCDMCpvposes.
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Table 4.26 Scenario 7 Comparison of Hydraulic Structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at Peali
Discharge through

Culvert, cfs
Percent

DifferenceInlet Outlet

FLO-2D Varying 80 60 79 5s 37 83
045

HEC-R-4S Varf ing 80 58 79 54 37 66

FLO-2D lJnitbrrl 80 83 79.67 40 0i)
000

HEC-RAS'Uniform 80 85 79 67 40 00

Table4.27 Scenario 7 Comparison of Depth and Vetocity at Station 2+()0 (Grid 611)

FLO-2D at Tim e 9.77 hours HEC-RAS

Depth,
ft

Area,
sf

Wetted
Perimeter,

rt n
Velocity,

fps
Depth,

ft
Area,

sf

Wetted
Perimeter,

ft n
Velocity,

fps

32t 26 59 14 70 0 066 I50 32r 26 63 14 70 0 066 t 5l

Computed by FL,O-2D. 150 Conrputed by HEC-RAS. 150

Disclrarge b.,v FLO - 2 D . 40 00 Discharge: 40 00

Computed using Mannirrg' s equation
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Figure 4.80 Scenario 7 Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (OC) Test Results

HEC-RAS Steady Flow Rating Table vs Unsteady Varying Flow Models
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Uniform Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.83 Scenario 7 Varying Flow WSEL Profile Results
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Figure 4.84 Scenario 7 Uniform Flow WSEL Profile Results

Maximum WSEL from Uniform Flow Models
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Figure 4.85 Scenario 7 Uniform Flow WSEL at Culvert Inlet Results
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4.2.5.9 Scenario 8: General Culvert Equations Channel to Channel (OC)

Scenario

Test of the FL0-2D general culvert equations approach for a culvert connecting two lD channel

elements, operating under outlet control.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 8 is the same as Scenario 7 except that the general culvert equations option was used instead of
the rating table option. The lD channel was defined using the prismatic rectangular channel option as

described in Section 4.2.5.1. A comparison of WSEL and discharge results at the culvert is shown in
Table 4.2t1. The FL0-2D varying and uniform flow results for the culvert at peak flow are 0.06 feet and

0.11 feet lower, respectively, than unsteady HEC-RAS at the inlet; while at the outlet, both the varying
and uniform flow results are 0.22 feet lower than unsteady HEC-RAS.

The results from Benchmark I are shown on Fiqure 4.86. The general cuh.ert equation-based results are a

little unsteady near peak; otherwise, they are very close to the rating table generated using steady state

HEO-RAS and the unsteady HEC-RA5'results.

The results from Benchmark2 are shown on Figure 4.87 and Fiqure .+.88 . The FLO-2D results are

slightly unstable near peak but compare very well with unsteady HEC-RAS for both the varying and

uniform flow hydrograph conditions. A RMSD analysis was performed comparin gthe FL0-2D and

HEC-RAShydrographs at the culvert inlet as a way to quantifr the significance of the minor differences

noted on Figure 4.87 and Fiqure 4.8ti . The RMSD for the varying flow culvert inlet hydrograph was 0.39

cfs, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark 3 are shown on Figure 4.89 and Fisure 4.90 . The FLO-2D WSEL profiles
downstream and upstream of the culvert for the varying and uniform flow models are slightly lower than

HEC-RAS at the culvert inlet and outlet, as noted above. Upstream and downstream of the culvert, the

FLO-2D channel hydraulics results match unsteady HEC-RAS very closely . A RMSD analysis was

performed comparing the FLO-2D and, HEC-RAS maximum IVSEL profiles as a way to quantify the

significance of the differences noted on Fiqure .+.89 and Fiqure 4.90. The RMSD for the varying
maximum WSEL profle was 0.03 feet, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark 4 are shown on Fi{rure 4.91 . The FL0-2D WSEL is a liule lower than

unsteady HEC-RAS as described above.

The minor differences between the FLO-2D and unsteady HEC-RAS results for Scenario 8 are acceptable

for FCDMC purposes, although the rating table approach provides improved results (refer to Scenario 7).
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Table 4.28 scenario 8 comparison of Hydraulic structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at Peali
Discharge through

Culvert, cfs
Percent

DifferenceInlet Outlet

FLO-2D Varying 80 51 79.32 38.29
t.67

HEC-LAS Van,ing 80 58 79.54 37 66

FLO-2D llnifi)rm 80.7 4 79 45 40 0,1

003
HEC:-k4^S lJniform 80 85 79 67 40 00

./
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Figure 4.86 Scenario 8 Rating Table FloodplaIain to Floodplain (OC) Test Results
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Figure 4.87 Scenario 8 Varying Flow Hydrograph Results

Varying Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.88 Scenario 8 Uniform Flow Hydrograph Results
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Figure 4.91 Scenario 8 Uniform FIow WSEL at Culvert Inlet Results

Unsteady Uniform Flow Model WSEL
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4,2.5J0 Scenario 9: Rating Table Channel to Channel (IC and OC)

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D rating table approach for a culvert connecting two lD channel grids, switching
between inlet and outlet control during the model run.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 9 is the s6lme as Scenario 7 exceptthat the slope was changed to 0.450}Yoto force an inlet/outlet
control condition. The lD channel was defined using the prismatic rectangular channel option as

described in Section 4.2.5 .l . A comparison of WSEL and discharge results at the culvert is shown in
Table "1.29. The FLO-2D results for the culvert at peak flow are very close to unsteady HEC-RAS.

The results from Benchmark I are shown on Figurc 4.92. The rating table option based results are very
stable and are almost identical to the rating table generated using steady state HEC-RAS'and the unsteady
EEC-R 45results.

The results from Benchm ark2 are shown on Firurc 4.93 and Figure 4.94 . The FLO-2D results are very
stable and compare very well with unsteady HEC-RAS. A RMSD analysis was performed comparing the
FLO-2D and HEC-RAShydrographs at the culvert inlet as a way to quantify the significance of the minor
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differences noted on Fiqwe 4.93 and Figure 4.94 . The RMSD for the varying flow culvert inlet

hydrograph was 0.44 cfs, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark 3 are shown on Fieure 4.95 and Figure 4.96. The wSEL profiles

dovmsteam and upstream of the culvert for the varying and uniform flow models match HEC-RAS. A
RMSD analysis was performed comparing the FLO-2D andHEC-RA,Smaximum WSELprofiles as away

to quantify the significance of the differences noted on Fisure 4.95 and Fieure 4.96 . The RMSD for the

varying maximum WSEL profie was 0.02 feet, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchm ark 4 are shown on Fiqure 4.97 . The FLO-2D WSEL matches unsteady I1EC-

R4Svery well for the unifonn flow case at the inlet, being only 0.05 feet lower.

The FLO-2D results for Scenario 9, as compared with the unsteady HEC-RASresults, are acceptable for
FCDMC purposes.

Table 4.29 Scenario 9 Comparison of Hydraulic Structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at Peak
Discharge through

Culvert, ct's
Percent

DifferenceInlet Outlet

FLO-2D Varying 83 20 80 84 57 .66
010

HEC-RAS Varying 83.24 80 79 57.60

FLO-2D Uniform 83 49 80 93 60.00
000

HEC-RAS Uniform 83 54 80 95 60.00
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Figure 4.92 Scenario 9 Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (OC) Test Results

HEC-RAS Steady Flow Rating Table vs Unsteady Varying Flow Models
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Figure 4.93 Scenario 9 Varying Flow Hydrograph Results
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Figure 4.94 Scenario 9 Uniform Flow Hydrograph Results

Uniform Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.96 Scenario 9 Uniform Flow WSEL Profile Results

Maximum WSEL from Uniform Flow Models
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4.2.5.11 Scenario 10: General Equations Channel to Channel (IC and OC)

Scenario

Test of the FL0-2D general culvert equations approach for a culvert connecting two lD channel

elements, switching between inlet and outlet control during the model run.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 10 is the same as Scenario 9 except that the general culvert equations option was used instead of
the rating table option. The lD channel was defined using the prismatic rectangular channel option as

described in Section 4.7.5.1 . A comparison of WSEL and discharge results at the culvert is shown in

Table 4.30. The FL0-2D results for the culvert at peak flow are significantly different than unsteady

HEC-RA\,0.18 to 0.27 feet lower at the inlet, and 0.36 to 0.41 feet lower at the outlet. The differences

are due to an algorithm difference between FLO-2D and HEC-RA^S at the outlet for this particular

hydraulic condition. It caries through to the inlet. A check of channel hydraulics based on depth-

variable Manning's rz is shown in Table 4.31 for the uniform flow hydrograph condition at Station 2*00

(Grid 611). The FL0-2D results are identical to unsteady HEC-RAS.

The results from Benchmark I are shown on Fiqure 4.98. The general culvert equation-based results are a

lower than HEC-R 45 in the range of 50 to 60 cfs; otherwise, they are closely match the rating table

generated using steady state HEC-RAS and the unsteady HEC-RAS resdts.

The results from Benchm wk 2 are shown on Figure 4.99 and Figure 4. I 00 . The FL0-2D results are very

stable and compare very well with unsteady HEC-RAS. ARMSD analysis was performed comparing the

FL0-2D and HEC-RAS hydrographs at the culvert inlet as a way to quantify the significance of the minor

differences noted on Fieure 4.51 and Figure 4.52 . The RMSD for the varying flow culvert inlet

hydrograph was 0.46 cfs, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark 3 are shown on Figure 4. I 0 I and Fieure 4. I 02 . The WSEL profiles

dovmstream and upsffeam of the culvert for the varying and uniform flow models match HEC-RA,S very

well. However, the maximum WSEL atthe inlet and outlet are lowerthan HEC-RAS as noted above. The

lower WSEL at the outlet, which is also lower than the immediate downstream profile, appears to be

controlling the lower WSEL atthe inlet. ARMSD analysis was performed comparingthe FLO-2D and,

HEC-RAS maximum IYSEL profiles as a way to quantif,, the significance of the differences noted on

Fisure 4.46 and Fieu1e 4.47. The RMSD for the varying maximum WSELprofie was 0.08 feet, which is

a minor deviation.
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The results from Benchmark4 are shown on Figure 4.103 . The FLO-2D WSElmatcheswstnady HEC-

R1S very closely, except near and at peak, where the FLO-2D WSEL is about 0. 18 to 0.27 feet lower than

unsteady HEC-RAS, as also noted above.

The differences between the FLO-2D and unsteady HEC-RAS results for Scenario 10 are acceptable for
FCDMC parposes. However, the rating table approach may provide better results depending on the

physical conditions at an actual site (referto Scenario 9). Referto Section 7.8 forguidance.

Table 4.30 Scenario 10 Comparison of Hydraulic Structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at Peak
Discharge through

Culvert, cfs
Percent

DifferenceInlet Outlet

FLO-2D Varying 83.OCr 80 38 58 18
I 01

HEC-LAS Varying 83.24 80 79 57 60

FLO-2D Uniform 83 27 80 51 60 00
0.00

HEC-RAS Uniform 83 .54 80 87 60 00

Table 4.31 Scenario 10 Comparison of Depth and Velocity at Station 2+00 (Grid 611)

FLO-ID at Time 5.55 hours HEC-RAS

Depth,
ft

Area,
sf

Wetted
Perimeter,

ft n
Velocity,

fps
Depth,

ft
Area,

Sf

Wetted
Perimeter,

ft n
Yelocity,

fps

3.2r 26 6A 14.70 0 066 226 321 26.63 14.70 0 066 226

Computed by FLO-2D. 2.26 Computed by HEC-RA|. 225

I)ischarge by FLO-2D'. 60 00 Discharge: 60 00

Computed using Marurirg' s e quation
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Figure 4.98 Scenario 10 Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (OC) Test Results

HEC-RAS Steady Flow Rating Table vs Unsteady Varying Flow Models
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Figure 4.99 Scenario L0 Varying Flow Hydrograph Results
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Figure 4.100 Scenario L0 Uniform Flow Hydrograph Results

Uniform Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.101 Scenario 10 Varying Flow WSEL Profile Results
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Figure 4.102 Scenario 10 Uniform FIow WSEL Profile Results

Maximum WSEL from Uniform Flow Models
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Figure 4.103 Scenario 10 Uniform Flow IYSEL at Culvert Inlet Results
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4.2.5.12 Scenario 11: General Equations Channel to Channel (IC and OC) - Backwater

Under development To be provided in a future update. This scenario is not important for FEMA

approval.

4.2.5.13 Scenario 12: Rating Table Floodplain to Channel (OC)

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D rating table approaoh for a culvert connecting upsteam floodplain grids to a

dovrmsteam 1D ohannel, operating under outlet control.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 12 is similar to Scenario 7 except that floodplain grids were used to form the upstrearn channel,

and the lD channel option was used for the reach downstream from the culvert. The culvert was assigned

to connect a floodplain grid to a lD channel grid. The 1D channel was defined using the prismatic

rectangular channel option as described in Section 4.2.5.1. A comparison of WEL and discharge results

at the culvert is shown in Table 4.32 . The FL0-2D results for the culvert at peak flow are comparable

with unsteady HEC-RAS, but there is more numerical instability than the Scenario 7 models resulting in a

larger difference in maximum WSEL and discharge at the culvert inlet and outlet. The difference in peak

discharge of 6%ois less than the fi%o difference allowance set forth previously and is acceptable for
FCDMC purposes.

The results from Benchmark I are shown on Fisure 4.104. The rating table-based results are a little

unstable near peak but otherwise are almost identical to the rating table generated using steady state HEC-

R 45' and the unsteady IIEL'-R 4,S results.

The results from Benchmark2 are shown on Fieure 4.105 and Fieure 4.106. The FL0-2D results are

unstable near the peak discharge but otherwise compme very well with unsteady HEC-RAS. A RMSD

analysis was performed comparing the FLO-2D and HEC-RA^S hydrographs at the culvert inlet as a way

to quantify the significance of the minor differences noted on Fiqure 4.51 and Fieure 4.52 . The RMSD

for the varying flow culvert inlet hydrograph was 0.59 cfs, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark 3 are shown on Fieure 4. I 07 and Fiqure 4. I 08 . The WSEL profiles

downstream of tJre culvert for the varying and uniform flow models match HEC-RAS very well.

Upstream, the results are comparable with unsteady HEC-RASbut are slightly unstable and tend to be a

little higher than HEC-RAS. A RMSD analysis was performed comparin gthe FLO-2D and, HEC-RAS

maximum WSEL profles as a way to quantify the significance of the differences noted on Figure 4.46 and
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Fiqure 4.47. The RMSD for the varying maximum WSEL profile was 0.12 feet, which is a minor

deviation.

The results from Benchmark4 are shown on Fieure 4.109. The results are unsteady approaching and at

peak but frend to match unsteady HEC-RA,I fairly well.

The minor differences between the FL0-2D and unsteady HEC-RAS results for Sconario 12 are

acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Table 4.32 Scenario 12 Comparison of Hydraulic Structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at Peak
Discharge through

Culvert, cfs
Percent

DifferenceInlet Outlet

FLO-2D Varying 80.49 79.58 38.64
274

80.57 79.54 37.61

FLO-2D Llniform 80 68 79 79 42.45
6 13

80 85 79 67 40.00

Figure 4.104 Scenario 12 Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (OC) Test Results

HEC-RAS Steady Flow Rating Table vs Unsteady Varying Flow Models
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12 Yarying Flow Hydrograph Results
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Figure 4.108 Scenario 12 Uniform Flow WSEL Profile Results
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Scenario 12 Uniform Flow WSEL at Culvert Inlet Results
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4.2.5.14 Scenario 13: General Equations Floodplain to Channel (OC)

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D general culvert equations approach for a culvert connecting upstream floodplain grids

to a downstrean ID channel, operating under outlet conffol.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 13 is the similar to Scenario 12 except that the general culvert equations option is used instead of
the rating table approach. The culvert was assigned to connect a floodplain gnd to a lD channel gid,.

The lD channel was defined using the prismatic rectangular channel option as described in Section

4.2.5.1. Acomparisonof WSEL anddischargeresultsattheculvertisshowninTable4.33. TheFLO-2D

results for the culvert at peak flow are not as good a match with unsteady HEC-RASbecause there is

significant numerical instability approaching and at peak discharge, resulting in alarger difference in

maximum WSEL at the culvert inlet and outlet than was seen in Scenarios 7 and,12.

The results from Beno\mark I are shown on Fieure 4.110. The rating table-based results are very

unstable near peak but otherwise are almost identical to the rating table generated using steady state HEC-
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RIS and the unsteady HEC-RAS results. The instability in discharge near the time to peak without any

appreciable corresponding fluctuation in WSEL is what causes the fluctuations noted.

The results from Benchm ark2 are shown on Fieure 4.1 I I and Figure 4. I 12 . The FLO-2D results are

very unstable near the peak discharge. However, they are nearly identical to the rating table generated

using steady-state HEC-RAS and the unsteady HEC-RASmodel results. A RMSD analysis was performed
comparing the FLO-2D andHEL'-RAS'hydrographs at the culvert inlet as a way to quantify the
significanceoftheminordifferencesnotedonFiqure4.lllandFieure4.ll2. TheRMSDforthevarying
flow culvert inlet hydrograph was 0.88 cfs, which is a minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark 3 are shown on Fieure .+.1 l3 and Fisure 4. I l4 . The WSEL profiles
downstream of the culvert for the varying and uniform flow models match HEC-RAS fairly well except at

the culvert inlet and outlet for the varying flow model. Upsfeam, the results are comparable with
unsteady HEC-RAS blt are slightly unstable and tend to be a little higher th an HEC-RAli,particularly for
the uniform flow model. A RMSD analysis was performed comparin gthe FL0-2D and, HEC-RAS
maximum WEL profiles as a way to quantify the significance of the differences noted on Fisure 4.1 l3
andFiqure 4.114. TheRMsDforthevaryingmaximum WsELprofilewas0.24feet,whichisrelatively
minor deviation primarily due to numeric instability in FLO-2D for this test case.

The results from Benchm uk 4 are shown on Figure 4. 1 I 5 . The results are unstable approaching and, at
peak but trend to match unsteady HEC-RAS fairly well.

The differences between the FLO-2D and unsteady HEC-RAS results for Scenario 13 are generally
acceptable for FCDMC planning putposes, but a lower Courant or application of the Rating Table method
may be necessary. The user should carefully examine the model results when applying the general

culvert equations for similar hydraulic conditions.

Table 4.33 scenario 13 comparison of Hydraulic structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at Peak
Discharge through

Culvert, cfs
Percent

DifferenceInlet Outlet

FLO-2D Varying 80 20 79 81 44 46
18 2l

HEC-RAS Varying 80 57 79.54 37 61

FLO-2D lJniform 80 76 7e.82 44 39
10 98

HEC-RAS Uniform 80 85 79 67 40 00
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Figure 4.110 Scenario 13 Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (OC) Test Results

HEC-RAS Steady Flow Rating Table vs Unsteady Varying Flow Models
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tsScenario 13 Uniform Flow Hydrograph Resul

Uniform Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.114 Scenario 13 Uniform Flow WSEL Profile Results
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Figure 4.115 Scenario 13 Uniform Flow WSEL at Culvert Inlet Results
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4.2.5.15 Scenario 14: Rating Table Channel to Floodplain (OC)

Scenario

Test of the FL0-2D rating table approach for a culvert connecting an upstream lD channelto downstream

floodplain grids, operating under outlet control.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 14 is similar to Scenario 12 except that floodplain grids were used to form the downstream

channel, and the lD channel option was used for the reach upstream from the culvert. The culvert was

assigned to connect a lD channel grid to a floodplain grid. The 1D channel was defined using the

prismatic rectangular channel option as described in Section 4.2.-i.1. A comparison of WSEL and

discharge results at the culvert is shown in Tablc 4.34 . The FLO-2D results for the culvert at peak flow
are almost identical with unsteady HE(:-RAS.

The results from Benchmark I are shown on Fiq,ure 4.1 1a). The rating table-based results are almost

identical to the rating table generated using steady state HEC-RAS and the unsteady I1EC-R 45'results.

The results from Benchm ark2 are shown on Fiqure 4.1 1 7 and Figure 4.I I tt . The FL0-2D results are also

nearly identical with unsteady HEC-RAS. ARMSD analysis was performed comparing the FLO-2D and

HilC-RAShydrographs at the culvert inlet as a way to quantifr the significance of the minor differences

noted on Fieurc 4.1 l7 and Fieure 4. I l8 . The RMSD for the varying flow culvert inlet hydrograph was

0.36 cfs, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark3 are shown on Fieure 4.1 19 and Fiqure 4.120 . The WSEL profiles

downsteam of the culvert for the varying and unifonn flow models are approximately 0.1 feet lower then

HEC-RAS- as expected due to the difference in wetted perimeter. Upstream, the results are nearly
identical to unsteady.FIEC-RAS. A RMSD analysis was performed comparing the FLO-2D and HEC-RAS

maximum WSEL profles as a way to quantify the significance of the differences noted on Figure 4.I I9
and Fiqurc 4.12() . The RMSD for the yffiyngmaximum WSEL profile was 0.05 feet, which is a very
minor deviation.

The results from Benchmmk 4 are shown on Fiqurc 4.I 2l . The results match unsteady HEC-RAS very

well.

The very minor differences between the FLO-2D and unsteady HEC-RAS results for Scenario 12 are

acceptable for FCDMC purposes.
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Table 4.34 scenario 14 comparison of Hydraulic structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at Peak
Discharge through

Culvert, cfs
Percent

DifferenceInlet Outlet

FLO-2D Varying 80 22 79 03 38 45
026

HEC-LAS Van,ing 80 23 79 12 38 35

FLO-2D lJnifi)rm 80 33 79 09 40 00
0 c)0

HEL'-R4^S Ilniform 80 36 79 18 40 00

Figure 4.116 Scenario 14 Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (OC) Test Results

HEC-RAS Steady Flow Rating Table vs Unsteady Varying Flow Models
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io 1 4 Yarying Flow Hydrograph Results
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Figure 4.119 Scenario 14 Varying Flow WSEL Profile Results
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Figure 4.121 Scenario 14 Uniform Flow WSEL at Culvert Inlet Results
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4.2.5.16 Scenario 15: General Equations Channel to Floodplain (OC)

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D rating table approach for a culvert connecting an upstream lD channelto downstream

floodplain grids, operating under outlet control.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 15 is similar to Scenario 14 except that general culvert equations were used instead of the rating
table approach. The culvert was assigned to connect a lD channel grid to a floodplain grid. The 1D
channel was defined using the prismatic rectangular channel option as described in Section 4.2.5.1. A
comparison of WSEL and discharge results at the culvert is shown in Tabte 4.3-r . The FLO-2D results for
the culvert at peak flow are almost identical with unsteady HEC-RAS for the varying flow model, except
for the downstream WSEL being 0.1 feet lower than unsteady HEC-RAS, as expected because of the

differenceinwettedperimeter. TheFlO-2Dresultsfortheuniformflowmodelareabout0.15feet
higher than unsteady HEL:-RAS at the upstream end, and about 0.I feet lower downstream.
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The results from Benchmark 1 are shown on Figure 4.122. The general culvert equations-based results

are almost identical to the rating table generated using steady state HEC-RAS'and the unsteady HEC-RAS
results.

The results from Benchm ark 2 are shown on Fisure 4.1 23 and Fiqure 4. 124 . The FLO-2D results are also

nearly identical with unsteady HEC-RAS. There is a small numerical instability at peak for the uniform
flow model. A RMSD analysis was performed comparing the FLO-2D and. HEC-MS hydrographs at the

culvert inlet as a way to quantify the significance of the minor differences noted on Fieure 4. t23 and

Figure 4. I 24 . The RMSD for the varying flow culvert inlet hydrograph was 0.3 8 cfs, which is a very
minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark 3 are shown on Fieure .1. 125 and Fisurc 4.126 . The WEL profiles

downstream of the culvert for the varying and uniform flow models are approximately 0.1 feet lower then
HEC-RAS, as expected due to the difference in wetted perimeter. Upstream, the varying flow model
results are nearly identical to unsteady HEC-RAS. The FLO-2D unifonn flow model results upstream of
the culvert are about 0.15 feet higher than HEC-RAS at the inlet, tapering to match farther upstream. A
RMSD analysis was performed comparingthe FLO-2D and, HEC-RAS maximum WSEL profiles as a way
to quantify the significance of the differences noted on Fiqure 4.12-i and Fisure 4.126 . The RMSD for the

varying maximum wsEL profile was 0.05 feet, which is a very minor deviation.

TheresultsfromBenchmark4areshownonFis.ure4.l2T. Theresultsareabout0.15feethigherthan
HEC-RAS. as discussed above.

The minor differences between the FL0-2D and unsteady HEC-RASresults for Scenario 15 are

acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Table 4.35 scenario 15 comparison of Hydraulic structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at Peak
Discharge through

Culvert, cfs
Percent

DifferenceInlet Outlet

FI-O-2D Van,ing 80 23 79 02 38 43
021

IIEC-RA^S Varying 80 23 79 12 38.35

FLO-2D llniform 80 51 79.09 40 01

003
HEC-RAS llnifbrm 80 36 79 18 40 00
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Bigure 4.122 Scenario 15 Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (OC) Test Results

HEC-RAS Steady Flow Rating Table vs Unsteady Varying Flow Models
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Figure 4.123 Scenario 15 Varying Flow Hydrograph Results

Varyi ng Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.124 Scenario 15 Uniform Flow Hydrograph Results
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Figure 4.125 Scenario 15 Varying Flow IZSEI Profile Results
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Figure 4.126 Scenario L5 Uniform Flow WSEL Profile Results

Maximum WSEL from Uniform Flow Models
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4.2.5.17 scenario 16: Rating Table Long culvert channel to Floodprain (IC)

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D rating table approach for a long culvert connecting an upstream 1D channel to

downstream floodplain grids, operating under inlet control.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 16 is similar to Scenario 14 except that a long culvert (1,380 feet) was used and the slope

increased to 0.0400 ftlftto force inlet control, and the peak discharge was increased from 40 cfs to 80 cfs

in order to submerge the inlet. A long culvert should normally function under inlet control so no

additional scenarios were developed, other than this same model based on the general culvert equations
(Scenario 17). The FLO-2D long culvert routine, triggered by defining a length and diameter greater than

zpto in the HYSTRUC.DAT input data file, forces the model to account for travel time in the culvert, thus

translating the routed hydrograph in time to the outlet. The culvert was assigned to connect a lD channel
grid to a floodplain grid. The 1D channel was defined using the prismatic rectangular channel option as

described in Section 4.2.5.1. A comparison of WSEL and discharge results at the culvert is shown in
Table 4.3(r. The FLO-2D results for the culvert inlet at peak flow are almost identicat with unsteady

HEC-RAS. The FL0-2D results for the culvert outlet at peak flow are 0.19 feet lower than unsteady

HEC-RAS, as expected due to the difference in wetted perimeter.

A comparison of times to peak at the culvert inlet and outlet for the varying flow hydrograph model are

shown in Table 4.37. Note that HEC-RAStime to peak did not change from upstream to downstream

through the long culvert. HEC-RAS reports the velocity in the culvert to be about 19 fps. For a length of
1,400 feet, the travel time is about 0.02 hours, which is what FL0-2D reports at peak flow. For this
example, FLO-2D correctly translates the hydrograph to account for travel time through the pipe.

The results from Benchmark 1 are shown on Fieure 4.128. The rating table-based results are almost
identical to the rating table generated using steady state HEC-RA,S and the unsteady flEC'-R.,4,S results.

The results from Benchmark2 are shown on Fiqure 4.129 and Fieure 4.13() . The FLO-2D results are also

nearly identical with unsteady HEC-RAS. A RMSD analysis was performed comparing the FLO-2D and,

HEC-RAShydrographs at the culvert inlet as a way to quantify the significance of the minor differences
noted on Figrrrc 4. 129 and Figure 4.130 . The RMSD for the varying flow culvert inlet hydrograph was

0.53 cfs, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchm ark3 are shown on Fieure 4. 131 and Fieurc 4.132 . The WSEL profiles
downsteam of the culvert for the varying and uniform flow models are approximately 0.19 feet lower
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then HEC-RAS', as expected due to the difference in wetted perimeter. Upstream, the results are nearly

identical to wsteady HEC-RAS. A RMSD analysis was performed comparin gthe FLO-2D and HEL:-RAS

maximum WSEL profles as a way to quantify the significance of the differences noted on Fieurc 4. l3 I
andFis.urc4.l32 TheRMSDforthevaryingmaximumW9ELprofilewas0.l6feet,whichisaminor
deviation.

The results from Benchmark 4 are shown on Figure -1.133 . The FL0-2D results almost exactly match

tnsteady HEC-RAS.

The very minor differences between the FLO-2D and unsteady HEC-RAS rcsults for Scenario 16 are

acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Tabte 4.36 Scenario 16 Comparison of Hydraulic Structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at Peah
Discharge through

Culvert, cfs
Percent

DifferenceInlet Outlet

FI-O-2D Varying 150 43 89 00 79 09
016

HE(:-&4S Varying 150.42 89 19 7 9.22

I;LO-2D l]mform 150 52 89 01 80 00
000

HEC-fuAS lJrulonn 150 52 89 20 80 00

Table 4.37 Comparison of Culvert Travel Times at Peak Discharge

Location

Time to Peak, hours

FLO-2D HEC-RAS

Inlet 5 .05 5 .05

Outlet 5.07 505
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Figure 4.128 Scenario 16 Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (OC) Test Results

HEC-RAS Steady Flow Rating Table vs Unsteady Varying Flow Models
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Figure 4.129 Scenario 16 Varying Flow Hydrograph Results

Varying Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.130 Scenario 16 Uniform Flow Hydrograph Results

Uniform Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.131 Scenario 16 Varying Flow WSEL Profile Results

Maximum WSEL from Varying Flow Models
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Figure 4.132 Scenario 16 Uniform Flow WSEL Profile Results

Maximum WSEL from Uniform Flow Models
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4.2.5.18 Scenario 17: General Equations Long Culvert Channel to Floodplain (IC)

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D general culvert equations approach for a long culvert connecting an upsffeam 1D

channel to downstream floodplain grids, operating under inlet control.

Results and Discussion

Scenario 17 is similar to Scenario 16 except that the general culvert equations are used instead of the

rating table method. The FL0-2D long culvert routine, triggered by defining a length and diameter

greater fhan zpro in the HYSTRUC.DAT input data file, forces the model to account for travel time in the

culvert, thus translating the routed hydrograph in time to the outlet. The culvert was assigned to connect a

1D channel grid to a floodplain grid. The ID channelwas defined using the prismatic rectangular channel

option as described in Section 4.2.5.1. A comparison of WSEL and discharge results at the culvert is

showninTable4.3S. TheFLO-2Dresultsfortheculvertinletatpeakflowarealmostidenticalwith

wsteady HEC-RAS'for the varying flow model, but are 0.09 feet higher for the uniform flow hydrograph

model. The FL0-2D results for the culvert outlet at peak flow are 0.19 feet lower thanwsteady HEC-

R1S', as expected due to the difference in wetted perimeter.

A comparison of times to peak at the culvert inlet and outlet for the varying flow hydrograph model are

shown in Table 4.39. Note that HEC-RAStime to peak did not change from upstream to downstream

through the long culvert. HELI-RAS reports the velocity in the culvert to be about 19 fps. For a length of
1,400 feet, the travel time is about 0.02 hours. FZO-2D reports a travel time of 0.01 hours at peak flow,

which is a little low but still reasonable. For this example, FLO-2D does translate the hydrograph to

account for travel time through the pipe, as expected.

The results from Benchmark 1 are shown on Fieure 4.134. The rating table-based results are comparable

to the rating table generated using steady state HEC-RA^S and the unsteady HEC-RA,Sresults.

The results from Benchmwk2 are shown on Fieure 4.135 and Fieure 4.136. The FLO-2D results are

nearly identical to unsteady HEC-RAS. A RMSD analysis was performed comparing the FL0-2D and

HEC-RAShydrographs at the culvert inlet as a way to quantify the significance of the minor differences

noted on Fieure 4. I 35 and Figure 4. I 36 . The RMSD for the varying flow culvert inlet hydrograph was

0.54 cfs, which is a very minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark 3 are shown on Fieure 4.137 and Figure 4.138 . The WSEL profiles

douarsteam of the culvert for the varying and uniforrn flow models are approximately 0.19 feet lower

then HEC-RAS', as expected due to the difference in wetted perimeter. Upstream, the results are nearly
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identical to tnsteady HEC-MS for the varying flow hydrograph model, but about 0.09 feet higher for the

uniform flow hydrograph model, as discussed above. A RMSD analysis was performed comparing the

FLO-2D md HEC-RAS maximum WSEL profiles as a way to quantify the significance of the differences

noted on Fi$re 4.137 and Fiqure 4.138. The RMSD forthe varying maximum WSELprofle was 0.16

feet, which is a minor deviation.

The results from Benchmark4 xe shown on Fieure 4.139. The FLO-2D results are about 0.09 feet higher

than unsteady HEC-RAS at peak, as also noted above.

The very minor differences between the FLO-2D and unsteady HEC-RAS results for Scenario 16 are

acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Table 4.38 Scenario 17 Comparison of Hydraulic Structure Model Results

Model

Water Surface Elevation at Peak
Discharge through

Culvert, cfs
Percent

DifferenceInlet Outlet

FLO-2D Varying 150 49 89 00 79 08
0 18

HEC-fu4S Varying r50 42 89.19 79.22

FLO-2D llmform I50 61 89 01 B0 t)0
000

HEC-RAS'Uniform 150.52 89 20 80 00

Table 4.39 Comparison of Culvert Travel Times at Peak Discharge

Location

Time to Peak, hours

FLO-2D HEC-RAS

Inlet 505 505

Outlet 506 505
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Figure 4.134 Scenario 17 Rating Table Floodplain to Floodplain (OC) Test Results

HEC-RAS Steady Flow Rating Table vs Unsteady Varying Flow Models
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Figure 4.135 Scenario 17 Varying Flow Hydrograph Results

Varying Flow Hydrographs
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136 Scenario 17 Uniform Flow Hydrograph Results

Uniform Flow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.137 Scenario 17 Yarying Flow WSEL Profile Results

Maximum WSEL from Varying Flow Models
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Figure 4.138 Scenario 17 Uniform Flow WSEL Profile Results

Maximum WSEL from Uniform Flow Models
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4,2.5.19 Sensitivity to Courant Value Assignment

There can be fairly significant differences in results from the FLO-2D hydraulic structure component

depending on the selection of the Courant parameter. To quantify the differences, the hydraulic structure

testscenarioswererunwithCourantsettingsof0.l,0.2,A3,0.4and0.6andtheresultscompared. Since

the test models described above are based on a Courant value of 0.2, comparisons are made with those

results to provide aframe of reference. Scenarios 1,5,9,12 and 13 were selected to provide comparisons

for this report: Since maximum WSEL profiles are of particular interest to the FCDMC for floodplain

delineation purposes, WSEL profies from the varying flow hydrograph models are used for these

comparisons.

Scenario 1 comparisons are shown on Fieure 4.140, Scenario 5 on Fieure 4. l4l, Scenario 9 on Fisure

4.142, Scenario 12 on Figure 4.143, and Scenario 13 on Fieure 4.I44. Note that for most scenarios a

Courant of 0.4 to 0.6 can be used with acceptable results. The WSEL might be slightly higher than acitaT,

but this is acceptable for most FCDMC purposes. Care must be taken when applying the general culvert

equations in some situations, particularly culverts under outlet control, when connecting floodplain grids

to a ID channel. Instabilities can result when using higher Courant numbers and both the discharge and

WSEL resalts should be checked before acceptance.

Figure 4.140 Scenario 1 ZSEZ Profile Results Comparisons for Different Courant Settings
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Figure 4.141 Scenario 5 WSEL Profile Results Comparisons for Different Courant Settings
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Figure 4.142 Scenario 9 WSEL Profile Results Comparisons for Different Courant Settings
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Figure 4.143 Scenario 12 WSEL Profile Results Comparisons for Different Courant Settings
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Figure 4.144 Scenario 13 WSEL Profile Results Comparisons for Different Courant Settings
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4.2.5.20 Summary and Conclusions

The hydraulic structure component applied using the rating table option works very well for the scenarios
tested and the results check very closely with HEC-RAS. The Courant parameter may need to be lowered
below 0.6 in many instances for models containing hydraulic structures but it is a good initial setting. A
Courant of 0.4 or smaller may be necessary for final model runs. Use of the general culvert equations
with floodplain grids under outlet control may produce more numeric instability than the rating table
option. In all cases, the modeler should carefully examine the results of the hydraulic structure routine for
instability, reasonableness and consistency and make adjustrnents as necessary.

Based on these test scenarios, the FL0-2D hydraulic structure component appropriately models culvert
hydraulics and is acceptable for FCDMC modeling purposes.

4.2.6 Multipte Channels

4.2.6.1 General

The purpose of this section is to veriS, that hydraulic calculations for the overland multiple channel flow
component are performed correctly. This function is used to simulate channelized flow in rills and gullies
that are present within a grid element. The results of the FLO-2D model are compare d,to a HEC-RAS
model with similar characteristics. Refer to Section 2.4.7.3 for a description of how the multiple channel
component is intended to work.

4.2.6.2 Scenario I
This scenario is a test of the multiple channel component for the case where the channel width is not
allowed to expand. The discharge is set to keep flow within the defined channel, and the hydraulics are
then verified using a HEC-RAS'model. A single inset channel defined using the multiple channel
component is used to connect upstream and downstream floodplain grids that areconfigured to form a
flume-t1pe channel. The grid ground elevations defined in FPLAIN.DAT containing the multiple channel
are raised so that the defined multiple channel is on a continuous uniform slope connecting the upstream
and downstream flumes. The FLO-2D model uses a lO-foot grid size and has the following
characteristics:

Upstream and douarstream flume:

1. Base Width: 10 feet for FLO-2D and 4.142 feetfor HEC-RAS
2. Flume depth 1 0 feet (adj acent grids are I 0 feet higher than the flume channel bottom)
3. Slope: uniforror. at 4%6

4. n-value: 0.040
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5. Length: 110.0 feet

The multiple channel component has the following parametsr settings:
1. Incremental width by which multiple channels will be expanded: 0

2. Multiple channel width: 3.0 feet

3. Maximum depth: 5.0 feet (floodplain grids containing the multiple channel are 5 feet lower than
the adjacent grid.)

4. Number of multiple channel assignments: I
5. Multiple channel n-value: 0.040

6. Minimum slope: 0 ftlft
7. Maximum slope: 0 ftlft

AHEC-RAS model with the above characteristics was built using cross sections at 10 foot intervals and a
uniform peak discharge of 5 cfs. A plan view of the HEC-RAS and, FLO-2Dmodels are shown on Fisure
4. l4-5 and Fisure 4. l4(r, respectively . The HEC-RAS'model has a base width of 4.14 Z feet to simulate the
FLO-2D flumes upstream and downstream of the multiple channel test reach. This is necessary to
account for the difference in wetted perimeter (refer to Section 4.2.2.2). In the multiple channel test
reach, the base width is set to 3 feet.

Figure 4.145 X'lume Model IJsingHEC-RAS for Multiple Channel X'low Component
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Figure 4.146 FLO-2D Model for Multiple Channel Flow Component

In order to be able to directly compare the FLO-2D results with HEC-MS,the FLO-2D functions that
adjust n-value are turned off. The limiting Froude number was set to zero in order to avoid any n-vahe
adjustnents. Also, the depth-variable n-vahe routine was turned off (AMANN in CONT.DAT). The
HEC-RAS model was run in subcritical mode. Important FLO-2D input control settings used were:

1. Limiting Froude number:0
2. Shallow n:0.0
3. AMANN: -99 (turned off)
4. Floodplain COURANTFP : 0.6

5. TOL: A.AAI

The results from the FL0-2D and. HEC-RAS'models are compared in Table ,1.40. The results are
comparable but slightly different between the tuzo models. The slight differences are due to FLO-2D
using a wetted perimeter that only includes the channel base width, not the sides. As an additional check,
the velocity and areavalues were used to compute the dischmges shown in the last columns.

The conclusion is that F'Z O-2D miltiple channel method performs hydraulic calculations in an acceptable
manner for a small shallow depth fixed width channel.
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Table 4.40 Comparison of FLO-2D Multiple Channel Component withHEC-RAS

HEC-
RAS

River
Station

FLO-2D
Grid

Number

Depth Velocity Area
Calculated
Discharge

RAS 2D RAS 2D RAS 2D RAS 2D

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (e) (10)

1969 t969 045 041 372 407 r34 t23 498 5 01

r967 r967 045 0.41 369 409 1 35 122 498 500

r963 r963 0.45 0.41 373 409 134 122 500 500

4.2.6.3 Scenario 2

This scenario is a test of the multiple channel component for the case where the channel width is not

allowed to expand and the discharge is high enough that the input multiple channel maximum depth is

exceeded. The model parameters are the same as Scenario 1. The hydraulics are then verified using a

HEC-RAS model and the results listed in Table 4.41 . Note that the differences between HEC-RAS and

FLO-2D are much greater for this scenario than for Scenario 1 . The differences are due to FL0-2D using

a wetted perimeter that only includes the channel base width, not the sides.

The conclusion is that the FLO-2D multiple channel method is not an acceptable approach for modeling

channels that have high flow rates and depths greater thantwo (2) feet, particularly if the assigned

multiple channel depth will be exceeded and the channel is not allowed to expand.

Table 4.41 Comparison of FLO-2DMultiple Channel Component with HEC-RAS

HEC-
RAS

River
Station

FLO-
2D Grid
Number

Depth Velocity Area
Calculated
Discharge

RAS 2D RAS 2D RAS 2D RAS 2D

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (e) (10)

t969 t969 419 243 795 13 91 t2.57 729 100 0 101 4

1967 t967 4 18 2.46 7 .97 13 57 t2.55 7 .37 100 0 100 0

t963 1 963 4tl 2.46 811 13.56 12 33 7 .38 100 0 100 1
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4.2.6.4 Scenario 3

This scenario is a test of the multiple channel component for the case where the channel width is allowed

to expand. The goal is to test than the expansion does occur as expected. However, due to the

complexity of the dl.namic calculations involved, verification of the hydraulic calculations was not

performed. The model parameters are the same as Scenario I except that the expansion incremental

width (variable WMC) was set to 0.1 feet. The channel does expand as expected during the modeling and

is reporied in the MULTCHN.OUT.

4.2.6,5 Summary and Conclusions

The multiple channel component is acceptable for FCDMC purposes with the following limitations:

t. Fixed channel with applications: The component should only be applied for shallow channels (<2 ft
in depth) with small flow rates that will not exceed the assigned depth.

2. Channels where the width is allowed to expand: The component should only be applied where the

FLO-2D wetted perimeter assumption does not significantly affect the model results.

4.2.7 EPA-SWMM Component

4.2,7.1 General

The purpose of this section is to verify that hydraulic calculations for modeling storm drain systems are

done appropriately by comparingthe FL0-2D results with hand calculations or other methods. Due to the

complexity of the storm drain inlet, outlet, oufall and manhole junction options available, forty three (43)

scenarios were tested in order to thoroughly evaluate the FLO-2D-SWIM interface. Verification models

were prepared for the following scenarios:

1. Scenario 1: Inlet Type 1, Weir Flow,llGI below Soffit

2. Scenario 2: Inlet Type 1, Orifice Flow,HGL below Soffit

3. Scenario 3: Inlet Type 1, Weir/Orifice Transition,IIGZ below Soffit

4. Scenario 4: Inlet Type 1, Orifice Flow, Ponded Depth,IIGL below Soffit

5. Scenario 5: Inlet Type 1, Orifice Flow, Pipe Surcharged, WSEL > HGL > Inlet

6. Scenario 6: Inlet Tlpe 1, Scenario 5 with Bypass Flow

7. Scenario 7: Inlet Type 1, Weir Flow, HGlbelow Soffit, with Curb

8. Scenario 8: Inlet Type2, Weir Flow,IIGZ below Soffit

9. Scenario 9: Inlet Type 2, Orifrce Flow, HGL below Soffit

10. Scenario 10: Inlet Type 2, Weir/Ori{ice Transition,llGZ below Soffit

1 1. Scenario I I : Inlet Type 2, Orifice Flow, Ponded Depth, IIGL below Soffit
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12. Scenario 12: Inlet Type 2, Orifice Flow, HGL below Soffit, with Curb

13. Scenario 13: Inlet Type 3, Weir Flow,I{GZ below Soffit

14. Scenario 14: Inlet Type 3, Orifice Flow,IIGZ below Soffit

15. Scenario 15: Inlet Tlpe 3, Weir/Orifice Transition, IIGZ below Soffit

16. Scenario 16: Inlet Type 3, Orifice Flow, Ponded Depth,IIGL below Soffrt

17. Scenario 17: Inlet Type 3, Weir/Orifice Transition, HGlbelow Soffit, with Curb

18. Scenario 18: Inlet Type 4, Rating Table, /ZSEZ below soffit

19. Scenario 19: Inlet Type 4, Rating Table, WSEL above soffit, HGL below Soffit

20. Scenario 20: Inlet Type 4, Rating Table, WSEL above soffrt, HGL above Soffit

21. Scenario 21: Inlet Type 1, Orifice Flow, HGL below Soffit, with Junction

22. Scenario 22: Inlet Type 5, Manhole Popped, Low Flow Out of Manhole

23. Scenmio 23: Inlet Type 5, Manhole Popped, High Flow Out of Manhole

24. Scenario 24 Inlet Type 5, Manhole Popped, Weir Flow into Manhole

25. Scenario 25:Inlet Type 5, Manhole Popped, Orifice Flow into Manhole

26. Scenario 26: krlet Type 5, Manhole Popped, Floodplain GridHGL>Pipe HGL

27. Scenario 27: Inlet Type 5, Manhole Popped, Floodplain Grid, HGL <Pipe HGL

28. Scenario 28: Inlet Type 5, Flow on Floodplain Does Not Allow Manhole to Pop

29. Scenario 29:InletType 5, Manhole Popped, Storm Drain Surcharged, with Inlet Bypass Flow

30. Scenario 30: Outfall to Floodplain, with Flap Gate

31 . Scenario 3 I : Outfall to Floodplain, Tailwater below Top of Pipe, above critical depth

32. Scenario 32: Outfall to Floodplain, Tailwater below Top of Pipe, below critical depth

33. Scenario 33: Outfall to ,lD Channel, Tailwater below Top of Pipe, above critical depth

34. Scenario 34: Outfall to -lD Channel, Tailwater below Top of Pipe, below critical depth

35. Scenario 35: Outfall to Floodplain, Tailwater above Top of Pipe

36. Scenario 36: Outfall to 1D Channel, Tailwater above Top of Pipe

37. Scenario 37: Oufall to Floodplain, with Lake Submergence (1_15cfs)

38. Scenario 38: Outfall to Floodplain, with Lake Submergence (2a)

39. Scenario 39: Outfall to Floodplain, with Lake Submergence (3)

40. Scenario 40: Outfall to -1D Channel, with Lake Submergence

41. Scenario 41: Outfall to .lD Channel, Tailwater below Soffit, above critical depth

42. Scenario 42: Outfall to Floodplain, Tailwater above Sofiit
43. Scenario 43: Outfall to Floodplain, Tailwater above Top of Pipe
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A standard storm drain with the following characteristics was used for these examples:

1. 30" concrete pipe,n:0.020.
2. Pipe length :400 feet

3. Pipe slope :2uZ

4. Upstream and downstream channel with a base width : 10 ft, slope : 4o/o, n : 0.040

5. SWtuIMFlow routing: DYWAVE (Dynamic Wave)

6. SWMMReporting step:3 min

7. STWv4MWET STEP,DRY_STEP: lmin
8. Sl{MMRotfiing Step: I sec

9. SWMM Allow ponding: Yes

10. SWv{M Inertial damping: Partial

ll. SrY lMYariable Step: 0.5

12. SWtlMLengthening step: 0 sec

13. Curb Height: 0 feet, unless noted

The FLO-2D model primary control parameters for the entire storm drain model scenarios were:

1 . I D channel component applied depending on the scenario.

2. No rainfall.

3. No infiltration.

4. No flow obstructions.

5. Inflow hydrograph. Refer to the various scenarios.

6. Depth variable n-values: off
7. Shallow ri: off
8. Limiting Froude number:0.00

9. GlobalARF: 0

10. TOL:0.001 feet

IL ID channel Courant Number: unless noted a value of 0.6 is used

12. Floodplain Grid Courant Number: unless noted a value of 0.6 is used

13. TIME_ACCEL:0.10

14. Model simulation time: varies
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4.2.7.2 Scenario 1: Inlet Type L, Weir FIow, HGL below Soffit

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D/SWItLM approach for a storm drain connecting fwo floodplain grids with a Type I
Inlet: Curb Opening Inlet at Grade under a weir flow condition. A plan view of the test model is shown

onFigl'Ire4.147 andaprofileviewonFieure4.l43. Theinflowhydrographissmallenoughthatthe

FL0-2D water depth in the grid element that contains the inlet structure is less than the curb opening

height, forcing use of the weir equation. The inlet has the following parameters:

1. Curb Opening Length:3 feet

2. Curb Opening Height (h):0.5 feet

3. Weir Coefficient :3.0
4. Curb Height:0.0 feet

Figure 4.147 Plan View of Inlet Type lr 2 & 3 Scenario Models

Figure 4.148 Profile View of Inlet Type lr 2 & 3 Scenario Models
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Benchmark

Direct comparison to the weir equation.

Qw = CLHm = 3.0 * 3.0 x 0.481.s : 3.0 c/s

where:

Q* : weir discharge at depth H, cfs

C : weir coefficient

L : curb opening length, feet

H: FL0-2D grid element water depth that contains the inlet structure, feet

m : 1.5 for a broad crested weir. This parameter is hardcoded inthe FL0-2D progrirm.

Discussion

The uniform flow rate in the stomr drain as reported by SWMM is equal to 3.0 cfs, which matches the

hand calculation using the weir equation. The hand calculation check was also done for the rising limb of
the hydrograph before the uniform flow rate was reached. The SWMM results also match those hand

calculations. Comparison for the scenario is shown on Fis.ure 4. 1"19. This approach for modeling a storm

drain with a Type I inlet under weir conditions functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC
purposes.
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Figure 4.L49 Scenario 1: Inlet Type L, Weir Flow
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4.2.7.3 Scenario 2: Inlet Type 1, Orifice Rlow, HGL below Soffit

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2DlSmlM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with a Type I
Inlet: Curb Opening Inlet at Grade under an orifice flow condition. A plan view of the test model is

shown on Fiqure 4. l,l7 and a profile view is shown on Fiqure 4.148. The inflow hydrograph has enough

uniform discharge that the Orifice Equation Controls. This occurs when the FLO-2D grid element water

depth that contains the inlet structure is more than 1.4 times the curb opening height. The inlet has the

same configuration as Section 4.2.7.2.

Benchmark

Direct comparison to the orifice equation.

Qo: CaArfTgH-0.67*(3r.0.5)* -10.0cfs
where:

Qo: orifice flow rate at depth H, sfs
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C7: discharge coefficient hardcoded in FL0-2D to 0.67

,,4 : cross sectional orifice area. computed liom curb opening length (f) and curb opening height (h),

ftz

g : gr avitational acceleration, ftlsec2

H: FLO-2D grid element water depth that contains the inlet structure, feet

Discussion

The flow rate in the storm drain as reported by SWMM is equal to 10.0 cfs, which matches the hand

calculation of the orifice equation. The hand calculafion check was also done for the rising limb of the

hydrograph before the uniform flow rate was reached. The SWMM results also match those hand

calculations. Comparison for the scenmio is shown on Fieure 4.150. This approach for modeling a storm

drain with a Type I inlet under orifice conditions functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC

purposes.

Figure 4.150 Scenario 2: Inlet Type 1, Orifice Flow
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4.2.7.4 Scenario 3: Inlet Type 1, Weir/Orifice Transition,HGL below Soffit

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D\,\WMM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with a Type I
Inlet: Curb Opening Inlet at Grade that has a transition from weir to orifice flow condition. A plan view of
the model is shown on Fis,ure .1.147 and a profile view on Fiqure 4. [4t1. The inflow hydrograph has a

discharge designed to force flow in the transition zone where:

If h<H<l.4h,where fuisthecurbopeningheight,ft,andllistheflowdepth ontheFLO-2Dgid
element, ft

If 8* . Qo then the discharge : Q* (weir equation controls)

lf Q,, Q,thenthe discharge : Q, (orifice equation controls)

Benchmark

Direct comparison to the smallest value from the solution of either the weir or orifice equation:

Qw : CLHW = 3.0 x 3.0 x 0.6761's : 5.0 c/s -This equation controls.

Qo: CaArwt-0.67*(3.0x0.5)x -6.6cfs

Discussion

The flow rate in the storm drain as reported by SWMM is equal to 5.0 cfs, which matches the hand

calculation using the weir equation. The hand calculation check was also done for the rising limb of the

hydrograph before the uniform flow rate was reached. The SWIM results also match those hand

calculations. A comparison for the scenario is shown on Fisurc 4.15 I . This approach for modeling a

storm drain with a Type 1 inlet under transition conditions functions as expected. This is acceptable for

FCDMC purposes.
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Figure 4.15L Scenario 3: Inlet Type 1, Transition Flow
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4.2.7.5 Scenario 4: Inlet Type 1, Orilice Flow, Ponded Depth,IIG|L below Soffit

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2DlSrl4tlM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with a Type I

Inlet: Curb Opening krlet at Grade that has ponding on the inlet. A plan view of the test model is shown

on Fisurc 4. 147 and a profile view on Fiqure 4. l-ttl. The inflow hydrograph has enough uniform

discharge that the Orifice Equation Controls and there is ponding on the inlet, but not enough that there is

pressure flow in the storm drain. The inlet has the same parameters as Section 4.2.7.2.

Benchmark

Direct comparison to the smallest value from the solution of either the weir or orifice equation at time

0.05 hrs (close to the peak discharge):

Qw : CLHm = 3.0 ,i 3.0 * 13.9311.s : 468.0 cf s

Qo=CaAJ2gF:0,67x(3.0*0.5)",'lffi:30.1cfs-Thisequationcontols
The depth in the above equation was obtained from the TIMDEP.OUT file at gnd,746 (grid at the SIVMM

inlet).
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Discussion

The water surface elevation in the storm drain (obtained from the SPIrMM.WT file and labeled as SWMM

Inlet) and on the floodplain grid (obtained from the TIMDEP.OUT file and labeled as TIMDEP) is shown

on Figure 4. 152. A comparison to a hand calculation of Tlpe I inlet equations (either orifice or weir

equations)matchedtheresultsofthemodelandthisisshownonFieure4.1-53. Attime0.05hrsthe
SrY]tlM.RPT file reports an inflow discharge of 30.4 cfs, which is similar to the above hand calculation of
30.1 cfs. This approach for modeling a storm drain with a Tlpe I inlet under inlet pressure conditions

functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Figure 4.152 Scenario 4: Inlet Type 1, Water Surface Elevation
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Figure 4.153 Scenario 4: Inlet Type 1, Inlet Pressure
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4.2.7.6 Scenario 5: Inlet Type I, Orifice Flow, Pipe SurchargedrWSEL> HGL > Inlet

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D|S\Y 4M approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with a Type I
lnlet: Curb Opening Inlet at Grade that has pressure flow in the storm drain. The starting hydraulic grade

line in the pipe is above the crown of the pipe and above the floodplain grid elevation. The plan view of
the test model is shown on Figure 4. 147 and a profile view on Figure 4. 148. The inflow hydrograph has

enough uniform discharge that the Orifice Equation Controls and there is pressure flow in the storm drain.

The inlet has the same parameters as Section 4.?.7.2. The inlet has the following parameters.

1. Curb Opening Length (L): 6 feet

2. Curb Opening Height (h) : 1.0 feet

3. Weir Coefficient (C) : 3.0

4. Curb Height: 0.0 feet
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Benchmark

Direct comparison to the smallest value frorn the solution of either the weir or orifice equation:

Qw : CLH* = 3.0 * 5.0 x 25.9581.s : 2380.6 cfs

Qo = Cae Ja n : a.67 x (6.0 x t.q " "lT*zz.z*gsa
: 164.3 cf s - This equation controls.

The depth in the above equation was obtained from the TIMDEP.OUT file at gid746 (grid at the SWMM
inlet).

Discussion

The water surface elevation in the storm drain (obtained from the SWMM.RPT file and labeled as SIWIM
Inlet) and on the floodplain grid (obtained from the TIMDEP.OUT file and labeled as TIMDEP) is shown

on Fieure .+. 154. A comparison to a hand calculation of Type I inlet equations (either orifice or weir

equations) is shown on Fiqure 4. l5-i. In this scenario the hand calculation of the Type 1 inlet equations is

higher than the results of the model, because the pipe capacity controls the discharge through the pipe

rather than the inlet capacity. This approach for modeling a storm drain with a Type 1 inlet under inlet

pressure conditions functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Figure 4.154 Scenario 5: Inlet Type 1, Water Surface Elevation
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Figure 4.155 Scenario 5: Inlet Type 1, Pressure Pipe
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4.2.7.7 Scenario 6: Inlet Type 1, Scenario 5 with Bypass Flow

Scenario

Test of the FL}-2D\S\Y lM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with a Type I
Inlet: Curb Opening Inlet at Grade with flows large enough that some continues past the inlet into a

secondary channel. The purpose of this test is to verify that the amount of flow entering the storm drain

plus the bypass flow to the secondary channel is equivalent to the total flow entering the model. Also, the

amount of flow entering the inlet is great enough that the storm drain is under pressure flow. The plan

view of the test model is shown on Fiqure 4. I 5(r and the profile view on Fisure 4. I 5 7.
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Figure 4.156 Scenario 6: Plan View

Figure 4.157 Scenario 6: Profile View
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Benchmark

The check for this scenario is that the sum of the flow entering the storm drain plus the flow continuing

down the secondary channel equals the total flow entering the model.

Discussion

The flow entering the storm drain was obtained from the SW IM.RPT file for the inlet node. The flow

continuing past the inlet was obtained from the HYCROSS.OUT file. These results are shown on Figure

4.158 along with the summation and the total flow entering the model. The surcharge on the storm drain

is shown on Fiqure 4.159. The oflset in time between the inflow and the total flow entering the inlet and

the blpass flow is due to travel time. This approach for modeling a storm drain with a Type 1 inlet under

inlet pressure conditions with flow past the inlet functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC

purposes.
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Figure 4.158 Scenario 6: Type 1 with Bypass Flow
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4.2.7.8 Scenario 7: Inlet Type 1, Weir Flow, HGLbelow Soffit, with Curb

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2DISWMM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with a Type 1

Inlet: Curb Opening Lrlet at Grade that has weir flow and a curb. Setting a curb height will allow a higher

depth on the storm drain inlet than occurs from a flat gid element and therefore an increase of flow into

the storm drain system. When a curb height is set, the storage volume available on the grid is also

increased using an assumed 2Yo cross slope. Refer the FLO-2D Storm Drain Manual (FLO-2D Software,

Inc., 2015f) for more information. The plan view of the test model is shown on Figure 4.147 and the

profile view on Fisure 4.148. The inflow hydrograph is small enough that the FLO-2D water depth in the

grid element that contains the inlet structure is less than the curb opening height, forcing use of the weir

equation. The inlet has the following parameters:

1. Curb Opening Length (L):3 feet

2. Curb Opening Height (h) : 0.5 feet

3. Weir Coefficient (C):3.0
4. Curb Height: 0.5 feet

5. Flow depth on FLO-2D grid (H) :0.426 ft
6. Floodplain Grid Courant Number : 0.2

Benchmark

Direct comparison to the weir equation:

Q*- CLH,,I - 3.0 x 3.0 x 0.4261's - 2.5 cf s

Discussion

The flow rate in the storm drain as reported by SWLM is equal to 2.5 cfs, which matches the hand

caloulation of the weir equation. The hand calculation check was also done for the rising limb of the

hydrograph before the uniform flow rate was reached. The SWMM results also match those hand

calculations. A comparison for the scenario is shown on Fiqure 4.160. This approach for modeling a

storm drain with a Type I inlet under weir conditions functions as expected. This is acceptable for
FCDMC purposes.
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Figure 4.160 Scenario 7: Inlet Type 1, Weir Flow with a Curb
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4.2.7.9 Scenario 8: Inlet Type 2, Weir FIow, HGL below Soffit

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D/SI,YMM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with aType 2

Inlet: Curb Opening Inlet with Sag that has weir flow. The plan view of the test model is shown on

Fisure 4.147 and the profile view on Figure 4.l4tt. The inflow hydrograph is small enough thatthe FLO-

2D water depth in the grid element that contains the inlet structure is less than the curb opening height,

forcing the use of the weir equation. The curb has the following parameters:

1. Curb Opening Length:3.0 feet

2. Curb Sag Width: 0.8 feet

3. Curb Opening Height:0.5 feet

4. Weir Coefficient:2.3
5. Curb Height: 0.0 feet
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Benchmark

Direct comparison to the weir equation.

Q*: c (L +L.BW)H* =2.3 (3.0 + t,a* )"0.4421's =3.0 cf s

where:

0.: weir flow rate at depth H, cfs

C: weir coefficient

Z : curb opening length, feet

W: curb sag width, feet

H : FLO-2D grid element water depth that contains the inlet structure, feet

m: 1.5 exponent for a horizontal weir, hardcoded

Discussion

The flow rate in the storm drain as reported by SIVMM is equal to 3.0 cfs, which matches the hand

calculation of the weir equation. The hand calculation check was also done for the rising limb of the

hydrograph before the uniform flow rate was reached. The SWMM results also match those hand

calculations. Comparison for the scenario is shown on Figurc 4. 161. This approach for modeling a storm

drain with a Type 2 inlet under weir conditions functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC
purposes.
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Figure 4.161, Scenario 8: Inlet Type 2, Weir Flow
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4.2.7.10 Scenario 9: Inlet Type 2, Orifice FIow, HGL below Soffit

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D\S\W[M approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with aType 2

Inlet: Curb Opening Inlet with Sag that has orifice flow. The plan view of the test model is shown on

Fiqurc4.l4TandtheprofileviewonFigure 4.148. Theinflowhydrographhasadischargegreatenough

that the orifice equation controls. This occurs when the FLO-2D grid element water depth that contains

the inlet structure is more than 1.4 times the curb opening height. The curb has the same parameters as

Section 4.2.7.9.

Benchmark

Direct comparison to the solution of the following orifice equations:

Ifh>HthenQo-CdA"tWH

- 0.67 * (3 x 0.5) * !2 * 32.17+,, (.1 .787 - Z )- 10.0 cfs
{

lfh<HthenQu:CaA
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where:

Q,: oifice flow rate at depth H, cfs

Ca: discharge coefficient hardcoded to 0.67

A: L*h, cross sectional orifice area, computed from curb opening length (I) and curb opening height

th;, ft'

g : gr av itational acceleration, ftlsec2

H: FLO-2D grid element water depth that contains the inlet structure, feet

h:height of the orifrce (curb opening height), ft

Discussion

The flow rate in the storm drain as reported by SI{MM is equal to 10.0 cfs, which matches the hand

calculation of the orifice equation. The hand calculation check was also done for the rising limb of the

hydrograph before the uniform flow rate was reached. The SWMM results also match those hand

calculations. A comparison for the scenario is shown on Fisure -[.162. This approach for modeling a

storm drain with a Type 2 inlet under orifice conditions functions as expected. This is acceptable for
FCDMC purposes.

Figure 4.162 Scenario 9: Inlet Type 2, Orifice FIow
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4.2.7.11 Scenario 10: Inlet Type2,Weir/Orifice TransitionrHGL below Soffit

Scenario

Test of the FL)-2DISWMM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with aType 2

Inlet: Curb Opening Inlet with Sag that has flow transitioning from weir to orifice flow. A plan view of
thetestmodelisshownonFieure4.l4TandaprofileviewonFiqure4.l48. Theinflowhydrographhasa

discharge designed to force depths to be in the transition zone:

If h < H < 1.4 h - Transition Zone

If Q.. Q,then the discharge : 9,, (weir equation controls)

If Q,> Q,then the discharge : Q" (oifrce equations control)

Benchmark

Direct comparison to the smallest value from the solution of either the weir or orifice equations:

Weir Equation:

Q*: C (L +1.8W)Hm:2.3 (3.0 + 1.8* 0.8) * 0,6341's =5.2cf s

Orifioe Equations:

lflt>HthenQr-CdAJZgH

lflt<HthenQr:CaA

Discussion

The flow rate in the storm drain as reported by SIVMM is equal to 5.0 cfs, which matches the hand

calculation of the orifice equation. The hand calculation check was also done for the rising limb of the

hydrograph before the uniform flow rate was reached. The SWMM results also match those hand

calculations. Comparison for the scenario is shown on Fisure 4.163. This approach for modeling a storm

drain with a Type 2 inlet under transition conditions functions as expected. This is acceptable for

FCDMC purposes.
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Figure 4.163 Scenario 10: Inlet Type ZrTransition Flow
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4.2.7.12 Scenario 11: Orifice Flow, Ponded Depth, HGL below Soffit

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2DISWMM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with aType 2

Inlet: Curb Opening Inlet with Sag that has ponding on the inlet. The plan view of the test model is

shown on Fieure 4. 147 and the profile view on Fisure 4.l4fl. The inlet has the same parameters as

defined in Section 4.2.7.9.

Benchmark

Direct comparison to the smallest value from the solution of either the weir or orifice equation at time

0.05 hrs (near the peak):

Weir Equation:

Q*: C (L+!.gw)Hnx:2.3 (3.0 + 1.8 * 0.8) x 15.9451's = 650.2cf s

Orifice Equations:

Ifh>HthenQo:C,tAJUH
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If h < H thenQo : ca^ @ : a.67. 1r. o.r1@: 31.9 cfs

Discussion

The water surface elevation in the storm drain and on the floodplain grid is shown on Fisurc "[.](r4. A
comparison to a hand calculation of Type 2 inlet equations (either orifice or weir equations) matched the

results of the model and this is shown on Figure .l.l (r5. At time 0.05 hrs the SYIMM.RPT file reports an

inflow discharge of 32.2 cfs, which is comparable to the above hand calculation of 3 1 .9 cfs. This

approach for modeling a storm drain with a Tlpe 2 :lr,let under inlet pressure conditions functions as

expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Figure 4.164 Scenario 11: Inlet Type 2rWater Surface Elevation
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Figure 4.165 Scenario 11: Inlet Type Zrlnlet PressureFigure 4.165 Scenario 11: Inlet Type Zrlnlet Pressure
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4.2.7.13 Scenario 12: Inlet Type 2, Orifice Flow, HGL below Soffit, with Curb

Scenario

Test of the FL0-2D\SW 4M approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with aType 2

Inlet: Curb Opening Inlet with Sag that has orifice flow and a curb. The inflow hydrograph has enough

uniform discharge that the Orifice Equation Controls. This occurs when the FL0-2D grid element water

depth that contains the inlet structure is more than 1.4 times the curb opening height. This scenario has

the same physical parameters as Section 4.2.7.9 except a curb height is set.

Benchmark

Direct comparison to the solution of the following orifice equations:

lf h> HthenQo:CaAJZ g ti:0.67 x (3 x 0.5) *A*32,2* :10.0cfs

Ifh<HthenQo:CaA
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Discussion

The flow rate in the storm drain as reported by SWMM is equal to 10.0 cfs, which matches the hand

calculation of the orifice equation. The hand calculation check was also done for the rising limb of the

hydrograph before the uniform flow rate was reached. The SWMM results also match those hand

calculations. A comparison for the scenario is shown on Fieure 4.166. This approach for modeling a

storm drain with a Tlpe 2 inlet under orifice conditions functions as expected. This is acceptable for
FCDMC purposes.

4.2.7.14 Scenario 13: Inlet Type 3, Weir Flow, HGL below Soffit

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D|SLYIvLM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with a Type 3

Inlet: Grate (Gutter) Inlet with/without Sag that has weir flow. The plan view of the test model is shown

on Figure 4.147 and the profile is shown on Figure 4.148. The inflow hydrograph is small enough that

the FLO-2D water depth in the grid element that contains the inlet structure is less than 0.75 feet deep,

forcing the use of the weir equation. The inlet has the following parameters:

1. Weir Coefficient:3.0

Figure 4.166 Scenario 12: Inlet Type 2, Orifice Flow, with a Curb
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If H > hthen: Qw: cP (, * *)*: 3.0 * z.zs. (o.zot . ;) : 3.0 cfs

2. Grate Perimeter - 7 .33 feet

3. Grate Open Area - 1. 22 feet2

4 Grate Sag Height - 0.0 feet

5. Curb Height - 0.0 feet

Benchmark

Direct comparison to the smaller of the two weir equations:

lf H < htheniQ* - CPHm

Discussion

The flow rate in the storm drain as reported by SIYMM is equal to 3.0 cfs, which matches the hand

calculation using the weir equation. The hand calculation check was also done for the rising limb of the

hydrograph before the uniform flow rate was reached. The SWMM results also match those hand

calculations. A comparison for the scenario is shown on Fieure 4.167. This approach for modeling a

storm drain with a Tlpe 3 inlet under weir conditions functions as expected. This is acceptable for
FCDMCpurposes.

4.2.7.15 Scenario 14: Inlet Type 3, Orifice Rlow, HGL below Soflit

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D/S\Yiv[M approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with a Type 3

Inlet: Grate (Gutter) hlet with/without Sag that has weir flow. The plan view of the test model is shown

onFieurc4.l4TandtheprofileviewonFiqure4.l48. Theinllowhydrographisgreatenoughthatthe

orifice equation controls. This occurs when the FLO-2D grid element water depth that contains the inlet
structure is more than 1.8 feet deep. The inlet has the same parameters as Section 4.2.7.14.
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Figure 4.167 Scenario 13: Inlet Type 3, Weir Flow
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Benchmark

Direct comparison to the smaller of the Orifice Equations:

tf H <htlteniQr: CaAJdF

zs(r* : 0.67 x [.22 *:) (uro1+ i)lf H >hthen:Qo: CaA 15.0 cfs

Discussion

The flow rate in the storm drain as reported by SIWIM is equal to 15.0 cfs, which matches the hand

calculation of the orifice equation. The hand calculation check was also done for the rising limb of the

hydrograph before the uniform flow rate was reached. The SWMM results also match those hand

calculations. A comparison for the scenario is shovm on Fisurc 4. 168. Note that the weir equation

contols the rising limb until 14 cfs and the depth reaches the transition zone. Then orifice flow is
assumed resulting in the spike in the inflow hydrograph. This approach for modeling a storm drain with a
Type 3 inlet under orifice conditions functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.
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Figure 4.1.68 Scenario 14: Inlet Type 3, Orifice Flow
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4.2.7.16 Scenario 15: Inlet Type 3, Weir/Orifice Transition, HGL below Soffit

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D/SWMM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with a Type 3

Inlet: Grate (Gutter) Inlet with/without Sag that has flow transitioning between weir and orifice flow. A
planviewoftestmodelisshownonFiqure4.l4TandaprofileviewonFiriure4.l4tl. Theinlethasthe
following parameters:

1. Weir Coefficient:3.0
2. Grate Perimeter:6.28 feet

3. Grate Open Area: 3.I4 feet2

4. Grate Sag Height: 0.0 feet

5. Curb Height: 0.0 feet

The in{low hydrograph has a discharge designed to force the transition zone where:

If0.75 <H<1.8

If Q* < Q. then the discharge : Q* (weir equation controls)
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If Q* > Qo then the discharge : Q" (orifice equation controls)

Benchmark

Direct comparison to the smallest value from the solution of either the weir or orifice equations:

Weir Equations:

If H <hthen:Qw:CPHn

tf H>hthen:Qw=CP(n*i)* =3.0x o.za. (t.+or*;)": 31.3cfs

Orifice Equations:

tf H <htheniQo: CaArldn

If H > hthen:Qo: caA @*;- 0.67 *3.L4 (r +03 + ;)2 * 32.2 2 0.0 cfs

Discussion

The flow rate in the storm drain as reported by SWIM is equal to 20.0 cfs, which matches the hand

calculation of the orifice equation. The hand calculation check was also done for the rising limb of the

hydrograph before the uniform flow rate was reached. The SWMM results also match those hand

calculations. Comparison for the scenario is shown on Fisure 4. I (r9. This approach for modeling a storm

drain with a Type 3 inlet under transition conditions functions as expected. This is acceptable for
FCDMC purposes.
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Figure 4.L69 Scenario 15: Inlet Type 3, Transition Flow
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4.2.7.17 Scenario 16: Inlet Type 3, Orifice Flow, Ponded Depth, ,tI6L below Soffit

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D|SW4M approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with a Type 3

Inlet: Grate (Gutter) hrlet with/without Sag that has ponding on the inlet. A plan view of the test model is

shown on Figure 4. 147 and a profile view on Figure 4.148 shows the profile view. The inlet has the same

parameters as Section 1.2.7.11.
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Benchmark

Direct comparison to the smallest value from the solution of either the weir or orifice equation at time

0.05 hrs (near the peak):

Weir Equations:

If H <hthen:Qw=CPHm

If H > ttthen:Q*- ce(u +:)"'- 3.0 * 7.33*

Orifice Equations:

lf H < htheni Qo: Crt A.ld|

(rr.o'7 + ;)" - 21.2s.35 crs

If H >hthen:Qo: CaA

Discussion

The water surface elevation in the storm drain and on the floodplain grid is shown on Figurc 4.170. A
comparison to a hand calculation of Type 3 inlet equations (either orifice or weir equations) matched the

results of the model and this is shown on Fiqurc 4. l7l. At time 0.05 hrs the SWMM.RPT file reports an

inflow discharge of 30.3 cfs, which is similar to the above hand calculation of 30.1 cfs. This approach for
modeling a storm drain with a T5.pe 3 inlet under inlet pressure conditions functions as expected. This is

acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

- A.67r. 3. rn :3 0. 1- cfs
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Figure 4.170 Scenario 16: Inlet Type 3, Water Surface Elevation
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Figure 4.171 Scenario 16: Inlet Type 3, Inlet Pressure
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4.2.7.18 Scenario 17: Inlet Type 3, Weir/Orifice Transition,HGL below Soffit, with Curb

Test of the FLO-2DISWMM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with a Type 3

Inlet: Grate (Gutter) hrlet with/without Sag that has flow transitioning between weir and orifice flow and

also has a curb. The parameters for this scenario are the surme as for Section 4.2.7.17 except that the curb

height is set at 0.5 feet. A plan view of the test model is shown on Fiqurc 4.147 and a profile view on

Fiqure 4. 1 48. The inflow hydrograph has a uniform discharge designed to force the transition zone

where:

If0.75 <H<1.8h

If Q* . Qo then the discharge : Q* (weir equation controls)

If Q* , Qo then the discharge : Q. (orifice equation controls)

Benchmark

Direct comparison to the srnallest value flom the solution of either the weir or orifice equations:

Weir Equations:

lf H < hthen:Q*

If H > hthen.Q*

Onfice Equatiorls.

- CPHm: 3.0 x +.7L {. 1.1,52Ls- 23.5 cf s

- cr (u + :)- _ 3.0 * 4.71.'v (r., 52 +;)" - 23.5 cfs

lf H <hthen:Qo= Cae@:A.67 *3.'J.4* ITATZAA: 20.0cfs

If H >hthen:Qo: CaA _ 0.67 x 3.1,4 x - 20.0 cfs

Discussion

The flow rate in the storm drain as reported by SWMM is equal to 20.0 cfs, which matches the hand

calculation of the orifice equation. The hand calculation check was also done for the rising limb of the

hydrograph before the uniform flow rate was reached. The SWMM results also match those hand

calculations. Comparison for the scenario is shown on Fieure 4.172. This approach for modeling a storm

drain with a Tlpe 3 inlet under transition conditions with a curb functions as expected. This is acceptable

for FCDMC purposes.
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Figure 4.172 Scenario 17: Inlet Type 3, Transition Flow with a Curb
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4,2.7.19 Scenario 18: Inlet Type 4, Rating Table, WSEL below soffit

Scenario

Test of the FL0-2D|S\Y lM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with a Type 4

Inlet: Defined by a Stage-Discharge Rating Table. HY-\ was used to develop the followingrating curve:

Table 4.42 Type 4 Stage-Discharge Rating

Depth, ft Discharge, cfs

(1) (2)

00 00

011 020

079 3 18

tt2 6.16
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Table 4.42 Type 4 Stage-Discharge Rating

Depth, ft Discharge, cfs

(1) (2)

t.42 9t4

169 12 12

193 15 0

2.16 18 08

239 21 06

2.63 24 04

288 27 02

3 15 300

Fiqurc 4. I 64 shows the plan view of the test model and Fieure 4.173 shows the profrle view.

Figure 4,173 Profile View of Inlet Type 4 Test Model
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Benchmark

Results were compared to the rating table by using MS Excel to determine the equation of a polynomial

line through the stage-discharge rating data (see Fiqure 4.174). The TIMDEP.OUT file does not include

discharge, only depth over time. The depth results from the TIMDEP.OUT file at grid746 (at the SWMM

inlet node) were then used to solve the derived equation for discharge and the results plotted on Fiqure

+.174.

I)iscussion

The unsteady flow rate in the storm drain as reported by SWIM matches the head-discharge relationship

for the rating curve (see Figure 4.I 75). This approach for modeling a storm drain with a Type 4 functions

as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Figure 4.17 4 Scenario 18: Inlet Type 4 Stage-Discharge Rating Curve
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Figure 4.175 Scenario 18: Inlet Type 4
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4.2.7.20 Scenario 19: Inlet Type 4, Rating Table, WSEL above sof'fitrHGL below Soffit

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2DlSrYItlM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with aType 4

Inlet: Defined by a Stage-Discharge Rating Table with ponding on the inlet. The inlet has the same

parameters as the previous scenario.

Benchmark

Direct comparison to the rating table.

Discussion

The water surface elevation in the storm drain and on the floodplain grid is shown on Fisure 4.176. A
comparison to a Type 4 rating curve matched the results of the model and this is shown on Fisure 4.I77.

The head on the inlet is great enough that return flow does not occur. In this scenario, pressure pipe flow
is occurring and pipe hydraulics control the flow through the pipe rather than the pipe opening

characteristics. This approach for modeling a storm drain with a Type 4 inlet under inlet pressure

conditions functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.
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Figure 4.L76 Scenario 19: Inlet Type 4rWater Surface Elevation
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Figure 4.177 Scenario 19: Inlet Type 4, Inlet Pressure
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4.2.7.21 Scenario 20: Inlet Type 4, Rating Table, WSEL above soffit, HGL above Soffit

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D|SWvLM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with a Type 4

Inlet: Defined by a Stage-Discharge Rating Table. Inflows into the system arc greatenough to force

pressure flow in the storm drain. The inlet has the same parameters as Section 4.2.7 .lt).

Benchmark

Direct comparison to the rating table.

Discussion

The water surface elevation in the storm drain and on the floodplain grid is shown on Fiqure 4.1 7tl. A
comparison to Type 4 rating table matches the model results and this is shown on Fieure 4. 179. This

approach for modeling a storm drain with a Tlpe 4 inlet under inlet pressure conditions functions as

expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Figure 4.178 Scenario 20: Inlet Type 4, Water Surface Elevation
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Scenario 20: Inlet Type ArPressure Pipe
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4.2.7,22 Scenario 21: Inlet Type 1, Orifice Flow, HGL below Soffit, with Junction

Scenario

T est of SIVMM system that includes a junction. The inlet type for the storm drain is Tlpe I : Curb

Opening Inlet at Grade and the outlet type is a free oufall to floodplain gids. A plan view of the test

model is shown on Figure 4. I B0 and profile view on Figure 4. l8 l.

Figure 4.180 Plan View of Junction Test Model
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Figure 4.181 Profile View of Junction Test Model
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Benchmark

The discharge reported by the SWMM.RPT forthe SWIMinlet in{low, SWMM Jtnction inflow and

SWMM Outfall Inflow were compared. Also, the SIYMM Jtnction flooding was checked to make sure

this was zero.

Discussion

As reported by SlllMM, the inflow for the inlet, junction and outfall reasonably match. Refer to Table

4.43 for a comparison of computed volumes. This approach for modeling a storm drain that includes a

junction functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Table 4.43 Comparison of volume for Scenario 2l

Node

(1)

Volume, 106 gal

(2)

SW 4 /f Inlet Inflorv 1 262

Sl,l[lv[L,{ Junc Infl ow 1 262

SWA,^I Outlet Inflou, 1 263

S\tlLlv[ Junc Flooding 0
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4.2.7.23 Scenario 22: lnlet Type 5, Manhole Popped, Low FIow Out of Manhole

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D\SW\v[M approach for S\YMM manhole popped off and flow out of a manhole

opening. The inlet type for the storm drain is Type 1: Curb Opening Inlet at Grade and the manhole is a

Type 5: Manhole. The model also includes two channels, amain channel and a secondary channel. The

main channel is connected to the SWMM inlet and oufall, and the secondary channel passes over the

SIYMM manhole. A plan view of the test model is shown on Fiqure 4. I fl3 and a profile view on Figure

4.184. The in{low hydroglaph has enough discharge to dislodge the manhole sover, but small enough

that once the manhole is dislodged only a small amount of water leaves the manhole. The amount of
water leaving the manhole is calculatedby SWMM and FLO-2D uses this calculation to place flow on the

floodplain grid at the manhole. Flow that leaves the manhole flows down the secondary channel. The

inlet and manhole have the following parameters:

1. Curb Opening Length: 3 feet

2. Curb Opening Height:0.5 feet

3. Curb Weir Coefficient:3.0

Muy 2016 4-213
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4. Curb Height - 0.0 feet

5. Manhole perimeter - 6.28 feet

6. Manhole flow area - 3.14 f*
7. Manhole Weir Coeffisient : 3.0

8. Surcharge depth that pops the manhole cover - 0.5 ft

Benchmark

The discharge reported by the STWWM.WT for the SIWIM inlet and manhole (red and blue lines,

respectively, in Fieure 4.185) are compared to the inflow hydrograph (orange line). Also, the discharge

reported by the SWv{M.RPT for manhole flooding (purple line) is compared to the discharge reported in

HYCROSS.OUT for a grid in the secondary channel (yellow line).

Figure 4.183 Plan View of Inlet Type 5 Test Model
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Figure 4.185 Scenario 222lnlet Type 5, Low Flow Out of a Manhole Opening
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Discussion

As reported by SWMM, the flow entering the inlet and manhole reasonably match the in{low hydrograph.

Also, the flow leaving the manhole through the cover reasonably matches the flow in the secondary

channel. This approach for modeling a storm drain with water exiting a manhole functions as expected.

This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

4.2.7.24 Scenario 23: Inlet Type 5, Manhole Popped, High Flow Out of Manhole

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D|SW 4M approach for SWMM manhole popped off and alarge amount of flow out of a

manhole opening. This model has the same parameters as Section 4.2.7.23, except for the inflow

hydrograph. The inflow hydrograph is shown on Fieure 4. I 86.

Benchmark

The discharge reported by the SlnlM.RPT for the SWMM inlet and manhole (red and blue lines,

respectively) are compared to the inflow hydrograph (orange line). Also, the discharge reported by the

,yWIrlM.RPT for manhole flooding (purple line) is compared to the discharge reported in HYCROSS.OUT
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for a grid in the secondary channel (yellow line). Oscillations are due to the difference in computation

time step between FLO-2D and SWMM.

Discussion

As reported by SWMM, the flow entering the inlet and manhole reasonably matches the in{low
hydrograph. Also, the flow leaving the manhole through the cover reasonably matches the flow in the

secondary channel. This approach for modeling a storm drain with water exiting a manhole functions as

expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

4.2.7.25 Scenario 24: lnlet Type 5, Manhole Popped, Weir Flow into Manhole

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D|S\YA4M approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids and with a
manhole located between the floodplain grids. The inlet type for the storm drain is Tlpe 1 and the

manhole is a Type 5 Inlet: Curb Opening Inlet at Grade and the manhole is a Type 5 Inlet. A plan view of
the test model is shown on Fieure 4. ltl3 and a profile view on Fieure 4.I tl4 shows the profile view. The

inflow hydrograph to the STYMM storm drain has enough discharge to dislodge the manhole cover. Once

the cover is popped off, flow in the main channel is stopped and flow in the secondary channel starts.

Figure 4.186 Scen ning
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Flow in the secondary channel is small enough that only weir flow occurs for flow into the manhole

opening. This occurs when the depth on the floodplain grid is less than 0.75 ft. The inllow hydrographs

are shown on Fisure "1.1ti7.

Benchmark

Direct comparison to the smaller of the two weir equations for a Type 3 Inlet.

If H < htheruQw: CPHm: 3.0 x 6.28* 0.1581's :1.18 cf s

t ht*lf H > hthen: Q*: CP \, * i)

Discussion

The hand calculation for flow into the manhole opening matches the results report by SWMM.RPT for
flow into the manhole (see Fiqure 4.lfl8). This approach for modeling a storm drain with water entering a

manhole functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Figure 4.187 Scenario 24: Inflow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.188 Scenario 24:lnlet Type 5, Weir Flow into a Manhole Opening
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4.2.7.26 Scenario 25: Inlet Type 5, Manhole Popped, Orifice Flow into Manhole

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2DISWMM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids and with a
manhole located between the floodplain grids. The inlet type for the storrn drain is Type 1: Curb Opening

Inlet at Grade and the manhole is a Type 5 Inlet. A plan view of the test model is shown on Fiqure 4.l tl3
and a profile view on Figurc 4.1 89. The inflow hydrograph to the SWMM storm drain has enough

discharge to dislodge the manhole cover. Once the cover is popped off, flow in the main channel is

stopped and flow in the secondary channel starts. Flow in the secondary channel is large enough that

orifice flow occurs for flow into the manhole. This occurs when the depth on the floodplain grid is

greater than 1.8 ft. The inflow hydrographs are shown on Fieure 4.190.

Manhole opening height (h):2.0 ft

Area of manhole opening (,4) :3.1416 sf

FLO-2D flow depth on grid element (@ after hour 7 : 1.09 ft
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Figure 4.189 Profile View of Inlet Type 5 Orifice Flow Test Model
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Figure 4.190 Scenario 25: Inflow Hydrographs
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Benchmark

Direct comparison to the smaller of the Orifice Equations for a Type 3 Inlet (I7.64 cfs controls):

tf H <hthen:Qo= CanJSn =0.67*3.1416* A47ZATS:77.64cfs

If H > h theni Qo: Ca A 2 x 32.2 (roo*

Muy 2016

_ 0.67 *. J.14L6 - 24.42 cfs
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Discussion

The hand calculation by time interval for flow into the manhole opening matches the results reported by
the SWMM.RPT for florv into the rnanhole (see Figure -1. 19l). The hand calculation check was also done

for the rising limb of the hydrograph before the unifonn flow rate was reached . The SWMM results also

match those hand calculations. This approach for modeling a storm drain with water entering a manhole

functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Figure 4.191

4.2.7.27 Scenario 26: Inlet Type 5, Manhole Popped, Floodplain GndHGL>Yipe HGL

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D|S\YALM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids and with a
manhole located between the floodplain grids. The inlet tlpe for the storm drain is Type 1: Curb Opening

Inlet at Grade and the manhole is a Type 5 Inlet. A plan view of the test model is shown on Figure 4.1 tl3

and a profile view on Fisnre 4. I 84. The inflow hydrograph to the SWMM storm drain has enough

discharge to dislodge the manhole cover. Once the cover is popped off, flow in the main channel is set to

3 cfs and flow in the secondary channel is set to 3 cfs. Flow in the secondary channel is small enough

that weir flow occurs for flow into the manhole. The inflow hydrographs are shown on Fisure 4.192.
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Benchmark

Direct comparison to the smaller of the two weir equations plus the inlet storm drain flow for a Type 3
Inlet.

If H <hthen:Qw=CPHm = 3.0* 6.28* 0.1651's:L26cfs

tf H > h then: Qw = CP 1n * !\*\2)
Inlet storm drain flow:3 cfs

Total storm drain flow at the manhole: 1.26 + 3 : 4.26 cfs

Discussion

The hand calculation for flow into the manhole opening matches the results report by SIVMM.WT for
flow into the manhole. This approach for modeling a storm drain with water entering a manhole
fnnctions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

Mav 2016 4-22t

Figure 4.192 Scenario 26: Inflow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.193
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4.2.7.28 scenario 27: lnlet rype 5, Manhole Popped, Floodplain Grid HGL <pipe HGL

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D/SWMM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids and with a
manhole located between the floodplain grids. The inlet type for the storm drain is Type 1: Curb Opening

Inlet at Grade and the manhole is a Type 5 Inlet. A plan view of the test model is shown on Fieure .1.183

and a profile view on Fieure 4. t 84. The inflow hydrograph to the SWMMstorm drain has enough

discharge (20 cfs) to dislodge the manhole cover. Once the cover is popped off flow in the main channel
does not change and flow in the secondary channel is set to 3 cfs. Flow in the secondary channel is small

enough that it does not prevent flow coming out of the manhole. The total flow downstream from the

manhole in the secondary channel is the sum of the secondary channel inflow and the flow forced out of
the manhole. A Floodplain Grid Courant Number of 0.2 is used. The inflow hydrographs are shown on

Fiqure 4.194.
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Figure 4.194 Scenario 27: Inflow Hydrographs
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The sum of the manhole flooding report in the SWMM.RPT file (purple line) plus the secondary channel
flows upstream of the manhole (blue line, see Fisure 4. l9-5) are compared to the flows in the secondary

channel downstream of the manhole (red line).

Discussion

The summation of the manhole flooding and the secondary channel inflow matches the flow in the

secondary channel downstream of the manhole. This approach for modeling a storm drain with water
exiting a manhole functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.
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4.2,1.29 Scenario 28: Inlet Type 5, Flow on Ftoodplain Does Not Allow Manhole to pop

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D/S\W4M approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids and with a
manhole located between the floodplain grids. The inlet type for the storm drain is Type l: Curb Opening
Inlet at Grade and the manhole is a Type 5 Inlet. A plan view of the test model is shown on Figure 4.183
and a profile view on Figure 4. I tl4. The inflow hydrograph to the secondary channel has enough pressure

to prevent the manhole cover from dislodging. Then the flow in the secondary channel is set to znro and,

the manhole cover is allowed to dislodge. The inflow hydrographs are shown on Fieure 4.196.
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Figure 4,196 Scenario 28: Inflow Hydrographs
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The file STORMDRAIN.CHK is checked to see when the manhole is popped.

Discussion

Two models were developed with only one difference, the n-value at the manhole (0.05 to 0.07). The
increase in the roughness was used to slightly increase the WSEL at the manhole. The results are shown
onFigure4.l9(r. Forthemodelwithan n-valaeof 0.05 mrdaWSELof IL2.56ftthemanholepoppedat
6.15 hrs, just prior to stopping the flow in the secondary channel. The early pop of the manhole cover is

due to slight instabilities in the SW4M component of the model primarily caused by the difference in
computation time step between SWMM and FLO-2D. For the model with a n-value of 0.07 and a WSEL

of 112.76 ft the manhole popped at7.05 hrs, just after stopping the flow in the secondary channel. This
approach for modeling a storm drain flow over the manhole preventing the cover from popping off
functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.
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4.2,7.30 Scenario 29: Inlet Type 5, Manhole Popped, Surcharged pipe, Bypass Flow

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D/SWMM approach for a storm drain connecting two floodplain grids with a manhole.

The manhole is popped and then flow is added to the secondary channel that is large enough that some

flow continues past the manhole. The purpose of this test is to check the amount of flow entering the

storm drain through the manhole opening plus flow in the secondary channel downstream of the manhole

is equivalent to the total flow entering the secondary channel. Also, the amount of flow entering the
manhole is great enough that the storm drain is under surcharged conditions. A plan view of the test
model is shown on Fieure 4.I tl3 and a profile view on Fisure 4.198.

Figure 4.197 Scenario 28: Inlet Type 5, Flow on Floodplain Does Not AIIow Manhole to pop
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Figure 4.198 Scenario 29: Profile View
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The check for this scenario is the sum of the flow entering the storm drain plus the flow continuing past

the manhole equals the total flow entering the secondary channel.

Discussion

The flow entering the storm drain was obtained from SIYMM.RPT file for the manhole node. The flow
continuing past the manhole was obtained from the HYCROSS file. These are shown on Figure 4. [99

along with the summation and the total flow entering the secondary channel. The surcharge on the storm

drain is shown on Fieure 4.200. This approach for modeling a storm drain with a manhole under inlet
pressure conditions with flow past the manhole functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC
purposes.
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Figure 4.199 Scenario 292 Type 1 with Bypass FIow
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Figure 4.200

All models below this point have the following parameters for the Type I inlet:

1. Curb Opening Length:3 feet

2. Curb Opening Height :0.5 feet

3. Weir Coefficient:3.0
4. Curb Height: 0.0 feet

Any other parameter that was changed for each specific model with be mentioned in the Scenario section

of each model.
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4.2.7.31 Scenario 30: Outfall to Lake Submerged Floodplain

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2DISPYIvIM approach for a storm drain outfall submerged in a lake. A Type I Inlet: Curb

Opening Inlet at Grade that has weir flow was used to connect two grid elements. The main setup of the

test model consist of (1) a major wash that is 100 feet wide by 10 feet deep, (2) a parallel minor wash 20

feet wide by 8.5 feet deep and (3) the outfall invert is below the FL0-2D ground surface elevation to

simulate the submergence on the outfall. A floodplain Courant value of 0.20 was used to stabilize the

model because of numeric instability due to the difference in computation time step between FL0-2D and

SWMM. A plan vierv of the test model is shown Fiqure 4.201 and Fiqure 4.202 and a profile view on

Fieure 4.203. The test was designed to show that water entering the inlet, will be able to outflow back

onto the surface from a submerged outfall. An inflow hydrograph was applied only to the minor wash in
the model.

Figure 4.201 Scenario 30: PIan View of the Test Model - Elevation
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Figure 4.202 Scenario 30: PIan View of the Test Model - Max Depth
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Figure 4.203 Scenario 30: Profile View of the Test Model

Minor Wash
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Benchmark

The discharge coming into the inlet (blue & red line) should equal the discharge coming out of the outfall
(green and purple line). The solid blue line shows the hand calculations that use weir and orifice equations

for the Type I inlet. This comparison is shown on Figurc 4.204.

Discussion

The discharge in the inlet equals the discharge at the outfall. This shows that an outfall set below the

ground surface elevation (submerged) will discharge to the surface under the correct head conditions.
This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.
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Figure 4.204 Scenario 30: Inflow and Outfall Hydrographs
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4.2.'1.32 Scenario 31: Outfall to Lake Submerged lD-Channel

Scenario

This test has the same setup as Scenario 30 above; the only difference is that it uses the lD-channel

component. A plan view of the test model is shown on Figure 4.205 and Fiqurc 4.206 and a profile view
on Fignre 4.207. A floodplain Courant value of 0.20 and a lD*hannel Courant value of 0.60 was used to

stabilize the model. The test was designed to show that water entering the inleq will be able to outflow
back onto the surface from a submerged oufall. An inflow hydrograph was applied only to the minor
wash in the model.

Figure 4.206 Scenario 31: Plan View of the Test Model - Max Depth
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Figure 4.207 Scenario 31: Profile View of the Test Model
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Figure 4.205 Scenario 31: Plan View of the Test Model - Elevation
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Benchmark

The discharge at the inlet (blue & red line) should equal the discharge at the oufall (green and purple

line). The solid blue line shows the hand calculations that use the weir and orifice equations for the Type

1 inlet. This comparison is shown on Fiqure 4.208.

Figure 4.208 Scenario 31: Inflow and Outfall Hydrographs
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Discussion

The discharge in the inlet equals the discharge at the outfall. This shows that an outfall set below the

ground surface elevation (submerged) will discharge to the surface under the correct head conditions.

This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

4.2.7.33 Scenario 32: Outfall to Lake Submerged Floodplain with Reverse Flow

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2DISWMM approach for a storm drain outfall submerged in a lake. A Type 1 lnlet was

used to connect two grid elements. The main setup of the test model consist of (1) a major wash that is

100 feet wide by 10 feet deep, (2) a parallel minor wash 20 feet wide by 8.5 feet deep and (3) the outfall
invert is below the FLO-2D ground surface elevation to simulate the submerged outfall. A floodplain
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Courant value of 0.40 was used to stabilize the model. An inflow hydrograph with a maximum of 7,500

cfs was placed in the major wash with no inflow hydrograph in the minor wash. This test was designed to

show that flow travels upstream through the outfall and out the inlet when the water surface elevation at

the outfall is greater than at the inlet. A plan view of the test model is shown on Fieure 4.209 and Fisure

"1.21 0 and a profile view on Fieure 4.21 I.

Figure 4.210 Scenario 32: Plan View of the Test Model - Max Depth
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Figure 4.211 Scenario 32: Profile View of the Test Model
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Benchmark

At the start of the model, the inlet discharge in FLO-2D is equal to zero; there is no initial inflow on the

inlet. The SIilMM ofifall water surface elevation is higher than the SWMM inlet elevation (FLO-2D

ground elevation) to force water to flow up the pipe. Once the SWMM outfall water surface elevation is

Figure 4.209 Scenario 32: Plan View of the Test Model - Elevation
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higher than the FLO-2D gound elevation, flrere should be water flow leaving the inlet onto the surface

causing flow from the major wash into the small wash. This comparison is shown on Fiqure 4.212 and

Fiqurc 4.213.

Figure 4.212 Scenario 3
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Discussion

The SWMM inlet water surface elevation rises as the SIilMM oufall water surface elevation rises; causing

waterto flow upstream in the pipe as shown on FisLrre 4.213. Once the SWMM outfall water surface

elevation is above the FLO-2D inlet, the FLO-2D inlet water surface elevation increases causing water to

flow onto the surface. The discharge through the outfall, pipe and inlet are shown on Figure 4.212. Hour

0.2 to .55 represents the pipe filling up between the pipe invert elevation and top of pipe. For this model

the outfall water surface elevation is constantly higher than the FLO-2D water surface elevation, hence

the flow is shown to go upstream through the pipe. The maximum depth in the major and minor washes

is shown graphically on Figure 4.210. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

4.2.7.34 Scenario 33: Outfall to Lake Submerged 1D-Channel, Reverse Flow

Scenario

This test is similar to Scenario 32btt the main channel is created using the 1D-Channel component. The

setup of the test model consists of (1) a major wash that is 100 feet wide by 10 feet deep, (2) aparallel
minor wash 20 feet wide by 8.5 feet deep and (3) the outfall invert is below the FL0-2D ground surface

Moy 2016 4-235
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elevation to simulate the submerged outfall. A floodplain Courant value of 0.40 and channel Courant

value of 0.20 was used to stabilize the model. An inflow hydrograph with a maximum of 7,500 cfs was

placed in the major wash with no inflow hydrograph in the minor wash. This test was designed to show

that flow travels upstream in the pipe through the outrall and out the inlet when the water surface

elevation at the oufall is greater than at the inlet. A plan view of the test model is shown on Fiqure 4.2 l4
and Figure 4.215 and a profile view on Fiqure 4.2 t 6.

Figure 4.215 Scenario 33: PIan View of the Test Model - Max Depth

Minor Wash

Figure 4.216 Scenario 33: Profile View of the Test Model
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Benchmark

At the start of the model, the inlet discharge in FL0-2D is equal to zero;there is no initial inllow on the

inlet. The SWMM outfall water surface elevation should be higher than the SWMM inletbetween invert

Figure 4.214 Scenario 33: Plan View of the Test Model - Elevation
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elevation and the rim elevation (FLO-2D ground elevations) to cause water flow up the pipe. Once the

SWMM ottfall water surface elevation is higher than the FL0-2D ground elevation, there should be water

flow on the surface causing flow from the major wash into small wash through the storm drain inlet. This

comparison is shown on Fisure 4.217 and Fieure 4.21ti.

Figure 4.217 Scenario 33: SWMM & FLO-2D Hydrographs
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Scenario 33: Outfall & Inlet WSEL
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Discussion

As discussed in Scenario 33, the SWMM inlet water surface elevation increases as the SWMM oufall
water surface elevation increases, causing waterflow upsffeam in the pipe. Refer to Fieure 4.218. After

the SWMM oufall water surface elevation exceeds the FL0-2D inlet, flow drains through the inlet and

onto the surface in the minor wash. The discharge through the outfall, pipe and inlet are shown on Fisure

4.217. Hour 0.2 to 0.55 represents the pipe filling up between the pipe invert elevation and top of pipe.

For this model the outrall water surface elevation is constantly higher than the FL0-2D water surface

elevation, hence the flow is shown move upsfeam through the pipe. Note that the SWMM inlet WSEL is

grealer than the FLO-2D inlet WSEL. This represents the head required to force flow through the inlet.

The water in the major and minor washes is shown graphically on Fiqure 4.214. This is acceptable for
FCDMCpwposes.
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4.2.7.35 Scenario 34: Outfall to Lake Submerged Floodplain, Flap Gate at Outfall

Scenario

This test uses the same configuration as Scenario 33 with the addition of a flap gate at the pipe oufall;
this was coded in the SWMM.inp file. This test was created to show that by a adding aflap gate,there

will be no backwater effects to the inlet, thus preventing water from entering the pipe. The plan view of

the test model is shown on Figure 4.2 [9 and Fieure 4.220 and a profile view on Fisure 4.221 .

Figure 4.219 Scenario 34: Plan View of the Test Model - Elevation
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Figure 4.220 Scenario 34: Plan View of the Test Model - Max Depth
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Figure 4.221 Scenario 34: Profile View of the Test Model
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Benchmark

The inlet, outfall and pipe discharge in FLO-2D should be equal to zero; therefore no water should be

flowing in the minor wash, only in the major wash. Results are shown onFisure 4.222 and Fisure 4.223.

25
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Figure 4.222 Scenario 34: SWMM & FLO-2D Hydrographs
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Figure 4.223 Scenario 34: Outfall & Inlet WSEL
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Discussion

The SWMM inlets and FL0-2D water surface elevation maintain their initial water surface elevation,

showing no water flow going through the storm drain system and this is shown on Figure 4.223. The

dibcharge through outfall, inlet and pipe equal zero, showing no water flow going through the storm drain

system and this is shown onFisure 4.222. There is water only in the major wash as expected and is

shown graphically on FisLrre 4.219. The flap gate function nthe SWIM.inp works as expected. This is

acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

4.2.7.36 Scenario 35: Outfall to Lake Submerged /D-Channel, Flap Date at Outfall

Scenario

This test uses the same set up as Scenario 35 above but with the 1D-Channel component. This test was

created to show that bi".a adding aflap gate, there will be no backwater effects to the inlet, thus

preventing water from entering the pipe. A plan view of the test model is shown on Figure 4.224 and

Fisure 4.225 and a profile view on Figure 4.22(t.
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Figure 4.224 Scenario 35: Plan View of the Test Model - Elevation
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Figure 4.225 Scenario 35: Plan View of the Test Model - Max Depth
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Figure 4.226 Scenario 35: Profile View of the Test Model

Minor Wash
Major Wash

Benchmark

The inlet, outfall and pipe discharge in FLO-2D should be equal to zsro;therefore no water should be
flowing in the minor wash, only in the major wash. Results are shown on Fiqure 4.227 and Fieure 4.228.
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Figure 4.227 scenario 35: swMM & FL0-2D Hydrographsac22 I
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Discussion

As discussed in Scenario 35, Figure 4.228 shows the SWMM inlets and FLO-2D water surface elevation
maintain their initial water surface elevation, showing no water flow going through the storm drain
system. The discharge through outfall, inlet and pipe equal to znro, showing no water flow going through
the storm drain system is shown on Fiqure 4.227. There is water only in the major wash as expected and

is shown graphically on Fisurc 4.224. The flap gate function inthe SWlM.Lnp works as expected. This
is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

4.2.7.37 Scenario 36: Outfall to Lake Submerged Floodplain, Test Low and High Flows

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D\SI'WIM approach for a storm drain outfall submerged in a lake. The main setup of
the test model consist of (1) a major wash that is 100 feet wide by 10 feet deep, (2) aparallelminor wash
20 feet wide by 8.5 feet deep, (3) a storm connecting the minor channel to the main channel with a Type 1

inlet at the upstream end, and (4) an outfall into the main channel with the invert below the FLO-2D
ground surface elevation simulating a submerged oufall. An inflow hydrograph with an initial maximum
discharge of 7,500 cfs and a low discharge of 4,000 cfs is placed in the major wash and a constant 20 cfs
inllow hydrograph in the minor wash. The floodplain Courant was changed to 0.2 to stabilize the model.

This test was designed to show different head conditions cause water to change flow direction in the pipe.

Plan views are shown on Figurc 4.229 and Figurc 4.230 and a profile view on Figure 4.231.

Figure 4.229 Scenario 36: Plan View of the Test Model - Elevation
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Figure 4.230 Scenario 36: Plan View of the Test Model - Max Depth

Minor Wash

N,

I
Figure 4.231 Scenario 36: Profile View of the Test Model

Minor Wash
Major Wash

Benchmark

The major wash is forced to have a higher water surface elevation at the beginning of the run compared to
the minor wash; this should force water backwards up the pipe. The water surface is then forced to be
lower in the major wash compared to the minor wash; this should force water from the minor wash
tlrough the pipe into the major wash. During a period of transition where the water surface elevations in
both the minor and major wash are equal, there should not be any water flowing through the pipe. This
comparison is shown on Figure 4.232.

Discussion

When the water surface elevation in the major wash is higher than the minor wash and the SWMM water
surface elevation in the pipe is higher than the FL0-2D inlet water surface elevation, water will move
backwards into the pipe and out the inlet (return flow). The amount of water that is discharged is
dependent on the storage volume of the standpipe and the head difference between the SWtr4tulpressure
lread and the FLO-2D inlet head. Many of these values are internal to FLO-2D and, SIWIM and an

accurate hand calculation check of return flow is not possible. Instead the reported FLO-2D water surface
elevations on the inlet and outfall grids are compared to the SWMM inlet and outfall head elevations (see

Fiqure 4.232). The SWMMinletand FL0-2D inlet elevations match and the SWMM Ofifall and, FLO-2D
outfall elevations match. This scenario functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.
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Figure 4.232 scenario 36: outfall & Inlet wsEL
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4.2.7.38 scenario 37: outfalt to Lake submerged /D-channel, Low and High Flows

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D\SY|.N4M approach for a storm drain outfall submerged in a lake, a Tlpe I Inlet was
used to connect two grid elements. The main setup of the test model consist of (1) a maior wash that is
100 feet wide by 10 feet deep, (2) a parallel minor wash 20 feetwide by 8.5 feet deep and (3) the oufall
invert is below the FLO-2D ground surface elevation simulating a submerged outfall. An inflow
hydrograph with an initial rnax of 7500 cfs and low of 4000 cfs was placed in the major wash and
constant 20 cfs inflow hydrograph in the minor wash. The floodplain Courant of 0.20 and 1D-Channel
Courant of 0.60 was used to stabilize the model. This test was designed to show different head conditions
cause water to change flow direction in the pipe. Plan views of the test model are shown on Fieure 4.233
and Fieure 4.234 and aprofile view on Fieure 4.215.
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Figure 4.233 Scenario 37: Plan View of the Test Model - Elevation
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Figure 4.234 Scenario 37: Plan View of the Test Model - Max Depth
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Figure 4.235 Scenario 37: Profile View of the Test Model

Major Wash

Benchmark

The major wash should have a higher water surface elevation at the beginning of the nrn compared to the
minor wash; this should force water backwards up the pipe. The water surface should then be lower in
the major wash compared to the minor wash; this should force water through the pipe into the major
wash. During a period of transition where the water surface elevation in both minor and major wash,
there should not be any water flowing through the pipe, therefore the discharge should be equal to zero.
This comparison is shown on Figure 4.236.
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Scenario 37: Outfall & Inlet WSEL

Discussion

Initially, the water surface elevation in the major wash is higher than the minor wash and the SWMM

outfall water surface elevation is higher than the FL0-2D Inlet water surface elevation, forcing water

backwards into the pipe and out the inlet (return flow). The SWMM inlet md FLO-2D inlet elevations

match as well asthe S\lfuIM outfall and FLO-2D outfall elevations match (see Fisure 4.23(r). The

scenario is then reversed, forcing water from the minor channel into the major channel. This scenario

functions as expected. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

4.2.7.39 Scenario 38: Outfall to Floodplain, Tailwater below Critical Depth in Pipe

Scenario

Test of the FL0-2DlSrnlM approach for a storm drain pipe that drains from a minor wash into a major

wash. The upstrerm end has a Type 1 Inlet: Curb Opening Inlet at Grade operating in a weir flow

condition. The storm &ain discharges into a main channel using an outfall. The intent is to test a

scenario where flow exiting the storm drain at the outfall has a tailwater depth below critical depth in the

pipe. The main setup of the test model consists of (1) a major wash that is 100 feet wide by 10 feet deep,

4-248 Muy 2016
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(2) a parallel minor wash 20 feet wide by 8.5 feet deep and (3) the outfall invert is at the bouom of the

FL0-2D ground surface elevation. An inflow hydrograph with a maximum discharge of 5 cfs was

applied to the minor wash and a constant flow hydrograph of 270 cfs in the major wash. A uniform

discharge of 27A cfs in the major wash equates to 0.96 feet of water depth. According to the S\TMM

manual, when using a FREE outfall, the outfall stage is determined by the smaller of the critical flow
depth in the conduit or norrnal flow depth in the outfall channel. This model was created to test if the

pipe's critical depth or the channel WSEL would be used for the boundary condition in the pipe. For this

scenario, the WSEL in the major channel is lower than the critical depth WSEL in the pipe. Using Flow

Master, the pipes critical depth was identified to be 1.16 feet. A floodplain Courant value of 0.20 was

used to stabilize the model. Plan views are shown onFisure 4.237 and Figure 4.238 and a profile view on

Figure 4.239.

Figure 4.237 Scenario 38: Plan View of the Test Model - Elevati

Figure 4.238 Scenario 38: Plan View of the Test Model - Max Depth
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Figure 4.239 Scenario 38: Profile View of the Test Model
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Benchmark

The FLO-2D inlet discharge and a hand-calculated verification discharge are shown on Fisure 4.240 to

verify that the inlet is receiving 5 cfs. A comparison of water surface elevations at the inlet and oufall
are shown on Fieure 4.241.

Figure 4.240 Scenario 38: Inflow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.241 Scenario 38: Outfall & Inlet WSEL
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Discussion

The inlet is receiving 5 cfs as shown on Fiqure ,+.24(). The SIVMM oufall water surface elevation in the

pipe at the outfall is the same as the water surface elevation in the major wash as shown on Figure 4.241.

The SWMM outfall water surface elevation is lower than the pipe's critical depth WSEL, therefore the

pipe boundary condition is based on the WSEL in the channel. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

4.2.7.40 Scenario 39: Outfall to /D-Channel, Tailwater below Critical Depth in Pipe

Scenario

The main setup of the test model is the same as Scenario 38, the only difference is the lD-channel

component is being used to model the major wash. An inflow hydrograph with a maximum discharge of
5 cfs was applied to the minor wash and a uniform flow hydrograph of 270 cfs in the major wash. The

270 cfs discharge in the major wash equates to 0.96 feet water depth. This model was created to test if
the pipe's critical depth or the channel WSEL woild be used for the boundary condition in the pipe.
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Using Flow Master, the pipes critical depth was identified to be 1 . 16 feet. A floodplain Courant value of
0.60 and 1D-channel Courant value of 0.20 was used to stabilize the model. Plan views are shown on

Freure .1.242 and Figure 4.243 and a profile view on Figure 4.244.

Figure 4.244 Scenario 39: Profile View of the Test Model

Minor Wash
Major Wash

Benchmark

The FLO-2D inlet hydrograph and a hand-calculated verification hydrograph are shown on Fis.ure 4.245

to verify that the inlet is receiving 5 cfs. A comparison of water surface elevations for both the inlet and

outrall are shown on Fisurc 4.24(r.

Figure 4.242 Scenario 39: Plan View of the Test Model - Elevation
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Figure 4.243 Scenario 39: Plan View of the Test Model - Max Depth
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Figure 4.246 Scenario 39: Outfall & Inlet WSEL
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Figure 4.245 Scenario 39: Inflow Hydrographs
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Discussion

The inlet is receiving 5 cfs as shown on Figure 4.2-50 . The SWMMoutfall water surface elevation in the
pipe at the oufall is the same asthe WSEL in the major wash as shown on Fieure 4.241 . The SWMM
oufall WEL is lower than the pipe's critical depth WSEL. therefore the pipe boundary condition is based

on the WSEL inthe channel. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

4.2.7.41 Scenario 40: Outfall to Floodplain, Tailwater below Soffit, above Crit. Depth

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2D|SW4zIM approach for a storm drain pipe that drains from a minor wash into amajor
wash. The upstream end has a Type I Inlet: Curb Opening Inlet at Grade operating in a weir flow
condition. The storm drain discharges into a main channel using an outfall. The intent is to test a
scenario where flow exiting the storm dran atthe outfall has a tailwater depth above critical depth in the
pipebutbelowthepipesoffitelevation. Themainsetupofthetestmodelconsistof(1)amajorwashthat
is 100 feet wide by 10 feet deep, (2) a parallel minor wash 20 feetwide by 8.5 feet deep and (3) the
outfall invert is at the bottom of the FLO-2D ground surface elevation. An inflow hydrograph with a

maximum discharge of 5 cfs is applied to the minor wash and a uniform discharge of 530 cfs in the major
wash. The 530 cfs discharge in the major wash equates to 1.45 feet of water depth. This model was
createdtotestifthepipe'scritical depthWsELorthemainchannel WsELwould,beusedforthe
boundary condition at the storm drain outfall. Using Flow Master, the pipes critical depth was identified
to be 1. 16 feet. A floodplain Courant value of 0.20 was used to stabilize the model. Plan views of the
test model are shown on Fisure 4.247 and Fisure 4.24ti and the profile view is on Fiqure 4.249.

Figure 4.247 Scenario 40: Plan View of Test Model - Elevation
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Figure 4.248 Scenario 40: PIan View of the Test Model - Max Depth

Minor Wash
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I

Figure 4.249 Scenario 40: Profile View of the Test Model

Minor Wash
Major Wash

Benchmark

The FLO-2D inlet hydrograph and the results of hand-calculated verification hydrograph are shown on

Fisurc 4.250 to verify that the inlet is receiving 5 cfs appropriately. A comparison of water surface

elevations at the inlet and outfall are shown on Fisure 4.25 [.
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Discussion

The inlet is receiving 5 cfs as shown on Fieure 4.250. The SWMM outfall WSEL in the pipe at the oufall
is the same asthe WEL in the major wash as shown on Fizure 4.251 . The STYMM outfall WSEL is

higher than the pipe's critical depth WSEL, therefore the pipe boundary condition is based on the WSEL in

the channel. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

4.2.7.42 Scenario 41: Outfall to /D-Channel, Tailwater below Soffit, above Crit Depth

Scenario

The main setup of the test model is the same as Scenario 40. The only difference is that the .lD-channel

component is being used to model the major wash. An inflow hydrograph with a maximum discharge of
5 cfs was applied to the minor wash and a uniform flow hydrograph of 530 cfs in the major wash. The

530 cfs discharge in the major wash equates to a flow depth of 1.45 feet. The intent is to test a scenario

where flow exiting thestorm drain at the outfall has a tailwater depth above critical depth in the pipe but

belowthepipesoffitelevation. Themainsetupofthetestmodelconsistof(1)amajorwashthatisl00
feet wide by 10 feet deep, (2) aparallel minor wash 20 feet wide by 8.5 feet deep and (3) the outfall invert
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is at the bottom af the FL0-2D ground surface elevation. An in{low hydrograph with a maximum

discharge of 5 cfs is applied to the minor wash and a uniform discharge of 530 cfs in the major wash. The

530 cfs discharge in the major wash equates to 1.45 feet of water depth. This model was created to test if
the pipe's critical depth WSEL or the main channel WSEL worid be used for the boundary condition at the

storm drain outfall. Using Flow Master, the pipes critical depth was identified to be 1.16 feet. A
floodplain Courant value of 0.60 and 1D-channel Courant value of 0.20 was used to stabilize the model.

Plan views of the test model are shown on Fieure 4.252 and Fiqnre 4.253 and the profile view is shown

on Figure 4.254.

Figure 4.254 Scenario 41: Profile View of the Test Model

Minor Wash
Major Wash

Figure 4.252 Scenario 4l: Plan View of Test Model - Elevation
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Figure 4.253 Scenario 41: Plan View of the Test Model - Max Depth
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Benchmark

The FL0-2D inlet discharge and acalculated discharge is shown on Figure 4.255 to verify that the inlet is

getting 5 cfs. A comparison of water surface elevations is shown on Figure 4.2-56.
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Figure 4.255 Scenario 4L: Inflow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.256 Scenario 41: Outfatl & Inlet WSEL
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Discussion

The inlet is receiving 5 cfs as shown on Fiqure 4.255 . The SWMM outfall WSEL in the pipe at the oufall
is the same asthe WSEL in the major wash as shown on Fiqure 4.25(r. The SWIM outfall WSEL is

higher than the pipe's critical depth WSEL, therefore the pipe boundary condition is based on the WSEL in

the channel. This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

4.2.7.43 Scenario 42: Outfall to Floodplain, Tailwater above Soffit

Scenario

Test of the FLO-2DISWMM approach for a stonn drain pipe that drains from a minor wash into a major

wash. The upstream end has a Tlpe 1 Inlet: Curb Opening Inlet at Grade operating in a weir flow
condition. The storm drain discharges into a main channel using an oufall. The intent is to test a

scenario where flow e*iting the storm drain atthe outfall has a tailwater depth irbove the soffit of the pipe.

The main setup of the test model consist of (1) a major wash that is 100 feet wide by 10 feet deep, (2) a

parallel minor wash 20 feet wide by 8.5 feet deep and (3) the outfall invert is at the bottom of the FL0-2D
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ground surface elevation. An inflow hydrograph with a maximum discharge of 5 cfs was applied to the

minor wash and a uniform flow hydrograph of 1,300 cfs in the major wash. The 1,300 cfs discharge in
the major wash equates to a flow depth of 2.50.

This scenario was created to veriS, that the WSEL :mthe major wash is used as the boundary condition at

the storm drain outrall. Using Flow Master, the critical depth in the pipe was calculated to be 1.16 feet.

A floodplain Courant value of 0.20 was used to stabilize the model. Plan views are shown on Fisure
4.257 and, Fieure 4.258 and a profile view on Figure 4.259.

Figure 4.258 Scenario 422 Plan View of the Test Model - Max Depth
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Figure 4.257 Scenario 42: Plan View of Test Model - Elevation
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Figure 4.259 Scenario 42: Profile View of the Test Model
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Benchmark

The FLO-2D inlet hydrograph and a hand-calculated verification hydrograph are shown on Fiqure 4.260

to veri$, that the inlet is receiving 5 cfs. A comparison of water surface elevations is shown on Fiqure

4.261.

ir
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Figure 4.260 Scenario 42: Inflow Hydrographs
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Figure 4.261 Scenario 42: Outfall & Inlet WSEL
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Discussion

The inlet is receiving 5 cfs as shown on Fieure 4.260. The SWMM oufall WSEL in the pipe is the same

as the WSEL in the majorwash as shown on Figure 4.261 . The SWMM outrall WSEL is higherthan the

pipe's soffit; therefore, the pipe boundary condition is based on the WSEL n the channel. This is

acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

4.2.7.44 Scenario 43: Outfall to.lD Channel, Tailwater above Soffit

Scenario

The main setup of the test model is the same as Scenario 42. The only difference is that the 1D-channel

component is being used to model the major wash. An inflow hydrograph with a maximum discharge of
5 cfs was applied to the minor wash and a uniform discharge hydrograph of 1,300 cfs in the major wash.

The 1,300 cfs dischargJ in the major wash equates to a flow depth of 2.50 feet. The intent is to test a

scenario where flow exiting the storrn drain at the outfall has a tailwater depth above the soffit of the pipe.

4-262 Muy 2016
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Using Flow Master, the critical depth in the pipe was calculated to be 1.16 feet. A floodplain Courant

value of 0.20 was used to stabilize the model. Plan yiews are shown on Fiqure 4.262 and Fi.qlrre 4.263

and a profile view is shown on Figure 4.264.

Figure 4.262 Scenario 43: Plan View of Test Model - Elevation

i
I

Figure 4.263 Scenario 43: Plan View of the Test Model - Max Depth

Minor Wash

k.,

I'
Figure 4.264 Scenario 43: Profile View of the Test Model

Minor Wash
Major Wash

Benchmark

Show that the major wash water surface elevation is equal to the pipe's water surface elevation. FLO-7D

inlet discharge and a calculated discharge is shown on Figure 4.265 to verify that the inlet is getting 5 cfs.

A comparison of watdnsurface elevations is shown on Fieure 4.2(16
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Figure 4.266 Scenario 43: Outfall & Inlet WSEL
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Discussion

The inlet is receiving 5 cfs as shown on Figure 4.265 . The SWMM outfall WSEL in the pipe at the oufall
is the same asthe WSEL in the major wash as shown on Fisure 4.266. The SWMM oufall WSEL is

higher than the pipe's soffit; therefore, the pipe boundary condition is based on the WSEL in the channel.

This is acceptable for FCDMC purposes.

4.2.8 Sensitivity to Courant Value Assignment

There can be fairly significant differences in results from the FLO-2D SWMM component depending on

the selection of the Courant parameter. To quantify the differences, the SWMMtest scenarios that used a

Courant number other than 0.6 were run with this setting and the results were compared to the original

model. Scenarios 3,32 arrd 34 were selected to provide comparisons for this report.

The Scenario 3 comparison is shown on Fieure 4.267" Scenario 32 on Figure 4.268, and Scenario 34 on

Fisure 4.269. Note that for most scenarios a Courant of 0.6 can be used with acceptable results.

Instabilities can result when using higher Courant values and both the discharge and WSEL results should

be ohocked before acceptance.

Figure 4.267 Scenario 3 Courant Setting Comparison
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Figure 4.268
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4.2.9 Summary and Conclusions

The FL0-2D - SWMM storn drain component works very well for the scenarios tested and the results

check very closely with hand-calculations. The Courant parameter may need to be lowered below 0.6 in

some instances for models containing SWMM storrn drains but it is a good initial setting. A Courant of
0.4 or smaller may be necessary for final model runs. In all cases, the modeler should carefully examine

the results of the SVtr ,[M storm drain component for instability, reasonableness and consistency and make

adjustments as necessary.

Based on these test sqenarios,the FLO-2D - SWMM component appropriately models storm drain inlet,

outlet, outfall, and pipe hydraulics and is accept ablefor FCDMC modeling purposes.
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4.3 StormReconstitution Comparisonswith Gage-Measured Hydrographs

This section documents testing of FLO-2D model runoffhydrographs and volumes against measured

and/or observed data. These cases test the real world applicability of FL0-2D for performing rainfall loss

and flood routing computations. Note that the FLO-2D capabilities for n-value adjustment, including

depth-variable n, are used in these examples, which helps demonstrate their applicability. Most of the

other test cases have n-value adjustments turned off in order to make direct comparisons with HEC-RAS.

The approach taken for the storm reconstitution comparisons is summarized as follows:

1. Test watersheds that contain a recording stream flow gage were identified. The test watershed stream

flow gages were checked for significant runoff, proper operation during the event, a current rating

curve, and reasonable measured runoff hydrographs. Both the Rainbow Wash and Seven Springs

Wash test watersheds fit this case.

2. Test watersheds that contain a stage recording gage were identified. This is the case for the

Guadalupe Flood Retarding Structure (fRS) The stage recording gage was checked for proper

operation during the storm event, a current rating curve, and reasonable measured stage hydrograph.

This gage provided an accurate measure of runoffvolume over time stored in the Guadalupe FRS'.

3. Test watersheds without a stream flow gage were identified. Forthe HohokanADMS, a stream flow
gage did not exist. Physical evidence of flood depths and discharges were collected for the study

rea. A wall failure and resulting redirected flood flows was documented.

4. Storms of interest over test watersheds were identified. METSTAT, Inc., teamed with Weather

Decision Technologies, Inc., was used under contract to post-process the NEXRAD data for each

storm. Physical and atmospheric abnormities were filtered out, multiple radar data sets were merged

if appropriate, and the resulting data adjusted using measured rainfall at physical rain gage locations

(Gage Adjusted Radar Rainfall, GARR). The data (rainfall depth during each time period) was

provided in an ESRIASCII grid format at a spatial resolution of I square kilometer and a temporal

resolution of 5 minutes. A report documenting each storm was also provided. The test watersheds

identified include:

A. Rainbow Wash at SR 85.

B. Seven Springs Wash at Seven Springs Road and National Forest Road 254.

C. Guadalupe Flood Retmding Structure (f'RS).

D. Hohokam ADMS StudyArea.

E. Refer to Figure 4.270 for a map showing the locations of the four test case areas.

5. Rainfall loss parameters were field measured. Rainfall loss parameters were field measured for the

Rainbow Wash and Seven Springs Wash test watersheds. This work was done under an
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Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) with the Desert Research lnstitute (DRI), University of Nevada

Las Vegas. Measurement methods consisted of a rainfall simulator, tension infiltrometers, and air

permeameters. The measured data was used to esimate IA and G&A parameters for each test site. A
geomorphic analysis was prepared for the test watersheds. Geomorphic map unit polygons in GIS

feature class format were prepared for the entire watershed of both study areas. Representative

locations within each geomorphic unit were selected for perforrning the rainfall loss measurements.

Individual reports were preparedby DRI for both test watersheds and published in the literature.

6. Rainfall loss parameters for the Guadalupe Fft,Stest watershed were not avulable. Representative

soil samples were taken and soil tests performed to obtain the percentage of clay, silt, sand, gravel

and organic matter for each sample. This data was used to estimate the soil texture classification and

assign G&A pwameters based on the DDM Hydrologt. There is extensive rock outcrop within the

watershed. The areas of rock outcrop were estimated by field survey and reconnaissance and using

available aerial photographs.

7. Surface Feafure Characteizalions were developed. Polygons of various surface features were

prepared for each study area. Feature types included asphalt, concrete, buildings, canopies, natural

impervious areas, various vegetation categories, wash bottoms, etc. Walls were defined using a

separate polyline Feature Class. These features were used as the basis for assigning A, RIIMP, n-

value, and flow obstructions to the FLO-2D models.

8. A FLO-2D model was built of each test watershed using the information from steps 1-7 and available

topographic surface models and the results analyzed and compared with the gage measured

hydrographs. Only minor calibration adjustments were done.

9. Available HEC-I models for the test watersheds were modified to apply each storm's rainfall and the

results compared with the gage measured hydrographs and the FL0-2D results.

There are fairty significant potential accuracy issues when perforning storm reconstitution. These

accuracy issues apply to all models, including FLO-2D. The possible inaccuracies include, but me not

limited to, the following:

1. The resolution and inherent inaccuracies of the NEXRAD data.

2. Potential inaccuracies in rain gage and stream flow gage measurements.

3. The resolution ofthe FLO-2Dmodel.

4. The rainfall loss estimation method.

5. The accuracy of the topographic mapping.

6. The estimated sur'fbce roughness values selected for use in FLO-2D.

7. The estimated surface roughness values selected for use in the stream flow gage hydraulic rating

curve models.
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8. Channel bed and bank movement during the event.

Even factoring in the potential inaccuracies, the storm reconstitution models provide meaningful

information for FLO-2D model verification. The following sections document the findings of the

verification effort based on storm reconstitutions.

Figure 4.270 Actual Storm Test Cases Location Map
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4.3.1.2 Rainbow Wash Test Cases

General

The Rainbow Wash in Maricopa County was selected for a storm reconstitution test case. The location of
the Rainbow Wash watershed is shown on Figure 4.14 and on Fieure 4.270. The watershed for Rainbow

Wash at SR 85 is shown on Figure 4.15 and a geomorphic characteization on Fieure 4.272. The

watershed area is approximately 17.99 square miles. FCDMC owns and maintains a recording pressure

tranducer stream flow gage (FCDMC Gage 6953) and a rainfall gage (FCDMC Gage 6950) just upstream

of the SR 85 crossing, which has been in operation since November 11, 2000. The wash is a well-defined

natural channel with a dominately tapezoidal cross section, a sand bed underlain by caliche, and well

vegetated banks. Refer to photographs of the wash atthe gage site shown on Fiqure 4.271.

Several major flows have been recorded at this gage site in recent years. Four (4) storms were selected as

test cases and are listed in Table 4.44.

Figure 4.271 FCDMC Rainbow Wash Gage Site Photographs

Lookins at ipe and sensor location Loo downstream from gage sensor

Table 4.44 Rainbow Wash Test Case Storms

Storm Date Maximum Gage Height Estimated Peak Discharge, cfs

(1) (2) (3)

August 7 -8,2008 324 732

January 18-23 ,2010 2.33 570
\

July 29, 2010 3.64 1,625

August 2I, 2Al2 500 >3,200 (rating exceeded)
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Figure 4.272 Rainbow Wash Geomorphic Units
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The FLO-2D model used to simulate these storms was developed as a part of the Gillespie ADMP project.

The model development and parameters are documented in Gllespie Area Drainase Master Studv

Hydroloqv (Stantec Consult.Services, Inc., 2013). The key information for the model of the Rainbow

Wash Watershed includes :

o FLO-2D Pro Build 14.11.09

o 50-foot grid size. The ADMP model is intended for hydrology, not detailed hydraulics.

o G&A rainfall loss method using field measured parameters.

o FL0-2D multiple channels option applied to supplement the relatively large grid size and to

simulate a number of small parallel natural channels that convey most of the runofffrom
upstream areas into the Rainbow Wash. The dark blue multiple channel alignment lines shown

onFigure 4.272 are where the multiple channel option was applied.

Test locations for field measured G&A parameters were sited within the geomorphic units shown on

Fistfie 4.272. The geomorphic assessment, field testing, and generation of parameters is documented in

Hydraulic Chmacteristics of Soil in Rainbow Wash WatershedinMaicooa Coun\t (Chen, et a1., 2010).

Storm Gr4RR data was generated by METSTAT, Inc. for each storrn as briefly described previously.

Refer to the following reports for documentation of the generation of the GARR data:

1. Storm Precioitation Re-Anabtsis Reoort. Storm of Aueust 9. 2005. Maricopa Countv. Arizona
(Rainb ow Wash Watershedl, SPAS Storm # I 3 00 (METSTAT, Inc., 20 13b)

2. Storm Precipitation Re-Analysis Reoort. Storm qf Ausust 7-8, 2008. Maricooa Coun1. Arizona

(Rainbow Wash Watersheil, SPAS Storm #1204 (METSTAT,Inc.,20l2a).

3. Storm Precipitation Analvsis ReparL Storm ofJanuqry IB-23, 2010, Maricopa Counq), Arizona SPAS

Storm # I 2 3 B (METSTAT, lnc., 2012b).

4. Storm Precioitation Anahtsis Reoort, Storm o.fJuht 29. 2010. Maricooa Countv. Arizona SPAS Storm

# 1 I 96 (METSTAT, Inc., 2012c).

5. Storm Precipitation Analysis Report. Storm ofAugust 2L 2012. Maricooa Count.v. Arizona SPAS

Sto rm # I 2 I 7 (MET STAT, Tnc., 2013 a).

The GARR data was used to create the FLO-2D RAINCELL.DAT input datafrle, which simulates the

actual moving storm rainfall using S-minute time intervals. The resulting runoff hydrograph for each

stonn was then compared with the measured hydrograph from FCDMC Gage 6953.

The HEC-I model froil tt 
" 

FEMA Flood Insurance Study (FIS) for Rainbow Wash was also used to

model each storm. The rainfall loss parameters were left unchanged and not revised to use the field-
measured G&A parameters. The 5-minute rainfall data was averaged within each model sub-basin to
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create an individual rainfall distribution for every sub-basin. Refer to Gila Bend Canal. Floodplain

Delineation Studv. Gllespie Dam to Gila Bend, FCD 90-06. Hydrolow Report (Donahue & Associates,

Inc., 1991) for the supporting inforrnation for the FIS HEC-I model. The results are presented and

discussed in the following sections. Note that the time base of the FL0-2D and HEC-I models were

shifted to better align the model results with the measured for comparison purposes.

Storm ofAusust 9.2005

The hydrograph results for this storm are shown on Figure 4.273. The total GARR rainfall for the storrn

and the rainfall distribution measured at FCDMC Gage 6950 are shown on Fiqure 4.274. This storm was

a short-duration summer stonn with a total duration in the area of Gage 6950 of about t hour and a

maximum rainfall amount on the watershed of about 1.93 inches. Note that the rainfall was not uniform

over most of the watershed, with the most rain falling near SR 85.

The FL0-2D model results are lower than the measured. T\e FLO-2D peak discharge is about half of the

measured, but the general shape is similar. FLO-2D is producing less runoff volume than measured for
this case. The HEC-I model does not match at all with the measured. The averaging of the rainfall

within each sub-basin results in the loss of high intensity rainfall over smaller meas. The FL0-2D model

does a betterjob ofrepresenting the high intensity rainfall areas.

A pre-flood aerial photograph (Dec 2004) of Rainbow Wash at SR 85 is shown on Fiqure 4.275. The

estimated flood limits based on a post-flood field reconnaissance and post-flood aerial photographs, are

also shown. These limits represent the boundary of the high-discharge flow areas. The visible effects of
high discharge flow areas are easier to define from the aerial photographs than shallow flow areas with
lower velocity. The same flood limits are shovm with the post-flood aerial photographs (Jan 2006) on

Fi re 4.276. The FLO-2D model maximum flood depths are addedto the post-flood map on Fieure

1.277. The FL0-2D maximum depth results compare well with the estimated actual flood limits,

although it is apparent that the FLO-2D results are lower than actual.

For this case, FL0-2D provides a reasonable representation of the storm event within the possible range

of error, and a much better representation than the HEC-I model. The possible errors for the measured

hydrograph include measurement error associated with the stream flow gage, and the numerous possible

errors associated with the hydraulic model the gage rating curve is based on. The possible FLO-2D and

HEC- 1 models errors include a plus or minus 10% to 20%o range for the GARR data, as well as the normal

errors for models of t[rese t1pes.
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Figure 4.273 Hydrograph Results for Storm of August 91 2005
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Figure 4.274 Total GARR Rainfall for Storm of August 912005
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Figure 4.27 6 January 2006 Aerial Photograph - Post-Flood
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Figure 4.277 FLO-2D Maximum Depth Results
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Storm of Ausust 7-8. 2008

The hydrograph results for this storm are shown on Fisure .1.278. The total GARRrainfall for the storm

and tlre rainfall distribution measured at FCDMC Gage 6950 are shown on Fisure 4.279. This storm was

a long-duration summer storm with a total duration in the area of about 12 hours and a maximum rainfall
amount on the watershed of about 2.08 inches. The actual rainfall duration over this watershed was about

4 hours. Note that the rainfall was fairly uniform over most of the watershed, with less rain near SR 85.

Also note that the FLO-2D model results are afairly close match to the measured. The FLO-2D
hydrograph rising limb is missing influx of runoff and the peak discharge is higher than measured, but the

general shape and runoff magnitudes are similar. FLO-2D is producing close to the same runoff volume

as measured for this case. The,I/EC'-1 model does not match at all with the measured. The averaging of
the rainfall within each sub-basin results in the loss of high intensity raunfall over smaller areas. The

FLO-2D model does a better job of representing the high intensity rainfall areas. For this case, FLO-2D
provides a reasonable representation of the storm event within the possible range of error, and a much

better representation than the HEC-I model. The possible errors for the measured hydrograph include

measurement error associated with the stream flow gage, and the numerous possible errors associated

with the hydraulic model the gage rating curve is based on. The possible FL0-2D and HEC-I models

errors include a plus or minus 10%oto 2}ohrange for the GARR data, as well as the normal errors for
models of these types.
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Figure 4.278 Hydrograph Results for Storm of August 7-8r 2008
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Figure 4.279 Total GARR Rainfall for Storm of August 7-8r 2008

Storm of 817-812008 at Gage 6950
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Storm of Januarv 18-23. 2010

The hydrograph results for this storm are shown on Figurc -1.280. The total GARR rainfall for the storm

and the rainfall distribution measured at FCDMC Gage 6950 are shown on Fiqure 4.281. This storm was

a long-duration winter storm with a total duration in the area of about 95 hours and a maximum rainfall
amountonthewatershedofabout3.03inches. Theactualrainfalldurationoverthiswatershedwasabout

2.5 days with a 2 day gap between the first inch and the next 1.6 inches. The first inch resulted in very

little runoff, while the second I .5 to 2.0 inches of rain on a saturated watershed resulted in more

significant runoff. Note that the rainfall was very unifonn over most of the watershed.

The FLO-2D model hydrograph is similar but has a slightly lower peak discharge than the measured. The

rising limb of the FLO-2D model hydrograph shows an initial influx of runoff that was not picked up by

the gage. The total runoff volume measured atthe gage was 87 ac-ft. The runoff volume from the FLO-
2D model was 179 ac-ft, over twice what was measured at the gage. The gagehydrograph has a very

sharp spiked high peak discharge that is not represented inthe FLO-2D model hydrograph. The spike in
the gage hydrograph may be due to wave action. A 6-inch increase in depth atthat stage results in alarge
increase in discharge. The HEC-I model hydrograph is a better match than was seen for the 2008 storm,

but still much lower than measured. For this case, FL0-2D provides a reasonable representation of the

storm peak discharge and hydrograph shape, and a better representation than the HEC-L model.
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Figure 4.280 Hydrograph Results for Storm of January l8-23r 2010
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Figure 4.281 Total GARR Rainfall for Storm of January l8-23r 2010
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Storm ofJulv 29. 2010

The hydrograph results for this storm are shown on Figurc -1.282. The total GAilRrainfall for the storm

and the rainfall distribution measured at FCDMC Gage 6950 are shown on Figure 4.2113. This storm was

a long-duration summer storm with a total duration in the area of about 12 hours and a maximum rainfall
amount on the watershed of about 2.07 inches, very similar to the August 7-8, 2008 storm. The actual

rainfall duration over this watershed was about 4 hours. Note that the rainfall was not uniform over the

watershed. Most of the rain occurred along the middle of the north side.

Note that the FLO-2D model hydrograph is lower than the measured and the HEC-I model barely
produces any runoff at all. The FL0-2D model initial rising limb and the tail of the receding limb are

reasonable matches. There is a possibility that the GARR data is in error for this storm. The 1,600 cfs

peak discharge seems very high for a rainfall amount of 2 inches only over a portion of the watershed.

For this case, if the GARR rainfall is considered accurate, FLO-2D does provide a reasonable, although

low, representation of the storm event. Regardless of the rainfall question, FL0-2D provides a better

representation of the storm than the HEC-I model.
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Figure 4.283 Total GARR Rainfall for Storm of July 29r 2010
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Storm ofAuqust 21. 2012

The hydrograph results for this storm are shown on Figure .1.284. The total GAfuR rainfall for the storm

and the rainfall distribution measured at FCDMC Gage 6950 are shown on Fisure 4.2f15. This storm was

a very strong summer storm with a total duration of about 20 hours and a maximum rainfall amount on

the watershed of about 3.50 inches. The actual total rainfall duration over this watershed was about 7

hours with the most intense period being about 3 hours. Note that the rainfall was not uniform over the

watershed. Most of the rain occurred over the west one half to two thirds of the watershed.

Note that the FLO-2D model hydrograph is a close match to the measured. The rising and receding limbs

have more volume and similar slopes, but the peak discharge is very close to the measured and the

general shape and runoff magnitudes match. The total runoff volume measured atthe gage for the first 12

hours was 603 ac-ft, and the runoff volume from the FLO-2D model was 654 ac-ft, areasonable check.

A post-flood aerial photograph (Dec 2012) of Rainbow Wash at SR 85 is shown on Fisure 4.28(r. The

estimated flood limits based on a post-flood field reconnaissance and survey of high water marks and

post-flood aerial photographs, are also shown. These limits represent the boundary of the flooded areas

along Rainbow Wash and the ponding against SR 85. The FL0-2D model maximum flood depths are

added to the post-flood map as shown on Fisure 4.287. The FLO-2D maximum depth results compare

very well with the estimated actual flood limits.

The HEL|] model provides a less reasonable representation and the peak discharge and the runoffvolume
is quite a bit lower than measured. For this case, FLO-2D provides a good representation of the storm

event within the possible range of error, and a better representation than the HEC-I model.
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Figure 4.285 Total GARR Rainfall for Storm of August 21,2012
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Figure 4.286 f)ecember 2012 Aerial Photograph - Post-Flood
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Figure 4.287 FLO-2D Maximum Depth Results
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Discussion

Modeling known storm events with a hydrologic model is always problematic. There are many variables

with a fairly high degree of uncertainty for each, including: 1 . Spatial and temporal variability of rainfall,

2. Soils information based on a very limited number of physical samples, 3. Infiltration estimation method

that is a numerical simplification of the actual physical process, and 4. Uncertainties in hydraulic

modeling parameters used to prepare the stream flow gage rating curve. With these uncertainties in mind,

the Rainbow Wash FL0-2D storm replication test models do an admirable job of reproducing the storm

events when compared with the gage-measured flow rates. All four test cases provide better results than

the Distict's current 1D modeling method. Based on these tests, the FLO-2D model is capable of
reasonably representing actual flood events.

4.3.1.3 Seven Springs Wash Test Cases

General

The Seven Springs Wash in Maricopa County was selected for a storm reconstitution test case. The

location of the Seven Springs Wash watershed is shown on Figure ,1.1"1. The vicinity map for the

watershed is shown on Fieure 4.2811. The watershed for Seven Springs Wash at North Seven Springs

Road and National Forest Road 254 is shown on Fiqure 4.289. The watershed area is approximately 8.02

square miles. FCDMC owns and maintains a recording pressure tranducer stream flow gage (FCDMC

Gage 4963), which has been in operation since March 12,2002. The FCDMC also owns and operates

tlrree rain gages in and adj acent to the watershed: Gage 4940 Humboldt Mountain , Gage 4690 Seven

Springs Wash, and Gage 5955 Camp Creek, as shown on Fieure 4.2t19.

The wash is a well-defined natural channel with a dominately trapezoidal cross section, a bed of sand,

gravel, and large cobbles underlain by rock outcrop and caliche in various locations, and well vegetated

banks. Refer to photographs of the wash rtthe gage site shown on Fisrre 4.290.

Several major flows have been recorded at this gage site in recent years. Two (2) storms were selected as

test cases and are listed in Table 4.45. The 100-year Z4-hour storm design rainfall was also modeled.
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Figure 4.288 Seven Springs Wash Vicinity Map
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Figure 4.289 Seven Springs Wash Watershed Map
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Figure 4.290 FCDMC Seven Springs Wash Gage Site Photographs

Lootrong at sensor location e sensor

The FL0-2D model used to simulate these storms was developed in-house for the purposes of this study.

The model development and parameters are documented in Seven Sprinss Wash Two-Dimensional

Modeling Technical Dqta Notebook (FCDMC, 2Al5a). The key information for the model of the Seven

Springs Wash Watershed includes:

o FLO-2D Pro Build 14.08.09

o 20-foot grid size.

. Topography based on the FCDMC 10-foot contour interval digital terrain model, flight date 2001.

o G&A rainfall loss method using field measured parameters from DRI (Chen, Miller, Bacon, &
Forsee, 2012).

Test locations for field measured G&A pararneters were sited within the geomorphic units shown on

Fisure 4.29 l. The geomorphic assessment, field testing, and generation of parameters is documented in

Table 4.45 Seven Springs Wash Test Case Storms

Storm Date Maximum Gage Height, ft
Gage 4963

Estimated Peak Discharge, cfs

(1) (2) (3)

Jul1' 29 - 30, 2006 738 2,464

Jul1, 14, 2008 280 200

10O-year 24-hour Design Storrr
(FLO-2D) 1151 7,900
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Terrain. Soils and Runo.ffPotential in the Seven Sorinss Wash Watershed in Maricooa Coun? (Chen,

Miller, Bacon, & Forsee,2012).

Figure 4.291 Seven Springs Wash Geomorphic Units
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Storm G,4RR data was generated by METSTAT, Inc. for each storm as briefly described in Section 4.3.

Refer to the following reports for documentation of the generation of the GARR data:

6. Storm Precipitation Anahtsis Reoort. Storm o.f Juht 29-i0, 2006. Maricopa Count.y. Arizona. SPAS

Storm # I 2 3 9 (METSTAT, Inc., 2012d).

7. Storm Precipitation Analysis Report, Storm o.f July I3-14, 2008, Maricopa County, Arizona SPAS

Storm #I240 (METSTAT, Inc., 2012e).

The G,4RR data was used to create the FLO-2D RAINCELL.DAT input datafie,which simulates the

actual moving storm rainfall using 5-minute time intervals. The resulting runoff hydrograph for each

storm was then compared with the measured hydrograph from FCDMC Gage 4963.

The HEC-I model from the FEMA Flood lnsurance Study (F1S) for Seven Springs Wash was also used to

model each storm. The 5-minute rainfall data was averaged, within each model sub-basin to create an

individual rainfall distribution for every sub-basin. The model was also revised using the DRI field

measured G&A infiltration parameters, which were also used in the FLO-2D model. Ptefer to Cave

Creek Above Care.free Hishwa:r Floodolqin Delineation Stu4v, FCD 95-28. Technical Data Notebook.

Hydrology. Existing Condition (GVSCE, 1997) for the supporting information for the FIS HEC-I model.

The modifications to the HEC-L model for this study are documented in (FCDMC, 20I5a). The results

are presented and discussed in the following sections. Note that the time base of the FLO-2D and, HELI- I
models were shifted to better align the model results with the measured for comparison puposes.

Storm of Julv 29-30. 2006

The hydrograph results for this storm are shown on Figure 4.292. The total GARR rainfall for the storm

and the rainfall distribution measured at FCDMC Gages 4940, 4960 and 5955 are shown on Fieure 4.293.

This was a relatively short duration summer storm with the majority of the rain falling in the first three (3)

hours. The maximum rainfall amount on the watershed was about 3.04 inches. Note that the rainfall was

not uniform over most of the watershed, with the majority of the rain along the middle of the watershed in

a northwest to southeast band, and lower rainfall totals outside of that band.

Note from reviewing Fig\re 4.292 that the FLO-2D model results are afurly close match to the

measured. The FLO-2D hydrograph rising limb is a very good match with measured. The FLO-2D peak

discharge is lower than measured but a good match when the measured oscillations are averaged out as

shown by the moving ayerage hydrograph. The receding limb of the FLO-2D hydrograph has less

volume than the measur.ed. FLO-2D is producing slightly less runoff volume than measured for this case:

162 ac-ftfor FL0-2D compared with 168 ac-ft measured. The HEC-I model does not match the

measured. The peak discharge is about 30olo lower than measured, the runoff volume abotfi23Yo higher,
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and the hydrograph shape does not match. The averaging of the rainfall within each sub-basin results in

the loss of high intensity rainfall over smaller areas. The FLO-2D model does a betterjob of representing

the high intensity rainfall areas. For this case, FLO-2D provides a reasonable representation of the storm

event, and a much better representation than the HEC-I model. The possible errors for the measured

hydrograph include measurement error associated with the stream flow gage, and the nunerous possible

errors associated with the hydraulic model the gage rating curve is based on. As with the Rainbow Wash

storm events, the possible FL0-2D and HEC-L model errors include a plus or minus lUoh to 20o/o error

range for the GARR data, as well as the normal errors for models of these types.

Storm ofJulv 14.2008

The hydrograph results for this storm are shown on Fieure 4.294. The total GARR ra;nfall for the storm

and the rainfall distribution measured at FCDMC Gages 4940,4960 and 5955 are shown on Fieure 4.295.

This was a short duration summer storm with the majority of the rain falling in the first one (1) hours.

The maximum rainfall amount on the watershed was about 2.43 inches. Note that the rainfall was not

uniform over the watershed, with the heaviest rain occurring at the bottom of the watershed. Very little

rain occurred in the upper watershed.

Note from reviewing Fisure 4.294 that the FLO-2D model results are of similar magnitude to the

measured. The FL0-2D hydrograph rising limb is a very good match with measured. The FL0-2D peak

discharge matches measured. The receding limb of the FLO-2D hydrograph has significantly more

volume than the measured. FLO-2D is producing significantly more runoff volume than measured for

this case: 29.L ac-ftfor FLO-2D compared with 11.5 ac-ft measured. The HEC-I model does not match

the measured. The peak discharge is about ZS}Yohigher than measured, the runoffvolume (115 ac-ft)

about 10 times higher, and the hydrograph shape does not match. IIEC-I is significantly underestimating

infiltration for this storm. For this case, FLO-2D provides a reasonable representation of the storm event,

and a much better representation than the HEC-I model. The possible errors for the measured

hydrograph include measurement error associated with the stream flow gage, and the numerous possible

errors associated with the hydraulic model the gage rating curve is based on. As with the Rainbow Wash

storm events, the possible FLO-2D and HEC-I model errors include a plus or minus l\%oto 20o/o enor

range for the GARR data, as well as the normal errors for models of these types.
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Figure 4.292 Hydrograph Results for Storm of July 29-301 2006
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Figure 4.293 Total GARR Rainfall for Storm of July 29-301 2006
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Figure 4.294 Hydrograph Results for Storm of July 14r 2008
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Figure 4.295 Total GARR Rainfall for Storm of July l4r Z00B
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100-vear 24-hour Desisn Storm

This test case compares FL0-2D with HEC-I for a standard FCDMC 100-yem 24-hour design storm of
the Seven Springs Wash watershed. The FLO-2D model is the same model used for the 2006 and 2008

actual storms described previously. The difference is that the NRCS Type II 24-hour rainfall distribution

was used with a point rainfall depth of 4.67 inches instead of the RAINCELL.DAT option. The 4.67 inch

rainfall depth is the depth-area reduced value for an 8 square mile watershed. Refer to Chapter 2 of the

DDM Hydrologl (FCDMC,20T3a) formore information on depth-areareduction and thelfRC,SType ll
rainfall di stribution.

The HEC-I model is similar to that used for the 2006 and 2008 actual storms described previously. The

difference is the model was converted to apply the 'JD' record option, also using the NfiCS Type ll
rainfall distribution, and a point rainfall depth value of 4.98 inches for 0.01 square miles.

The purpose of this comparison is to contrast the model results between a ID and 2D model when the

FCDMC standard design storm is applied. The resulting runoffhydrographs atGage 4960 are shown on

Figure 4.296. The total runoff volume from the FLO-2D model is 644 ac-ft as compared to 860 ac-ft

from the HEC-I model. The FLO-2D runoffvolume is expected to be less than HEC-I due to

transmission losses that are not included nthe HEC-I model. The limiting infiltration depth option was

applied inthe FLO-2D model using the same values developed for modeling the2006 and 2008 historic

storms. This is assumption made for the purposes of this report but the user may need to increase the LID

estimates if the design storrn rainfall voh,mes are significantly different than the real storm volumes.

Engineering judgment will be required.

Even though the HEC-| model produces more runoff volume than FL0-2D for this case, the FL0-2D
peak discharge is significantly higher: 7,600 cfs for FLO-2D vs 4,800 cfsfor HEC-1. After examination

of the model results for the July 2006 storm, it is expected that FLO-2D would produce a much higher

peak discharge than HEC-I for amajor storm. The leading edge of the FLO-2D hydrograph rising limb

has virtually no runoff when compared with HEC-L, which has a gradually increasing discharge. The

FL0-2D result is reasonable when transmission losses are considered. The rising limb resulting from the

most intense period of rainfall is nearly identical for the two models except that FLO-2D has a much

higher peak discharge. On the receding l1lmlb, FLO-2D has significantly less volume and is much steeper

than HEC-L, again due to accounting for ffansmission losses. However, FL0-2D has a higher discharge

than HEC-1 for the receding tail after hour 16.5 because the limiting infiltration depths have been met in

most of the lower wateqshed wash bottoms. Refer to Fisure 4.297

An additional check for reasonableness is to apply indirect methods 2 and,3 from the DDM Hydrolog,t.

Refer to Fieure 4.298 and Fieure 4.299. The Method 2 comparison, which includes 100-year peak
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discharge estimates for USGS gages in Aizana, shows the HEC-I result within theTlYotolerance limits
and the FLO-2D result being just outside the 7\o/otolerance limits. Both are within the largest cluster of
points for watersheds near the size of the Seven Springs wash watershed.

Figure 4.296 Hydrograph Results for 100-ye ar z4-hour Design Storm
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Figure 4.297 Grids Where Limiting Infiltration Depth is Reached
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The Method 3 comparison, which is the U5'G5'Regional Regression Equation for Region 12 and

supporting point data, shows the HEC-I result right on the regression equation line and the FLO-2D result

centered within the cluster of data points for watersheds near the size of the Seven Springs Wash

watershed. Based on these comparisons,the FL0-2D peak discharge result is not unreasonably high, and

fits better with the 100-year gage estimates for similm sized watersheds than the HEC-l result.

For a final check for reasonableness, the historic record for Gage 4963 was examined. The measured

peak discharges by water year from the FCDMC web site are listed in Table 4.46

(http://alert.fcd.maricopa.sov/alert/Flod4963.htm). Note that the peak discharge of record, 11,700 cfs,

occurred in 2005. This was the same year as a forest fire that occurred on the 7 Springs Wash watershed,

so the peak discharge may have been affected by changed watershed conditions. This peak is much

greater than the 100-year peak discharge estimate from either HEC-I or FL0-2D. The FCDMC web site

also lists a table of flood frequency estimates as shown in Table 4.47. That table lists the 100-year peak

discharge as 6,900 cfs, which is much closer to the peak from the FLO-2D model. The web site flood
frequency estimates are from a multiple sub-basin HEC-I model. Subdividing a watershed into multiple

smaller sub-watersheds will usually result in an increased peak discharge.

Table 4.46 Gage 4963 Measured Peak Discharges by Water Year

Feak
6age Height
[feet]
None

5.4r

Peak
Discharge
(cfsI

0

1,O89

2011 r.35 125

2G12 5.60 1,843
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Table 4.47 Gage 4963 Flood Frequency HEC-I Data from FCDMCWeb Site

Fbod rlow rrequenry - HEC-I ABlyri!oflunq 2m2
Magnhude and Probabilily of Insbniansur Peak Flow I Disharge, in cfr,lor indiBled Bmrrene lntewal

';'"Noltrplo,rdflo,rIrcqurnrtdataartforin{ernBrio!r!rlyandshouldtrdtbe(onrrdered!alidlDrrpgulaliDn _

2.yedr s-yed, to-year 2S-year so.yeir lmledt
r,lso 2,750 3,540 4,740 5,850 6,ru

The annual peak discharge values from Table 4.46 were used to perfonn a flood frequency analysis for
the gage location. The HEC-SSP OSACE, 2010b) prcgram version 2.0 was used for this analysis. The

Bulletin 17B procedures were applied. The results are shown on Figure 4.300. This analysis treated the

2005 peak as an outlier. The HEC-SSP 100-year estimate is 17,600 cfs. The HEC-L 100-year discharge

falls below the SYo confidence limit, and the FL0-2D 100-year discharge above the 5olo confidence limit.

Even with the limited number of years of record, the FLO-2D estimated 100-year discharge is not

unreasonable and may actually be low.

Discussign

Modeling known storm events with a hydrologic model is always problematic. As described previously

for the Rainbow Wash test cases, there are many variables with a fairly high degree of uncertainty for

each. With these uncertainties in mind, the Seven Springs Wash FLO-2D storm replication models do a

very good job ofreproducing the measured hydrographs. Both test cases provide better results than the

FCDMC's curent 1D modeling method. The success of modeling the two actual storms provides

confidence that the FL0-2D model will provide more accurate results for this watershed when a design

storm is applied.

The standard FCDMC 100-year 24-hour design storm was applied using the FL0-2D model and the

results compared withHEC-I, the FCDMC Indirect Methods confidence checks, and a flood frequency

analysis of the Gage 4963 awnal peak discharge history. The FL0-2D hydrograph has a reasonable

shape and volume and the peak discharge reasonably compares with the majority of 100-year peak

discharge estimates from gaged watersheds with similar areaandtopography. The FLO-2D result also

fits within the confidence limits from the flood frequency analysis and is less than the historical peak

discharge of record. Based on these checks,flte FL0-2D model is capable of reasonably representing

actual flood events and applying the FCDMC 100-year 24-how design stonn.
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Figure 4.300 Flood Frequency Analysis Results for Gage 4963
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4.3.1.4 Guadalupe FRS Test Case

General

The Pima Canyon Wash in Maricopa County was selected for a storrn reconstitution test case. The

location of the Pima Canyon Wash watershed is shown on Fieure 4.270. The watershed for Pima Canyon

Wash at the Guadalupe FRS is shown on Figure 4.301. The watershed areais approximately 1.84 square

miles. FCDMC owns and maintains a recording pressure tranducer stage gagelratn gage (FCDMC Gage

6500), which has been in operation since June 29,1989. Refer to the Guadalupe FRS Vicinity Map

shown on Fignre 4.302 . The FCDMC also owns and operates arain gage in the watershed: Gage 6510

South Mountain Park, as shown on Fiswe 4.301. The wash is a well-defined channel with a typically

trapezaidal cross section, a bed of sand, gravel, and large cobbles underlain by rock outcrop and caliche in

various locations, and well vegetated banks. The majority of Pima Canyon Wash is anaturd. channel. In

the lower portion of the watershed it is a constructed urban channel with limited capacity. Refer to

photographs of the wash shown on Fieure 4.303. Only one major runoff event has been recorded at Gage

6500 between 1989 and 2008 that resulted in a percent storage greater than I}Yo of capacity, July 13,

2008.
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Figure 4.30L Pima Canyon Wash Watershed Map
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Figure 4.302 Guadalupe FRS Vicinity Map
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Figure 4.303 FCDMC Guadalupe FRS Watershed Photographs

Typical channel in upper natural watershed Typical channel in lower natural watershed

Typical channel in trban area FRS post-storm 7 11312008

The FLO-2D model used to simulate this storm was developed in-house for the purposes of this study.

The model development and parameters are documented in Guadalupe FRS Flood Retardins Structure

llatershed Hydroloqy and Dam Breach Analvsis (FCDMC, 2015b). The key infonnation for the model

of the Pima Canyon Wash Watershed includes:

o FLO-2D Pro Build 2009.18.03

o 25-foot grid size. The model is intended for hydrology, not detailed hydraulics.

o Topography based on the FCDMC lO-foot contour interval digital terrain model, flight date 2001
for South Mmqrtain, and a combination of 2-foot contour mapping and freld survey described in
FCDMC (2015b).

o G&A rainfall loss method using FCDMC standard parameters and Saxton, et al., 2006 .
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Storm G,4RR data r,vas generated by METSTAT, Inc. for the storrn as briefly described in Section 4.3.

Refer to the following report for documentation of the generation of the GARR data:

8. Storm Precioitation Anqlysis Report. Storm o-fJub) l3-14. 2008. Maricopa Countv. Arizona SPAS

Storm # I 2 40 (MET STAT, Inc., 2AI2e).

The G,,4RR data was used to create the FL0-2D RAINCELL.DAT input datafile,which simulates the

actual moving storm rainfall using 5-minute time intervals. The FLO-2D model routes the watershed

runoffinto the Guadalupe fl?S'and simulates the storage ponding within the impoundment. The resulting

stage versus time hydrograph from the FLO-2D model at the grid element containing FCDMC Gage 6500

was then compared with the measured stage versus time datafrom the gage. The results are presented

and discussed in the following section.

Storm ofJulv 13.2008

A significant storm event occurred July 13, 2008 that resulted in impounding of water within the

Guadalupe FRS. This was the most significant event to occur at the structure since the gage was installed

in 1989. The total storm rainfall values from the GARRdata are shovm on Fisurc 4.304. The locations of
the three local rain gages and the Guadalupe FRS' stage gage are also shown. This represents the rainfall

data used inthe FLO-2D models of the storm. Note that the storm produced significantly greater rainfall
totals over the eastern half of the watershed than on the west end near the top of South Mountain.

There were two observer gages in the immediate areaof Gage 6500 that provided total point rainfall

values for the storm. Both are shown on Fieure 4.304. Note that the total point rainfall values at these

gages are an indication that there may have been much higher rainfall at isolated locations in the

urbanized area closer to the.F'RS'than measured at the official FCDMC gages or as indicated by the GARR

data. GARR data values at specific points where there is no measured data are shown with a brown filled
triangle labeled "GARR" on Fisure 4.304. The two observer network values were not used in the

preparation of the Gr4Rli data. However,the GARR data estimates higher rainfall values than measured at

the FCDMC gages when allthe FCDMC gages within a 25 km radius are taken into account. The

increase in runoff volume that could result from the overestimation of rainfall is as much as 10 ac-ft

(FCDMC,2015b).

Results from the two FLO-2D models are shown on Fieure 4.305 . The I{SEL (Stage) in the FRS at Gage

6500 is shown over time for both FL0-2D models and the those measured at the gage during the storm

event. Also shown is the rainfall measured at Gage 6500.
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Figure 4.304 July 13, 2008 Storm GARR Total Rainfall and Gage Locations

Discussion

Note from Figure 4.305 that the rising limb of the FL0-2D model stage hydrograph begins much sooner

than measured but that a longer delay in response also occurs between 15:45 and 17:00 hours. The rising

limb of the FLO-2D model results is also not as steep as measured. This is probably due to intense

rainfall over the urban area adjacent to the,FRS that is not reflected in the G,4RR data, as witnessed by the

observer gages. The FLO-2D model yielded nearly identical total runoff volume to what was measured at

Gage 6500. The FLO-2D model does a good job representing this storm. Based on these tests, the FZO-

2D model is capable ofreasonably representing actual flood events.
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Figure 4.305 FLO-2D Results Compared with Measured at Gage 6500

Stage Curve for July 13, 2008 Storm at Guadalupe FRS
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4.3.1.5 Hohokam ADMS Test Cases

The Hohokam ADMS was completed in April 20l2by Stanley Consultants, Inc. wder FCDMC Contract

FCD 2009C029. Refer to Fisure 4.30(r for a map of the project study areain southeast Phoenix. The

Hohokam Area Drainage Master StudylPlan (Stanley Consultants, Inc.,2012) is a two-phase regional

flood control planning project to determine the nature and magnitude of existing flood hazards; develop

and evaluate potential mitigation alternatives; provide preliminary design plans for recommended

improvements; and ultimately to provide a comprehensive plan to address flooding within the study area

and guide future development and flood control improvements. As a part of the ADMS phase, several

FLO-2D models were developed to determine the nature and magnitude of existing flood hazards.

4-3 18 Muy 2015

Principal
$pillway
Opened

NOTES:
1" Volume Comparisons:

a- Measured Runoff Volurne: 28.4 ac-ft
b. FLO-2D Pro Runoff Volunre. 29.1 ac-fi fiATolo of rneasured)

2. Rainfall
a. 2-35" in t hour. NOAA Atlas 14 - 350 yr frequency
b. NEXRAD RADAR Watershed Average: 1.17 inches (10-yr)
c. Obseruer Network. 3.75 inches (1,000 yr+), & 2.98 inches (500-yr upper)
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Figure 4.306 Hohokam ADMS Project Location and Vicinity Map
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The models, which cover the entire watershed, were based on:

o FL0-2D 20A9.A6BuildNo: 09-11.07.06 (64-bit),

r 30-foot grid size,

o included infiltration and building and wall obstructions,

t vorY detailed depiction of impervious area, storm drains and culverts modeled as hydraulic
structures, and

o failure ofwalls based on structural characteristics and ponded flood depths.
Two storm events occurred in the study area (July 13, 2008 and July 31, 2010) during the ADMS project
development and provided the study consultant team an opportunity to perform confidence checks on the
results of the FLO-2D analyses. For both events, GARR data was obtained and the storm events
simulated in FLO-2D. Ideally, it would be best to compare simulation results to quantifiable data
collected in the field from monitored or gauged conveyances or basins. Lacking such quantit aive data,
simulation results were qualitatively compared to field observations (e.g. high water marks), drainage
complaints, eyewitness accounts, and available photographic evidence.

Storm ofJulv 13.2008

The July 13, 2008 storm resulted in isolated flooding primarily in the eastern portion of the study area. It
is generally known that this event resulted in flooding in western Tempe and resulted in the closure of a
portion of US 60 due to the failure of a freeway pumping station. Recorded drainage complaints and
collected residential photos specifically document the failure of a residential wall and flooding in the
Cortland Point Subdivision (32nd St south of Baseline Road), the parking lot of Shadow Mountain
Condos (36th St and Baseline) and the flooding of an industrial building in the vicinity of 46th St and
Beautiful Lane. The total rainfall for this event occurred in roughly a t hour period and is depicted on
Figrrre 4.307. Also shown are the FCDMC rain gage locations and the locations used for model
verification.

$torm ofJuly 31. 2010

The total rainfall for this event occurred in roughly a t hour period and is depicted on Figure "t.30f1. Also
shown are the FCDMC raLn gage locations and the locations used for model verification. On July 31,
20L0, a significant monsoon stonn hit the study area resulting in flooded roadways, canals, homes and
properties in isolated locations. Rainfall and flooding was most intense in the south central portion of the
study area where more than an inch of rainfall fell in less than one hour. Several properties suffered
damage from flooding, erosion and sediment deposition.
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Figure 4.307 Total Rainfall for Storm of JuIy g, 200g
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Figure 4.308 Total Rainfall for Storm of July 3lr z0l0
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Most of the flooding complaints and reports were documented south of, and along, the Highline Canal
between 7th Sheet and 28th Street. However, significant flooding also occurred further downstream
(north) of the Highline Canal at r3thPlace fiust north of Circle K park), 16th Street at 2lst Street (pines
at South Mountain development). In addition to flooding, a significant amount of sediment and debris
was deposited in the streets, catch basins, retention basins and swimming pools presenting a maintenance
headache for residents and city of phoenix maintenance personnel.

For the July 3 1, 2010 event, several problem areas were identified that were instrumental for the
consulting team in evaluating Flo-2Dresults both in flooding location and magnitude. These were:

o Overtopping of Highline Canal at l4th St
r Flooding along l6th st, specifically at l6th st and the Highline canal
o Dobbins Creek Retention Basins

o Montana Vista Retention Basin

' Flooding along the Highline Canal,at the Pines at South Mountain Development
o Cortland Point Subdivision

Discussion

The comparisons between the FL}-2D storm model results and field observations and photograph
documentation are shown in Table 4.48 (Stanley Consultants, rnc.,2012). There is reasonably good
correlation between the FLO-2D model results at all locations. The results for the 100-year 6-hour storm

FLO-2D model based on the FCDMC design storm are shown for comparison. That model is based on
existing conditions at the time the Hohokam ADMS was prepared. The results for these three storms
demonstrate that FLO-2D can reproduce actual storm results very well, which means that both the
hydrology and hydraulics ofthose events are replicated to areasonable level ofaccuracy.
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Table 4.48 Hohokam ADMS FLO-2D Verification Comparisons
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4.3.1.6 Beaver Dam Wash Test Case

General

A major long-duration winter storm occurred over the Beaver Dam Wash watershed December L7,}ALA
through December 23,20IA. The 576 sq-mi watershed lies in Arizona, Nevada and Utah as shown on the

location map in Figurc 4.309. A more detailed map of the watershed is shown on Fiqure .1.310. The

small community of Beaver Dam in Arizona experienced severe flooding as a result of this storm. Four
(4) homes in Beaver Dam Resort were totally destroyed and two (2) others extensively damaged. Lateral
migration of the southwest bank destroyed the homes and removed a portion of Clark Gable Drive and a

side street and removed the wastewater lift station.

Storm of December 17-23 2010

This storm was modeled by Mohave County Flood Control District for the purpose of preparing a flood
warning response plan for the Beaver Dam area. The information presented herein is taken from the

Beqver Dam, AZ Flood Warninq Response Plan Hydrolow andHydraulics Report (MCFCD, 2014). As
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a part of the study, the Beaver Dam Wash through the community of Beaver Dam was modeled using the

following:

o FLO-2D Pro Build 13.02.04,and,

o A lS-foot grid size.

The estimated flood hydrograph from the 2010 event (MCFCD, 2014) was routed through the model.

The peak discharge was estimated to be about 13,300 cfs with a frequency estimate of about 30-years.

The storm hydrograph was routed through the model to verify that the FLO-2D model of Beaver Dam

Wash produced reasonable results when compared with the observed. The model was calibrated through

small adjustments in roughness and used in development of the flood warning response plan.

The 2010 flood limits were defined using February 20ll aeial photographs prepared by Cooper Aerial
Mapping. The limits are based on visible flood marks and field reconnaissance (MCFCD, 2014). The

estimated flood limits overlaid on the 2011 post-flood aerial photograph are shown on Fisure 4.31 l. The

estimated flood limits compared with the FLO-2D model results are shown on Figure 4.312 . The FL}-
2D model replicates the visible flood limits very well.

Discussion

The results of this test show thal FL0-2D can reproduce an actual storm event with reasonable accuracy

and minimal parameter adjustments for calibration against know flooding extents.
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Figure 4.309 Beaver Dam Wash Watershed Location Map
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Figure 4.310 Beaver Dam Wash Watershed Map
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Figure 4.311 Beaver Dam Wash at Beaver Dam,ltZ Estimated Flood Limits
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Figure 4.312 Beaver Dam Wash at Beaver Dam, AZ FLO-2D Model Flood Limits
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4.4 Suitability for Delineation of Floodplain Limits

Two of the storm reconstitution test cases prosented herein shows that FZ 0-2D can accurately reproduce

flood limits from actual stonns. Refer to the storm of August 9,2005 on Rainbow Wash (Section 4.3.1.2)

and the storm of December 17-23,2010 on Beaver Dam Wash (Section 4.3.1.6).

The Rio Y erde ADMP prepared by the FCDMC in 2007 using FL0-2D 2009 .06 is an example of a

floodplain delineation prepared using 25-foot grid model and using the grid boundaries to define the

floodplain limits ( (FCDMC, 2007). Refer to Fieure .1.313 for the AE Zone floodplain areas approved by

FEMA based on the FL0-2D model results. As apart of the approval,aFEMA Floodplain Boundary

Standard Check was performed. This check justifies using the grid boundaries without smoothing, which

was accepted by FEMA.

The procedure followed was to create asurface using the maximum water surface elevation computed for

each grid element as the Base Flood Elevations for the.delineation. Base flood water surface elevation

contour lines were created using this surface, and then each base flood contour line was intersected with

the floodplain boundary where a point was set in a G1S feature class. The ground elevation at each of
these points was determined using from the existing ground surface Dil[ wed for the hydraulic

modeling. The ground surface elevation at each point was compared with the base flood water surface

elevation (BFE). The check resulted in a total of 7066 points analyzed.

The Rio Verde area best fits into fusk Class B with some potential for Risk Class A in the future. Refer

to Table 4.49. The analysis resulted in a97.2ohof points passing, meeting the Risk Class A requirements.

FCDMC prefers to use the gid boundary for the floodplain limit line in unconfined flow areas, but

smoothed boundaries can also be generated particularly for confined flow riverine conditions.
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Figure 4.313 Rio Verde ADMP 100-year Floodplain Delineation Map
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Table 4.49 FEMA Floodplain Boundary Standard for Flood Insurance Rate Maps

rtatrriar-.i rbr Fir:r:cl hri,luttrlur Rnt*

4.5 Summary and Conclusions

The verification tests perforrned and documented in Section 4 show that FLO-2D 2009.06 and FLO-2D

Pro accurately perform hydrologic and hydraulic calculations when compared with industry standard

software applications prepared and supported by the Federal government. The tests also show that the

program meets FCDMC technical standards set forth inthe DDM Hydrologt (FCDMC, 20L3a) and DDM

Hydraulics (FCDMC, 2AI3O.
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5 REPORTING CAPABILITIES

5.1 Purpose

There are several methods used by FZ0-2D tD report results and these include hydrographs, maps,

profiles and animations. The pupose of this section ls 1s strmmarize these methods and tools, but not to

provide detailed instructions in their application. Instructions and examples are included inthe FLO-2D

manuals and workshop lessons. The exception is the SUMMARY.OUT file; therefore, a detailed

description is covered in Section 5.2.

5.2 SI]MMARY.OUT

5.2.1 General

The SUMMARY.OUT file has a significant amount of critical information pertaining to the performance

of the model and should be carefully reviewed. The SUMMARY.OUT file contains the FLO-2Dbri\d
number of the executable used, followed by various statistics and model output sunmary data, with the

oomputation run time and the date and time the model nrn was completed at the end of the file. The

following sections will guide the user through the important sunmary output data.

5.2.2 Volume Conservation Table

The FLO-2D SUMMARY.OUT frle reports the volume conservation by output time interval CIOU-I

typically in hours). Data in the table columns include:

1. Reporting time interval

2. Average computational time step during the reporting time interval

3. Volume conservation error in acre-feet (or cubic meters)

4. Volume conservation error in percent of total inflow

5.2.3 Mass Balance: Inflow - Outflow Volume

5.2.3.1 Inflow (acre feet)

An example of an Inflow summary section from a FLO-2D model created as a part of the Temp e ADMS

is shown on Figure 5.1, Each summary statistic is described below.
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TOTAL POINT RAINFALL

The total point rainfall (TPR) of 3.4400 inches is applied before any adjusfnents such as a depth-area

factor. This point rainfall is reported as the sum of the incremental time step uniform point rainfall values

applied to every grid element without depth variable adjustment.

RAINFALL VOLUME

The value of 2657 .71acre-feet is the total rainfall volume applied to the entire model domain. Rainfall is

not applied to outflow grids and the total rainfall depth applied to any individual grid may be adjusted by

the spatially-assigned variable RAIN,4fif(I) in the RAIN.DAT input data file. The total rainfall volume

(TRV) can be verified as follows, assuming RAINIRF(I) values have not been assigned, which is the

case for this example:

L Total number of grids (NG): 1,010,360

2. Grid size: 20feet

3. Grid area (GA): 400 sq-ft

4. Total number of outflow grids (NOG): 742

5. Rainfall Area (RA)

6. RA: (NG-NOG)*GA/43,560 sq-ft/ac: (1,010,360-742)*400/43,560 : 9,271.056 acres

7 . Average point rainfall (APR): 3.4400 inches (for this case, APR is equal to TPR)

8. TRV : APR/l2*RA :3.44112*9,27T.056:2,657.70 ap-ft

The computed TRV checks against the value reported in SUMMARY.OLIT. If RAIN4^RF(! values are

assigned in RAIN.DAT, then the APR must be calculated by multiplying the RAIN,4RF(I) for every cell

by TPR. If RAINIRF(I) values are not assigned for some cells, then the TPR should be used for those

cells. If RAINIRF(D value assignments are zero then those grids should be removod and also not

included in RA. The resulting point rainfall value for every cell within the RA should then be summed to

obtain TRV.

SURFACE WAT4R TNFLOW HYDROGRAPH

The value of 766.68 ac-ft can be verified using the INFLOW.DAT frle and computing the inflow volume

from each inflow hydrograph using a spreadsheet.

INFLOW HYDROGRAPHS + RAINFALL (TIV)

This value Q,424.4A aqft) represents the total inflow volume imposed on the model domain, including

rainfall and inflow hydrographs.
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Figure 5.1 SUMMARY.OUT: Inflow Section
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5.2.3.2 Surface Outflow

[n elample of a Surface Outflow summary section from a FL0-2D model created as a part of the Tempe

ADMS is shown on Fis,ure 5.2. Each summary statistic is described individually below.

WATERLOST TO INFILTRATION & INTERCEPTION (WLII)

This value (65 1.05 ac-ft) is described first because information from its verification is needed to check the

OVERLAND INFILTRATED AND INTERCEPTED WATER value. The WLII value is the total

volume of infiltrated water lost to the pervious area (PA) plus the volume of water lost to initial

abstraction for all grid elements in the RA. It is important to note that infilfation in this context includes

both rainfall in{ilfation and fansmission loss. Infiltration occurs only on the pervious area, including

grids that do not receive rainfall while initial abstraction is applied to only the grid areathat receives

rainfall. If a grid element does not have rainfall, but receives runoff from upstream, infiltration is

calculated without accounting for initial abstraction. For this test case, runfall is applied to every grid

element and there is no depth-area reduction specified. If IRAINBUILDING is set to 1, rainfall from

areas blocked usingr4RF,values are allowed to drain to adjacent grids, but runoff from upstream grids

cannot enter grid elements that are totally blocked (ARF:1). This is the case for this test model.

If IRAINBUILDING is set to zero, no runoff from rainfall is allowed from totally blocked grid elements.

Rainfall from partially blocked grid elements (ARF < 1.0) is added to the rest of the grid element for

runoff. Rainfall volumls from totally blocked grid elements are not included in the statistics reported in

the SUMMARY.OUT file.
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To verift WLIL the following input and output files are needed:

1. INFIL.DAT

2. FPINFILTRATION.OUT

3. ARF.DAT

4. CONT.DAT

The verification process is as follows:

1. Pervious area @A(I)) for each grid element where I represents the grid number. Copy the RT'IMP

values for every grid from the INFIL.DAT file and paste into a spreadsheet.

2. PA(r) : (t-R7',tMP(r))*cA

3. Using the INFIL.DAT fiefor RIIMP may not always provide the actual RT'LMP value used. Keep

mind thatf.Z0-2D wlll do the following checks internally:

A. If apartial ARFisassignedusingXARFinCONT.DAT,then RTIMP iscomparedwithit. If
XARF > RTIMP then RTIMP is set equal ro XARF.

B. If a totally blocked grid element is assigned in ,4itF.DAT , R:I'IMP will be set to I if it is less

than 1 in INFIL.DAT.

Figure 5.2 SUMMARY.OUT: Surface Outflow Section
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C. If partial ,,4RF factors are assigned using,4RF'(I) in ,4,RF'.DAT and that value is greater than

RL'IMP, R:t'tMP will be set to the. R.F(I) value by the FLO-2D model at runtime. ARFs are

normally used to simulate buildings, so this data assignment forces the grid element surface

area occupied by buildings to be impervious.

D. Totaling the PA(I) for this example yields a PA of 4,844.83 acres.

4. Copy the total infiltration value for each grid from the FPINFILTRATION.OUT file, which is in

units of feet or meters, into a column in the spreadsheet created under step 1 above. In a new column,

multiply the PA(I) times the grid infiltration (I) and divide by 43,560 sq-ft/ac to obtain infiltration

volume in ac-ft. Then sum that column to obtain total infilration volume (TIV). For this example,

the resultant volume is 599.44 ac-ft.

5. Copy the initial abstaction values (ABSTRINF(I), which are in units of inches, from the INFIL.DAT

file into the spreadsheet. In a new column, divide the ABSTRINF(I) value by 12 to convert to feet

then multiply by the total grid areato obtain the total volume of initial abstraction for each grid

element. Then sum that column. For this example, the resultant volume is 51.65 ac-ft.

6. Add the total infiltration and initial abstraction volumes to obtain WLII:

WLII: 599.44 + 51.65 :651.09 ac-ft

7. This is a very close match to the reported volume of 65I.02 ac-ft. The small difference is due to

round-off differences between what FLO-2D uses and the spreadsheet values. FLO-2D is using

double precision (16 significant digits) for all total volume numbers.

8. The spatial variability of RTIMP and,IA from INFIL.DAT may preclude a simpler approach based on

averagrng the values. To test this, average RTIMP and IA from the INFIL.DAT file and the

infrltration values from FPINFILTRATION.OUT, then perform a similar calculation. For this case,

the average values are:

RTIMP,,,:0.4778
M^ue:0.0668 inches

Infiltration"u, : 0.1135 feet

Total grid arca : RA : 9,277.8696 acres

WLII : (t -0.47 7 8)* 9,277 .869 6* 0. 1 I 3 5 + 9,27 7 .8696* 0.0668 I 12 : 549.90 + 5 1 . 65

:601.54 ac-ft.

This approach underestimates the total infiltration loss in this case. Some grid elements with the total

surface area available for infiltration may infiltate a lot of water while some partial surface area

elements may not.iqililtate very much water at all, which can result in this difference. The check

shouldbe done as described in steps 1-4 above.
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OVERLAND INFILTRATED AND INTERCEPTED WATER (OIIW)

This value (1.58 inches) is the average volume of infilfrated water lost per grid element represented as a

vertical column and includes the initial abstraction. It does not include the depression storage qOL)
value. The OIIW number represents the summation of the volume of loss on each grid element divided

by the total area on which infiltration can occur. The spatially variable abstaction area may differ from

the mea of infilftation on an individual grid element because absffaction is also computed for building

areas, infiltration is not. Therefore, the ayerage infiltration is based on the grid element pervious area,

and the average 1,4 is based on the total grid element area. OIIW is verified as follows:

PA:4,844.83306 acres

RA:9,277.86961 acres

Total Infiltation Volume (TIV): 599.44 ac-ft

Total Initial Abstraction Volume (TIAV) : 51.65 ac-ft

OIIW: ((TIV/PA) + (TIAViRA)*tZ: (599.44/4844.83306 + 51.65/9277.86961)*12: 1.55 inches.

This is a close check with the reported value of 1.58 inches. The small difference is due to round-off

between FLO-2D and the spreadsheet values. FLO-2D is using double precision (16 significant digits)

for all total volume numbers.

FLOODPLAIN STORAGE

This value (1,829.56 ac-ft) is the total volume of water remaining on the model surface at the end of the

model simulation (TFPS). It represents the total flood depth remaining on each grid element and may be

more or less than the tolerance vahte,TOL. If the volume of water entering a given grid element divided

by the surface area is less than TOL,then the depth will not reach the TOL value. In ponded areas, the

final flow depth can be greater than TOL. This volume can be verified using the depth data in feet in the

FINALDEP.OUT file. The summation of the depth on each grid element, where the flow depth exceeded

TOL, multiplied by the available grid element surface area represents the total volume left on the grid

system. The available grid element surface area considered is as follows:

The available grid element surface area is the total grid area minus the IRF area, and minus the area

of street or ID channel. Outflow grid, areais also not included. If ARF:1, then there is no available

surface area for that gid element.

This was done for tfris &ampte and the result was I,827.g5 ac-ft, which is approximately 1% less than the

reported value of 1,829.56 ac-ft. This is a reasonable check due to the use of reported depths rounded to 4

decimal places.
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rOZ FLOODPLAIN STORAGE

This value Ql.Iz ac-ft) is the total volume of flow depth left on the available surface storage area (not the

total area) at the specifred TOL depth. Multiplying the TOL vahrc for this model (0.004 feet) times the

available storage area on each grid element, as defined above for FLOODPLAIN STORAGE, and then

summing the product for every individual grid element and then dividing the sum by 43,560 sq-ft/ac

yields30.91 ac-ft. Thisresultisapproximately}.T%olessthanthereportedvalueof 31.12ac-ft. Thisisa
reasonable check. The final flow depth maybe more or less than TOL as mentioned under

FLOODPLAIN STORAGE above.

FLOODPLAIN OUTFLOW HYDROGRAPH

This value (883.42 ac-ft) is the total volume of outflow from the model through the oufflow grid elements

(TGOF). Since the inflow, infilration and storage values are known and verified, the outflow volume is

the inflow minus infiltration and storage. Storage for this check includes storage within the SWMM storm

drain collection system at the end of the model simulation (TSDS). Using reported values:

TGOF:TIV - WLII - TFPS - TSDS

TGOF :3,424.4 - 651.05 - 1829.86 - 42.48: 901.01 ac-ft. This result is approximately 2o/o greaterthan

the reported valae. SWMM is reporting a 16.8%o continuity error for this model, so this is a reasonable

check. The outflow volume can also be computed from the repor0ed hydrographs in the OUTNQ.OUT

file. Using this approach yields a total outflow volume of 883.82 ac-ft, which is a reasonable check of the

value reported in the SUMMARY.OUT file.

FLOODPLAIN OUTFLOW INFILTRATION AND STORAGE

This value (3,364.02 ac-ft) is the total of the reported WLII, TFPS and TSDS: 651.05 + 1,829.86 + 883.12

:3,364.03 ac-ft. The value reported is correct.

TOTAL SURFACE OUTFLOW AND STORAGE

This value Q,364.00 ac-ft) is arepeatof FLOODPLAIN OUTFLOWINFILTRATION AND STORAGE.

5.2.3.3 FLO-2D Storm Drain Exchange Volume, ac-ft

The SIWIM storm drain exchange volume summary statistics from the SUMMARY.OUT file are shown

on Fisure 5.3. Following Fiqure 5.3 are descriptions of each statistic listed. An extensive amount of time

has been spent verifying these statistics. FCDMC is satisfied that the values presented are correct.
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Figure 5.3 SUMMARY.OUT: Storm Drain Exchange Volume Section
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TOTAL INFLOW

This number includes all the inflow that enters the combined system including: rainfall, inflow

hydrographs, andexternalinllowtothe SD. Itshouldbe3,424.40+T19.66:3,544.06 ac-ft. Thereported

value is 3,267.16 ac-ft, which is incorrect. This bug has been reported to FLO-2D Software, Inc. and has

been fixed.

SURFACE TO STORM DRAIN SYSTEM THROUGH INLETS

This is the total volume in ac-ft that enters the SWMM system through inlets (278.061 ac-ft).

SURFACE TO STORM DRAIN THROUGH OUTFALLS

This is the total volume in ac-ft that enters the SWMM system by backing up into storm drain outfalls

from surface flows (65.945 ac-ft).

TOTAL

This is the total inflow to the storrn drain system in ac-ft. It is the sum of SUMACE TO STORM

DRAIN SYSTEM THROUGH INLETS and SUMACE TO STORM DRAIN THROUGH OUTFALLS

(344.006 ac-ft). Check against the sum of the Wet Weather Inflow plus External Inflow minus Final

Stored Volume minus Internal Outflow from the SWMM.RPT flle (278.976 + 119.658 - 42.869 - 6.808 :
348.957 ac-ft). The 4.951 ac-ft difference is due to continuity error within SWIWM.

STORNI DRAIN TO SURFACE THROUGH OUTFALLS

This is the total volume in ac-ft leaving the storm drain system through oufalls to the floodplain surface

(276.900 ac-ft). Check against External Outflow from the SWTIM.RPT file (281.935 ac-ft) minus

STORM DRAIN OLI"IFALL (OFF SYSTEM) (281.935 - 0.000 :281.935 ac-ft). The small difference

(5.035 ac-ft) is due to continuity error within SWMM.

STORM DRAIN OUTFALL (OFF SYSTENO

This is the total volume in ac-ft that leaves the storm drain system through outfalls that are not returned to

the floodplain grid surface (0.000 ac-ft).

TOTAL (comnare w/SWMM.rpt External Outflow)

This is the total volume in ac-ft that lear,es the storm drain system through outfalls including oufalls that

discharge offthe grid system (276.900 + 0.000 :276.900 ac-ft). Check against External Oufflow from

the Slth[M.RPT file (281.935 ac-ft). The small difference (5.035 ac-ft) is due to continuity error within

SWMM.
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STORM DRAIN RETURN FLOW TO SURFACE THROUGH INLETS

This is the total volume in ac-ft that leaves the storm drain system through inlets when the storm drain has

a pressure head that exceeds the surface WSEL atthe grid containing the inlet (6.809 ac-ft). Compare

with Internal Outflow from the SIYIIM.RPT file (6.808 ac-ft).

STORM DRAIN STORAGE (PONDED FLOW INLETS)

This is the volume that is accumulated in the nodes when the pressure head exceeds the rim elevation but

is below the FLO-2D WSEL,but because of the head comparison with the FLO-2D WSEL, the volume

cannot return back to the surface. Recent changes to the FL0-2D Pro model with Build 15.10.13 have

made this reporting item unnecessary and it will probably be removed in a future build.

WET WEATHER INFLOW

This value is the total inflow to the storm drain system in ac-ft from inlets and storm drain external inflow
(278.986 ac-ft). This value is taken from the SWMM.RPT file, Wet Weather Inflow. This value should

be close to the SURFACE TO STORM DRAIN SYSTEM THROUGH INLETS FLO-2D reported value

(278.06I ac-ft). The small difference is due to continuity error within SWMM.

EXTERNAL INFLOW

This value is the total inflow to the storm drain system in ac-ft through oufalls (119.662 ac-ft). This

value is taken from the SWMM.RPT file (119.658 ac-ft).

Total Storm Drain Storage (nodes+links)

This value is the total volume of water in ac-ft remaining within the storm drain system at the end of the

simulation (42.870 ac-ft). This value is taken from the SWMM.RPT file, Final Stored Volume (42.869 ac-

ft).

Continuitv Error (7o)

This is the SllfuIMvolume conservation error reported inthe SWIM.RPT file (16.813%). This value is

taken from the SWMM.RPT file. It is calculated by dividing the difference between total inflow and total

oufflow plus storage by total inflow. For this example:

Total Inflow:298.976 + 119.658 :398.634 ac-ft

Total Outflow and Storage:281.935 + 6.808 + 42.869:33L612 ac-ft

Difference : 67 ")022 ac-ft

Continuity Error: (67.022/398.634) * 100 : 16.813%.
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5.2.3.4 Totals

The SIWIM inllow and oudlow volume summary statistics from the SUMMARY.OUT file are shown on

Fieure 5.4. The following are descriptions of each statistic listed.

TOTAL OUTFLOW F'ROM GRID SYSTEM

This statistic is the total oudlow volume in ac-ft exiting the 2D surface grid system through oufflow grid

elements (883.42 ac-ft).

TOTAL VOLUME OF OUTFLOW A}[D STORAGE

This statistic is the total volume in ac-ft of outflow from the grid system including grid and lD charlnel,

ouffIow, infilfation and interception, SWMM outfall volume that discharges outside the grid, plus storage

remaining on the grid system at the end of the simulation (3,369.65 ac-ft). For this example, it should

equal the TOTAL SURf'ACE OUTFLOW AND STORAGE volume from the *+* SURITACE

OUTFLOW (ACRE-FT) *** section described above (3,364.00 ac-ft). The 5.65 ac-ft difference is due to

continuity error within SWMM.

MAXIMUM INUNDATED AREA

This value is the total surface area of inundation in acres regardless of the time of occurrence for flow

depths that are greater than the TOL parametor (7,735.05 acres). It is calculated by totaling the area of all

grids that have a maximum flow depth greater than TOL, excluding all ARF area. including global ARF

(XARF) assigned in CONT.DAT. This was verified in a spreadsheet resulting in a manually-computed

maximum inundation area of 7,534.73 acres. The 200-acre difference was deterrnined to be due to higher

precision asedby FLO-2D duingthe simulation than reported in the various maximum flow depth files,

especially for values that only slightly exceed the TOL value(s). As a result, the model reporting in

SUMMARY.OUT is considered to be more accurate than manual checks of the area of inundation.

THE MAXIMUM INUNDATED AREA OEPTH > 0.5 FT)

This value is the total surface area of inundation in acres regardless of the time of occurence for flow
depths that are greater than 0.5 feet (I)gg.g4 acres). It is calculated by totaling the area of all grids that

have a maximum flow depth greater than 0.5 feet, excluding any ARF area, outflow grid area, street and

lD channel area. This was done in a spreadsheet resulting in a maximum inundation area of 1,200.22

acres. The difference.of about 0.15%, which is due to round off error, is acceptable.
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Figure 5.4 SUMMARY.OUT: Totals Section
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PERCENT LOSS (PL)

One of the rainfall-runoff and loss indicators that reviewers can apply is to estimate the overall percent

loss due to infiltration and absfaction and then make a qualitative assessment on the reasonableness of
the value. The first step is to make sure that the model total simulation time was long enough to move the

majority of inflow and rainfall offthe surface. To make this assessment, first look at the FLOODPLAIN

STORAGE value. If it is small in relation to the total inflow volume that is a good indication that step 1

is met. If there is a large storage value, but there is also a large amount of known storage available on the

surface including retention sfuctures, levees, etc, then check a downstream main channel hydrograph for

a small discharge rute atthe tail. This can be done using predefined hydrographs written to the

HYCROSS.OUT file. The model simulation time may need to be extended if indicated by these checks.

After the reviewer is satisfied that most of the inflow has moved through the system, calculate the percent

loss (PL) as follows:

PL : WLIffiIV*100 : 651.05 ac-ft13,424.40 ac-ft * 100: 19.01%

Keep in mind that this percentage also represents transmission losses in addition to rainfall infiltration and

initial abstraction. For a highly urbanized watershed, this is a reasonable percentage, based on

engineering judgment.
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5.3 Hydrographs

Hydrographs are used to summarize output from the floodplain grids, ouflow grids, 1D channels,

hydraulic structures, storm drain components, and levees and dams overtopping or breaching.

5.3.1 Floodplain Grids

Runoff hydrographs for specific locations are generated in FL0-2D for predefined locations using the

FPXSEC.DAT input datafile. A cross section is defined by a single line in thatfile. The FLO-2D gids
to be summed are assigned along with the number of grids for the cross section and the single flow

direction that will be used for all the sids. FL0-2D will determine the discharge leaving each grid for

every reporting time step by summing the discharge for the preselected side plus the discharges for the

two adjoining sides. Then the resultant discharges for the cross section grids are summed for each

reporting time step.

The proper selection of grids for each cross section is very important. The cross section grids should be

selected so they form a line perpendicular to the dominant flow direction. The grid octagon side

corresponding to the dominant flow direction is assigned as the side to use for totaling the discharge for

all grids in the cross section.

The resultant hydrograph for each cross section is written to the HYCROSS.OUT file. The identifier for

each cross section hydrograph is the order number that it appears in the FPXSEC.DAT file. This frle

includes information regarding the top width, depth, velocity and discharge for each output time interval.

This information can be viewed using the HYDROG program or graphed in MS Excel. The

CROSSQ.OUT file contains the grid element hydrographs for each of the floodplain elements in the cross

section.

5.3.2 Outflow Grids

The peak discharge leaving the model ateach oudlow element is written to the OUTNQ.OUT FLO-2D

output file. Oudlow grid peak discharges can also be written to a INFLOWx.DAT file to generate

hydrographs that can be used as inflow hydrographs to a separate downsfieam FL0-2D model with a

different grid system. This option is set in the OUTFLOW.DAT frle. This inforrnation can be plotted and

viewed using MS Excel.

5.3.3 Channels

The channel hydraulics output file, HYCHAN.OUT, contains a hydrograph for each channel element and

includes time, water surface elevation, thalweg depth, ayerage velocity, discharge, Froude number,
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wetted perimeter, hydraulic radius, top width, width-to-depth ratio, energy slope, bed shear sfress and

surface area. This information can be viewed using the FL0-2D HYDROG program or graphed in MS

Excel. FCDMChas also developed GIS- and web-based tools thatcanbe used to view these hydrographs

and export the data to MX Excel.

5.3.4 Hydraulic Structures

The hydraulic structures output file, HYDROSTRUCT.OUT, contains a hydrograph for each structure

and includes time and discharge. This information can be plotted and viewed using MS Excel. FCDMC

has also developed GlSL and web-based tools that can be used to view these hydrographs and export the

data to MS Excel.

5.3.5 Levees and Dams

If a levee or dam is overtopped during the simulation the discharge hydrograph overtopping the levee is

written to the LEVEOVERTOP.OUT file. This file includes the time when the overtopping started, total

discharge, discharge in each direction and peak discharge for each element of the levee. This information

can be plotted and viewed using MS Excel.

If a levee or dam is breached using the functions in the LEVEE.DAT, the breach hydrograph is written to

the LEVEE.OUT file. This file contains the time and direction of the failure, and for each levee element

breached, the water surface elevation, failure width, and breach discharge for each output time interval.

Also, if the structures are breached using the functions in the BREACH.DAT file, the breach hydrograph

is written to the BREACH.OUT frle. This file contains the time, direction, breach discharge, sediment

discharge, sediment concentration, bottom width, top width and breach elevation. This information can

be plotted and viewed using MS Excel.

s.3.6 SWMM

Several files are created to report the results ofthe storm drain system and these are:

o SWMMOUTFIN.OUT - reports the outfall discharge hydrograph to FLO-2D. This information

can be plotted and viewed using MS Excel.

o SWMMQIN.OUT -reports the inflow discharge hydrograph to the storm drain system. This

information can be plotted and viewed using MS Excel.

o SWMM.RPT lbontains the discharge hydrograph for every drain inlet, outlet and conduit. The

dischmge hydrographs can be viewed using GDS'.
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o SWMM.OUT - this is a binary output frle with results reported temporally and spatially that is

readby the EPA SWMMGUI.

5.4 Flooding Depths, Elevations, and Profiles

There are several different files that provide results on depth, water surface elevation and profiles. These

are summarized below: This information can be viewed using the programs included with FLO-2D,

MAPPERPRO, MAPPER+r and MAXPLOT. Additional informationregarding these programs is

included in Section 2.2 andthe FLO-2D user manuals.

5.4.1 General

BASE.OUT - all-inclusive output file that contains flow depth, velocity, water surface elevation and

discharge for either the channel or floodplain grid elements. It can be tailored to increase or decrease the

amount of data written to it by changing the NOPRTFP andlor NOPRTC variables in the CONT.DAT

input data file.

DEPTH.OUT - contains the maximum combined channel or floodplain flow depths for each grid

element.

DEPTHTOL OUT - contains the maximum combined channel and floodplain flow depths greater than the

TOLvahte. Values less than the TOL value are set to zero.

5.4.2 Floodplain grids

DEPFP.OUT - contains the maximum floodplain flow depths.

FINALDEP.OUT - contains the final floodplain flow depths.

INTERGWS.OUT - contains the maximum floodplain water surface elevations for grid elements with

flow depth greater than zero.

MAXWSELEV.OUT - contains the maximum floodplain water surfac" 
"l"rutiom 

for all grid elements.

5.4.3 Channels

DEPCH.OUT - contains the maximum channel flow depths.

CHANMAX.OUT - includes the maximum discharge and stage for each channel element and time of
occulTence. \
CHANWS.OUT - includes the maximum channel water surface elevation.
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5.4.4 Profiles

Water surface profiles of the channel can be viewed using the program included with FL0-2D,

PROFILES. The storm drain system profiles can be viewed by usrng the SWMMGUI.

Plot profile command in MAPPER ++.

5.5 Flood Hazard Identification
The MAPPER PRO program can be used to develop flood hazard maps. Instructions on how to develop

the hazard, maps arc included in the white paper published by FL0-2D called, Hazard Maps.PDl' (FLO-

2D Softrryare, Inc., 2008).

5.6 Flow Depth Animations

Flow depth animations can be developed using the programs MAXPLOT, MAPPER PRO and SWMM

GUI. Animations of the overland flow are created in MAXPLOT and MAPPER by setting the ITIMTEP

variable in the CONT.DAT file. ITIMTEP is the time interval of the animation. The SrWtlM GUI shows

an animation of the storm drain system and the controls are found on the Map Browser panel. The time

interval is set using the reporting time step (REPORT_STEP in the SWfuIM.INP file). Animations

rendered in Google Earth can be generated from the TIMDEP.OUT file using a computer program

developed by FCDMC, which is available upon request to the FCDMC Engineering Division, Special

Projects Branch.

5.7 GI,S Integration

ESl.Rl shapefiles can be imported into FL0-2D GDS', Mapper Pro and Mapper ++ to help create and

review models. Shapefiles are also automatically created by Mapper Pro and Mapper +* for all map plots

and can be imported into ArcGIS. These files include:

o Maximum depth and final floodplain depth as a grid, contours and shaded contours

. Maximum velocity and final velocity as agid, contours, shaded contours and vectors.

The FCDMC is developing a GIS- and web-based dissemination tool for FLO-2D projects. The planned

capabilities include:

o Base layers such as aerial photographs and streets

o Input data such\as grid ground elevation, roughness, and rainfall loss parameters

r Output data such as flow depth, velocrty *i discharge
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o Temporal animations

. Hydrographs

The tool will be made available for internal and public use.

5.8 Summary and Conclusion

The FL0-2D Pro model has extensive output capabilities. The above is only a brief overview of the more

important output files generated by the program. There is sufficient output generated in appropriate

formats to meet the requirements of the FCDMC.
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6 APPROVAL AND STIPULATIONS

6.1 General

The detailed application testing documented in this report supports granting approval of the FLO-2D

model for use on FCDMC projects for various puposes, including regulation, watershed planning, flood

hazrdmitigation, emergency action plans, and even for design where appropriate. This document is

intended to ensure that FCDMC minimum requirements for hydrologic and hydraulic modeling are met.

FL0-2D inherently requires a higher level of detail than fiaditional 1D models. If the appropriate level of
detail for an intended purpose is not available, then FLO-2D may not be an appropriate choice.

These tests verifi, that the various computations performed by FLO-2D components, including rainfall

loss, hydraulic interaction between grid elements, 1D channel hydraulics, hydraulic structures,

obstructions to flow, the interface with the EPA-SWItIM model and outputting of results, all individually

function appropriately compared with current industry standards. The various components, when

functioning as a whole, can reasonably reproduce actual storm results when applied using proper input

data, level of detail, and engineering judgment. As with any hydrologic or hydraulic model whose

components are technically correct, the results are only as good as the data used and the experience and

judgment of the modeler.

Several older versions of the program were used in running the test models for the purpose of formalizing

approval of FLO-2D for previous studies based on the older versions. The results of some of the multiple

version testing are not documented in detail in this report to keep the report to a reasonable length. The

results are similar to the model builds documented herein. The specific version approvals and stipulations

forthe use ofeach are listed in Section 6.2.

6.2 FLO-ZD Version Approvals

6.2.1 FLO-2D 2009.06

All builds of FLO-2D 2009.06 are approved for hydrologic and hydraulic modeling. Approval

stipulations are:

1. Only the G&A ranfall loss method is allowed. Extreme care should be taken when applying this

method because FL.O-2D computes both rainfall loss and transmission loss. The transmission loss

component can easily be overestimated. Refer to Section 7.2.

2. Hydraulic structures are to only be modeled using the rating table or rating curve methods.
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3. The 1D channel component may be applied but care should be exercised in properly setting up the

transitions between floodplain grids and the beginning and end of each lD channel segment. Also,

very wide cross sections may result in isolated grid elements within the channel not being excluded

from the model.

6.2.2 FLO-2D Pro Build 12.10.02 through 15.07.12

1. Only the G&A ranfall loss method is allowed. Extreme care should be taken when applying this

method because FLO-2D computes both rainfall loss and transmission loss. The transmission loss

component can easily be overestimated. Refer to Section 7.2.

2. Hydraulic structures are to only be modeled using the rating table or rating curve methods.

3. The lD channel component may be applied but care should be exercised in properly setting up the

transitions between floodplain grids and the beginning and end of each /D channel segment. Also,

very wide cross sections may result in isolated grid elements within the channel not being excluded

from the model.

4. The SWMM storm drain component was under development for these builds. Models using the storm

drain component should be based on Build 15.10.13 forfinal results.

6.2.3 FLO-2D Pro Build 15.10.13 and Newer

1. Only the G&A ranfall loss method is allowed. Extreme care should be taken when applying this

method because FLO-2D computes both rainfall loss and transmission loss. The transmission loss

component can easily be overestimated. Refer to Section 7.2.

2. Hydraulic sfructures may be modeled using the rating table, rating curve, or general equations

methods.

3. The ID channel component may be applied but care should be exercised in properly setting up the

transitions between floodplain grids and the beginning and end of each lD channelreach.

4. Application of the SWMM storm drain component is allowed.

6.2.4 Future Program Releases

Program releases after build 15.10.13 must receive prior approval by the FCDMC Engineering Division

before application on FCDMC projects or for modeling that will require FCDMC approval. FCDMC will
run the series of test models discussed herein, and review the results and compare with known benchmark

data before approving.qnew build for application.
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7 APPLICATION RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Introduction

This section includes recommended approaches and procedures for applying various FL0-2D
components. These are based on experience gained by application of the FL0-2D model on FCDMC

projects over the past several years, and from development of the various test models documented herein.

It is not intended to be a complete application guide. The intent is to provide lessons learned. The user is

encouraged to explore new and cost-effective methods, tools and procedures for developing the large and

complex models that FL0-2D is capable of. Passing new ideas and methods along to the FLO-2D

community is encouraged.

7.2 Procedures for Handling Rainfall Losses

7.2.1 General

The volume of water routed on the surface is perhaps the most important aspect of the 2D surface model.

FCDMC usesthe G&A method for estimating rainfall and transmission losses, which controls how much

volume is on the surface. Similarto HEC-L and,HEL-HMS, FLO-2D is currently only capable of
simulating the surface soil as a single horizon. Multiple soil horizons are not accounted for. Originally,

the FL0-2D model treated the surface soil horizon (versions up through 2009.06) as an unlimited
reservoir. The model would continue to infilffate water as long as there was flow depth on the surface in

excess of TOL after IA was met. This could significantly over estimate losses because of the spatial

variability of physical soil properties and the case where impermeable soil horizons exist. With the

addition of a spatially-variable UD opion, the user has significantly more confiol over the volume of
water infiltrated.

Other parameters and settings affecting rainfall and transmission losses discussed in this section are IA,
TOL, XKSAT, DTTIETA,Shallow n, and R:I'IMP.

7.2.2 Limiting Infiltration Depth

The LID option allows for setting a soil horizon depth limit. When infiltation penetrates to the assigned

LID for a grid element, and, DTHETA is flled,, infilnation is no longer allowed to occur for that grid

element. To apply this.option, the following should be considered:

1. The I/RCS S'S'URGC) soil databases that the FCDMC uses to estimate G&A pararteters should be

consulted to determine if there is an impervious soil horizon shallow enough to warrant being

7-t
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included in the model. Then, if the impermeable horizon is for a component soil that is only a portion

of a Soil Map Unit (SM(D, engineering judgment should be used to determine the spatial extent. This

may warrant a field investigation. Otherwise, the depth of the impermeable soil horizon should be

assigned for the entire extent of the SMU, also based on engineering judgment. An Excel spreadsheet

can be obtained upon request from the FCDMC, Engineering Division, Special Projects Branch that

includes a listing of soil horizons for every SMU withn Maricopa County.

2. LID can be applied as a calibration tool. Refer to Section 7.7.

7.2.3 IA and TOL

,L4 is the initial abstraction parameter and TOL isthe FLO-2D control setting that is the minimum flow
depth on a grid element before volume can be exchanged with adjacent grid elements. The two are

similar and complimentary. For rainfall-runoffmodels, TOL is recommended to be set to a small value.

FCDMC recommends a minimum setting of 0.004 feet or about 0.05 inches. Since TOL effectively

functions as a form of IA,the FCDMC estimate of IA for each grid element should be adjusted by

subtracting the assigned TOL value.

For FCDMC projects, IA is normally assigned using a Surface Feature Characteization. Refer to Section

7 .2.7 for a discussion. IA can also be used as a calibration parameter. Refer to Section 7.7.

7.2.4 XKSAT

The FCDMC standard rainfall loss method includes an adjustment to bare growtdXKSA7to account for

the effects of soil crusting, ground cover and vegetative canopy cover. Refer to the DDM Hydrolog,t

(FCDMC, 2013a). This adjustment is not recommended for use with the FL0-2D model. Instead, bare

ground XKSAZ should be used. The FLO-2D G&A implementation computes transmission losses in

combination with rainfall loss. The vegetative correction may not be appropriate for long term infiltration

other than rainfall loss; therefore, until more is known about these processes, FCDMC has elected to not

account for XKSAT adjustment due to vegetation effects for 2D hydrologic modeling.

The FCDMC standard rainfall loss method also includes a recommended method for log-area-averaging

XKSAT for 1D hydrology models. The FL0-2D GD,S program applies this approach *hs1 ssmputing the

bare ground XK57 Z estimate for each grid element. When other methods such as G1,S are used,

application of the log-are a-averagrng procedure is not necess ary. XKSAT may be assigned by overlaying

the NRCS soil survey polygons over the grid and assigning the value of XKSAT from the SMU at the

center of each grid elem\ent. Log-area-ave ragingis not necessary because the grid size is very small in

comparison with typical SMU polygon areas. XKSAT is not recommended to be used as a model
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calibration parameter unless the other calibration options are not sufficient. lf this becomes necessary,

obtaining field measured G&A parameters may be required.

7.2.5 DTHETA

DTI{ETA should be applied as recommended in the DDM Hydrolo&y (FCDMC,20L3a).

For lD Channels: To apply the FCDMCdefinition of DTHETA,set the Flo-2Dparameters SATI, SATF

and POROS as follows: SATF : 1.0 and SAn : SATF - DTIIETA, where DTIIETA is the average value

for all channel reaches or elements in the model , and POROS: 0 or 1 . When POROS is set equal to zero

(0),FL0-2D does not multtply DTHEIA by POROS. POROS can also be set equal to one (1) when

volumetric DTHETA is used. FLO-2D will multiply DTIIETA by one (1), which has the same effect as

using zero (1). Refer to Section 2.3.3.5.

For Floodplain Grids: To apply the FCDMC defrnrtionof DTHETA,setthe FL0-2D paraneters SATI,

SATF and POROS as follows: SATF:1.0 and SATI:0, and POROS: 0 or 1.

DTI{ETA can be used as a calibration parameter, particularly when modeling aciral storms and the soil

moisture condition can be estimated. Refer to Section 7.7.

7.2.6 PSIF

PSYFshould be applied as recommended in the DDMHydrologlt (FCDMC, 2013a). PS7Fshould not be

used as a calibration parameter except under the same conditions as,ITSZL

7.2.7 RTIMP
RTIMP is a critical input parameter. Watersheds with large areas of natural and/or developed impervious

area must have as accurate a grid-based estimate of RTIMP as possible. For natural watersheds, the

minimum approach is to use the NRC,S Soil Survey R:I'IMP values provided by FCDMC. These estimates

should be field verified for reasonableness. The modeler may need to estimate polygons of various levels

of impervious area based on aerial photography in combination with field reconnaissance/survey

information. RTIMP estimates for use with FLO-2D are considered 100% effective or directly connected

hydraulically. Since the FLO-2D grid element is small in relation to the watershed as a whole, this is a

valid assumption. In contrast, the FCDMC 1D hydrology models allow for reducing the amount

impervious areato an estimate of the impervious area that is directly connected to the watershed outlet or

concenfrationpoint.'.,

FCDMC prefers that Rll'lMP for urban areas be estimated using a detailed Surface Feature

Characteization. This consists of a detailed GlSpolgon-based feature class of the surface type classes
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listed in Tabls 7.l. The level of detail will vary depending on the availability of supporting data. The

polygons for the various type classes are tlpically generated using the following methods:

1. From cartography line work created by the aerial mapping company as a part of the contract to

generate a detailed three dimensional (3D) surface of the study area.

2. From polygons of various features digitized manually from available ortho-rectified aerial

photographs. This method is normally used to supplement item 1 where development has occurred

since the aerial mapping flight date or to add features not generated by the mapping contractor.

3 . From raster to vector software such as Feature Analyst (TEXTRON Systems, 20 16) using available

ortho-rectified aerial photographs.

This approach can provide an accurate estimate of the actual imperious area within each grid element.

This information is also used for assigning initial values of IA, DTHETA andn-value for each grid

element. The 'Priority' field is used for addressing the situation where type class polygons of one tlpe
overlay polygons of other tlpe classes. The priority establishes the order for clipping the various type

class polygons using G1S tools to create a complete surface feature characteization without any overlaps

or gaps.

The other areas remaining unclassified in a study area are assigned type classes using NRCS Soil survey

polygons for the geomorphic features listed in Table 7.2. These are generaliznd surface types that can be

adjusted manually as necessary. RTIMP values for these class types are assigned from the NRCS SMU

data.

Table 7.1 Surface Feature Characterization Type Classifications

CLASS
ID Type Class Description IA RTIMP InitSat n Type Priorityl

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (e)

0
Natural High
Vegetation

'l'rees 0 10 0 dry 0 065 Natural t6

1

Natural
Medium

Vegetation
Shrubs and brush 0 10 0 dry 0 030 Natural 18

2
Natural Low
Vegetation

Grass and 1or,r,

shrubs 0 10 0 dry 0 055 Natural 20

J
lJrban High
Vegetation Trees 0 10 0 norlnal 0 065 l]rban 15
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Table 7.1 Surface Feature Characterization Type Classifications

CLASS
ID Type Class Description IA RTIMP InitSat n Type Priorityl

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (e)

4
IJrban

Medium
Vegetation

Shrubs and bushes 0 10 0 normal 0.055 lJrban t7

5
Urban Low
Vegetation

Lawns and low
shrubs

010 0 normal 0 045 lJrban 19

6
Mountain

Bare Ground
Mountain bare

ground 0.25 0 dry 0 050 Natural 22

7
Hillslope

Bare Ground
Hillslope Bare

Ground 0. 15 0 dry 0 045 Natural 23

8
Desert

Rangeland
Bare Ground

Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040 Natural 24

9
lJrban Bare

Ground urban Bare Grourd 020 0 dry 0 035 l]rban 2l

10
Desert

Landscaping
permeable

Desert landscaping
without an

impermeable
membrane

020 0 normal 0.040 l]rban I4

11

Desert
Landscaping
impermeable

Desert landscaping
with impermeable

membrane
010 95 saturated 0 040 lJrban 8

t2 Wash
Bottom

Natural wash and
river bottoms 010 0 dry 0 035 Natural t2

13 Concrete Sidewalks, curb,
patios 0.05 98 normal 0 016 lJrban 4

T4 Asphalt Streets and parking
lots

005 95 normal 0 020 Urban 5

t5 Buildings
Physical structures

that are flow
obstructions

005 95 normal 0 024 l]rban 1

16
Shade

Structures
Parking covers,

canopies 0.05 98 normal 0 035 l]rban 6
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Table 7.1, Surface Feature Characterization Type Classifications

CLASS
ID Type Class Description IA RTIMP InitSat n Type Priorityl

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (e)

t7 Water Lakes, canals,
ponds 0.00 100 satrrated 0 040 Urban 7

18
Srvimming

Pools
Pools 300 100 saturated 0.040 l]rban 2

19 Rock 100
Large extents of

solid rock outcrop 0.25 95 dry 0 060 Natural 10

20 Rock 85
Broken fractured

rock outcrop 025 80 dry 0.050 Natural 11

2l lJnpaved
road

Gravel and dirt
roadways and

shoulders
010 50 dry 0 026 Urban 9

aa Agricultural Farm fields 050 0 normal 0 060 Urban 13

23 Rock Rrprap
Rock riprap lined

channel banks
andlor bed

425 95 dry 0 065 Natural .t
J

' Higher mrmbered priorities are erased with lower mrnbered priorities. Erase the largest number (23) with the next
highest number (22). Merge the two, then erase with 2 l. Merge 2 1 with 22 & 23, etc.

Ttble 7.2 Geomorphic Feature Type Classifications

Geomorphic Feature CLASS-ID Type Type_Class IA RTIMP InitSat n

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

alluvial fans 8 Natr-ral Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground 0.3 5 0 dry 0 040

alluvial fans\basin floors 8 Natural Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground 0.3 5 0 dry 0 040

alluvial .

lbns\channel s\t.ou", i 8 Natural Desert Itangeland
Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040
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Table 7.2 Geomorphic Feature Type Classifications

Geomorphic Feature CLASS-ID Type Type_Class IA RTIMP lnitSat n

(1) 12) (3) (1) (5) (6) (7) (8)

alluvial fans\fan terraces 8 Nattral Desert Rangeland
ISare (iround 0 35 0 dry 0 040

alluvial tans\flood plains 8 Natural Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040

alluvial fans\tlood
plains\stream terraces 8 Natural Desert Rangeland

Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040

alluvial fans\tlgod
plains\temaces 8 Natural Desert Rangeland

Bare Ground 0 35 0 clry 0 040

alluvial fans\plains 8 Natural Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040

al lurrial fans\plains\stre am
terraces 8 Natual Desert Rarrgeland

Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040

allur,ial fans\ridges 8 Natural Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040

alluvial tans\stream terraces 8 Natural Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground 035 0 dr"v 0 t)40

alluvial fans\telrac e s 8 Nattral Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040

basin floors 8 Natural Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040

basin floors\fan terraces 8 Natural l)esert Rangeland
Bare Ground 035 0 dry 0 040

dunes B Natural Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground 0.3 5 0 da,u 0.040

f'an terraces 8 Natural Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040

fan terraces\hills 7 Natural Hillslope Bare
Ground 0 15 0 dry 0 045

f-an terraces\stream terraces 8 Natr-ral Desert Rangelancl
Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040
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Table 7.2 Geomorphic Feature Type Classifications

Geomorphic Feature CLASS-ID Type Type_Class IA RTIMP lnitSat n

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

fans\tlood plains 8 Nattral I)esert Rangeland
Bare (iround 0 35 0 dry 0 040

flood plains l2 Natural Wash Bottom 0,1 0 dry 0 035

tlood plains\stream terraces 8 Natural Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground t) 35 0 dry 0 040

flood plains\terraces 8 Natural Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040

florvs\hulls l Natural Hillslope Bare
Ground 0 15 0 dry 0 045

fl o rvs\hi I 1 s\mounta ins 6 Natural Mountain Bare
Ground 025 0 drr, 0 050

hrl1s 7 Natural Hillslope Bare
Ground 0 15 0 dqv 0 045

hillsVava tfou,s 7 Natural Hillslope Bare
Ground 0 15 0 d11 0 045

hills\lava tlo lvs\mountains 6 Natural Mountain Bare
Ground 0.2s 0 dry 0 050

hr1ls\mountain slopes 6 Natural Mountain Bare
Ground 025 0 dry 0 050

hills\mountains 6 Natural Mountain Bare
Ground 025 0 dry 0 050

hrlIs\pediments '7
I Natural Hillslope Bare

Ground 0 15 0 dry 0 045

hillslopes 7 Natural Hillslope Bare
Ground 0 15 0 d11 0 045

hrll slopes\mountain skrpe s 6 Natrral Mountain Bare
Ground 0.25 0 dr"v 0 050

hillslopes\rnountain
slopes\pediments 6 Natrral Mountain Bare

Ground 025 0 dr5' 0 050

Lullslopes\pediments 7 Natural Flillslope Bare
Ground 0 15 0 d1v 0 045
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Tahle 7.2 Geomorphic Feature Type Classifications

Geomorphic Feature CLASS_ID Type Type_Class IA RTIMP lnitSat n

(1) 12) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

mountain slopes 6 Nattral Mountain Bare
Ground 025 0 dry 0 050

mountains 6 Natural Mountain Bare
Ground 0.25 0 dry 0 050

pediments 7 Natural Hillslope Bare
Ground 0 15 0 dry 0 045

plains 8 Natural Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040

plains\stream terraoes 8 Natural Desert Rangeland
Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040

plains\terraces 8 Natural l)esert Rangeland
Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040

stream terraces 8 Natural Desert Rangeland
Bare Grouncl

0 35 0 dry 0 t)40

terraces 8 Natural Desert Rangel and
Bare Ground 0 35 0 dry 0 040

An example excerpt from a Surface Feature Characteization from the Lower Indian Bend Wash,4 DMP is

shown on Figure 7.1 . The FLO-2D model for this ADMP uses a 20 foot grid size. The surface features

are represented at ahigh degree ofaccuracy including building obstructions.
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Figure 7.1 Example Surface Feature Characterization

Legend
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f Unpaved road

Urban Bare Ground

I Urban High Vegetation

ffi Urban Low Vegetation

Wash Bottom

Iwater
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7.3 Obstructions to F''low

Obsffuctions to flow for most FCDMC FL0-2D models consist of buildings and walls. General practices

for the FCDMC approach to modeling these obstructions using FL0-2D are described in the following

sections.

7.3.1 Buildings

In general, buildings should always be modeled as obstructions to flow unless there is strong reason not

to. FCDMC recommends that buildings be modeled using the IRF input parameter. Buildings that are

larger than the grid size may completely enclose entire grid elements. The completely enclosed grid

elements should have an ARF assignment of I using the 'T' record in the,4RtrDAT input data file. The

adjacent grids along the edge of a building that are only partially covered by the building should have a

partial ARF assignment in the 2nd field of the WRF record. The WRF values for these grids should be

assignedavalueof0.0infields3throughl0. Ifthemodelisarainfall-runoffmodel,thenthebuilding
rainfall switch (IRAINBUILDING) should be set to 1. Refer tothe FLO-2D Pro Data Input Manual

(FLO-2DSoftware,Inc.,2015d)foradditionalguidance. Ifrunofffromabuildingorportionsofa
building need to be routed to a downspout location, guidance is provided in the supplemental FL0-2D
handout document Buildins Roqf Runo.{f with Downspouts (FLO-2D Software, Inc., 2015a). The

elevations for the building grids should be carefully evaluated to ensure positive drainage for the roof to

the desired side of the building and to remove any ponding.

For FCDMC projects, flow obstructions caused by buildings are normally assigned using a Surface

Feature Characteization. Refer to Section 7 .2.7 for a discussion.

7.3.2 Walls

FCDMC recommends that walls that are solid obstructions (masonry and concrete walls) be modeled.

The approach should be to model the walls using the FLO-2D levee component. For recent FCDMC

projects, wall alignments are provided as GIS 3D polylines. Under FCDMC specifications, these lines me

generated by the mapping contractor as a part of the topographic mapping used for the project. The walls

may be set to fail when the flow depth against the wall reaches a specified depth. Modeling of walls to

fail may or may not be written in to the project scope depending on the goals of the study. Generally,

FCDMC asks that not all walls be added into the FL0-2D input data files at one time. The normal

procedure is to run thq model first without walls and then use the flow pattern results to target specific

walls that need to Ue in)tuded. This can be an iterative process because the diversions caused by added
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walls may result in the need to add additional walls. Simulating alarge number of walls can slow the

model significantly, which is why this approach is used.

7.4 Manning's n-Yalues

7.4.1 General

Appropriate definition of surface roughness is a critical part of FLO-2D model development. The

following sections set forth FCDMC guidance for n-value selection and application.

7.4.2 Depth-Variablez-ValueApproach

FCDMC recommends use of the depth-variable ru-value option for most FLO-2D models. A possible

reason for not using this option is discussed in Section 7.4.3.

7.4.3 Shallow n

FCDMC recommends that the Shallow n pararr,eter be applied for watersheds that are predominately

natural. Learn more about the Shallow n parameter in Shallow Flow Rouehness and TOL Values (FLO-

2D Softrvare, Inc., 2015e). Care should be taken to not apply too high a value for rainfall-runoff models

as Shallow n can significantly increase transmission loss by causing unrealistically low velocities in areas

with small flow depths. In general, Shallow n catbe assigned as follows, but the user should apply these

using engineering judgment based on the physical characteristics present:

1. Hrghly developed urban areas (little natural surface remaining): 0.10 to 0.12.

2. Natural areas, desert rangeland: 0.12 to 0.15

3. Natural areas, hillslope:0.12 to 0.18

4. Natural areas, mountain: 0.15 to 0.20

Shallow n canbe used as a calibration parameter as follows: 1) reduce the value if the model results lag

behind measured or the measured runoff volume is greater than the model results, and 2) increase the

valu.e if the measured results lag the model results or the model runoff volume is greater than the

measured. Adjustments to Shallow n for model calibration should only be attempted after applying the

LID and IA calibralion options, and/or improving model routing times by appropriate application of 1D

channels or multiple channels.

The Shallow n option may be turned offfor highly urbanized watersheds when model timing is lagging

behind measured, the majority of the conveyance areas are paved, and:
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, . Appropriate application of other hydraulic lneasures to improve model response such as the use
of 1D channels and/or multiple channels does not resolve the timing issue,

o Adjustment of grids defining the street crowns and gutters to provide uniform longitudinal slopes
does not resolve the timing issue,

o Use of a low Shallow r setting of 0.1 does not resolve the timing issue, and

o Flow depths are mostly shallow and the street conveyance system has unreasonably low
velocities when compared with normal depth street hydraulic calculations.

Shallow z is turned off by turning offthe depth-variable n option, which is done by setting the AMANN
control parameter to '-99.'

7.4.4 Spatially-V^riedn
Manning's n should be spatially-varied for all models. The standard n-valte assignment, assuming the

depth-variable n-value option is turned on, is for flow depths of 3 feet and greater. Typically, FLO-2D n-

value assignments should be greater than are normally used for lDhydrailic modeling because of the

unsteady and non-uniform flow contribution between elements and the flow not being oriented in one

direction. FCDMC has established n-values for the various surface feature classes described in Section

7.2.7, as listed in Table 7. I andTable 7.2. These are initial starting values that should be adjusted by the

modeler based on actual surface conditions within the study area. As model development progresses and

initial output results become available, the modeler should carefully examine n-value adjustments

dynamically made by the FLO-2D program. These are listed in the ROUGH.OUT file primarily as a

result of the limiting Froude number option application. The FLO-2D program will increase or decrease

the n-valte to reach the target Froude number. Refer to FLO-2D Limitins Froude Number Aoolication

Guidelines (FLO-2D Software, hrc., 2010) for more information.

The values in the ROUGH.OUT file can be used in conjunction with information in the TIME.OUT file
to revise the assigned n-value for critical grid elements that are slowing down the model. It is not

recommended to change all of the n-vahe assignments to match the maximum n-value listed in the

ROUGH.OUT file. Instead, work on the grid elements slowing the model, including adjacentgrids, and

the grid elements that are being reset to unreasonably high values and their adjacent grid elements. Select

and assign a new more reasonable value somewhere in between the original setting and the maximum

setting and rerun the model. This is an iterative process. Keep in mind that sometimes the maximum n-

value for a grid in the ROUGH.OUT file could be occurring early in the simulation on a steep cross slope

perpendicular to a wash. The n-value adjustments me made for that slope/conveyance condition. Later in

the simulation, when flow is dominated by runoff in the channel perpendicular to the cross slope, the

adjusted n-vahte may be too high for the slope/conveyance relationship of the main channel. This is only
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one example that illustrates why changing all of the ru-values in the TOPO.DAT or FPLAIN.DAT files to

match the maximum n-values from the ROUGH.OUT file can lead to complications.

7.4.5 n-Value Adjustment for Deep Ponded Areas

Deep water with slow velocity in reservoirs, detention basins or other ponded features represents a unique

condition for flood routing inthe FLO-2D Pro Model. Refer to FL0-2D Pro Reservoir Routins and

Ponded Flow (FLO-2D Software, Inc., 2014b) for a full description of the issues and technical guidance.

In conjunction with application of theDEPTOL parameter in the TOLER.DAT input datafile, it is
recommended to increase the Manning's n-value for grids in deep ponded areas. The values in Table 7.3

provide a starting point for making such adjusfrnents. Applyirg the DEPTOL parameter may help with
stability issues associated with large ponded depth areas.

Table 7.3 Ponding Depth n-Values

Ponding Depth Range Base n-value

(1) (2)

5-8 ft 0 080

8- 10 ft 0 100

10- 15 ft 0 200

1511 and greater 0 300

7.5 Courant Number

The FLO-2D control variables COURANTFP, COURANTC, and COURANTST allow the user to

specify the Courant Number stability parameter for floodplain grids, lD channels, and street elements,

respectively. The Courant Number is used to limit the time step magnitude to avoid surging and still
allow lmge enough time steps to complete the simulation in a reasonable timeframe. Guidance in the

application of the Courant Number is provided in User Assisned Courant Number in TOLER.DAT-for

EnhancedModelNumericalStability(FLO-2DSoftware,Inc.,20l2b). FLO-2Dmodelswithoutahigh

degree of complexity can normally be run with a CourantNumber setting of 0.6. However, models with

complex hydraulic structures, 1D channels, levees andlor storm drains may require a reduced Courant

Nnmber to avoid numerical surging. Refer to Section 1.2.5.1() for examples. The modeler should

carefully examine maximum velocities, and water surface profiles and ou@ut hydrographs for
inappropriate oscillations, that may indicate surging and the need for lower Courant number settings.
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7.6 DEPTOL and WAVEMAX
The DEPTOL and WAVEMAX control parameters should normally be set to zero (0) for FCDMC

models. Refer to the user manuals for guidance.

7.7 CalibrationTechniques

7.7.1 General

FLO-2D model results should be checked for reasonableness, verified against documented flood depths

from actual storm events, and calibrated whenever sufficient gage datais available. Guidance for each of
these approaches is provided in the following sections.

7.7.2 Checks for Reasonableness

Checks for reasonableness include, but are not limited to, the following:

r Plotting and examination of hydrographs from floodplain cross section, 1D channel cross
sections, hydraulic structure hydrographs, storm drain inlet, pipe and outflow hydrographs.

e Comparison of peak discharge results with indirect methods. Refer to Chapter 8 of DDM
Hydrology (FCDMC, 20I3a). These indirect method checks should only be applied for mostly
natural tributary watersheds similar to the gaged watersheds the data comes from and where the
watershed area catT be accurately estimated.

. Where appropriate, general hydrograph shape and proportion of volume (roughly ll3 of volume
before the peak and,213 after the peak).

r Summary volumes and statistics in the SUMMARY.OUT file.
o Water surface profiles at critical locations or points of concern within the study area.

o Examination of retention basins to ensure that flow intended to reach each basin actually does.

o Flow direction vectors in and around flow obstructions to ensure they are coded correctly.

. Significant areas of ponded water to ensure that the grid elevations correctly represent the actual
storage.

. Grid elevations along street center lines and gutters to ensure that the street systems are properly
represented.

. Grid elevations along embankments to ensure that they are properly represented.

o Maximum velocities.

7.7.3 Verification/ConfidenceChecks

FCDMC project FLO-2D models should be run using at least one actual storm GARR data set. The

results should then be checked for reasonableness against actual depth data obtained from available

sources, including but not limited to:
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o Photographs of flooding during the storm documented in newspaper articles, field observations
by FCDMC personnel, residents in the area, photos submiued through the FCDMC Report A
Flood mobile tool app 0rttp://eis.fcd.maricopa.eov/rafl) and other souraes.

. Municipal maintenance records.

o Municipal storm flood complaints databases.

r Aerial photographs tahen during or immediately after the flood.

. Stream gage andlor retention basin stage gage data.

r Visible high water marks in channels, culverts, culvert inlets, retention basins, and on bridge
piers.

These comparisons should be documented in the technical report for the project and possibly used to help

calibrate the model if the results show trends that can be addressed through model parameter adjustments.

7.7.4 Calibration Parameters

Output that should be targeted for calibration in the preferred order of priority includes:

1. Total runoff volume on the surface.

2. Flow depths at critical locations.

3. Runoff hydrograph timing, peak discharge and runoff volume.

The followin g are FLO-2D input parameters that can be used in model oalibration, listed in the preferred

order of priority lor adjustment:

1. Grid elevations. Manual adjustment of grid elevations at critical locations in order to more accurately

simulate the actual ground surface is a very powerful calibration tool. Improper elevation

assignments can have aluge effect on storage and therefore on distribution of volume on the surface.

The first step in model calibration is refinement of grid elevations to make sure that water is directed

appropriately, including ensuring that proper flow amounts reach storm drain inlets, hydraulic

structures, basins and channels.

2. LID. Spatially-varied LID settings can be adjusted up or dovm globally if appropriate, or for specific

features such as the base of natural channels or areas of SMUs where a controlling soil horizon is

known to exist. This is a very powerful tool for accomplishing model calibration goals.

3 . 1,4. Spatially-varied IA can be used to control the volume on the surface or at specific locations within

the study area. Because there is a limited range within this parameter can be varied (0.05" to 1"), it
has a limited effect on calibration. It can be used to correct small variances in total volume on the

surface.

4. Manning's n and Shallow r. Adjustment of surface roughness is a powerful calibration tool,

particularly for affecting timrng of runoff. In general, make adjustments to Manning's n first to
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address model stability issues and overall watershed timing, and Shallow n 2"d to address volume and

further address timing issues. Hydrograph lag times can be significantly increased or decreased

through judicious n-value adjustments. Also, both ru-values and Shallow n canbe used to affect the

total volume on the surface because they affect the length of time flow depth in excess of TOL

remains on grid elements. The longer the duration the more infiltration occurs.

^ID Channels. The proper use of 1D channels can dramatically improve the timing of runoff. Using

floodplain grids to simulate channel flow can be problematic when the channel widths are less than

the grid width. Adding in prismatic 1D channels to simulate constructed or even fairly uniform
natural channels for these cases can significantly improve watershed response and enable a better

match with measured hydrographs. Their use can also help with modeling channels that are greater

than the grid width, but the effects will not have as large an impact on model results.

Multiple channels. The multiple channel option can be used in a similar manner tothe lD channel

option described above. Refer to Section 7.11.5 for limitations on its use.

DTIIETA. Adjustment of the DTHETA parameter can be useful for reproducing measured results for
actual storms. When creating actual storm models, the iditial moisture content of the soil is a very

important input parameter. However, the selection of what soil moisture condition to use for a design

stonn model may need to be different than used for the storm reconstitution model.

XK\AT'. Adjustmerrt of the XKSAT pararreter could be a powerful tool for adjustnent of the total

volume on the surface but should only be used as a last resort. The majority of calibration issues can

be resolved using methods 1 through 7 above. FCDMC prefers to use its standardXK\Alvalues

whenever possible unless field- measured G&A parameters are available.

7.7.5 Calibration: Gage Data Available

When stream flow or stage gage(s) exist within the model domain, the measured data should be used, as a

minimum, to verify and provide confidence checks of the model results. The recommended procedure is

to identify actual storms that impactedthe FLO-2D model domain and produced vatid measureable mnoff
hydrographs at the gages. The measured results should undergo a quality control check by staff

responsible for the gage data to ensure the measured results are valid. Ideally, there should be more than

one storm available. It is useful to have at least one high intensity summer thunderstorrn and one longer

duration winter storm. The spatially- and temporally-varied rainfall data should be obtained as described

in Section .1.3 and used to create the RAINCELL .DAT FLO-2D input data file. That file is used to

impose a moving storm on the model domain. The model should be run using the actual storm rainfall

and the results compared with the measured data. This includes comparisons with any

6.

7.

8.
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verification/confidence check data gathered as part of the data collection efforts described in

Section 7.7.3.

If there is a reasonable comparison, then no calibration is necessary. If there are significant differences,

then model calibration may be required. Assuming that the grid elevations have already been checked

and adjusted as described in Section 7.7.4, general guidance for the approach to model calibration is as

follows:

7.7.5.1 Case 1: Less volume than measured and hydrograph shape similar to measured

This case generally requires a more global approach to decreasing rainfall and fransmission loss. If the

volume difference is fairly small, evaluate if the TOL value and IA coaldbe affecting the difference. If
so, and IA can be reduced uniformly across the model domain and still be within an acceptable range, ty
that approach first. If the difference is too large for that approach, then try reducing the LID globally. If
these two approaches move the IA and/or IID values into the unreasonable range, consider reducing

Shallow n. Evaluate the impervious area. Changes to the impervious area may affect the hydrograph

shape, so adjustrnents to RTIMP should be carefully evaluated. Finally, for the worst case, try turning off
Shallow n.

7.7.5.2 Case 2: More volume than measured and hydrograph shape similar to measured

Follow the same approach used for Case I except look at increasing IA and/or LID globally, possibly

increasing Shallow n, and possibly reducing RTIMP.

7.7.5.3 Case 3: Timing of hydrograph rising limb lags measured

The first things to look at are conveyance systems that are not being correctly represented in the model.

Look at where the flow is concentrating and evaluate the topography. Are there channels smaller in width

than the grid size lost due to elevation averagtng? If these channels are doing most of the work, the

conveyance needs to be included in the model using either 1D channels or the multiple channel option. If
this is not the case, evaluate the n-valte assignments to these grids. They may need to be reduced. If
none of these adjustments resolve the problem, by also reducing Shallow n.

7,7.5,4 Case 4: Timing of hydrograph rising limb precedes measured

The velocity in the main conveyance systems is too high. Try increasing n-values in the grids and

channels that do the majonty of the work. If none of these adjustments resolve the problem, try also

increasing Shallow z.

7.7.5.5 Case 5: Shape of hydrograph does not match measured
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For this case, there is the possibility that the rainfall data is inaccurate. Double check to make sure the

rainfall distributions at grids containing arain gage matches the measured rainfall reasonably well. After

that, follow the procedures described for Cases 3 and 4 but focus on tributary areas rather than the entire

watershed. Look for sub-watersheds where a change in timing could cause the discrepancies in

hydrograph shape. Create floodplain hydrographs at the outlets of these sub-watersheds that can be

plotted together to identify which areas might be causing the problem. Then apply the Case 3 or Case 4

approaches to those sub-watersheds.

7.7.6 Calibration: No Gage Data Available

The FCDMC standard approach when there is no gage data avallable for calibration is as follows:

1. Create a HEC-L model of the FLO-2D model domain. The purpose is to determine the rainfall excess

volume that would remain on the surface if the FCDMC standard lD model hydrologic method were

used. Typically, this can be done using a single watershed operation using the log-area-averaged

XKSAT valte and corresponding DTHETA and PSIF parameters. Use the same design rainfall that is

applied to the FLO-2D design storm model. If there is significant variation in rainfall loss parameters

within the study area, the use of multiple sub-watersheds may be necessary. The unit hydrograph

parameters do not need to be actual values, just numbers that are not unreasonable. Check the HEC-I

rainfall excess volume against the total FLO-2D rainfall excess volume. The goal is to have as close

a match as possible. Make adjustments globally to LID to accomplish the goal.

2. Perform the verification/confidence checks described in Section 7 .7 .3 . If the available depth evidence

is close to, but lower than, the FL0-2D model reported depths, consider the model adjustments

completed. Otherwise, further adjusturents to LID rnay be necessary. Consult with the FCDMC

project mutager before making furthermodel adjustments.

7.8 HydraulicStructures
FromFLO-2DProBuJld 15.10. 13 andnewer, FCDMC recommendsuseofthe general culvertequations

option for most applications. Refer to Section 4.2.5.2(1. For builds prior to 15.10.13, the Rating Table or

Rating Curve options should be used. Refer to FLO-2D Hydraulic Structure Guidelines (FLO-2D

Software, Inc., 2014c) for guidance in applyrng the hydraulic structures component. The modeler should

become very familiar with the REVISED_RATINGJABLES.OUT and the ERROR.CHK ou@ut files

when using the Rating Table method. These files should be closely examined to verify that any

automated rating table adjustments made at runtime are appropriate. The test models developed as a part

of this verification project are available for study and can be used to help understand how the component

works. Use of the General Culvert Equations for box culvert modeling is not recommended as of the date
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of this report. Instead, the rating table method should be applied until minor issues encountered during

testing are resolved by the software developer.

7.9 Storm Drains

TheFL0-2Dstonndraincomponentisrecommendedforusefrom FL0-2DProBuild 15.10.13forward.

Application of the storm drain component requires a thorough understanding of the use of EPA SWMM 5

in addition to the FL0-2D interface with SWIM. Refer to the FL0-2D Storm Drain Manual (FLO-2D

Software, Inc., 2015f) for guidance in using the storm drain component. The test models developed as a

part ofthis verification project are available for study and can be used to help understand how the

component works.

7.10 Floodplain Delineation Method and Procedures

7.10.1 General

The use of FLO-2D results for delineation of floodplain boundaries can be divided into two

classifications: 1) confined flow and 2) unconfined flow. These classifications are addressed separately in

the following sections.

7.10.2 Confined Flow

When the system modeled has higher ground at the edge of the floodplain that confines the flow, the

following procedure can be used to define the floodplain boundary using ATIGIS:

1 . Create a GIS point feature class of the center of each FLO-2D grid element. The database table

should contain the grid element number, grid element ground elevation, maximum flow depth, and

maximum WSEL.

2. If the model computes rainfall losses, then revise the WSEL of the grid elements that have very small

flow depths that represent shallow flow outside of the desired floodplain. Depths of 0.1 feet and

lower usually suffice. Select those grid olements and set the WSEL value to be the ground elevation.

Do the same for any tributary inflow washes that do not warant a defined floodplain.

3. Create atiangulated 771V surface of the maximum WSELs.

4. Create aTIN of the ground surface.

5. Use the ATcGIS 3D Analyst Surface Difference tool to create polygons of areas above, below and at

the same elevation)

6. Export the 'above' polygons and then convert them to a line feature class. Perform edits as needed to

obtain the final floodplain boundary.
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7.10.3 Unconfined Flow

Unconfined flow for this procedure includes lwge areas of relatively shallow sheet flow andlor

distributary flow, excluding active alluvial fan areas. These unconfined flow areas are problematic for

defining a regulatory floodplain. Flow is constantly breaking out or divergrng along the floodplain fringe

and then decreasing as it moves downstream by spreading out and infiltrating. The issue is deciding

where to draw the line that defines what is to be regulated under the Floodplain and Drainage

Regulations, and what should be addressed only through the Drainage Regulation. The following is the

FCDMC approach to accomplish this:

1 . The FCDMC Floodplain Regulations allow regulating areas with a 100-year peak discharge of 5 0 cfs

or greater. Define flow splits that have a total peak flow rate of 50 cfs or less.

2. Check the flow depths in the flood fringe breakout mea with a flow rate of 50 cfs or less. If the flow

depth is greater than 1-foot, consider leaving those grids in the defined floodplain. If the flow depths

immediately downstream drop below l-foot as flow spreads and dissipates, use judgment in drawing

the floodplain boundary.

3. Use the grid boundary to draw the floodplain boundary. There is no way to define a catch point with

higher ground for these circumstances so using the grid boundary shows the basis for the delineation.

4. Forbreakoutswithal0O-yearpeakdischargeofgreaterthan50cfs,continuetodelineate

downstream until the flow rate drops below 50 cfs.

This is a manual time consuming process. An example is shown on Fieure 7.2. The floodplain boundary

is the thick blue line. The labels are maximum WSEL, discharge and flow direction, and maximum depth.

The total peak discharge in the breakout is about 23 cfs and the flow depth drops to below l-foot, so the

breakout to the southeast was not included in the floodplain.

7.10.4 FloodwayDelineation

From the FCDMC perspective, there is currently no acceptable way to define a floodway that meets the

FEMA standard definition usngFL0-2D. FCDMC is working on a solution to this problem, but nothing

is available at this time. Since the majority of flood hazardswhere FLO-2D should be applied consist of
shallow flow, FCDMC has adopted the following approach in the past for the Rio Yerde ADMP

(FCDMC,2AAI:

1. Define an AE Zone floodplain using the detailed FLO-2D model maximum WSEL restilts and the

procedures set fort\ in Section 7. t0.

2. Enforce a zero rise floodplain policy for the floodplain areas. Development on a lot must have a

drainage design report that shows that the improvements do not increase the 100-year IilSEL above
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the base flood elevation, and that drainage patterns, depths and velocities match predevelopment

conditions on the downstream side(s) of the lot.

3. The use of HEC-RAS is allowed for the hydraulic analysis in support of development of the parcel, or

asmaller gidFL0-2D modelmaybeused. Thetotalpeakdischargesfromthe FLO-2D model

results entering and leaving the parcel are used in the analysis.

7.ll Model Limitations

7.ll.l Number of Grids

Currently, the maximum practical limit is abott2 million grid elements. FCDMC prefers to keep model

size under 1.5 million gnds by creating multiple adjoining models. FLO-2D has an option to

automatically create an INFLOW.DAT file from outflow cell hydrographs, which is used to ease setup of

adjacent models. The FLO-2D GDS program can be used to create the grid and compute average

elevations for lmge models but many of the GD,Stools will not function properly for very large numbers

of grid elements so FCDMC recommends use of GI,S tools for development of most other input data files.

7.11.2 Grid Size

7.11.2.1 Hydrologic Modeling

The FCDMC recommended maximum grid size for a strictly hydrologic FLO-2D model is 50-feet.

FEMA may require a lO-meter maximum size, so always check with the reviewing agency first.

Depending on the nature of the terrain, the multiple channel and/or lD channel components may need to

be applied in order to accurately simulate watershed response time.

7.11.2.2 Hydraulic Modeling

FCDMChas experimented with and applied 50-, 35-, 30-,25-,20-,15- and 10-foot grid sizes for use on

large-scale watershed studies where the floodplain grids are relied on for the majority of the hydraulic

computations. As a result of these trials, FCDMC recommends a maximum grid size of Zl-feet and has

been using a 15- or 20-foot grid size for most recent models. Grid size selection is dependent on the

study goals, level of detail desired, the maximum number of grid elements, and the accuracy of the

available topographic mapping. FCDMC is now perforrning complex nrban 2D modeling using agrid

size of l5-feet. A grid size of no smaller than l0-feet is recommended as the very small time steps

required for such r*uitlrid elements may exceed the model technical limits arid model run times may be

excessively long. Larger grid sizes could be used for riverine system models where the floodplain grids

are used to model wide uniform overbank flows in combination with the ID channel component.
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Unconfined Flow Floodplain Boundary Example
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7.11,2.3 DischargeFluxConsiderations

Per the FLO-2D Input Data Manual (FLO-2D Software, Inc.,20L5d), the following criteria is helpful

when selecting a model grid size:

Qp.utlA.*r < 10.0 cfs/ft2

The closer Q*lA*i is to 3.0 cfs/ft2, the faster the model will run. If the Qr."/A.*1 is much greater fhan

10.0 cfs/ft2, the model will run more slowly. This relationship is particularly important when large flow

rates are conveyed through the grid system without dispersal. This situation should be considered when

establishing the grid element size.

This relationship is also important when adding inflow hydrographs to the system. A common practice is

to assign an inflow hydrograph to only one grid element. Quite often, this approach violates the above

relationship and slows the model down. To address this, the inflow hydrograph should be divided into

multiple hydrographs and spread out over multiple grid elements. Care should be taken to use the grids

that represent the floodplain the inflow applies to and to account for available conveyance when dividing

the inflow hydrograph.

7.11.3 TopographicMapping

The basis for any hydraulic model is the topography. This is particularly true for the FLO-2D model

since the grid element representation is essentially a DEM. The accuracy of the topographic mapping

must be commensurate with the goals for application of the 2D model and of sufficient detail to produce

an accurate DEM of the grid size. When the model area contains linear features such as levees, roadway

embankments, basins, sfieets with curbs and gutters, and a complex channel system, the makeup of the

underlying point data used to produce the topographic surface model becomes very important. A
limitation of the FL0-2D model is that the grid size may make it difficult to accurately account for these

linear features. LIDAR datasets, which is often a cost effective method for obtaining topographic data,

although very detailed, often lack critical details needed to simulate such features in a time or cost

effective manner. FCDMC prefers a traditional photogrammetric mapping approach when these types of
features have to be accurately represented in the model. This approach is preferable in order to obtain 3D

break lines that can be used to hard-code the effects of these features into the model. It is also a more cost

effective approach to obtain cartographic features used to simulate impervious area and flow obstructions

such as building and walls.

The FCDMC has topoglaphic and cartographic mapprng specifications that define how this information is

to be prepared and supplied in order to facilitate 2D model development. These specifications are

available from the FC DMC Engineering Division.
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7.11.4 ID Channels

7.11.4.1 General

The FLO-2D 1D channel component is recommended for use with all builds of FL0-2D 2009.06 and

FLO-2D Pro. Application of the storm drain component requires a thorough understanding of the use of
1D modeling techniques in addition to the FL0-2D interface. Please refer to Channel Guidelines (FLO-

2D Software, Inc., 2015b) and Channel Termination Guidelines (FLO-2D Software, Inc., 2015c) for
guidance in using the lD channel componont. The test models developed as a part of this verification

project are available for study and can be used to help understand how the component works.

The following sections provide insight and guidance on several aspects of 1D channel modeling within
FLO-2D.

7.11.4.2 Natural Channel Cross Sections

Two important aspects of how the FLO-2D ID channel component is implemented are discussed in this

section. The first relates to how FLO-2D preprocesses and applies the cross section data. When the data

files are read,, arating table of hydraulic parameters are created, for every cross section, calculated using

horizontal slices to fonn small incremental depthtapezoids as shown in Fieure 7.3. It is importantthat

the appropriate number of points is used to define each cross section. There should be a minimum of 8

points used for natural cross sections, even and especially if a prismatic rectangular or trapezaidal cross

section is being defined. The two bottom corners need an additional point on each side close to the two

bottom corners in order for the horizontal slices to be established correctly. To avoid problems because

of too few points used, it is recommended that the prismatic channel option be used for rectangular and

trapezoidal channels rather the natural channel option.

It is not recommended to extract an actual cross section from the topographic surface for every grid

element. Instead, extact cross sections at the same spacing as is normally used for aHEC-RAS model

and then interpolate cross sections for the intermediate grid elements. The cross sections should be setup

and tailored to meet the goals of the model. If the model is for a large peak discharge such as the 100-

year storm, care should be taken to remove unnecessary points and small fluctuations that do not affect

the overall conveyance at peak. There should not be dramatic changes in cross sectional area and the

slope should be representative of the reach with ineffective flow areas, both along the bottom and sides,

removed. Each cross section should represent the main conveyance channel not the entire floodplain.
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Figure 7.3 FLO-2D Natural Channel Parameter Rating Table
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The current FL0-2D 1D channel routine computes the cross section area for conveyance in a manner

different than HEC-RAS'. Refer to Fiqure 7.4 . FLO-2D locates the lowest relative high bank and uses the

elevation to stop the development of the hydraulic parameters ratingtfule data. HELI-RAS'conversely

uses all available area by extending the low side vertically. The FLO-2D approach can result in some

cross sectional area not being accounted for properly. An example of that area is shaded in dmk grey on

Figure 7.4 on the cross section labeled "Curient FL0-2D.1D Channel Conveyance." FCDMC is currently

working with FLO-2D Software, Inc. to revise this approach to more closely match HEC-RAS. The

revisions will be designed to simulate the cross sectional area scheme labeled "Proposed FL0-2D lD
Channel Conveyance." Check the FLO-2D updates description file periodically to see if this change has

been made. Until then, the modeler should setup the cross sections so that this problem does not occur.

Essentially, the left and right banks should be close to the same elevation.

7.11,4.3 Use of Floodplain Grids

The use of only floodplain grids to model 1D channels, particularly relatively deep confined channels,

should be undertaken cautiously. Confined channel grids do not use the entire grid width to convey flow.

The floodplain grid hydraulics also only uses the grid base width for wetted perimeter. Refer to Section

4.2.2 for more detail. These factors can have an impact on the results, typically slightly increasing the

flow depth and velocitp If more detailed hydraulics of the channel is needed, the lD channel component

should be applied instead.
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Figure 7.4 FLO-2D Cross Section Area Used for Conveyance
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7.11.5 MultipleChannels

The multiple channel component should be applied only when the grid does not adequately model the

effects of existing multiple shallow inset natural channels that are expected to increase in width during a

major flow event. If used to model one or more small channels that are not expected to expand, caution

should be applied ifthe flow depth is expected to exceed the inset channel capacity. For these cases,

FLO-2D will not switch to the remaining overbank area within the grid element. Instead, it will keep

increasing the depth in the channel by extending the walls vertically. Also, the multiple channel

component is based on the wetted perimeter only including the channel base width, not the sides. When

flow depths exceed two (2) feet, the error associated with this assumption increases and the results may

not be appropriate for use. lnstead, use ofthe 1D channel component should be considered.
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7.rz Application of Model Results

7.12.1 DesignApplications

Before using the FLO-2D model results from an ADMS, ADMP or other FCDMC study, carefully review

the basis for the models described inthe TDN, all assumptions made, and recommendation on use of the

results. Additional refinement of the model may be needed in apwticular areafor design purposes. The

user should keep in mind that the ADMSIADMP models are intended for flood hazard definition along

major flow areas. Depths and discharge rates in areas with small contributing watershed may need

careful review to determine if the results are reasonable for the intended application.

7.12.2 Assignment of Base Flood Elevation at a Building

The goal is to determine the highest WSEL at the building. This determination should exclude interior

building grids that are completely blocked by ARF, and adjacent grids that are not a part of the floodplain

such as grids representing high adjacent cut banks or behind retaining walls where the WSEL only

represents local runoff. A recommended process for assignment of the Base Flood Elevation (BFE) at a

building is as follows:

1. Prepare a map of the FLO-2D model results that includes flow direction alrows, the maximum WSEL,

and the peak discharge at each grid.

2. Casel: The ground slope is steep (fall generally greater than2 feet from the upsfream side to the

downstream side of the building) and the structure is built on an elevated pad where flow ponds

against, and flows around, the upstream side of the structure. For this case, use either the highest grid

WSEL onthe upstream side, or the average WSEL of the grid elements along the upstream side for the

BFE, based on engineering j udgment.

3. Case 2'. The ground has a relatively flat slope (fall from the upstream side to the downstream side is 1

to 2 foot or less). For this case, compute or plot the water surface profile along the structure parallel

with the direction of flow, assuming the WSEL is at the center of each grid element. Interpolate a

WLEL atthe upstream side of the building and assign asthe Bl''E.
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A. DIGITAL DATA
The supporting digital data is available for review but not included in this document. The digital files

include several hundred gigabytes of data that can be provided on an external hard drive. Coordinate with

the Special Projects Branch, Engineering Division, FCDMC to obtain a copy of this information, or

subsets of the information.
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